It’s time that Obama administration does more to crack down on the gun smuggling carried out by the Mexican drug cartels.

I strongly support the ATF’s proposal to require dealers along the border to report bulk sales of assault rifles, just like they already do with handgun sales. The ATF must use it’s authority to collect this information and better enforce the laws already on the books.

With more than 30,000 people already murdered in cartel wars, this is an emergency that demands our government’s immediate attention.

D C Lawrence
Washington Ave.
Brooklyn, NY 112338
It's time that Obama administration does more to crack down on the gun smuggling carried out by the Mexican drug cartels.

I strongly support the ATF's proposal to require dealers along the border to report bulk sales of assault rifles, just as they already do with handgun sales. The ATF must use its authority to collect this information and better enforce the laws already on the books.

With more than 30,000 people already murdered in drug-cartel wars, this is an emergency that demands the government's immediate attention.

d carr
22a School Street
HANOVER, NH 3755
Ms. Terrell, I disagree with this proposal on several different levels.

a. Collecting this information will have negligible affect on deterring or stopping the flow of illegal arms from the US to Mexico.

b. The collection of this information is designed more of an impedance to law abiding American Citizens than it is to stop the flow of illegal weapons to Mexico.

c. Our Federal Government could stop the illegal flow of weapons to Mexico by more effectively and thoroughly closing the border than by any other means, but they choose to use ineffective border closure methods proving to me they are insincere about effectively stemming the flow of illegal arms.

d. The collection of this information in the border states is just as maneuver and stepping stone to restrict our second amendment rights as American citizens.

Please consider my response a request for the OMB to deny ATF’s request to approve its proposed collection of information.

Than you.

David R.Evans
880 Heritage Drive
Mackinaw, Illinois 61755
It's time that the Obama administration does more to crack down on the gun smuggling carried out by the Mexican drug cartels.

I strongly support the ATF's proposal to require dealers along the border to report bulk sales of assault rifles, just like they already do with handgun sales. The ATF must use its authority to collect this information and better enforce the laws already on the books.

With more than 30,000 people already murdered in cartel wars, this is an emergency that demands our government’s immediate attention.

d grimes  
3010 W Becker  
Phoenix, AZ 85029
It's time that Obama administration does more to crack down on the gun smuggling carried out by the Mexican drug cartels.

I strongly support the ATF's proposal to require dealers along the border to report bulk sales of assault rifles, just like they already do with handgun sales. The ATF must use its authority to collect this information and better enforce the laws already on the books.

With more than 30,000 people already murdered in cartel wars, this is an emergency that demands our government's immediate attention.

d higley
uppr Boiceville rd
boiceville, NY 12412
Dear Ms. Terrell:

I am writing to oppose the so-called emergency regulation to register multiple sales of certain rifles with BATFE as described in FR Doc. 2010-31761 from the 12/17/2010 Federal Register. 

This regulation is both illegal and unnecessary. Further there is no justification for any "emergency" implementation as reported by the Washington Post: White House delayed rule meant to stop gun flow to Mexico, Washington Post, Dec. 17, 2010, On-line edition.

The regulation proposed is outside the statutory grant of authority to record information about multiple sales of firearms. Title 18 U.S.C. § 923(g)(3)(A) specifically grants the authority to collect multiple sale information on handguns and revolvers. Other firearms are excluded and there is no implied authority to extend this reporting requirement to rifles or any other type of firearm.

FFL holders are already required by law to respond to BATFE requests for information on firearms distribution pursuant to criminal investigations: Title 18 U.S.C. § 923(g)(7).

The regulation contains no provision for the destruction of information collected, which establishes a nationwide registry of "certain types of firearms" as proposed. Because of this the regulation as proposed is illegal under Title 18 U.S.C. § 926(a). "No such rule or regulation, may require that records required to be maintained under this chapter or any portion of the contents of such records, be recorded at or transferred to a facility owned, managed, or controlled by the United States or any State or any political subdivision thereof, nor that any system of registration of firearms, firearms owners, or firearms transactions or disposition be established."

There is a grave potential for this regulation to unduly burden citizens who are collectors or must obtain purchase permits at the local or state level to possess firearms. The proposed regulation does not say what the agency intends to do with the information but ostensibly it would be for criminal investigations. Subjecting law abiding gun owners to this type of investigation under the guise of "information collection" is an overt attempt to prevent them from exercising their 2nd Amendment rights to purchase and own firearms.

This regulatory action has not allowed the public sufficient time to comment.

This regulatory action should not be approved.

Sincerely,
Doug Larson
Scottsdale, AZ
Good afternoon, I am not sure if this is the correct place to send this email. I am replying to the request for comments regarding the ATF's proposal. If this is the incorrect place for this response, then please delete and spend no more of your time reading this.

However if this is the correct place then let me begin by saying that I appreciate the opportunity to voice my opinion in such a way that those who are in a position to do something might consider it.

It seems that the proposal is well intentioned and considering the threat to U.S. Citizens abroad and perhaps more importantly to citizens here at home that it has the "best of intentions". My concern here is that for one, unless there is an amendment made to the Gun Control Act, it doesn't seem that Congress has enumerated these powers to the ATF. If any arm of the Federal Government wishes to expand its power or influence it must seek the approval of those that it is responsible to. For instance, the Border Patrol would have to get law changed if it was going to begin issuing citations for traffic violations. Now this is a small stretch but one can clearly understand the comparison.

If legislation already exists that permits the ATF the ability to do this then the above contention falls as far as the ATF is concerned.

Secondly, why is it the ATF feels the need to increase its efforts on the reporting of law abiding citizens? From what I was able to read concerning the proposal there is no stipulation about whether reporting will be specified to those rifle enthusiasts who may have a criminal record and those who do not. Now of course we should keep weapons out of the hands of criminals with a violent background or those who are not eligible under current gun laws, but I see no real justification for these new laws.

Now, there is a great deal of effort put into the estimation of manpower and time it would take to process all of this new reporting. As I am most certain that that comes with any new proposal, the effort to describe how much it will take underscores the fact the ATF is surely working at its limits already. This seems to be why the proposal goes to great lengths discussing how it will only be so many hours and so forth. Now, this data surely must have a small bias, considering the source; the ATF isn't going to publish information that would show an unusual amount of manpower etc. because as an agency, you want to show that you can do the most with the least. This brings credit to all those within the Agency. Let me also say that I am sure the men and women that make up the ATF are of the highest caliber and some of our Nation's finest. Furthermore, these estimations are on a "best case scenario", they do not take into consideration all of the "nature of the beast" problems associated with typical bureaucratic operations.

Currently many states are proposing budget cuts as is also taking place at the national level. At a time when historically our nation's economy is not at its strongest any tax payer funded organization faces a tough sell when seeking more of anything. The ATF must make its case, however to ask a simple cost benefit analysis question: Will the benefits of this reporting truly outweigh the cost to implement the reporting?

It seems that based on the proposal a loop hole exists. From the ATF's standpoint the agency would basically like to know of every person whose intention it seems is to own more than one semi-automatic rifle. One can see why the ATF might want that information but what exists to stop someone from simply waiting longer than the proposal's allotted amount of time concerning the purchase of said rifle's. Wouldn't this person just more slowly acquire the same amount of weapons and potentially stay under the "radar"? If that is the case then why even require the reporting in the first place? It seems like a waste of time, either that or this is just a bid for more power and more control and a platform for further invasive proposals.

Perhaps my final thought on this matter, and this one I will admit is certainly a little more far fetched, is should the worst happen and the end of our sovereignty occur, what would a malicious power not bound by our constitution do with these records. For example, everyone remembers the film "Red Dawn"; I am sure the ATF deals with several individuals who may take that movie a little too seriously, but to make a point, perhaps it
could be a good thing that records do not exist on every single person who may own more than one semi-automatic rifle who purchased them more than one at time. Now that is again a far fetched contention but none the less the point is valid.

I feel that changes should be made to this proposal. I think that the government should track the sale of arms in our country but in a limited scope. There doesn't seem to be a need for these new laws, what is the motivation behind them? I will not waste time quoting the 2ND Amendment as I am sure you probably are more familiar with than I am, but in a democracy there must exist a balance between those who govern and those who consent to be governed.

Once again thank you for allowing me the opportunity to voice my opinion, I hope that this is helpful and I look forward to any response that you may have to my opinion, or any further explanation of the proposal, perhaps I have been misinformed.

Respectfully Submitted
texascorps@yahoo.com
I am writing to offer my comments on this Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco, Firearms, and Explosives (ATF) information collection request to the Office of Management and Budget (OMB).

The notice proposed an "emergency" requirement that certain federal firearms licensees report multiple sales or other dispositions whenever the licensee sells or otherwise disposes of two or more rifles within any five consecutive business days with the following characteristics: (a) Semi automatic; (b) a caliber greater than .22; and (c) the ability to accept a detachable magazine.

Now, the OMB has denied the "emergency" request. But regardless of the timeframe in which approval is sought, ATF does not have the statutory authority to impose this requirement on licensees.

The reasons for that lack of authority are fully explained in the attached legal memorandum; but in short, the Congress has comprehensively defined what ATF may and may not require with respect to licensees' records. By specifically requiring reports only of multiple handgun sales, Congress implicitly rejected the idea of requiring reports on multiple sales of other firearms. ATF seemed to understand that point when it responded in October to a recommendation for multiple long gun sales reporting by the Department of Justice Inspector General. ATF's comment on that recommendation was that it would "explore the full range of options" but that such a requirement "may require a change to the Gun Control Act."

These reports will be requested through "demand letters"—a mechanism that for many years had been used only to conduct firearm traces, to obtain aggregate manufacturing statistics, or to obtain contact information for buyers of certain firearms later declared to be subject to the National Firearms Act. Even when ATF began to use demand letters to seek a broader range of firearm transaction records, one court upholding that program cautioned that the demand letter statute "is not a limitless delegation of authority" and "cannot be construed in an open-ended fashion."

The scope of the proposed collection suggests in itself that the proposal exceeds ATF's statutory authority. The Fourth Circuit stressed that the letter at issue in the RSM case was sent to only 41 licensees out of the 80,000 licensees in the United States.3 A second type of demand letter was sent to only 450 dealers nationwide.
Now, ATF proposes to issue demand letters to approximately 8,500 licensees. That estimate appears to be based on the total number of licensed dealers and pawnbrokers in California, Arizona, New Mexico and Texas. If so, nearly one out of seven firearm retailers in the United States would receive demand letters for multiple rifle sales.

The burden estimate in the proposal appears to assume that each licensee subject to a demand letter will respond once during the proposed duration of the program. Given the great variety in size and sales volume among the thousands of licensees in the border states, this seems unlikely.

Even if the burden estimate in the proposal is correct, it is unclear how ATF could make effective use of the large number of reports that would be generated. Recent media reports suggest that ATF is already unable to handle dealers' voluntary, real-time reports of possible "straw purchases." If processing thousands of additional mandatory reports takes even more resources away from investigating these suspicious transactions, the proposed information collection may be more harmful than helpful.

The NRA is well aware that ATF would, understandably, like to take strong steps to address drug-related violence in Mexico. But lawlessness in Mexico—driven by multi-billion dollar drug cartels with access to any and all types of arms on the international black markets—is no excuse for U.S. law enforcement agencies to spend scarce resources on programs that exceed their legal powers.

Sincerely,

Darl Dilley
7250 S. Kyrene Road, #184
Tempe, AZ  85283
((702) 782-7362
dfd0446@msn.com
It’s time that Obama administration does more to crack down on the gun smuggling carried out by the Mexican drug cartels.

I strongly support the ATF’s proposal to require dealers along the border to report bulk sales of assault rifles, just like they already do with handgun sales. The ATF must use its authority to collect this information and better enforce the laws already on the books.

With more than 30,000 people already murdered in cartel wars, this is an emergency that demands our government’s immediate attention.

D. Hardesty
pmb 178 15 e putnan ave
greenwich, CT 6854
I do not like your reporting on long gun sales. How fare are you going to take it. I live next to Canada. Will we be next, to report gun sales.

Hooker Hailstone
The Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco, Firearms and Explosives is demanding the authority to require all of the 8,500 firearm dealers in California, Arizona, New Mexico and Texas to report all sales of two or more semiautomatic rifles within five consecutive business days, if the rifles are larger than .22 caliber and use detachable magazines.

When I read the above statement, I was astonished. The “Bureau” has no rights to demand anything. The “Bureau” has no rights; is not a natural person and certainly not a United States citizen.

So, wake up and stop these unfounded demands.

We are NOT giving up our 2nd Amendment rights, period.
As a fan of the 2nd amendment you need to respect, NO REPORT OF LONG RIFLE SALES!! in any way, shape or form.
The BATFE has extended the prying eyes of the federal government too far with the December 17, 2010 Notice of Information Collection Under Review: Report of Multiple Sale or Other Disposition of Certain Rifles. This request will only require more bureaucratic paperwork to be performed, eliminating the benefit of having officers performing their real job... 'serve and protect'. I urge you to recall this wasteful proposition.
It’s time that the Obama administration does more to crack down on the gun smuggling carried out by the Mexican drug cartels.

I strongly support the ATF’s proposal to require dealers along the border to report bulk sales of assault rifles, just like they already do with handgun sales. The ATF must use its authority to collect this information and better enforce the laws already on the books.

With more than 30,000 people already murdered in cartel wars, this is an emergency that demands our government’s immediate attention.

Dahlia Magat
3125 S Durango Ave. #5
Los Angeles, CA 90034
It's time that Obama administration does more to crack down on the gun smuggling carried out by the Mexican drug cartels.

I strongly support the ATF's proposal to require dealers along the border to report bulk sales of assault rifles, just like they already do with handgun sales. The ATF must use its authority to collect this information and better enforce the laws already on the books.

With more than 30,000 people already murdered in cartel wars, this is an emergency that demands our government's immediate attention.

Daia Gerson
83 Smith Lane
Accord, NY 12404
Classification: UNCLASSIFIED
Office of Management & Budget
Office of Information and Regulation Affairs
Attention: Department of Justice Desk Officer Washington, DC 20503

Re: Federal Register Notice of December 17, 2010 (Volume 75, Number 242, Page 79021), 60-Day Emergency Notice of Information Collection Under
Review: Report of Multiple Sale or Other Disposition of Certain Rifles

To Whom It May Concern:

I am writing as a concerned weapons owner and supporter of the Second Amendment to the request that the ATF made to the OMB.

The notice proposed an "emergency" requirement that certain federal firearms licensees report multiple sales or other dispositions whenever the licensee sells or otherwise disposes of two or more rifles within any five consecutive business days with the following characteristics: (a) Semi automatic; (b) a caliber greater than .22; and (c) the ability to accept a detachable magazine.

There are enough laws in place and further information is not needed to enforce laws already in place.

Thank you.

Travis Dail
Classification: UNCLASSIFIED
It’s time that the Obama administration does more to crack down on the gun smuggling carried out by the Mexican drug cartels.

I strongly support the ATF’s proposal to require dealers along the border to report bulk sales of assault rifles, just like they already do with handgun sales. The ATF must use its authority to collect this information and better enforce the laws already on the books.

With more than 30,000 people already murdered in cartel wars, this is an emergency that demands our government’s immediate attention.

Daire Seaman
4 Candytuft Court
HOMOSASSA, FL 34446
It's time that the Obama administration does more to crack down on the gun smuggling carried out by the Mexican drug cartels.

I strongly support the ATF's proposal to require dealers along the border to report bulk sales of assault rifles, just like they already do with handgun sales. The ATF must use its authority to collect this information and better enforce the laws already on the books.

With more than 30,000 people already murdered in cartel wars, this is an emergency that demands our government's immediate attention.

Dale E. White
1710 Lafayette Avenue
Butte, MT 59701
To Barbara, I refuse to be treated like some criminal when I buy a gun, the ATF has no legal right to demand anything. They are a power grabbing arm of Obama and I will fight you all the way. Dale Buel
To: barbara.terrell@atf.gov
Subject: Oppose Regulation Expanding Multiple Sale Reporting


This regulation is both illegal and unnecessary. Further there is no justification for any "emergency" implementation as reported by the Washington Post:

* The regulation proposed is outside the statutory grant of authority to record information about multiple sales of firearms. Title 18 U.S.C. § 923(g)(3)(A) specifically grants the authority to collect multiple sale information on handguns and revolvers. Other firearms are excluded and there is no implied authority to extend this reporting requirement to rifles or any other type of firearm.

* "FFL" holders are already required by law to respond to BATFE requests for information on firearms distribution pursuant to criminal investigations: Title 18 U.S.C. § 923(g)(7).

* The regulation contains no provision for the destruction of information collected, which establishes a nationwide registry of "certain types of firearms" as proposed. Because of this the regulation as proposed is illegal under Title 18 U.S.C. § 926(a). "No such rule or regulation . may require that records required to be maintained under this chapter or any portion of the contents of such records, be recorded at or transferred to a facility owned, managed, or controlled by the United States or any State or any political subdivision thereof, nor that any system of registration of firearms, firearms owners, or firearms transactions or disposition be established."

There is a grave potential for this regulation to unduly burden citizens who are collectors or must obtain purchase permits at the local or state level to possess firearms. The proposed regulation does not say what the agency intends to do with the information but
ostensibly it would be for criminal investigations. Subjecting law
abiding gun owners to this type of investigation under the guise of
"information collection" is an overt attempt to prevent them from
exercising their 2nd Amendment rights to purchase and own firearms.

* This regulatory action has not allowed the public sufficient time to comment.

This regulatory action should not be approved.

Sincerely

Dale Nick
1512 12th St No
Princeton, MN 55371
stop the ATF
February 11, 2011

Barbara A. Terrell
Firearms Industry Programs Branch
Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco, Firearms and Explosives
99 New York Avenue, N.E.
Washington, DC 20226.

Dear Barbara A. Terrell,

Please do not allow the ATF to overstep their legal authority by implementing the suggested December 17, 2010 “Notice of Information Collection Under Review: Report of Multiple Sale or Other Disposition of Certain Rifles", and require yet more illegal and frivolous regulation on the legal right to keep and bear arms granted the people of this great nation.

The ATF has no legal authority to demand these reports, and the flood of new paperwork will waste scarce law enforcement resources that should be spent on legitimate investigations.

There is a problem with crime on the Mexican border. Penalizing law abiding gun owners and dealers of the United States of America won’t fix it.

Thank you in advance for using your control and influence to preserve the rights of the people of our nation.

Sincerely,

Joni M. Hatch
NOTICE OF COMMENT TO:

OMB
Office of Information and Regulatory Affairs
Attention: Department of Justice Desk Officer
Washington, DC 20503

PH: (202) 395-6466
Fax: (202) 395-3888

ATTENTION: Department of Justice Desk Officer

RE: Federal Register Notices, OMB Number 1140-New

In reference to the December 17, 2010 “Notice of Information Collection Under Review: Report of Multiple Sale or Other Disposition of Certain Rifles.”

My requested comment:

Thank you for requesting comments from the public. It is too bad that there is not enough time in a lifetime to actually read all the multitude of Federal Register Notices. Actions are processed without a reasonable notice to the consent of the governed.

Declaring emergency after finding none exist is contemptible abuse of process.

This proposal appears unconstitutional on it’s face and an abuse of process in and of itself.

Sanctioning the people of USA with excessive red tape is, not the best example of economical progress, defeating any purpose.

I agree with the National Rifle Association, notice to OMB dated Feb. 10th, 2011, regarding this as a matter of record.

I request that all burdens of such alluded proposals be accompanied with a United States Government Agency Claim Form 95. To be included with any documents to each and every individual business owner or agent for service rendered. The alternative request would be to avoid the process altogether as unequal compounded reporting and/or excessive processes.

"Let's meet our responsibility to the citizens who scent us here.” -- President Barack Obama (USA)

Federal Firearm Regulations have been punitive to the law abiding far too often.

If you have any questions regarding this, please do not hesitate to call me at: (310) 431-6092. Also, please do email response to: daleleehitt1957@hotmail.com
Sincerely,

Dale Hitt

cc:

OMB
Office of Information and Regulatory Affairs
Attention: Department of Justice Desk Officer
Washington, DC 20503

PH: (202) 395-6466
Fax: (202) 395-3888

Barbara A. Terrell
Firearms Industry Programs Branch
Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco, Firearms and Explosives
99 New York Avenue, N.E.
Washington, DC 20226.

Barbara.Terrell@atf.gov
Fax: (202) 648–9640
In reference to the December 17, 2010 “Notice of Information Collection Under Review: Report of Multiple Sale or Other Disposition of Certain Rifles.”

My requested comment:

Thank you for requesting comments from the public. It is too bad that there is not enough time in a lifetime to actually read all the multitude of Federal Register Notices. Actions are processed without a reasonable notice to the consent of the governed.

Declaring emergency after finding none exist is contemptible abuse of process.

This proposal appears unconstitutional on its face and an abuse of process in and of itself.

Sanctioning the people of USA with excessive red tape is, not the best example of economical progress, defeating any purpose.

I agree with the National Rifle Association, notice to OMB dated Feb. 10th, 2011, regarding this as a matter of record.

I request that all burdens of such alluded proposals be accompanied with a United States Government Agency Claim Form 95. To be included with any documents to each and every individual business owner or agent for service rendered. The alternative request would be to avoid the process altogether as unequal compounded reporting and/or excessive processes.

"Let's meet our responsibility to the citizens who scent us here." -- President Barack Obama (USA)

Federal Firearm Regulations have been punitive to the law abiding far too often.

If you have any questions regarding this, please do not hesitate to call me at: (310) 431-6092. Also, please do email response to: daleleehitt1957@hotmail.com

Sincerely,

Dale Hitt

cc:

OMB
Office of Information and Regulatory Affairs
Attention: Department of Justice Desk Officer
Washington, DC 20503
It's time that the Obama administration does more to crack down on the gun smuggling carried out by the Mexican drug cartels.

I strongly support the ATF's proposal to require dealers along the border to report bulk sales of assault rifles, just like they already do with handgun sales. The ATF must use its authority to collect this information and better enforce the laws already on the books.

With more than 30,000 people already murdered in cartel wars, this is an emergency that demands our government's immediate attention.

As soon as it became apparent that legally purchased US weapons were being smuggled across the border into illegal Mexican cartel hands, it became appropriate and legal for the US federal government to step in to stop that movement regardless of the state laws involved. That smuggling not only crosses state lines it involves international obligations that no state may address. Only the federal government can do that, and it must.

Dale Hoogeveen
3049 Elliot Ave S
Minneapolis, MN 55407
Cooksey, Roberta B.

From: Dale King [dale.king@earthlink.net]
Sent: Friday, February 11, 2011 4:00 PM
To: Terrell, Barbara A.
Subject: Support for the Reporting of Multiple Sales of Long Guns

Dear Barbara Terrell,

It's time that the Obama administration does more to crack down on the gun smuggling carried out by the Mexican drug cartels.

I strongly support the ATF's proposal to require dealers along the border to report bulk sales of assault rifles, just like they already do with handgun sales. The ATF must use its authority to collect this information and better enforce the laws already on the books.

With more than 30,000 people already murdered in cartel wars, this is an emergency that demands our government’s immediate attention.

Dale King
Street Address
City, CA 95128
It's time that the Obama administration does more to crack down on the gun smuggling carried out by the Mexican drug cartels.

I strongly support the ATF's proposal to require dealers along the border to report bulk sales of assault rifles, just like they already do with handgun sales. The ATF must use its authority to collect this information and better enforce the laws already on the books.

With more than 30,000 people already murdered in cartel wars, this is an emergency that demands our government's immediate attention.

Dale Kooyman
801 21st Street
#N/A, CA 95811

Dale Kooyman
801 21st Street
#N/A, CA 95811
“Notice of Information Collection Under Review: Report of Multiple Sale or Other Disposition of Certain Rifles.”

Sadly another valid issue is being approached from the wrong angle. This collection of information will do nothing to stop the possession of guns by criminals. Please reconsider attacks on 2nd amendment rights in favor if solutions that really attack the problem. That's what everyone wants....safe borders, criminals prosecuted and our right to self defense without government oversight or interference. Another government information collection is simply another waste in spending at a time when we cannot afford it.

Sincerely,

Dale L. Robertson

Sent from my iPhone
It’s time that the Obama administration does more to crack down on the gun smuggling carried out by the Mexican drug cartels.

I strongly support the ATF’s proposal to require dealers along the border to report bulk sales of assault rifles, just like they already do with handgun sales. The ATF must use its authority to collect this information and better enforce the laws already on the books.

With more than 30,000 people already murdered in cartel wars, this is an emergency that demands our government’s immediate attention.

Dale LaCognata
6244 Dover Ct.
Fishers, IN 46038
Dear Barbara Terrell,

It’s time that Obama administration does more to crack down on the gun smuggling carried out by the Mexican drug cartels.

I strongly support the ATF’s proposal to require dealers along the border to report bulk sales of assault rifles, just like they already do with handgun sales. The ATF must use it’s authority to collect this information and better enforce the laws already on the books.

With more than 30,000 people already murdered in cartel wars, this is an emergency that demands our government’s immediate attention.

Dale Le Fevre
PO Box 1641
MENDOCINO, CA 95460
Barbara Terrell,
Please stand up for the legal gun owners of America. It appears that any time there are killings using guns by some deranged nut, the anti gun lobby proposes additional gun control. Thank you very much.

Dale McCue
2502 Courtney Dr
Loveland, CO 80537
It’s time that the Obama administration does more to crack down on the gun smuggling carried out by the Mexican drug cartels.

I strongly support the ATF’s proposal to require dealers along the border to report bulk sales of assault rifles, just like they already do with handgun sales. The ATF must use its authority to collect this information and better enforce the laws already on the books.

With more than 30,000 people already murdered in cartel wars, this is an emergency that demands our government’s immediate attention.

Dale Nesbitt
1712 marin ave
Berkeley, CA 94707
Please OPPOSE the “Notice of Information Collection Under Review: Report of Multiple Sale or Other Disposition of Certain Rifles.”

This is an unnecessary regulation and is not allowed under Federal law. Title 18 U.S.C. § 923(g)(3)(A) does not grant any such registration of multiple purchases of firearms, except for handguns.

The regulation contains no provision for the destruction of the collected information, and therefore is not legal under Title 18 U.S.C. § 926(a).

Laws do matter and this unnecessary and extra-legal proposal must NOT be approved.

Sincerely,

Dale Platner
9632 Rockstone Ct.
Richmond, VA 23238
December 17, 2010 “Notice of Information Collection Under Review: Report of Multiple Sale or Other Disposition of Certain Rifles. With all of the costs that the government is going thru at this time, how can you really believe that you need to spend more tax payers monet on a new regulation that has no ability to stop crime, (if that is really your reasoning). I am a law abiding citizen in this great country and am apalled at this, an additonal reg. What harm is there is l, or any law abiding citizen wants to purchase two guns at a time or shortly after another.
Dale R. Riech
Dear Barbara Terrell,

It's time that the Obama administration does more to crack down on the gun smuggling carried out by the Mexican drug cartels.

I strongly support the ATF's proposal to require dealers along the border to report bulk sales of assault rifles, just like they already do with handgun sales. The ATF must use its authority to collect this information and better enforce the laws already on the books.

With more than 30,000 people already murdered in cartel wars, this is an emergency that demands our government’s immediate attention.

Dale Rose
1700 N 48th Ave
Hollywood, FL 33021-4130
It’s time that Obama administration does more to crack down on the gun smuggling carried out by the Mexican drug cartels.

I strongly support the ATF’s proposal to require dealers along the border to report bulk sales of assault rifles, just like they already do with handgun sales. The ATF must use its authority to collect this information and better enforce the laws already on the books.

With more than 30,000 people already murdered in cartel wars, this is an emergency that demands our government’s immediate attention.

Dale Shuffler
150 cooks glen rd
Spring city, PA 19475
Dear Barbara Terrell,

It's time that the Obama administration does more to crack down on the gun smuggling carried out by the Mexican drug cartels.

I strongly support the ATF's proposal to require dealers along the border to report bulk sales of assault rifles, just like they already do with handgun sales. The ATF must use its authority to collect this information and better enforce the laws already on the books.

With more than 30,000 people already murdered in cartel wars, this is an emergency that demands our government's immediate attention.

Dale Uetrecht
8668 Orchardhill Court
#N/A, OH 45251
To be brief, I am opposed to all efforts by the federal government to register Americans’ gun purchases such as that addressed in the December 17, 2010 “Notice of Information Collection Under Review: Report of Multiple Sale or Other Disposition of Certain Rifles.”

This is addressed to: OMB, Office of Information and Regulatory Affairs, Attention: Department of Justice Desk Officer Washington, DC 20503

Barbara A. Terrell, Firearms Industry Programs Branch, Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco, Firearms and Explosives, 99 New York Avenue, N.E., Washington, DC 20226 Fax: (202) 648–9640

Thanks,
Dale Flood
3548 Falkirk Way
El Dorado Hills, CA 95762
Home (916) 933-5844
Cell (916) 718-3281
E-mail: flashflood@email.com
It's time that the Obama administration does more to crack down on the gun smuggling carried out by the Mexican drug cartels.

I strongly support the ATF's proposal to require dealers along the border to report bulk sales of assault rifles, just like they already do with handgun sales. The ATF must use its authority to collect this information and better enforce the laws already on the books.

With more than 30,000 people already murdered in cartel wars, this is an emergency that demands our government's immediate attention.

Dalia Arellano
940 N. Herbert Ave.
Los Angeles, CA 90063
It’s time that Obama administration does more to crack down on the gun smuggling carried out by the Mexican drug cartels.

I strongly support the ATF’s proposal to require dealers along the border to report bulk sales of assault rifles, just like they already do with handgun sales. The ATF must use its authority to collect this information and better enforce the laws already on the books.

With more than 30,000 people already murdered in cartel wars, this is an emergency that demands our government’s immediate attention.

Damany Iqwe
8708 SW 26th Way #28
Portland, OR 97219
I am Writing to inform my elected officials and the(ATF) that I hear by endorse the views and options of the (NRA) National Rifle Association on the issue of:


Thank you,

Damien Sintes

West Sacramento, CA Voter
It's time that Obama administration does more to crack down on the gun smuggling carried out by the Mexican drug cartels.

I strongly support the ATF's proposal to require dealers along the border to report bulk sales of assault rifles, just like they already do with handgun sales. The ATF must use it's authority to collect this information and better enforce the laws already on the books.

With more than 30,000 people already murdered in cartel wars, this is an emergency that demands our government's immediate attention.

Damon Brinson
4860 Dona Lane
Minneapolis, MN 55422
Dear Barbara Terrell,

It’s time that Obama administration does more to crack down on the gun smuggling carried out by the Mexican drug cartels.

I strongly support the ATF’s proposal to require dealers along the border to report bulk sales of assault rifles, just like they already do with handgun sales. The ATF must use it’s authority to collect this information and better enforce the laws already on the books.

With more than 30,000 people already murdered in cartel wars, this is an emergency that demands our government’s immediate attention.

Damon Smith
100 Chilpancingo Parkway 1200
Pleasant Hill, CA 94523
Ms Terrell,

Realizing how busy you must be during these trying times, I will be as brief as possible. Sales reporting of firearms is unnecessary in most regards but particularly negligible pertaining to criminal organization's arsenals. As I am certain you are aware there is a black market in which criminals procure their goods and services. I am confident that if a person has access to large amounts of contraband or the ability to organize smuggling of said items including but not limited to items such as narcotics, illegal firearms made in other foreign nations, people etc... would not be purchasing firearms from small legitimate businesses. While I do not live in any of the states in the BATFE proposal, I do feel that the reporting of any legally purchased firearm is unwarranted. I recognize the necessity of the BATFE and am an avid supporter of law enforcement personnel, however the laws currently in place need only be enforced. With so few monetary resources to go around, wouldn't your budget and manpower be better utilized with them set on controlling the routes used? Perhaps gathering intelligence from those captured or the property owners that live in those areas would be of better service to you. I know Robert Krantz was a firearm owner and probably had a several which did him no good when he was gunned down on his own property by these criminal organization's personnel. I am fairly certain the arms used by said individuals were not purchased legally from US gun stores. Thank you very much for your time Ms. Terrell.

Regards,

Daniel Bock
Ms. Terrell,

The ATF has no legal authority to demand reports on long gun sales, and the flood of new paperwork will waste scarce law enforcement resources that should be spent on legitimate investigations.

ATF does not have the statutory authority to impose this requirement on licensees.
It’s time that the Obama administration does more to crack down on the gun smuggling carried out by the Mexican drug cartels.

I strongly support the ATF’s proposal to require dealers along the border to report bulk sales of assault rifles, just like they already do with handgun sales. The ATF must use its authority to collect this information and better enforce the laws already on the books.

With more than 30,000 people already murdered in cartel wars, this is an emergency that demands our government’s immediate attention.

dan bloch
59 oswego summit
lake oswego, OR 97035
It's time that the Obama administration does more to crack down on the gun smuggling carried out by the Mexican drug cartels.

I strongly support the ATF's proposal to require dealers along the border to report bulk sales of assault rifles, just like they already do with handgun sales. The ATF must use its authority to collect this information and better enforce the laws already on the books.

With more than 30,000 people already murdered in cartel wars, this is an emergency that demands our government’s immediate attention.

Dan Borengasser
3208 Valley View Drive
Springdale, AR 72762
Please OPPOSE the “Notice of Information Collection Under Review: Report of Multiple Sale or Other Disposition of Certain Rifles.”

This is an unnecessary regulation and is not allowed under Federal law. Title 18 U.S.C. § 923(g)(3)(A) does not grant any such registration of multiple purchases of firearms, except for handguns.

The regulation contains no provision for the destruction of the collected information, and therefore is not legal under Title 18 U.S.C. § 926(a).

Laws do matter and this unnecessary and extra-legal proposal must NOT be approved.

Sincerely,

Dan Brooks
caltain@yahoo.com
12267 Exbury St.
Herndon, VA 20170
703-404-8380

"Using yesterday's software to create tomorrow's problems today,"
Dear Barbara Terrell,

It's time that Obama administration does more to crack down on the gun smuggling carried out by the Mexican drug cartels.

I strongly support the ATF's proposal to require dealers along the border to report bulk sales of assault rifles, just like they already do with handgun sales. The ATF must use its authority to collect this information and better enforce the laws already on the books.

With more than 30,000 people already murdered in cartel wars, this is an emergency that demands our government's immediate attention.

Dan Burns
503 10th Ave S
Princeton, MN 55371
It's time that the Obama administration does more to crack down on the gun smuggling carried out by the Mexican drug cartels.

I strongly support the ATF's proposal to require dealers along the border to report bulk sales of assault rifles, just like they already do with handgun sales. The ATF must use its authority to collect this information and better enforce the laws already on the books.

With more than 30,000 people already murdered in cartel wars, this is an emergency that demands our government’s immediate attention.

Dan Carrillo
200 Hollyglen
San Dimas, CA 91773
I am writing in opposition to the so called emergency regulation to register multiple sales of certain rifles with BATFE as described in FR Doc. 2010-31761 from the 12/17/2010 Federal Register.

This regulation is both illegal and unnecessary. Further there is no justification for any "emergency" implementation as reported by the Washington Post:

* The regulation proposed is outside the statutory grant of authority to record information about multiple sales of firearms. Title 18 U.S.C. § 923(g)(3)(A) specifically grants the authority to collect multiple sale information on handguns and revolvers. Other firearms are excluded and there is no implied authority to extend this reporting requirement to rifles or any other type of firearm.

* "FFL" holders are already required by law to respond to BATFE requests for information on firearms distribution pursuant to criminal investigations: Title 18 U.S.C. § 923(g)(7).

* The regulation contains no provision for the destruction of information collected, which establishes a nationwide registry of "certain types of firearms" as proposed. Because of this the regulation as proposed is illegal under Title 18 U.S.C. § 926(a). "No such rule or regulation . may require that records required to be maintained under this chapter or any portion of the contents of such records, be recorded at or transferred to a facility owned, managed, or controlled by the United States or any State or any political subdivision thereof, nor that any system of registration of firearms, firearms owners, or firearms transactions or disposition be established."

There is a grave potential for this regulation to unduly burden citizens who are collectors or must obtain purchase permits at the local or state level to possess firearms. The proposed regulation does not say what the agency intends to do with the information but ostensibly it would be for criminal investigations. Subjecting law abiding gun owners to this type of investigation under the guise of "information collection" is an overt attempt to prevent them from exercising their 2nd Amendment rights to purchase and own firearms.
This regulatory action has not allowed the public sufficient time to comment.

This regulatory action should not be approved.

Dan Chiariello
1311 Glenford Lane
Lakeland, FL 33813
Phone: 863 619 8031
Fax: 866 492 0872
dec52@mac.com
Dear Ms. Terrell,

I respectfully object to the proposed DOJ/BATFE collection of information regarding multiple sale or disposition of certain rifles as published by Notice in the 17 DEC 10 Federal Register. The Federal Beaucracy cannot close our boarders to illegal drug trade, or illegal boarder crossings so the proposed solution is to make more burdsome unnecessary restrictions on the American people.

1. I strongly believe that the proposed collection of information in not necessary and will be of no practical use for the reasons stated below:

   My opinion is based upon the frequent (but inaccurate) Administration and agency statements to the effect that
   90% of the Mexican gun supply originates from the United States. This lack of accuracy has been discussed
   elsewhere for several months. One example of a very recent report from a prominent source is available at the
   link below. Reprinting or republication of this report on websites is authorized by prominently displaying the
   following sentence, including the hyperlink to STRATFOR, at the beginning or end of the report.
   "Mexico's Gun Supply and the 90 Percent Myth is republished with permission of STRATFOR."

   According to the original GAO report on weapons, a total of approximately 30,000 firearms were seized from criminals by Mexican agencies in 2008. The GAO stated that only some 7,200 of these seized firearms were the subject of information provided to BATFE for tracing. Of the 7,200 weapons, approximately 4,000 could be traced at all. Only approximately 3,800 of these could be traced to origins within the United States. While 95% of the traceable weapons were of US origin, only approximately 12.7% of the seized weapons were of U.S. origin.
The GAO report identifies neither the percentage nor the number of these seized weapons (of U.S. origin) that were rifles of the type now the subject of the BATFE proposal. The GAO report also fails to provide any delineation between “sporting” and “assault” weapons/rifles. If one was to generously (but incorrectly) assume that half of the traceable weapons of U.S. origin were rifles (1,900), and that half of these were “sporting” rifles (950), these would represent a mere 3.2% of the entire inventory of seized weapons. One can only guess how many of these “sporting” rifles might have been of the semi-automatic variety now of such interest to BATFE. There is little practical utility in the BATF collection of personal information on the sale of such rifles.

2. I also strongly feel that the agency’s estimates of the cost and agency manpower burden of proposed information collection are understated for the reasons stated below:

There is no accurate estimate of the cost of forms generation & distribution.
There is no accurate estimate of
the timeline and cost for developing a related new database, or for modifying an existing database. There is no accurate estimate of the timeline or cost for establishment of the electronic means of transmitting the required data to the agency. There is no accurate estimate of the cost associated with tracking and dissemination of such data in a meaningful manner.

3. I again strongly believe that the estimated burden upon firearms dealers and members of the rifle-purchasing public are invalid for the reasons stated below:

There is no data available in the proposal defining the number of the seized, traceable, semi-automatic rifles of U.S. origin that were purchased in the either the proposed states of interest or in the United States as a whole. There is no definition via data, or assumed data, as to how many of these rifles were purchased in the quantity or timeline of interest as stated in the proposed collection of information. There is no definition of what “other disposition” information may be collected as part of the proposed effort. There is no data supporting the estimated number of individuals who may be burdened with providing the proposed information.
The agency has provided no data demonstrating the accuracy or applicability of the assumptions made in defining the scope of the proposed collection effort.

The only reasonable and logical thing to do is to cancel the proposed information collection operation. Strong consideration should be given to making an honest effort to closing our boarders to all illegal activity which would solve the root of the problem.

Thank you for implementing my recommendations,
Dan Clark
It’s time that Obama administration does more to crack down on the gun smuggling carried out by the Mexican drug cartels.

I strongly support the ATF’s proposal to require dealers along the border to report bulk sales of assault rifles, just like they already do with handgun sales. The ATF must use its authority to collect this information and better enforce the laws already on the books.

With more than 30,000 people already murdered in cartel wars, this is an emergency that demands our government’s immediate attention.

Dan Cobb
7715 College Town Dr. #41
SACRAMENTO, CA 95826
With regard to the December 17, 2010 "Notice of Information Collection Under Review: Report of Multiple Sale or Other Disposition of Certain Rifles", I am never surprised when bureaucrats look for more authority and claim this new authority will help them do their job and without it, they cannot. There are many (too many) laws already on the books giving governments too much information and authority especially regarding guns. I have read the NRA comments and they make many strong points specific to the law that should be more than sufficient to reject the ATF’s request.

Nevertheless, the ATF only gets its authority from Congress and Congress has not granted them this authority. Please direct the ATF to do their job using the laws they have. No more authority should be granted by bureaucrats.

Dan Coyle
137 Country Club Drive
HENDERSONVILLE, TN 37075
Cell: 615-417-1858
Office: 615-264-2611
Fax: 615-264-2615
I'm not a DEM, nor am I a Republican. I believe more restrictions should be placed on Government & less restrictions on the American public, regarding guns, EPA, on & on. Thank you! I do love this country.
Cooksey, Roberta B.

From: Dan Frain [danfrain@mchsi.com]
Sent: Saturday, February 12, 2011 2:48 PM
To: Terrell, Barbara A.
Subject: "Notice of Information Collection Under Review: Report of Multiple Sale or Other Disposition of Certain Rifles."

Ms. Terrell:

This comment is in response to the December 17, 2010 “Notice of Information Collection Under Review: Report of Multiple Sale or Other Disposition of Certain Rifles” proposal. Bad law. BAD law. It will, if allowed to take effect, affect sales of almost every common rifle caliber commonly in use worldwide. The keeping of a list of multiple weapon purchasers is not lawful under the 1968 GCA, and should not be made lawful by administrative rule-making.

I understand that comments for and against the proposal are being tallied. Please add this to the “against” side of the ledger.

Thank you.

Have a great day today and a better day tomorrow. Stay safe, and may God bless. I wish you His peace.

Dan

danfrain@mchsi.com
2921 31st Avenue
Rock Island, IL 61201
309 235 9921

Don't trust a politician with your vote who doesn't trust you with a gun.
Barbra

I very strongly oppose the additional reporting which is beyond the authority of the ATF.

What we need is proper utilization of the reporting and information that is currently available. The laws on the books today properly enforced will provide

The protection and information that is needed. Illegal transactions and criminals won’t be deterred with this action.

Dan Fullenkamp
Senior Vice President of Sales

401 Douglas Ste. 100
Sioux City, Iowa 51101
Direct 701-356-6745
888-251-5525 ext. 264
Direct Fax 701-356-6790
dfullenkamp@partnersadvantage.com
www.partnersadvantage.com

Registered Representative of and Securities offered through ING Financial Partners, Inc. Member SIPC.

Partners Advantage is not a subsidiary of nor controlled by ING Financial Partners, Inc.

The information in this e-mail and any attachments are not intended as legal and/or tax advice. Please see the insurance contract for actual terms and conditions.

Confidentiality Notice: The information in this e-mail and any attachments may be legally privileged and confidential. It is intended solely for the addressee. If you are not the intended recipient, any disclosure, copying, distribution or any action taken or omitted to be taken in reliance on it, is prohibited and may be unlawful. If you have received this e-mail in error, please notify the sender and permanently delete the e-mail and any attachments immediately. You should not retain, copy, or use this e-mail or any attachment for any purpose, nor disclose all or any part of the contents to any other person.
It’s time that Obama administration does more to crack down on the gun smuggling carried out by the Mexican drug cartels.

I strongly support the ATF’s proposal to require dealers along the border to report bulk sales of assault rifles, just like they already do with handgun sales. The ATF must use its authority to collect this information and better enforce the laws already on the books.

With more than 30,000 people already murdered in cartel wars, this is an emergency that demands our government’s immediate attention.

Dan Gallagher
107 Posner Cir
Ludlow, MA 1056
Dear Barbara Terrell,

It's time that the Obama administration does more to crack down on the gun smuggling carried out by the Mexican drug cartels.

I strongly support the ATF's proposal to require dealers along the border to report bulk sales of assault rifles, just like they already do with handgun sales. The ATF must use its authority to collect this information and better enforce the laws already on the books.

With more than 30,000 people already murdered in cartel wars, this is an emergency that demands our government's immediate attention.

Dan Gerhard
17058 Kokanee Court
Mount Vernon, WA 98274
Please OPPOSE the “Notice of Information Collection Under Review: Report of Multiple Sale or Other Disposition of Certain Rifles.”

This is an unnecessary regulation and is not allowed under Federal law. Title 18 U.S.C. § 923(g)(3)(A) does not grant any such registration of multiple purchases of firearms, except for handguns.

The regulation contains no provision for the destruction of the collected information, and therefore is not legal under Title 18 U.S.C. § 926(a).

Laws do matter and this unnecessary and extra-legal proposal must NOT be approved.

Sincerely,
Dan Gracia

264 Naff Rd.
Booones Mill, VA 24065
Barbara Terrell,

With all due respect, why not police up the people violating the existing laws rather than burden all of us with additional regulation?

Dan Hinkle
It’s time that the Obama administration does more to crack down on the gun smuggling carried out by the Mexican drug cartels.

I strongly support the ATF’s proposal to require dealers along the border to report bulk sales of assault rifles, just like they already do with handgun sales. The ATF must use its authority to collect this information and better enforce the laws already on the books.

With more than 30,000 people already murdered in cartel wars, this is an emergency that demands our government’s immediate attention.

Dan Hoeschele
41 Arlington Av
Hawthorne, NJ 07506
Dan Hubbard [danielhubbard@peoplepc.com]
Saturday, February 12, 2011 2:27 AM
McCabe, Aron D.
Support for the Reporting of Multiple Sales of Long Guns

It’s time that the Obama administration does more to crack down on the gun smuggling carried out by the Mexican drug cartels.

I strongly support the ATF’s proposal to require dealers along the border to report bulk sales of assault rifles, just like they already do with handgun sales. The ATF must use its authority to collect this information and better enforce the laws already on the books.

With more than 30,000 people already murdered in cartel wars, this is an emergency that demands our government’s immediate attention.

Dan Hubbard
49 Ten Rod Road
Rochester, NH 3867
It's time that the Obama administration does more to crack down on the gun smuggling carried out by the Mexican drug cartels.

I strongly support the ATF's proposal to require dealers along the border to report bulk sales of assault rifles, just like they already do with handgun sales. The ATF must use its authority to collect this information and better enforce the laws already on the books.

With more than 30,000 people already murdered in cartel wars, this is an emergency that demands our government’s immediate attention.

Dan Isaacson
6055 Verde Trl S, Apt H219
BOCA RATON, FL 33433
Dear Ms. Terrel,

Respectfully, please cease and desist from efforts to require the reporting of long gun sales under the Subject "Notice".

This effort will do little to deter criminals but will do much to infringe on the Second Amendment rights of free and law abiding citizens.

Except in a political sense, the BATF surely cannot believe that instating this requirement will provide any real results.

Sincerely,
Daniel Long
It's time that the Obama administration does more to crack down on the gun smuggling carried out by the Mexican drug cartels.

I strongly support the ATF's proposal to require dealers along the border to report bulk sales of assault rifles, just like they already do with handgun sales. The ATF must use its authority to collect this information and better enforce the laws already on the books.

With more than 30,000 people already murdered in cartel wars, this is an emergency that demands our government's immediate attention.

Dan Miller
1534 West 42 St.
Ironton, OH 45638
It's time that Obama administration does more to crack down on the gun smuggling carried out by the Mexican drug cartels.

I strongly support the ATF's proposal to require dealers along the border to report bulk sales of assault rifles, just like they already do with handgun sales. The ATF must use its authority to collect this information and better enforce the laws already on the books.

With more than 30,000 people already murdered in cartel wars, this is an emergency that demands our government’s immediate attention.

Dan Murphy
160 West 71st Street
New York, NY 10023
It’s time that the Obama administration does more to crack down on the gun smuggling carried out by the Mexican drug cartels.

I strongly support the ATF’s proposal to require dealers along the border to report bulk sales of assault rifles, just like they already do with handgun sales. The ATF must use its authority to collect this information and better enforce the laws already on the books.

With more than 30,000 people already murdered in cartel wars, this is an emergency that demands our government’s immediate attention.

Dan Murray  
601 Squaw Creek ct  
Arlington, TX 54751
Dear Barbara Terrell,

It’s time that Obama administration does more to crack down on the gun smuggling carried out by the Mexican drug cartels.

I strongly support the ATF’s proposal to require dealers along the border to report bulk sales of assault rifles, just like they already do with handgun sales. The ATF must use its authority to collect this information and better enforce the laws already on the books.

With more than 30,000 people already murdered in cartel wars, this is an emergency that demands our government’s immediate attention.

Dan O’Leary
553 rolling hills rd
BRIDGEWATER, NJ 08807
Dear Barbara Terrell,

It’s time that Obama administration does more to crack down on the gun smuggling carried out by the Mexican drug cartels.

I strongly support the ATF’s proposal to require dealers along the border to report bulk sales of assault rifles, just like they already do with handgun sales. The ATF must use its authority to collect this information and better enforce the laws already on the books.

With more than 30,000 people already murdered in cartel wars, this is an emergency that demands our government’s immediate attention.

Dan Patterson
1907 London Lane
Wilmington, NC 28405
It's time that the Obama administration does more to crack down on the gun smuggling carried out by the Mexican drug cartels.

I strongly support the ATF's proposal to require dealers along the border to report bulk sales of assault rifles, just like they already do with handgun sales. The ATF must use its authority to collect this information and better enforce the laws already on the books.

With more than 30,000 people already murdered in cartel wars, this is an emergency that demands our government's immediate attention.

Dan Piccolo
302 Hiscock St.
ANN ARBOR, MI 48103
Dear Ms Terrell: I write to you to object to the proposed regulation on the sale of long guns in the border states thru the Dec 17, 2010 "Notice of Information Collecton under Review: report of Multiple sale or Other Disposition of Certain Rifles."

This is clearly an extension of the ATF’s intrusion into the rights of citizens. Enforcing existing laws and bringing drug gang related offenders to justice will serve the cause better.

Daniel P Rapp
Taylorsville, NC
It's time that the Obama administration does more to crack down on the gun smuggling carried out by the Mexican drug cartels.

I strongly support the ATF's proposal to require dealers along the border to report bulk sales of assault rifles, just like they already do with handgun sales. The ATF must use its authority to collect this information and better enforce the laws already on the books.

With more than 30,000 people already murdered in cartel wars, this is an emergency that demands our government's immediate attention.

Dan Sauer
323 marietta st se
salem, OR 97302
It's time that the Obama administration does more to crack down on the gun smuggling carried out by the Mexican drug cartels.

I strongly support the ATF's proposal to require dealers along the border to report bulk sales of assault rifles, just like they already do with handgun sales. The ATF must use its authority to collect this information and better enforce the laws already on the books.

With more than 30,000 people already murdered in cartel wars, this is an emergency that demands our government's immediate attention.

Dan Schneider
4472 Nantucket Rd
Harrisburg, PA 98115
The ATF has no legal authority to demand these reports, and the flood of new paperwork will waste scarce law enforcement resources that should be spent on legitimate investigations.

Thank You
Dan Thiel
Chetek, WI.
I say no to this as does the NRA please see below where the 4th Circuit Court also says no;

The scope of the proposed collection suggests in itself that the proposal exceeds ATF’s statutory authority. The Fourth Circuit stressed that the letter at issue in the RSM case was sent to only 41 licensees out of the 80,000 licensees in the United States.

A second type of demand letter was sent to only 450 dealers nationwide

I have also written my congressman on this issue as well stating the same NEGATIVE response to this ACT.

--

~Remember~~~
"Be kind to our e-mail friends"
If you forward this, PLEASE REMOVE all previous e-mail addresses before you send it on...and use the "BCC" area to forward to friends, instead of the 'TO' or 'CC' area.
Dear Barbara Terrell,

It's time that Obama administration does more to crack down on the gun smuggling carried out by the Mexican drug cartels.

I strongly support the ATF's proposal to require dealers along the border to report bulk sales of assault rifles, just like they already do with handgun sales. The ATF must use its authority to collect this information and better enforce the laws already on the books.

With more than 30,000 people already murdered in cartel wars, this is an emergency that demands our government's immediate attention.

Dan Wood
2056 5th Ave.
New York, NY 10035
Dear Barbara Terrell,

It’s time that Obama administration does more to crack down on the gun smuggling carried out by the Mexican drug cartels.

I strongly support the ATF’s proposal to require dealers along the border to report bulk sales of assault rifles, just like they already do with handgun sales. The ATF must use it’s authority to collect this information and better enforce the laws already on the books.

With more than 30,000 people already murdered in cartel wars, this is an emergency that demands our government’s immediate attention.

Dana avery
730 Boswell Hill Road
Endicott, NY 13760
Dear Barbara Terrell,

It's time that the Obama administration does more to crack down on the gun smuggling carried out by the Mexican drug cartels.

I strongly support the ATF's proposal to require dealers along the border to report bulk sales of assault rifles, just like they already do with handgun sales. The ATF must use its authority to collect this information and better enforce the laws already on the books.

With more than 30,000 people already murdered in cartel wars, this is an emergency that demands our government's immediate attention.

Dana Blow
33338 Edgehill Drive
Franklin, VA 23851
Dear Barbara Terrell,

It's time that the Obama administration does more to crack down on the gun smuggling carried out by the Mexican drug cartels.

I strongly support the ATF's proposal to require dealers along the border to report bulk sales of assault rifles, just like they already do with handgun sales. The ATF must use its authority to collect this information and better enforce the laws already on the books.

With more than 30,000 people already murdered in cartel wars, this is an emergency that demands our government's immediate attention.

Dana Hamilton
441 Washington Avenue
MONTCLAIR, NJ 7042
It’s time that Obama administration does more to crack down on the gun smuggling carried out by the Mexican drug cartels.

I strongly support the ATF’s proposal to require dealers along the border to report bulk sales of assault rifles, just like they already do with handgun sales. The ATF must use it’s authority to collect this information and better enforce the laws already on the books.

With more than 30,000 people already murdered in cartel wars, this is an emergency that demands our government’s immediate attention.

Dana Linder
5770 Winfield Blvd
SAN JOSE, CA 95123
Dear Barbara Terrell,

It’s time that the Obama administration does more to crack down on the gun smuggling carried out by the Mexican drug cartels.

I strongly support the ATF’s proposal to require dealers along the border to report bulk sales of assault rifles, just like they already do with handgun sales. The ATF must use its authority to collect this information and better enforce the laws already on the books.

With more than 30,000 people already murdered in cartel wars, this is an emergency that demands our government’s immediate attention.

Dana McDermott
6441 N. Wayne, Chicago, IL
Chicago, IL 60626
Dear Barbara Terrell,

It’s time that we in the US do more to regulate the ownership of guns. It is especially time that we crack down on the gun smuggling carried out by the Mexican drug cartels.

I strongly support the ATF’s proposal to require dealers along the border to report bulk sales of assault rifles, just like they already do with handgun sales. The ATF must use its authority to collect this information and better enforce the laws already on the books.

With more than 30,000 people already murdered in cartel wars, this is an emergency that demands our government’s immediate attention.

Dana Perkins
1211 Saturn Dr.
Nashville, TN 37217
Please OPPOSE the “Notice of Information Collection Under Review: Report of Multiple Sale or Other Disposition of Certain Rifles.”

This is an unnecessary regulation and is not allowed under Federal law. Title 18 U.S.C. § 923(g)(3)(A) does not grant any such registration of multiple purchases of firearms, except for handguns.

The regulation contains no provision for the destruction of the collected information, and therefore is not legal under Title 18 U.S.C. § 926(a).

Laws do matter and this unnecessary and extra-legal proposal must NOT be approved.

Sincerely,

dana pruett
113 blake st
Bluefield, VA
Dear Barbara Terrell,

It's time that the Obama administration does more to crack down on the gun smuggling carried out by the Mexican drug cartels.

I strongly support the ATF's proposal to require dealers along the border to report bulk sales of assault rifles, just like they already do with handgun sales. The ATF must use its authority to collect this information and better enforce the laws already on the books.

With more than 30,000 people already murdered in cartel wars, this is an emergency that demands our government's immediate attention.

Dana Stewart
8144 Sunset Road
Lakeside, CA 92040
Simply put there is not sufficient reason to encumber Licensed Gun Dealers with the proposed "Long Gun Sales Reporting". Close the Southern border to prevent our guns from going to Mexico and leave lawful gun dealers out of the equation. Very Sincere, Gary Chambers
It’s time that the Obama administration does more to crack down on the gun smuggling carried out by the Mexican drug cartels.

I strongly support the ATF’s proposal to require dealers along the border to report bulk sales of assault rifles, just like they already do with handgun sales. The ATF must use its authority to collect this information and better enforce the laws already on the books.

With more than 30,000 people already murdered in cartel wars, this is an emergency that demands our government’s immediate attention.

Dane & Gloria DeLaTorre Wycoff
21821 Montbury Drive
Lake Forest, CA 92630
It's time that the Obama administration does more to crack down on the gun smuggling carried out by the Mexican drug cartels.

I strongly support the ATF's proposal to require dealers along the border to report bulk sales of assault rifles, just like they already do with handgun sales. The ATF must use its authority to collect this information and better enforce the laws already on the books.

With more than 30,000 people already murdered in cartel wars, this is an emergency that demands our government's immediate attention.

Dane Ferrell
8514 163rd St. Ct. E.
Puyallup, WA 98375
Ms. Terrell,

I would like to ask you to report to the BATF, that this not only takes more time for FFL’s to comply with regulations and just more paper work that will not help the problem of guns crossing our borders to the south. This puts a real burden on FFL’s if they are a big store, because one sales person may sell a rifle to a person on Monday, another sells person sells a rifle on Wednesday to the same person. Now there was 60 guns or 100 guns sold for this three day time period and someone misses this person name and does not report it to BATF. What is going to happen to the owner of the store? He is going to get racked over the coals if he is lucky, if not he could be closed. I do not have the answer to that problem, but as a FFL, I do not need that burden hanging over my nick. I will not sell to anybody more than one in one or two weeks. This would include a large number of different rifles, not only the rifles of choice like the AR’s and AK’s. Like I said I am picky who I sell to, and how many I sell. I would like for you to report that I am not in favor of this.

Thank You,
Daniel Burns

Daniel Burns
15784 Nike Dr.
Terrell, Texas 75160
(972) 551-3138
It’s time that Obama administration does more to crack down on the gun smuggling carried out by the Mexican drug cartels.

I strongly support the ATF’s proposal to require dealers along the border to report bulk sales of assault rifles, just like they already do with handgun sales. The ATF must use its authority to collect this information and better enforce the laws already on the books.

With more than 30,000 people already murdered in cartel wars, this is an emergency that demands our government’s immediate attention.

Daniel Aunkst  
36 Dans Lane  
WATSONTOWN, PA 17777
In regard to the December 17, 2010 “Notice of Information Collection Under Review: Report of Multiple Sale or Other Disposition of Certain Rifles.”

PLEASE CONSIDER THIS AN OPPOSITION TO ANY ADDITIONAL "GUN CONTROL" LAWS. The BATF has WAY to much authority already.
It’s time that the Obama administration does more to crack down on the gun smuggling carried out by the Mexican drug cartels.

I strongly support the ATF’s proposal to require dealers along the border to report bulk sales of assault rifles, just like they already do with handgun sales. The ATF must use its authority to collect this information and better enforce the laws already on the books.

With more than 30,000 people already murdered in cartel wars, this is an emergency that demands our government’s immediate attention.

Daniel Beltran
21 Meadowpark Avenue South
STAMFORD, CT 6905
Dear Barbara Terrell,

It's time that the Obama administration does more to crack down on the gun smuggling carried out by the Mexican drug cartels.

I strongly support the ATF's proposal to require dealers along the border to report bulk sales of assault rifles, just like they already do with handgun sales. The ATF must use its authority to collect this information and better enforce the laws already on the books.

With more than 30,000 people already murdered in cartel wars, this is an emergency that demands our government's immediate attention.

Daniel Blick
1430 S.E. Sage
Topeka, KS 66605
It's time that the Obama administration does more to crack down on the gun smuggling carried out by the Mexican drug cartels.

I strongly support the ATF's proposal to require dealers along the border to report bulk sales of assault rifles, just like they already do with handgun sales. The ATF must use its authority to collect this information and better enforce the laws already on the books.

With more than 30,000 people already murdered in cartel wars, this is an emergency that demands our government's immediate attention.

Daniel Bresnahan
42 Summit Avenue
Bloomfield, NJ 7003
Dear Barbara Terrell,

It's time that the Obama administration does more to crack down on the gun smuggling carried out by the Mexican drug cartels.

I strongly support the ATF's proposal to require dealers along the border to report bulk sales of assault rifles, just like they already do with handgun sales. The ATF must use its authority to collect this information and better enforce the laws already on the books.

With more than 30,000 people already murdered in cartel wars, this is an emergency that demands our government's immediate attention.

Daniel Budd
3402 Dellwood Rd.
CLEVELAND, OH 44118
It’s time that Obama administration does more to crack down on the gun smuggling carried out by the Mexican drug cartels.

I strongly support the ATF’s proposal to require dealers along the border to report bulk sales of assault rifles, just like they already do with handgun sales. The ATF must use its authority to collect this information and better enforce the laws already on the books.

With more than 30,000 people already murdered in cartel wars, this is an emergency that demands our government’s immediate attention.

Daniel Casar
1114 Pike Lake Dr
New Brighton, MN 55112
It's time that the Obama administration does more to crack down on the gun smuggling carried out by the Mexican drug cartels.

I strongly support the ATF's proposal to require dealers along the border to report bulk sales of assault rifles, just like they already do with handgun sales. The ATF must use its authority to collect this information and better enforce the laws already on the books.

With more than 30,000 people already murdered in cartel wars, this is an emergency that demands our government's immediate attention.

Daniel Cottle
920 rodeo queen dr.
fallbrook, CA 40356
It's time that Obama administration does more to crack down on the gun smuggling carried out by the Mexican drug cartels.

I strongly support the ATF's proposal to require dealers along the border to report bulk sales of assault rifles, just like they already do with handgun sales. The ATF must use its authority to collect this information and better enforce the laws already on the books.

With more than 30,000 people already murdered in cartel wars, this is an emergency that demands our government’s immediate attention.

Daniel Cracchiolo
5542 Shale Drive
Troy, MI 48085
It’s time that Obama administration does more to crack down on the gun smuggling carried out by the Mexican drug cartels.

I strongly support the ATF’s proposal to require dealers along the border to report bulk sales of assault rifles, just like they already do with handgun sales. The ATF must use it’s authority to collect this information and better enforce the laws already on the books.

With more than 30,000 people already murdered in cartel wars, this is an emergency that demands our government’s immediate attention.

Daniel Crawford
2311 Kipling St. SW
Roanoke, VA 24018
Dear Barbara Terrell,

It's time that the Obama administration does more to crack down on the gun smuggling carried out by the Mexican drug cartels.

I strongly support the ATF's proposal to require dealers along the border to report bulk sales of assault rifles, just like they already do with handgun sales. The ATF must use its authority to collect this information and better enforce the laws already on the books.

With more than 30,000 people already murdered in cartel wars, this is an emergency that demands our government's immediate attention.

Daniel Crosby
300 E. Fourth
Marathon, WI 54448
It's time that the Obama administration does more to crack down on the gun smuggling carried out by the Mexican drug cartels.

I strongly support the ATF's proposal to require dealers along the border to report bulk sales of assault rifles, just like they already do with handgun sales. The ATF must use its authority to collect this information and better enforce the laws already on the books.

With more than 30,000 people already murdered in cartel wars, this is an emergency that demands our government’s immediate attention.

Daniel Davis
695 Northwoods Dr
Whitefish, MT 59937
It’s time that Obama administration does more to crack down on the gun smuggling carried out by the Mexican drug cartels.

I strongly support the ATF’s proposal to require dealers along the border to report bulk sales of assault rifles, just like they already do with handgun sales. The ATF must use its authority to collect this information and better enforce the laws already on the books.

With more than 30,000 people already murdered in cartel wars, this is an emergency that demands our government’s immediate attention.

Daniel Duane Spyker  
4501 Cicotte  
Detroit, MI 48210
It’s time that the Obama administration does more to crack down on the gun smuggling carried out by the Mexican drug cartels.

I strongly support the ATF’s proposal to require dealers along the border to report bulk sales of assault rifles, just like they already do with handgun sales. The ATF must use its authority to collect this information and better enforce the laws already on the books.

With more than 30,000 people already murdered in cartel wars, this is an emergency that demands our government’s immediate attention.

Daniel Feinberg
80 Riverside Blvd.
New York, NY 10069
Dear Barbara Terrell,

It's time that the Obama administration does more to crack down on the gun smuggling carried out by the Mexican drug cartels.

I strongly support the ATF's proposal to require dealers along the border to report bulk sales of assault rifles, just like they already do with handgun sales. The ATF must use its authority to collect this information and better enforce the laws already on the books.

With more than 30,000 people already murdered in cartel wars, this is an emergency that demands our government's immediate attention.

Daniel Fiddler
P.O. Box 1257
Idyllwild, CA 92549
Dear Barbara Terrell,

It's time that the Obama administration does more to crack down on the gun smuggling carried out by the Mexican drug cartels.

I strongly support the ATF's proposal to require dealers along the border to report bulk sales of assault rifles, just like they already do with handgun sales. The ATF must use its authority to collect this information and better enforce the laws already on the books.

With more than 30,000 people already murdered in cartel wars, this is an emergency that demands our government's immediate attention.

Daniel Fleming
6947 Mimosa Drive
Carlsbad, CA 92011
It’s time that Obama administration does more to crack down on the gun smuggling carried out by the Mexican drug cartels.

I strongly support the ATF’s proposal to require dealers along the border to report bulk sales of assault rifles, just like they already do with handgun sales. The ATF must use its authority to collect this information and better enforce the laws already on the books.

With more than 30,000 people already murdered in cartel wars, this is an emergency that demands our government’s immediate attention.

Daniel Frohman
1477 Oakwood Ave
Highland Park, IL 60035
Dear Barbara Terrell,

It's time that the Obama administration does more to crack down on the gun smuggling carried out by the Mexican drug cartels.

I strongly support the ATF's proposal to require dealers along the border to report bulk sales of assault rifles, just like they already do with handgun sales. The ATF must use its authority to collect this information and better enforce the laws already on the books.

With more than 30,000 people already murdered in cartel wars, this is an emergency that demands our government's immediate attention.

Daniel Giesy
4411 Colonial Avenue
Norfolk, VA 23508
It's time that Obama administration does more to crack down on the gun smuggling carried out by the Mexican drug cartels.

I strongly support the ATF's proposal to require dealers along the border to report bulk sales of assault rifles, just like they already do with handgun sales. The ATF must use its authority to collect this information and better enforce the laws already on the books.

With more than 30,000 people already murdered in cartel wars, this is an emergency that demands our government's immediate attention.

Daniel Grothaus
6155 Oak St
Kansas City, MO 64113
It's time that the Obama administration does more to crack down on the gun smuggling carried out by the Mexican drug cartels.

I strongly support the ATF's proposal to require dealers along the border to report bulk sales of assault rifles, just like they already do with handgun sales. The ATF must use its authority to collect this information and better enforce the laws already on the books.

With more than 30,000 people already murdered in cartel wars, this is an emergency that demands our government's immediate attention.

Daniel Hewlett
7318 Monroe Ave.
Hammond, IN 46324
Salutations,

I am writing to oppose the so called emergency regulation to register multiple sales of certain rifles with BATFE as described in FR Doc. 2010-31761 from the 12/17/2010 Federal Register.

This regulation is both illegal and unnecessary. Further there is no justification for any "emergency" implementation as reported by the Washington Post: White House delayed rule meant to stop gun flow to Mexico, Washington Post, Dec. 17, 2010, On-line edition: (http://www.washingtonpost.com/wp-dyn/content/article/2010/12/17/AR2010121706598.html).

* The regulation proposed is outside the statutory grant of authority to record information about multiple sales of firearms. Title 18 U.S.C. § 923(g)(3)(A) specifically grants the authority to collect multiple sale information on handguns and revolvers. Other firearms are excluded and there is no implied authority to extend this reporting requirement to rifles or any other type of firearm.

* "FFL" holders are already required by law to respond to BATFE requests for information on firearms distribution pursuant to criminal investigations: Title 18 U.S.C. § 923(g)(7).

* The regulation contains no provision for the destruction of information collected, which establishes a nationwide registry of "certain types of firearms" as proposed. Because of this the regulation as proposed is illegal under Title 18 U.S.C. § 926(a). "No such rule or regulation . may require that records required to be maintained under this chapter or any portion of the contents of such records, be recorded at or transferred to a facility owned, managed, or controlled by the United States or any State or any political subdivision thereof, nor that any system of registration of firearms, firearms owners, or firearms transactions or disposition be established."

There is a grave potential for this regulation to unduly burden citizens who are collectors or must obtain purchase permits at the local or state level to possess firearms. The proposed regulation does not say what the agency intends to do with the information but ostensibly it would be for criminal investigations. Subjecting law abiding gun owners to this type of investigation under the guise of "information collection" is an overt attempt to prevent them from exercising their 2nd Amendment rights to purchase and own firearms.

* This regulatory action has not allowed the public sufficient time to comment.

This regulatory action should not be approved.

~Daniel
It's time that the Obama administration does more to crack down on the gun smuggling carried out by the Mexican drug cartels.

I strongly support the ATF's proposal to require dealers along the border to report bulk sales of assault rifles, just like they already do with handgun sales. The ATF must use its authority to collect this information and better enforce the laws already on the books.

With more than 30,000 people already murdered in cartel wars, this is an emergency that demands our government's immediate attention.

Daniel Hunt
10804 New Brighton Court
New Port Richey, FL 34654
It’s time that Obama administration does more to crack down on the gun smuggling carried out by the Mexican drug cartels.

I strongly support the ATF’s proposal to require dealers along the border to report bulk sales of assault rifles, just like they already do with handgun sales. The ATF must use its authority to collect this information and better enforce the laws already on the books.

With more than 30,000 people already murdered in cartel wars, this is an emergency that demands our government’s immediate attention.

Daniel J Shields
31 Myrtle Ave
Keansburg, NJ 07734
It’s time that the Obama administration does more to crack down on the gun smuggling carried out by the Mexican drug cartels.

I strongly support the ATF’s proposal to require dealers along the border to report bulk sales of assault rifles, just like they already do with handgun sales. The ATF must use its authority to collect this information and better enforce the laws already on the books.

With more than 30,000 people already murdered in cartel wars, this is an emergency that demands our government’s immediate attention.

Daniel Jones
407 Woodland Dr
Carthage, MS 39051
It's time that the Obama administration does more to crack down on the gun smuggling carried out by the Mexican drug cartels.

I strongly support the ATF's proposal to require dealers along the border to report bulk sales of assault rifles, just like they already do with handgun sales. The ATF must use its authority to collect this information and better enforce the laws already on the books.

With more than 30,000 people already murdered in cartel wars, this is an emergency that demands our government's immediate attention.

DANIEL JUNOT
719 PRESIDENT ST
Thibodaux, LA 70301
It's time that Obama administration does more to crack down on the gun smuggling carried out by the Mexican drug cartels.

I strongly support the ATF's proposal to require dealers along the border to report bulk sales of assault rifles, just like they already do with handgun sales. The ATF must use its authority to collect this information and better enforce the laws already on the books.

With more than 30,000 people already murdered in cartel wars, this is an emergency that demands our government's immediate attention.

Daniel Kelly
57 Edgeworth Street
Valley Stream, NY 11581
It’s time that Obama administration does more to crack down on the gun smuggling carried out by the Mexican drug cartels.

I strongly support the ATF's proposal to require dealers along the border to report bulk sales of assault rifles, just like they already do with handgun sales. The ATF must use it’s authority to collect this information and better enforce the laws already on the books.

With more than 30,000 people already murdered in cartel wars, this is an emergency that demands our government’s immediate attention.

Daniel Kozminski
32625 Stony Brook Lane
Solon, OH 44139
It’s time that Obama administration does more to crack down on the gun smuggling carried out by the Mexican drug cartels.

I strongly support the ATF’s proposal to require dealers along the border to report bulk sales of assault rifles, just like they already do with handgun sales. The ATF must use its authority to collect this information and better enforce the laws already on the books.

With more than 30,000 people already murdered in cartel wars, this is an emergency that demands our government’s immediate attention.

Daniel Kurtenbach
102 N. Nebraska St.
South Bend, NE 68058
Dear Barbara Terrell,

It's time that Obama administration does more to crack down on the gun smuggling carried out by the Mexican drug cartels.

I strongly support the ATF’s proposal to require dealers along the border to report bulk sales of assault rifles, just like they already do with handgun sales. The ATF must use its authority to collect this information and better enforce the laws already on the books.

With more than 30,000 people already murdered in cartel wars, this is an emergency that demands our government’s immediate attention.

Daniel L. Harris
142 Richmond Avenue
Medford, NY 11763
It’s time that Obama administration does more to crack down on the gun smuggling carried out by the Mexican drug cartels.

I strongly support the ATF’s proposal to require dealers along the border to report bulk sales of assault rifles, just like they already do with handgun sales. The ATF must use its authority to collect this information and better enforce the laws already on the books.

With more than 30,000 people already murdered in cartel wars, this is an emergency that demands our government’s immediate attention.

Daniel Livingston
429 Marswen Ct.
SIMPSONVILLE, SC 29680
we dont need any control or reg of long guns haven't we wasted enough time trying to control guns even long guns a criminal will always have a gun please don't burden any of us honest citizen with any more yokes thank you daniel
The proposed regulation will be ineffective and a waste of government resources.

Additionally, it will lower public support of your agency in a year when budget cuts are the top concern of congress.

Additionally, the regulation violates the rights of innocent gun owners.

If this goes through, I'm voting for anyone who proposes budget cuts to the ATF.

-Dan
Dear Barbara Terrell,

It's time that the Obama administration does more to crack down on the gun smuggling carried out by the Mexican drug cartels.

I strongly support the ATF's proposal to require dealers along the border to report bulk sales of assault rifles, just like they already do with handgun sales. The ATF must use its authority to collect this information and better enforce the laws already on the books.

With more than 30,000 people already murdered in cartel wars, this is an emergency that demands our government's immediate attention.

Daniel Patterson
3005 Ode Turner Rd.
Hillsborough, NC 27278
It's time that the Obama administration does more to crack down on the gun smuggling carried out by the Mexican drug cartels.

I strongly support the ATF's proposal to require dealers along the border to report bulk sales of assault rifles, just like they already do with handgun sales. The ATF must use its authority to collect this information and better enforce the laws already on the books.

With more than 30,000 people already murdered in cartel wars, this is an emergency that demands our government's immediate attention.

Daniel Pennington
3 London Drive
Jackson, NJ 08527
It’s time that Obama administration does more to crack down on the gun smuggling carried out by the Mexican drug cartels.

I strongly support the ATF’s proposal to require dealers along the border to report bulk sales of assault rifles, just like they already do with handgun sales. The ATF must use its authority to collect this information and better enforce the laws already on the books.

With more than 30,000 people already murdered in cartel wars, this is an emergency that demands our government’s immediate attention.

Daniel Perez
88 Ada Dr.
Staten Island, NY 10314
It’s time that the Obama administration does more to crack down on the gun smuggling carried out by the Mexican drug cartels.

I strongly support the ATF’s proposal to require dealers along the border to report bulk sales of assault rifles, just like they already do with handgun sales. The ATF must use its authority to collect this information and better enforce the laws already on the books.

With more than 30,000 people already murdered in cartel wars, this is an emergency that demands our government’s immediate attention.

Daniel Pieczonka
2237 W Mclean Ave
Chicago, IL 60647
It’s time that the Obama administration does more to crack down on the gun smuggling carried out by the Mexican drug cartels.

I strongly support the ATF’s proposal to require dealers along the border to report bulk sales of assault rifles, just like they already do with handgun sales. The ATF must use its authority to collect this information and better enforce the laws already on the books.

With more than 30,000 people already murdered in cartel wars, this is an emergency that demands our government’s immediate attention.

Daniel Piser
538 West Ellet St.
PHILADELPHIA, PA 19119
It’s time that Obama administration does more to crack down on the gun smuggling carried out by the Mexican drug cartels.

I strongly support the ATF’s proposal to require dealers along the border to report bulk sales of assault rifles, just like they already do with handgun sales. The ATF must use it’s authority to collect this information and better enforce the laws already on the books.

With more than 30,000 people already murdered in cartel wars, this is an emergency that demands our government’s immediate attention.

Daniel Potter
8 Hancox Street
Stonington, CT 06378
It's time that the Obama administration does more to crack down on the gun smuggling carried out by the Mexican drug cartels.

I strongly support the ATF's proposal to require dealers along the border to report bulk sales of assault rifles, just like they already do with handgun sales. The ATF must use its authority to collect this information and better enforce the laws already on the books.

With more than 30,000 people already murdered in cartel wars, this is an emergency that demands our government’s immediate attention.

Daniel Prestridge
1909 South 11th Street
Las Vegas, NV 89104
It’s time that Obama administration does more to crack down on the gun smuggling carried out by the Mexican drug cartels.

I strongly support the ATF’s proposal to require dealers along the border to report bulk sales of assault rifles, just like they already do with handgun sales. The ATF must use its authority to collect this information and better enforce the laws already on the books.

With more than 30,000 people already murdered in cartel wars, this is an emergency that demands our government’s immediate attention.

daniel rebson
Plumb
West Univerity Place, TX 77005
It's time that the Obama administration does more to crack down on the gun smuggling carried out by the Mexican drug cartels.

I strongly support the ATF's proposal to require dealers along the border to report bulk sales of assault rifles, just like they already do with handgun sales. The ATF must use its authority to collect this information and better enforce the laws already on the books.

With more than 30,000 people already murdered in cartel wars, this is an emergency that demands our government's immediate attention.

Daniel Remily
2960 Bartley ct
ALBANY, OR 97322
Dear Barbara Terrell,

It's time that Obama administration does more to crack down on the gun smuggling carried out by the Mexican drug cartels.

I strongly support the ATF's proposal to require dealers along the border to report bulk sales of assault rifles, just like they already do with handgun sales. The ATF must use it's authority to collect this information and better enforce the laws already on the books.

With more than 30,000 people already murdered in cartel wars, this is an emergency that demands our government's immediate attention.

Daniel Robbins
PO Box 101
Mackinaw City, MI 49701
It’s time that the Obama administration does more to crack down on the gun smuggling carried out by the Mexican drug cartels.

I strongly support the ATF’s proposal to require dealers along the border to report bulk sales of assault rifles, just like they already do with handgun sales. The ATF must use its authority to collect this information and better enforce the laws already on the books.

With more than 30,000 people already murdered in cartel wars, this is an emergency that demands our government’s immediate attention.

Daniel Romero
44 Upton St
Springfield, MA 1104
Dear Ms. Terrell, I am opposed to the notice of gun collection that could be implemented in California, Arizona, New Mexico, and Texas. A person has the right to purchase as many guns as they want to.

I am against any sort of gun control. Please repeal this measure, Thanks, Daniel Ross - Chico California.
It's time that the Obama administration does more to crack down on the gun smuggling carried out by the Mexican drug cartels.

I strongly support the ATF's proposal to require dealers along the border to report bulk sales of assault rifles, just like they already do with handgun sales. The ATF must use its authority to collect this information and better enforce the laws already on the books.

With more than 30,000 people already murdered in cartel wars, this is an emergency that demands our government's immediate attention.

Daniel Saari
4401 n 40th st
PHOENIX, AZ 85018
It's time that the Obama administration does more to crack down on the gun smuggling carried out by the Mexican drug cartels.

I strongly support the ATF's proposal to require dealers along the border to report bulk sales of assault rifles, just like they already do with handgun sales. The ATF must use its authority to collect this information and better enforce the laws already on the books.

With more than 30,000 people already murdered in cartel wars, this is an emergency that demands our government’s immediate attention.

Daniel Safer
3305 Hamilton Street
#N/A, PA 191042530
Long gun reporting. Unconstitutional. Un-American. Just wrong. Why is an agency that's supposed to be looking out for the American people following the lead of the oh-so-UN-Americam left that is out to destroy our country?

We won't tell. Get more on shows you hate to love (and love to hate): Yahoo! TV's Guilty Pleasures list.
Barbara A. Terrell
Firearms Industry Programs Branch
Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco, Firearms and Explosives
99 New York Avenue, N.E.
Washington, DC 20226

Dear Ms. Terrell:

The Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco, Firearms and Explosives is demanding authority to require all of the 8,500 firearm dealers in California, Arizona, New Mexico and Texas to report all sales of two or more semiautomatic rifles within five consecutive business days, if the rifles are larger than .22 caliber and use detachable magazines.

The ATF has no legal authority to demand these reports, and the flood of new paperwork will waste scarce law enforcement resources that should be spent on legitimate investigations.

Please note this citizen's opposition to this unwarranted power grab by the Executive Branch. Such a monstrous extension of BATFE power must be subject to proper and open debate in the Congress. There is no "emergency" to justify this extension of BATFE power.

Dan Szatkowski
7410 Austin St.
Annandale, VA 22003
The bad guys can, and will get their guns. The Law Abiding Citizens have to succumb to these ridiculous laws. It's UN-FAIR to the LAW ABIDING Americans. It's like forcing Lions in a cage to eat broccoli. The free Lions will still eat meat.
It’s time that the Obama administration does more to crack down on the gun smuggling carried out by the Mexican drug cartels.

I strongly support the ATF’s proposal to require dealers along the border to report bulk sales of assault rifles, just like they already do with handgun sales. The ATF must use its authority to collect this information and better enforce the laws already on the books.

With more than 30,000 people already murdered in cartel wars, this is an emergency that demands our government’s immediate attention.

Daniel Valverde
Exeter Street
Montclair, NJ 11375
Dear Barbara Terrell,

It's time that the Obama administration does more to crack down on the gun smuggling carried out by the Mexican drug cartels.

I strongly support the ATF's proposal to require dealers along the border to report bulk sales of assault rifles, just like they already do with handgun sales. The ATF must use its authority to collect this information and better enforce the laws already on the books.

With more than 30,000 people already murdered in cartel wars, this is an emergency that demands our government's immediate attention.

Daniel White
176 Broadway
New York, NY 10038
It's time that the Obama administration does more to crack down on the gun smuggling carried out by the Mexican drug cartels.

I strongly support the ATF's proposal to require dealers along the border to report bulk sales of assault rifles, just like they already do with handgun sales. The ATF must use its authority to collect this information and better enforce the laws already on the books.

With more than 30,000 people already murdered in cartel wars, this is an emergency that demands our government's immediate attention.

Daniel Yarnell
43 Shell St
Beachwood, NJ 8722
Dear Barbara Terrell,

It's time that the Obama administration does more to crack down on the gun smuggling carried out by the Mexican drug cartels.

I strongly support the ATF's proposal to require dealers along the border to report bulk sales of assault rifles, just like they already do with handgun sales. The ATF must use its authority to collect this information and better enforce the laws already on the books.

With more than 30,000 people already murdered in cartel wars, this is an emergency that demands our government's immediate attention.

Daniel Yazbek
35 Blenford Rd
Brighton, MA 2135
Dear Barbara Terrell,

It's time that the Obama administration does more to crack down on the gun smuggling carried out by the Mexican drug cartels.

I strongly support the ATF's proposal to require dealers along the border to report bulk sales of assault rifles, just like they already do with handgun sales. The ATF must use its authority to collect this information and better enforce the laws already on the books.

With more than 30,000 people already murdered in cartel wars, this is an emergency that demands our government's immediate attention.

Daniel Zelter
7719 Willoughby Ave.
L.A., CA 90046
Dear Barbara Terrell,

It's time that the Obama administration does more to crack down on the gun smuggling carried out by the Mexican drug cartels.

I strongly support the ATF's proposal to require dealers along the border to report bulk sales of assault rifles, just like they already do with handgun sales. The ATF must use its authority to collect this information and better enforce the laws already on the books.

With more than 30,000 people already murdered in cartel wars, this is an emergency that demands our government's immediate attention.

Danielle Crouch
11 Wilson's Woods Rd
Brattleboro, VT 5301
Dear Barbara Terrell,

It's time that the Obama administration does more to crack down on the gun smuggling carried out by the Mexican drug cartels.

I strongly support the ATF's proposal to require dealers along the border to report bulk sales of assault rifles, just like they already do with handgun sales. The ATF must use its authority to collect this information and better enforce the laws already on the books.

With more than 30,000 people already murdered in cartel wars, this is an emergency that demands our government's immediate attention.

Danielle Masek
1930 Green Trails Dr.
Lisle, IL 60532
Dear Barbara Terrell,

It's time that the Obama administration does more to crack down on the gun smuggling carried out by the Mexican drug cartels.

I strongly support the ATF's proposal to require dealers along the border to report bulk sales of assault rifles, just like they already do with handgun sales. The ATF must use its authority to collect this information and better enforce the laws already on the books.

With more than 30,000 people already murdered in cartel wars, this is an emergency that demands our government's immediate attention.

Danielle Miele
3369 H St
Eureka, CA 1835
It's time that Obama administration does more to crack down on the gun smuggling carried out by the Mexican drug cartels.

I strongly support the ATF's proposal to require dealers along the border to report bulk sales of assault rifles, just like they already do with handgun sales. The ATF must use its authority to collect this information and better enforce the laws already on the books.

With more than 30,000 people already murdered in cartel wars, this is an emergency that demands our government’s immediate attention.

Danielle Newberry
4943 PO Box
EL MACERO, CA 95618
It’s time that the Obama administration does more to crack down on the gun smuggling carried out by the Mexican drug cartels.

I strongly support the ATF’s proposal to require dealers along the border to report bulk sales of assault rifles, just like they already do with handgun sales. The ATF must use its authority to collect this information and better enforce the laws already on the books.

With more than 30,000 people already murdered in cartel wars, this is an emergency that demands our government’s immediate attention.

Danielle Salas
4831 W. Northern Ave
GLENDALE, AZ 85301
Hi Batbara, I just wanted to inform you of my views on multi gun reporting. Please stay out of private citizens business. ATF may find one or two sales out of thousands but criminals do not follow laws and what will ATF do investigate all sales? I live in Calif. when I purchase a gun I always buy multi guns because of the hassle I must go through to even buy one gun it is hours of my time and the State tax is 30$ for one or dozen guns. Us law following citizens do not trust our government if you pass this law thousands of these citizens will probably buy dozens of guns that they would not other wise purchase. If you really want to stop the violence in Mexico two things would work 1. Legalize all drugs and give them away free or 2.Trial to get Mexico to follow our constitution if the Mexican population was armed the Drug cartels could not do what they are doing. I do admit that most guns I buy are not the ones you are talking about but we need less laws not more. 95% of the people that you will investigate will have nothing to do with whats happening to Mexico. Do not include another law that you will be responsible for you guys have enough to do. Keep up the good work! Thank you a US citizen Dan Musetti.
It's time that the Obama administration does more to crack down on the gun smuggling carried out by the Mexican drug cartels.

I strongly support the ATF's proposal to require dealers along the border to report bulk sales of assault rifles, just like they already do with handgun sales. The ATF must use its authority to collect this information and better enforce the laws already on the books.

With more than 30,000 people already murdered in cartel wars, this is an emergency that demands our government’s immediate attention.

Danna Haile
208 Fairfax Ave
Nashville, TN 37212-4005
It's time that the Obama administration does more to crack down on the gun smuggling carried out by the Mexican drug cartels.

I strongly support the ATF's proposal to require dealers along the border to report bulk sales of assault rifles, just like they already do with handgun sales. The ATF must use its authority to collect this information and better enforce the laws already on the books.

With more than 30,000 people already murdered in cartel wars, this is an emergency that demands our government's immediate attention.

DANNY ABDUL KAUTHAR
19134 LAUDER ST.
DETROIT, MI 48235
Dear Mrs. Terrell,

I am writing you over my concern that you are considering a reporting program on the sale of long guns in the southern states. Our second amendments rights are clearly stated in the Constitution and this attempt to limit that right is out of line. The only effect of this regulation will be another layer of meaningless paperwork on a system that is already overwhelmed with paperwork. Please consider that the problem of crime with guns are that the laws that are already on the books are not being enforced. More laws will not help.

Remember, it's not the guns that are the problem, it is the criminals that are using them improperly that are the problem. Focus attention on that and our problems could be solved.

Sincerely,
Danny Baumstark
Hermann, MO  65041
Ms. Terrell,

I appreciate the situation you may be in with the border problems. However, I do not agree with the recent proposal for American gun dealers to report the sale of more than one semi-automatic firearm within a given time period. My personal deer rifle is semi-automatic and is very much a sporting rifle. If I were to come across a good deal on more than one rifle in the same day, I would certainly take advantage of the opportunity. I am a life-long hunter and shooter who is a law abiding citizen. Please consider that the law abiding citizen can be unreasonably punished by criminals (foreign and domestic) and that the American people deserve the right to have a say in regulation of lawful practices. As a Missouri resident, I hope that the proposed practices will never approach my region. I appreciate your time and hope that you consider the views of someone from a different state than the proposal addresses.

Sincerely,
Daniel Bellew
From: Danny Campbell [dacampbell@tscsales.com]
Sent: Friday, February 11, 2011 8:44 AM
To: Terrell, Barbara A.
Cc: Darlene Campbell; SCampbell
Subject: Act Immediately to Block ATF Long Gun Sales Reporting!

Please do not let this pass! You have my support to help block it!

Danny Campbell
111 Barcelona
Universal City, Texas, 78148
dacampbell@tscsales.com
210-564-3082
Ma'am we don't need more paper work then we have ,Please stop ATF from demanding all this unnecessary paper work ,the guns doesn't hurt people is the people behind the guns that hurt people,and a bad person can get an illegal gun not even register and go on rampage.thank you
The proposal that the BATF be given the authority under the December 17, 2010 “Notice of Information Collection Under Review: Report of Multiple Sale or Other Disposition of Certain Rifles” is an unconstitutional power play and will impact the gun industry negatively. Why must the ATF consider gun owners and 2nd amendment supporters unlawful and in need of regulation. In a free society, there is an inherent risk to life that comes from people. We can’t know what is in peoples hearts. Some people are determined to hurt other people and will do so with whatever means they can find. It is other peoples right to protect themselves, especially the weak and handicapped. It is a statistical fact that when people are disarmed, crime goes up. As for semi-auto rifles, many hunting, sporting and competition rifles will be affected. It has been proven that the rifles showing up in Mexico are not from this side of the border. Most of the weapons confiscated are from the Mexican Army or other countries. As a free society, we should not have to have our rights threatened by the actions of citizens of other countries. Secure the borders and control immigration. Let Mexico solve their own problems.
From: Danny L. Thomas [bar-d@aciglobal.com]
Sent: Friday, February 11, 2011 9:50 PM
To: Terrell, Barbara A.
Subject: December 17, 2010 *Notice of Information Collection Under Review: Report of Multiple Sale or Other Disposition of Certain Rifles

Please use common sense and do not introduce more laws that only law abiding citizens would follow anyway. Please use your resources to curb ILLEGAL gun trafficking. Not legal purchases by law abiding, honest sportsmen and gun enthusiasts.

Danny L. Thomas
From: Danny Lynch [dannylynch1234@gmail.com]
Sent: Friday, February 11, 2011 9:42 AM
To: oira_submission@omb.eop.gov; Terrell, Barbara A.
Subject: Please OPPOSE the BATFE's proposal to report multiple sale of certain rifles

Please OPPOSE the “Notice of Information Collection Under Review: Report of Multiple Sale or Other Disposition of Certain Rifles.”

This is an unnecessary regulation and is not allowed under Federal law. Title 18 U.S.C. § 923(g)(3)(A) does not grant any such registration of multiple purchases of firearms, except for handguns.

The regulation contains no provision for the destruction of the collected information, and therefore is not legal under Title 18 U.S.C. § 926(a).

Laws do matter and this unnecessary and extra-legal proposal must NOT be approved.

Sincerely,

Danny Lynch
100 Oakridge Drive
Thaxton, Va. 24174

--

"When the people fear the Government, that is tyranny.
When the Government fears the people, that is Liberty."

Thomas Jefferson
Dear Barbara Terrell,

It's time that the Obama administration does more to crack down on the gun smuggling carried out by the Mexican drug cartels.

I strongly support the ATF's proposal to require dealers along the border to report bulk sales of assault rifles, just like they already do with handgun sales. The ATF must use its authority to collect this information and better enforce the laws already on the books.

With more than 30,000 people already murdered in cartel wars, this is an emergency that demands our government's immediate attention.

Danny Phillips
6105 Agate Ave NW
ALBUQUERQUE, NM 87120
Barbara

I am not the sharpest tack in the box, but it looks to me like you and your people are more concerned with controlling the lives of legal gun owners than that of the illegal gun traffickers, if they are breaking the law go after them, but I don't see the need to punish those who are doing things legal by snooping in their lives, we have enough of that going on already in this FREE country. People who break the law don't care how many laws you make up or how much paper you have on them because it's not their real name anyway.

According to what I've read and the NRA you are overstepping your 'LEGAL RIGHTS' as well. Knowing how many guns I buy or what guns I buy will not help you with the drug people, or the black market of stolen guns.

Punish those who break the laws and leave the legal gun owners, collectors and sportsman alone, use the brain that God gave you to understand that we are not the enemy of you or the ATF.

Thank you for your time and the Good work you and your people do for this country just remember we are doing things legal and don't need more regulation placed on us.

Thank You, DANNY UDEN
please do not support any request to report long gun sales in the border states of California, Arizona, New Mexico and Texas. This is an unconstitutional action and is not allowed by our governing laws.

This would also be completely ineffective in controlling violence in Mexico, since very few of the guns used in violent crimes in Mexico are coming from this side of the border.

If you people at the BATFE would concentrate on enforcing the current laws and policies, and the Border Patrole would enforce our immigration laws, things would be much better in both our country as well as Mexico. I currently live in California.

Thank you.

Daniel Palen

danpalen@juno.com
If the federal government wants to control guns going into Mexico, why don’t you send some personnel to the scene and control the borders? Enforce the laws that are on the books, before you make new laws!

Dan Shelnutt
Dear Barbara Terrell,

It's time that the Obama administration does more to crack down on the gun smuggling carried out by the Mexican drug cartels.

I strongly support the ATF's proposal to require dealers along the border to report bulk sales of assault rifles, just like they already do with handgun sales. The ATF must use its authority to collect this information and better enforce the laws already on the books.

With more than 30,000 people already murdered in cartel wars, this is an emergency that demands our government's immediate attention.

Daphne Onderdonk
707 W Rollins Rd.
Columbia, MO 65203
Writing to you to voice my concern about the ATF wanting registration of long guns. I don’t know why the people of our government want to stick their noses in any law abiding citizens right to buy and sell long guns at their descretion. The Government has a problem with drug cartels buying these types of guns so right away it is the citizens of the USA that are selling them the guns. I am against any and all registration of any firearm that is owned by any law abiding citizen of this country. The ATF should start hassling those immigrants that are crossing our borders with illegal hand and long guns,. Lets start enforcing the existing laws and not start asking for powers that they don’t have right now. Lets get serious, no interference by any branch of government on our citizens is going to change what is happening in Mexico. The Mexican government has to handle that. So let’s not give any branch of our government the right to tread on our gun rights.

Raymond Pavicic
Bethel, Park, Pa.
NRA Member
Veteran
Library Sportsmen Association
Bethel Park Sportsman
VFW Post # 6675
CITIZEN
It's time that the Obama administration does more to crack down on the gun smuggling carried out by the Mexican drug cartels.

I strongly support the ATF's proposal to require dealers along the border to report bulk sales of assault rifles, just like they already do with handgun sales. The ATF must use its authority to collect this information and better enforce the laws already on the books.

With more than 30,000 people already murdered in cartel wars, this is an emergency that demands our government's immediate attention.

dara LAJOIE
1102 birch tree way
Greensboro, NC 27410
It's time that the Obama administration does more to crack down on the gun smuggling carried out by the Mexican drug cartels.

I strongly support the ATF's proposal to require dealers along the border to report bulk sales of assault rifles, just like they already do with handgun sales. The ATF must use its authority to collect this information and better enforce the laws already on the books.

With more than 30,000 people already murdered in cartel wars, this is an emergency that demands our government's immediate attention.

D'Arcy Jeffery
1006 Wharton Drive
Newark, DE 19711
Dear Barbara Terrell,

It’s time that Obama administration does more to crack down on the gun smuggling carried out by the Mexican drug cartels.

I strongly support the ATF’s proposal to require dealers along the border to report bulk sales of assault rifles, just like they already do with handgun sales. The ATF must use it’s authority to collect this information and better enforce the laws already on the books.

With more than 30,000 people already murdered in cartel wars, this is an emergency that demands our government’s immediate attention.

Dariel Clark
2281 El Verano Ct.
Grand Junction, CO 81507
It's time that the Obama administration does more to crack down on the gun smuggling carried out by the Mexican drug cartels.

I strongly support the ATF's proposal to require dealers along the border to report bulk sales of assault rifles, just like they already do with handgun sales. The ATF must use its authority to collect this information and better enforce the laws already on the books.

With more than 30,000 people already murdered in cartel wars, this is an emergency that demands our government's immediate attention.

Darla Masterson
2602 N. Grannen Rd.
Tucson, AZ 85745
It's time that the Obama administration does more to crack down on the gun smuggling carried out by the Mexican drug cartels.

I strongly support the ATF's proposal to require dealers along the border to report bulk sales of assault rifles, just like they already do with handgun sales. The ATF must use its authority to collect this information and better enforce the laws already on the books.

With more than 30,000 people already murdered in cartel wars, this is an emergency that demands our government's immediate attention.

Darla O'Malley
24157 Walker Valley Road
Mount Vernon, WA 98274
Dear Barbara Terrell,

It's time that the Obama administration does more to crack down on the gun smuggling carried out by the Mexican drug cartels.

I strongly support the ATF's proposal to require dealers along the border to report bulk sales of assault rifles, just like they already do with handgun sales. The ATF must use its authority to collect this information and better enforce the laws already on the books.

With more than 30,000 people already murdered in cartel wars, this is an emergency that demands our government's immediate attention.

Darleen Hall
84 Estabrook Road
Hampton, CT 6247
Dear Barbara Terrell,

It’s time that the Obama administration does more to crack down on the gun smuggling carried out by the Mexican drug cartels.

I strongly support the ATF’s proposal to require dealers along the border to report bulk sales of assault rifles, just like they already do with handgun sales. The ATF must use its authority to collect this information and better enforce the laws already on the books.

With more than 30,000 people already murdered in cartel wars, this is an emergency that demands our government’s immediate attention.

Darlena Luppino Torres
702 Santa Barbara Av
MILLBRAE, CA 94030
It’s time that the Obama administration does more to crack down on the gun smuggling carried out by the Mexican drug cartels.

I strongly support the ATF’s proposal to require dealers along the border to report bulk sales of assault rifles, just like they already do with handgun sales. The ATF must use its authority to collect this information and better enforce the laws already on the books.

With more than 30,000 people already murdered in cartel wars, this is an emergency that demands our government’s immediate attention.

Darlene Costner
Street Address
Tucson, AZ 85710
Dear Barbara Terrell,

It’s time that Obama administration does more to crack down on the gun smuggling carried out by the Mexican drug cartels.

I strongly support the ATF's proposal to require dealers along the border to report bulk sales of assault rifles, just like they already do with handgun sales. The ATF must use its authority to collect this information and better enforce the laws already on the books.

With more than 30,000 people already murdered in cartel wars, this is an emergency that demands our government’s immediate attention.

Darlene Demetri
66 North Street
Goshen, CT 6756
Dear Barbara Terrell,

It’s time that the Obama administration does more to crack down on the gun smuggling carried out by the Mexican drug cartels.

I strongly support the ATF’s proposal to require dealers along the border to report bulk sales of assault rifles, just like they already do with handgun sales. The ATF must use its authority to collect this information and better enforce the laws already on the books.

With more than 30,000 people already murdered in cartel wars, this is an emergency that demands our government’s immediate attention.

Darlene Duncan
3139 E.Piute Ave.
PHOENIX, AZ 85050
It's time that the Obama administration does more to crack down on the gun smuggling carried out by the Mexican drug cartels.

I strongly support the ATF's proposal to require dealers along the border to report bulk sales of assault rifles, just like they already do with handgun sales. The ATF must use its authority to collect this information and better enforce the laws already on the books.

With more than 30,000 people already murdered in cartel wars, this is an emergency that demands our government's immediate attention.

Darlene Friese
0N181 Hathaway
West Chicago, IL 60108
Dear Barbara Terrell,

It's time that the Obama administration does more to crack down on the gun smuggling carried out by the Mexican drug cartels.

I strongly support the ATF's proposal to require dealers along the border to report bulk sales of assault rifles, just like they already do with handgun sales. The ATF must use its authority to collect this information and better enforce the laws already on the books.

With more than 30,000 people already murdered in cartel wars, this is an emergency that demands our government's immediate attention.

Darlene Hilton-Nickel
Street Address
City, CA 95124
Dear Barbara Terrell,

It's time that Obama administration does more to crack down on the gun smuggling carried out by the Mexican drug cartels.

I strongly support the ATF's proposal to require dealers along the border to report bulk sales of assault rifles, just like they already do with handgun sales. The ATF must use its authority to collect this information and better enforce the laws already on the books.

With more than 30,000 people already murdered in cartel wars, this is an emergency that demands our government’s immediate attention.

DARLENE RILEY
1710 CHRISARA CT
Forest Hill, MD 21050
It's time that the Obama administration does more to crack down on the gun smuggling carried out by the Mexican drug cartels.

I strongly support the ATF's proposal to require dealers along the border to report bulk sales of assault rifles, just like they already do with handgun sales. The ATF must use its authority to collect this information and better enforce the laws already on the books.

With more than 30,000 people already murdered in cartel wars, this is an emergency that demands our government's immediate attention.

Darlene Statz
2063 Mud Springs Rd
ANDERSON, MO 64831
It’s time that Obama administration does more to crack down on the gun smuggling carried out by the Mexican drug cartels.

I strongly support the ATF’s proposal to require dealers along the border to report bulk sales of assault rifles, just like they already do with handgun sales. The ATF must use its authority to collect this information and better enforce the laws already on the books.

With more than 30,000 people already murdered in cartel wars, this is an emergency that demands our government’s immediate attention.

Darline Balm-Demmel
603 W. 9th St.
Cedar Falls, IA 50613-2961
Dear Barbara Terrell,

It's time that the Obama administration does more to crack down on the gun smuggling carried out by the Mexican drug cartels.

I strongly support the ATF's proposal to require dealers along the border to report bulk sales of assault rifles, just like they already do with handgun sales. The ATF must use its authority to collect this information and better enforce the laws already on the books.

With more than 30,000 people already murdered in cartel wars, this is an emergency that demands our government’s immediate attention.

Darrell Robinson
701 Zion St.
Nevada City, CA 95959-2920
Cooksey, Roberta B.

From: Darren Peoples [dpeoples@advancedcommunicationsusa.com]
Sent: Friday, February 11, 2011 8:04 AM
To: Terrell, Barbara A.
Subject: ATF Long Gun Reporting

I would hope that this request is denied.
ATF needs to fix/focus on the drug cartel and work to secure our borders.
This is the real problem.
Leave the law abiding gun owners and gun dealers alone.

Respectfully,

Darren Peoples
Advanced Communications
Project Manager
8331 Hoyle Ave.
Dallas, Texas 75227
214-381-3333 office
214-876-5918 cell
dpeoples@advancedcommunicationsusa.com

Disclaimer: This E-Mail is intended only for the use of the individual or entity to which it is addressed, and may contain information that is privileged, confidential and exempt from disclosure under applicable law. If you have received this communication in error, please do not distribute it and notify us immediately by email: administrator@unitekgs.com or via telephone: 267-464-1700 and delete the original message. Unless expressly stated in this e-mail, nothing in this message or any attachment should be construed as a digital or electronic signature.
Dear Barbara Terrell,

It's time that the Obama administration does more to crack down on the gun smuggling carried out by the Mexican drug cartels.

I strongly support the ATF's proposal to require dealers along the border to report bulk sales of assault rifles, just like they already do with handgun sales. The ATF must use its authority to collect this information and better enforce the laws already on the books.

With more than 30,000 people already murdered in cartel wars, this is an emergency that demands our government's immediate attention.

Darren Perez
2764 Moose Creek Lane
ONTARIO, CA 91761
As a taxpayer and a gun owner, I’m against this measure.

The notice proposed an "emergency" requirement that certain federal firearms Licensees report multiple sales or other dispositions whenever the licensee sells or otherwise disposes of two or more rifles within any five consecutive business days with the following characteristics: (a) Semi automatic; (b) a caliber greater than .22; and (c) the ability to accept a detachable magazine.

Thanks,
Dear Barbara Terrell,

It’s time that Obama administration does more to crack down on the gun smuggling carried out by the Mexican drug cartels.

I strongly support the ATF’s proposal to require dealers along the border to report bulk sales of assault rifles, just like they already do with handgun sales. The ATF must use its authority to collect this information and better enforce the laws already on the books.

With more than 30,000 people already murdered in cartel wars, this is an emergency that demands our government’s immediate attention.

DARRYL MYLES
5424 Arlington Street
Philadelphia, PA 19131
I am writing to oppose the so called emergency regulation to register multiple sales of certain rifles with BATFE as described in FR Doc. 2010-31761 from the 12/17/2010 Federal Register.  

This regulation is both illegal and unnecessary. Further there is no justification for any "emergency" implementation as reported by the Washington Post:
White House delayed rule meant to stop gun flow to Mexico, Washington Post, Dec. 17, 2010, Online edition:  

* The regulation proposed is outside the statutory grant of authority to record information about multiple sales of firearms. Title 18 U.S.C. § 923(g)(3)(A) specifically grants the authority to collect multiple sale information on handguns and revolvers. Other firearms are excluded and there is no implied authority to extend this reporting requirement to rifles or any other type of firearm.
* "FFL" holders are already required by law to respond to BATFE requests for information on firearms distribution pursuant to criminal investigations: Title 18 U.S.C. § 923(g)(7).
* The regulation contains no provision for the destruction of information collected, which establishes a nationwide registry of "certain types of firearms" as proposed. Because of this the regulation as proposed is illegal under Title 18 U.S.C. § 926(a). "No such rule or regulation . may require that records required to be maintained under this chapter or any portion of the contents of such records, be recorded at or transferred to a facility owned, managed, or controlled by the United States or any State or any political subdivision thereof, nor that any system of registration of firearms, firearms owners, or firearms transactions or disposition be established."

There is a grave potential for this regulation to unduly burden citizens who are collectors or must obtain purchase permits at the local or state level to possess firearms. The proposed regulation does not say what the agency intends to do with the information but ostensibly it would be for criminal investigations. Subjecting law abiding gun owners to this type of investigation under the guise of "information collection" is an overt attempt to prevent them from exercising their 2nd Amendment rights to purchase and own firearms.

This regulatory action should not be approved.

-Lance Young
Sandy, UT
It's time that the Obama administration does more to crack down on the gun smuggling carried out by the Mexican drug cartels.

I strongly support the ATF's proposal to require dealers along the border to report bulk sales of assault rifles, just like they already do with handgun sales. The ATF must use its authority to collect this information and better enforce the laws already on the books.

With more than 30,000 people already murdered in cartel wars, this is an emergency that demands our government's immediate attention.

Darvel Lloyd
54 SE 74th Ave.
Portland, OR 97215
Cooksey, Roberta B.

From: Darwin Aronoff [daronoff@earthlink.net]
Sent: Friday, February 11, 2011 9:30 PM
To: FIPB Regulatory Email inquiries
Subject: Support for the Reporting of Multiple Sales of Long Guns

It’s time that the Obama administration does more to crack down on the gun smuggling carried out by the Mexican drug cartels.

I strongly support the ATF’s proposal to require dealers along the border to report bulk sales of assault rifles, just like they already do with handgun sales. The ATF must use its authority to collect this information and better enforce the laws already on the books.

With more than 30,000 people already murdered in cartel wars, this is an emergency that demands our government’s immediate attention.

Darwin Aronoff
2954 E. Del Mar Blvd #108.
Pasadena, CA 91107
Ms. Terrell:
This bill has come to my attention and deeply concerns me. Although I have not purchased a long gun in a long time, I do not believe it is my government's job to keep up with a citizen's purchases. That is what this will boil down to. Lawabiding citizens will do what is required of them. But, that will not slow down those who are making purchases for other reasons. The law breakers will continue, without hesitation.

I want to voice my objection to this bill and hope to see it defeated.

Daryl Duren
http://www.lhmcallen.org

We won't tell. Get more on shows you hate to love
(and love to hate): Yahoo! TV's Guilty Pleasures list.
It’s time that the Obama administration does more to crack down on the gun smuggling carried out by the Mexican drug cartels.

I strongly support the ATF’s proposal to require dealers along the border to report bulk sales of assault rifles, just like they already do with handgun sales. The ATF must use its authority to collect this information and better enforce the laws already on the books.

With more than 30,000 people already murdered in cartel wars, this is an emergency that demands our government’s immediate attention.

daryl grossman
15 scenic rd.
FAIRFAX, CA 94930
It’s time that the Obama administration does more to crack down on the gun smuggling carried out by the Mexican drug cartels.

I strongly support the ATF’s proposal to require dealers along the border to report bulk sales of assault rifles, just like they already do with handgun sales. The ATF must use its authority to collect this information and better enforce the laws already on the books.

With more than 30,000 people already murdered in cartel wars, this is an emergency that demands our government’s immediate attention.

Dassy Shellenberger
894 Palouse Place
La Conner, WA 98257

This regulation is both illegal and unnecessary. Further there is no justification for any "emergency" implementation as reported by the Washington Post:


* The regulation proposed is outside the statutory grant of authority to record information about multiple sales of firearms. Title 18 U.S.C. § 923(g)(3)(A) specifically grants the authority to collect multiple sale information on handguns and revolvers. Other firearms are excluded and there is no implied authority to extend this reporting requirement to rifles or any other type of firearm.

* "FFL" holders are already required by law to respond to BATFE requests for information on firearms distribution pursuant to criminal investigations: Title 18 U.S.C. § 923(g)(7).

* The regulation contains no provision for the destruction of information collected, which establishes a nationwide registry of "certain types of firearms" as proposed. Because of this the regulation as proposed is illegal under Title 18 U.S.C. § 926(a). "No such rule or regulation . may require that records required to be maintained under this chapter or any portion of the contents of such records, be recorded at or transferred to a facility owned, managed, or controlled by the United States or any State or any political subdivision thereof, nor that any system of registration of firearms, firearms owners, or firearms transactions or disposition be established."

There is a grave potential for this regulation to unduly burden citizens who are collectors or must obtain purchase permits at the local or state level to possess firearms. The proposed regulation does not say what the agency intends to do with the information but ostensibly it would be for criminal investigations. Subjecting law abiding gun owners to this type of investigation under the guise of "information collection" is an overt attempt to prevent them from exercising their 2nd Amendment rights to purchase and own firearms.

* This regulatory action has not allowed the public sufficient time to comment. This regulatory action should not be approved.
Ms. Terrell: Please do all in your power to table, withdraw, kill this ill conceived ruling. Frankly, it is not in the best interest of citizens or the government to regulate in this manner.

Thank you for your consideration.

DAVID W. MARTIN  
P O BOX 4890  
HOMOSASSA SPRINGS, FL 34447  

352 628-7604

dashmar@tampabay.rr.com
It's time that Obama administration does more to crack down on the gun smuggling carried out by the Mexican drug cartels.

I strongly support the ATF's proposal to require dealers along the border to report bulk sales of assault rifles, just like they already do with handgun sales. The ATF must use its authority to collect this information and better enforce the laws already on the books.

With more than 30,000 people already murdered in cartel wars, this is an emergency that demands our government's immediate attention.

dave alexander
10459 artesia blvd #92c
#N/A, CA 90706
Mrs. Terrell; I have worked in law enforcement (CBP) or 25 years. My thoughts and experience are; that this kind of record keeping is only good for inconveniencing the law-abiding citizen. The firearms taken into MX is not being done legally, so my question is how many laws does one have to break to make an act legal and to lock someone up for it. Do your checks at border crossings. Prosecute the dealers that are caught breaking law. Enforce the laws on the books and I am sure the BATF will have plenty to keep them busy.

Thanks
David Billips
Bel Air, MD
Cooksey, Roberta B.

From: Dave Blessing [redcloud@comcast.net]
Sent: Friday, February 11, 2011 11:14 AM
To: Terrell, Barbara A.
Subject: Support for the Reporting of Multiple Sales of Long Guns

Dear Barbara Terrell,

It's time that Obama administration does more to crack down on the gun smuggling carried out by the Mexican drug cartels.

I strongly support the ATF's proposal to require dealers along the border to report bulk sales of assault rifles, just like they already do with handgun sales. The ATF must use its authority to collect this information and better enforce the laws already on the books.

With more than 30,000 people already murdered in cartel wars, this is an emergency that demands our government's immediate attention.

Dave Blessing
redcloud@comcast.net
Port Charlotte, FL 33952
This new requirement is not needed and will only cost the tax payers more money with no benefit. Please do not adopt this regulation.

Thank you

Dave Brown
PO Box 1637
Queen Creek, AZ 85142
MS.TERRELL.

IT SEEMS THAT THE USA AND ALL OF OUR STATES HAVE ALL THE LAWS CONCERNING GUN OWNERSHIP IN PLACE, ALL THE ATF NEED DO IS ENFORCE THOSE LAWS. THERE IS NO NEED TO PASS DUPLICATE LAWS AND BANS CONCERNING LONGGUNS.

SINCERELY A CONCERNED CITIZEN

DAVID CAROZZOLO
Subject: December 17, 2010 “Notice of Information Collection Under Review: Report of Multiple Sale or Other Disposition of Certain Rifles.

Ma'am,

OMB should deny ATF's request to approve its proposed collection of information. In my humble opinion this is outside the scope of the ATF.

Respectfully,

Dave Cloft
I am sure that you think this action will reduce the level of violence along our southern border with Mexico but I will tell you for certain; IT WILL NOT. All this action would accomplish is to burden legal firearms sellers with another level or eight of unnecessary paperwork, which would increase their risk of minor errors which would then be used by the anti-gun nazis to shut down these miscreants. OH! Now I see the goal of your madness. This action is in direct contravention of the 2/nd Amendment to the U.S. Constitution and is way beyond the bounds set down in the 10/th Amendment. Do not do this thing, please.....

David Dodson
North Pole  AK
99705
dtdodson@acsalaska.net

--

Socialism is a philosophy of failure, the creed of ignorance, and the gospel of envy, its inherent virtue is the equal sharing of misery. Sir Winston Churchill
Dear Ms. Terrell, Thank you for taking our comments concerning long gun purchase reporting. I am firmly opposed to collecting information of this sort. My beliefs are along the lines that as American citizens, we have the right to be as silly as we are wont so long as we don't harm our fellow men. Thank you for undertaking a difficult and often thankless task. George Dye

The fish are biting.

Get more visitors on your site using Yahoo! Search Marketing.
Dear Barbara Terrell,

It’s time that Obama administration does more to crack down on the gun smuggling carried out by the Mexican drug cartels.

I strongly support the ATF’s proposal to require dealers along the border to report bulk sales of assault rifles, just like they already do with handgun sales. The ATF must use it’s authority to collect this information and better enforce the laws already on the books.

With more than 30,000 people already murdered in cartel wars, this is an emergency that demands our government’s immediate attention.

Dave Eastman, OL 23,24
13 Bryant Road
Tamworth, NH 03886
It's time that Obama administration does more to crack down on the gun smuggling carried out by the Mexican drug cartels.

I strongly support the ATF's proposal to require dealers along the border to report bulk sales of assault rifles, just like they already do with handgun sales. The ATF must use its authority to collect this information and better enforce the laws already on the books.

With more than 30,000 people already murdered in cartel wars, this is an emergency that demands our government’s immediate attention.

dave evans
Algonquin
Boston, MA 02124
It's time that the Obama administration does more to crack down on the gun smuggling carried out by the Mexican drug cartels.

I strongly support the ATF's proposal to require dealers along the border to report bulk sales of assault rifles, just like they already do with handgun sales. The ATF must use its authority to collect this information and better enforce the laws already on the books.

With more than 30,000 people already murdered in cartel wars, this is an emergency that demands our government's immediate attention.

Dave Fronske
923 N. San Francisco Street
Flagstaff, AZ 86001
From: Dave Hanson [dhansonh@yahoo.com]
Sent: Saturday, February 12, 2011 11:34 AM
To: Terrell, Barbara A.
Subject: Support for the Reporting of Multiple Sales of Long Guns

Dear Barbara Terrell,

It's time that the Obama administration does more to crack down on the gun smuggling carried out by the Mexican drug cartels.

I strongly support the ATF's proposal to require dealers along the border to report bulk sales of assault rifles, just like they already do with handgun sales. The ATF must use its authority to collect this information and better enforce the laws already on the books.

With more than 30,000 people already murdered in cartel wars, this is an emergency that demands our government's immediate attention.

Dave Hanson
18338 Waco St. NW
Elk River, MN 55330
It's time that Obama administration does more to crack down on the gun smuggling carried out by the Mexican drug cartels.

I strongly support the ATF's proposal to require dealers along the border to report bulk sales of assault rifles, just like they already do with handgun sales. The ATF must use it’s authority to collect this information and better enforce the laws already on the books.

With more than 30,000 people already murdered in cartel wars, this is an emergency that demands our government’s immediate attention.

Dave Hartman
Poplar Ave
North Brunswick, NJ 8902
From: Dave Haskins [gisrentals2010@gmail.com]
Sent: Friday, February 11, 2011 11:04 AM
To: Terrell, Barbara A.
Subject: December 17, 2010 “Notice of Information Collection Under Review: Report of Multiple Sale or Other Disposition of Certain Rifles.”

OMB
Office of Information and Regulatory Affairs
Attention: Department of Justice Desk Officer
Washington, DC 20503

Barbara A. Terrell
Firearms Industry Programs Branch
Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco, Firearms and Explosives
99 New York Avenue, N.E.
Washington, DC 20226.

Dear Ms. B. Terrell,

As a citizen I respectfully request of all my elected representatives that they require all bureaucracies to continue to follow the guidelines as put forth in the Constitution in order that each citizen may carry out their responsibility to each other to restrict government intervention into areas that are against the law. In the meantime I would ask that the BATF refrain from additional onerous regulations upon fellow citizens that prohibit citizens from their responsibilities as good, decent, law-abiding folks. The protectors of the republic are ultimately its own people. Thank you,

Sincerely,

Dave Haskins
Sparks, NV

--
David Haskins
Putting Value in Real Estate Management
775-329-4030
It's time that Obama administration does more to crack down on the gun smuggling carried out by the Mexican drug cartels.

I strongly support the ATF's proposal to require dealers along the border to report bulk sales of assault rifles, just like they already do with handgun sales. The ATF must use its authority to collect this information and better enforce the laws already on the books.

With more than 30,000 people already murdered in cartel wars, this is an emergency that demands our government’s immediate attention.

Dave Hernandez
14226 Myrtle St
Jamul, CA 91935
To: OMB
Office of Information and Regulatory Affairs
Attention: Department of Justice Desk Officer
Washington, DC 20503

CC:
Barbara A. Terrell
Firearms Industry Programs Branch
Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco, Firearms and Explosives
99 New York Avenue, N.E.
Washington, DC  20226.

Barbara.Terrell@atf.gov
Fax: (202) 648–9640

re: December 17, 2010 “Notice of Information Collection Under Review: Report of Multiple Sale or Other Disposition of Certain Rifles.”

I would like to express my disapproval of ATF plans to require reporting of long gun sales in the four states adjacent to Mexico. This is just one step towards building a database of legally owned firearms by peaceable US citizens in contravention to the expressed will of congress and the people.

The inability or unwillingness of the federal government to control our border with Mexico, or the Mexican government to enforce it's own laws is not an acceptable reason to erode the right of US Citizens to own firearms of the type and quantity of their choosing.

David E. Hickey

"No man who refuses to bear arms in defense of his nation can give a sound reason why he should be allowed to live in a free country"

--T. Roosevelt
It's time that the Obama administration does more to crack down on the gun smuggling carried out by the Mexican drug cartels.

I strongly support the ATF's proposal to require dealers along the border to report bulk sales of assault rifles, just like they already do with handgun sales. The ATF must use its authority to collect this information and better enforce the laws already on the books.

With more than 30,000 people already murdered in cartel wars, this is an emergency that demands our government's immediate attention.

Dave Huber
26762 Ave. Las Palmas
CAPISTRANO BEACH, CA 92624
It's time that the Obama administration does more to crack down on the gun smuggling carried out by the Mexican drug cartels.

I strongly support the ATF's proposal to require dealers along the border to report bulk sales of assault rifles, just like they already do with handgun sales. The ATF must use its authority to collect this information and better enforce the laws already on the books.

With more than 30,000 people already murdered in cartel wars, this is an emergency that demands our government's immediate attention.

Dave Judelson
2410 Cleghorn St.
Honolulu, HI 1890
Ms Terrell,

This is to let you know that my wife and I vehemently oppose the actions announced in the notice of December 17, 2010 “Notice of Information Collection Under Review: Report of Multiple Sale or Other Disposition of Certain Rifles.”

There are ample restrictions and information that can be used with the existing laws to penalize criminals without infringing on individual privacy.

Very truly yours,

David and Guynell Krzak
It’s time that the Obama administration does more to crack down on the gun smuggling carried out by the Mexican drug cartels.

I strongly support the ATF’s proposal to require dealers along the border to report bulk sales of assault rifles, just like they already do with handgun sales. The ATF must use its authority to collect this information and better enforce the laws already on the books.

With more than 30,000 people already murdered in cartel wars, this is an emergency that demands our government’s immediate attention.

Dave Langholff
W7440 E. Lamartine Dr.
FOND DU LAC, WI 54937
Cooksey, Roberta B.

From: Dave Meek [2004tj@gmail.com]
Sent: Sunday, February 13, 2011 10:14 AM
To: Terrell, Barbara A.
Subject: In re the December 17, 2010, "Notice of Information Collection Under Review: Report of Multiple Sale or Other Disposition of Certain Rifles"

Dear Ms. Terrell:

In a nation based on a constitutionally defined federal government, a decent respect for that constitution and its subsequent laws requires that the ATF should declare the constitutional authority under which it may act regarding this matter. Until such time as the ATF can declare this authority, that same respect for our nation's constitution and its subsequent laws equally requires not take it proposed actions.

I respectfully ask that the ATF reconsider its position.

Thank you.
Barbara A. Terrell
Firearms Industry Programs Branch
Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco, Firearms and Explosives
99 New York Avenue, N.E.
Washington, DC  20226.

Please stop the plan to register, even temporarily, firearms in border states. I do not believe this practice will yield significant benefits in law enforcement but will definitely establish a dangerous precedence for personal rights. Stronger border security is what is needed to stop drug and gun runners along the borders, not citizen firearms registration.

Thank you,
David Miller
506 W 300 S
Brigham City UT 84302
435-723-1771
Just want to let you know I support ATF proposal to require reporting of sales of semiautomatic rifles in the border states.

I own numerous guns but almost always disagree with NRA positions on limiting sales of guns and other law enforcement objectives. I hunt with many gun owners and it is obvious to me that NRA is no longer the spokesman for most of them.

Dave Olsen
Please just secure the border and stop infringing on the rights of US citizens

refer to the December 17, 2010 “Notice of Information Collection Under Review: Report of Multiple Sale or Other Disposition of Certain Rifles.”
It's time that the Obama administration does more to crack down on the gun smuggling carried out by the Mexican drug cartels.

I strongly support the ATF's proposal to require dealers along the border to report bulk sales of assault rifles, just like they already do with handgun sales. The ATF must use its authority to collect this information and better enforce the laws already on the books.

With more than 30,000 people already murdered in cartel wars, this is an emergency that demands our government's immediate attention.

Dave Peaceman
336 Grant Ave.#7
Ogden, UT 84404
To Whom It May Concern;

I have read your proposal on long gun reporting and find it another one of the governments waste of money and disregard for the 2ND Amendment. If you people would enforce the laws we already have, keep the criminals behind bars instead of letting them out and back on the street, send all illegal aliens back to where they came from and recognize and remove the Waco's from society, the biggest problems would be solved. Forget about your foolish laws and withdraw your proposal now. I will be watching !!!!!

Dave Peck
Gun Owner and
NRA Supporter
This is ridiculous! The idea that drug cartels and organized crime are obtaining firearms through shady gun dealers to take over the border for illegal purposes is not the issue! Some guns maybe, but the sheer volume of weapons being exported by criminals indicates a vast underground weapons smuggling system that will not pay attention to any new gun restrictions. Once again, some mildly effective gun control laws will be applauded as the way we want to progress, but they will not be effective at stopping the very offenders we should fear. Please, do not grant the ATF the authority to violate the 2nd amendments original intent based on a trumped up crises, it will only make it harder for law abiding citizens to enjoy their heritage.

Thank you,

Dave Pedreira

Hayward, Ca.
“Notice of Information Collection Under Review: Report of Multiple Sale or Other Disposition of Certain Rifles.”
These types of actions do nothing to secure our borders. Only honest citizens will comply and the dishonest ones will continue to break the law

Dave Pfingst
It’s time that Obama administration does more to crack down on the gun smuggling carried out by the Mexican drug cartels.

I strongly support the ATF’s proposal to require dealers along the border to report bulk sales of assault rifles, just like they already do with handgun sales. The ATF must use its authority to collect this information and better enforce the laws already on the books.

With more than 30,000 people already murdered in cartel wars, this is an emergency that demands our government’s immediate attention.

Dave Power
9567 Titan Road Elk Grove
Elk Grove, CA 95624
It's time that the Obama administration does more to crack down on the gun smuggling carried out by the Mexican drug cartels.

I strongly support the ATF's proposal to require dealers along the border to report bulk sales of assault rifles, just like they already do with handgun sales. The ATF must use its authority to collect this information and better enforce the laws already on the books.

With more than 30,000 people already murdered in cartel wars, this is an emergency that demands our government's immediate attention.

dave ramirez
4144 greystone way
sugar land, TX 77479
Ms. Terrell, please find attached my letter opposing your most recent attempt at gun control. Please stop this nonsense.

Dave Ritchie, CSP, CHST, CCO
Dave Ritchie Consultant LLC
512-308-9302 Office
512-569-7969 Cell
It’s time that the Obama administration does more to crack down on the gun smuggling carried out by the Mexican drug cartels.

I strongly support the ATF’s proposal to require dealers along the border to report bulk sales of assault rifles, just like they already do with handgun sales. The ATF must use its authority to collect this information and better enforce the laws already on the books.

With more than 30,000 people already murdered in cartel wars, this is an emergency that demands our government’s immediate attention.

Dave Skogley
2302 W. Lunt Ave
Chicago, IL 60645
Gun registration is not allowed by any U.S. law. The guns you are so worried about and used by the Mexican cartels are largely full automatic weapons, and could not be purchased in the United States without extensive BATF paperwork and background checks. The RPGs, AK-47's, .50 caliber M-2's are not purchased from dealers licensed by the BATF, they are purchased from governments; USA and foreign. It is no secret that weapons we (the U.S.A.) have sold to the Mexican military and police have found their way into the drug cartels armories, and account for the majority of weapons seized from the cartels. Please reconsider this ill conceived and illegal plan to try to register these SEMI-AUTOMATIC weapons.

Thank you for your consideration,

Respectfully,

D. Slemp
I urge you to NOT impose any reporting of long gun sales, for a number of very crucial reasons.

Thank you for your consideration.

Dave Spanfelner
Dear Barbara Terrell,

It's time that the Obama administration does more to crack down on the gun smuggling carried out by the Mexican drug cartels.

I strongly support the ATF's proposal to require dealers along the border to report bulk sales of assault rifles, just like they already do with handgun sales. The ATF must use its authority to collect this information and better enforce the laws already on the books.

With more than 30,000 people already murdered in cartel wars, this is an emergency that demands our government's immediate attention.

Dave Steinke
4911 SW Barnes Rd
PORTLAND, OR 97221
What is this, a registry of rifles? Only the honest and legal citizens are affected by this type of thinking. The criminals, by definition, are crime producing persons and they do not care or or not affected by laws. Why put the emphasis on the gun; why not put it on the persons committing the crimes? We keep blaming the gun, an inanimate object, like blaming the car for drunk drivers... doesn,'t make any sense. When will we learn to make people responsible for their actions?
It’s time that the Obama administration does more to crack down on the gun smuggling carried out by the Mexican drug cartels.

I strongly support the ATF’s proposal to require dealers along the border to report bulk sales of assault rifles, just like they already do with handgun sales. The ATF must use its authority to collect this information and better enforce the laws already on the books.

With more than 30,000 people already murdered in cartel wars, this is an emergency that demands our government’s immediate attention.

Dave Urner
826 Church Street
Royersford, PA 19468
Dear Ms Terrell:

I am writing on behalf of the of the concerned people in the United States, to offer our comments on this Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco, Firearms, and Explosives (ATF) information collection request to the Office of Management and Budget (OMB). The notice proposed an "emergency" requirement that certain federal firearms licensees report multiple sales or other dispositions whenever the licensee sells or otherwise disposes of two or more rifles within any five consecutive business days with the following characteristics: (a) Semi automatic; (b) a caliber greater than .22; and (c) the ability to accept a detachable magazine.

Now, the OMB has denied the "emergency" request. But regardless of the timeframe in which approval is sought, ATF does not have the statutory authority to impose this requirement on licensees.

This shows blatant disregard to the Constitution that is our heritage. Please cease and stop this insidious ploy that affects our 2nd amendment rights.

Sincerely,

David D. VanDeVenne
147 Monet Ave
White Lake, MI 48383
248-670-2990
It's time that the Obama administration does more to crack down on the gun smuggling carried out by the Mexican drug cartels.

I strongly support the ATF's proposal to require dealers along the border to report bulk sales of assault rifles, just like they already do with handgun sales. The ATF must use its authority to collect this information and better enforce the laws already on the books.

With more than 30,000 people already murdered in cartel wars, this is an emergency that demands our government's immediate attention.

Dave Wiig
141 Benton Rd
MORRIS, CT 6763
Already the politicians are turning a deaf ear to the public. If our representatives are not representing us, then they should all be given vacations on the border to ask the drug runners and kidnappers to please give up their guns and stay on their side of the border. Even after the elections they still cannot get it right who pays the taxes and their salary.

Dave Sekol
ATF does not have the statutory authority to impose this requirement on licensees.

Congress has comprehensively defined what ATF may and may not require with respect to licensees' records. By specifically requiring reports only of multiple handgun sales, Congress implicitly rejected the idea of requiring reports on multiple sales of other firearms. ATF seemed to understand that point when it responded in October to a recommendation for multiple long gun sales reporting by the Department of Justice Inspector General. ATF's comment on that recommendation was that it would "explore the full range of options" but that such a requirement "may require a change to the Gun Control Act."

These reports will be requested through "demand letters"—a mechanism that for many years had been used only to conduct firearm traces, to obtain aggregate manufacturing statistics, or to obtain contact information for buyers of certain firearms later declared to be subject to the National Firearms Act. Even when ATF began to use demand letters to seek a broader range of firearm transaction records, one court upholding that program cautioned that the demand letter statute "is not a limitless delegation of authority" and "cannot be construed in an open-ended fashion." Now, ATF proposes to issue demand letters to approximately 8,500 licensees.

That estimate appears to be based on the total number of licensed dealers and pawnbrokers in California, Arizona, New Mexico and Texas. If so, nearly one out of seven firearm retailers in the United States would receive demand letters for multiple rifle sales.

We are well aware that ATF would, understandably, like to take strong steps to address drug-related violence in Mexico. But lawlessness in Mexico—driven by multi-billion dollar drug cartels with access to any and all types of arms on the international black markets—is no excuse for U.S. law enforcement agencies to spend scarce resources on programs that exceed their legal powers.

Therefore, OMB should deny ATF's request to approve its proposed collection of information.

Best Regards,
JD and Helen Batson
"Unless the Lord builds a house, the work of the builders is useless. Unless the Lord protects a city, guarding it with sentries will do no good."

Ecclesiastes 10:2 (NIV)
“The heart of the wise inclines to the right, but the heart of the fool to the left.”
It’s time that the Obama administration does more to crack down on the gun smuggling carried out by the Mexican drug cartels.

I strongly support the ATF’s proposal to require dealers along the border to report bulk sales of assault rifles, just like they already do with handgun sales. The ATF must use its authority to collect this information and better enforce the laws already on the books.

With more than 30,000 people already murdered in cartel wars, this is an emergency that demands our government’s immediate attention.

David & Jodee Daniels & Davidson
115 Middle Jam Road
Standish, ME 04084
Please OPPOSE the “Notice of Information Collection Under Review: Report of Multiple Sale or Other Disposition of Certain Rifles.”

This is an unnecessary regulation and is not allowed under Federal law. Title 18 U.S.C. § 923(g)(3)(A) does not grant any such registration of multiple purchases of firearms, except for handguns.

The regulation contains no provision for the destruction of the collected information, and therefore is not legal under Title 18 U.S.C. § 926(a).

Laws do matter and this unnecessary and extra-legal proposal must NOT be approved.

Very respectfully,

David Kollstedt
Fairfax, VA
It’s time that the Obama administration does more to crack down on the gun smuggling carried out by the Mexican drug cartels.

I strongly support the ATF’s proposal to require dealers along the border to report bulk sales of assault rifles, just like they already do with handgun sales. The ATF must use its authority to collect this information and better enforce the laws already on the books.

With more than 30,000 people already murdered in cartel wars, this is an emergency that demands our government’s immediate attention.

david & Suzanne florin
PO Box 215
Cochrane, WI 54622
I am writing in reference to the December 17, 2010 “Notice of Information Collection Under Review Report of Multiple Sale or Other Disposition of Certain Rifles I understand the ATF would like to take strong steps to address the drug related violence in Mexico. But the lawlessness in Mexico driven by multi-billion dollar drug cartels with access to any and all types of arms on the black markets is no excuse to burden US dealers and buyers.
It’s time that the Obama administration does more to crack down on the gun smuggling carried out by the Mexican drug cartels.

I strongly support the ATF’s proposal to require dealers along the border to report bulk sales of assault rifles, just like they already do with handgun sales. The ATF must use its authority to collect this information and better enforce the laws already on the books.

With more than 30,000 people already murdered in cartel wars, this is an emergency that demands our government’s immediate attention. When will we learn that the primary consequence of guns is violence?? We MUST STOP the violence of guns and its disastrous consequence!! I urge and plead with You to take this first necessary step!!!

David ,Bremenstuhl, Education Laureate
9601 Brink RD
Gaithersburg, MD 20882
Dear Barbara Terrell,

It's time that Obama administration does more to crack down on the gun smuggling carried out by the Mexican drug cartels.

I strongly support the ATF's proposal to require dealers along the border to report bulk sales of assault rifles, just like they already do with handgun sales. The ATF must use it's authority to collect this information and better enforce the laws already on the books.

With more than 30,000 people already murdered in cartel wars, this is an emergency that demands our government's immediate attention.

David Allara
2517 Sleepy Hollow Drive
STATE COLLEGE, PA 16803
Dear Barbara Terrell,

It's time that the Obama administration does more to crack down on the gun smuggling carried out by the Mexican drug cartels.

I strongly support the ATF's proposal to require dealers along the border to report bulk sales of assault rifles, just like they already do with handgun sales. The ATF must use its authority to collect this information and better enforce the laws already on the books.

With more than 30,000 people already murdered in cartel wars, this is an emergency that demands our government's immediate attention.

David Allen
741 west nyack road
west nyack, NY 02138-5717
Dear Barbara Terrell,

It's time that the Obama administration does more to crack down on the gun smuggling carried out by the Mexican drug cartels.

I strongly support the ATF's proposal to require dealers along the border to report bulk sales of assault rifles, just like they already do with handgun sales. The ATF must use its authority to collect this information and better enforce the laws already on the books.

With more than 30,000 people already murdered in cartel wars, this is an emergency that demands our government's immediate attention.

David Ames
130 Slater Ave
PROVIDENCE, RI 2906
It's time that the Obama administration does more to crack down on the gun smuggling carried out by the Mexican drug cartels.

I strongly support the ATF's proposal to require dealers along the border to report bulk sales of assault rifles, just like they already do with handgun sales. The ATF must use its authority to collect this information and better enforce the laws already on the books.

With more than 30,000 people already murdered in cartel wars, this is an emergency that demands our government’s immediate attention.

David and Susan Link
9416 Skydome Court
ELK GROVE, CA 95624
Dear Barbara Terrell,

It's time that the Obama administration does more to crack down on the gun smuggling carried out by the Mexican drug cartels.

I strongly support the ATF's proposal to require dealers along the border to report bulk sales of assault rifles, just like they already do with handgun sales. The ATF must use its authority to collect this information and better enforce the laws already on the books.

With more than 30,000 people already murdered in cartel wars, this is an emergency that demands our government’s immediate attention. Please take strong executive action and let the ATF do their job. This bloodshed must end. Stand up to the NRA and be assertive about semi-assault weapons getting through the border.

David Anderson
412 Englewood Ln.
Modesto, CA 95356
Dear Ms. Terrell:

I am opposed to the December 17, 2010 “Notice of Information Collection Under Review: Report of Multiple Sale or Other Disposition of Certain Rifles.”

Respectfully,
David B. Johnson
NRA Endowment Member
Dear Barbara Terrell,

It's time that the Obama administration does more to crack down on the gun smuggling carried out by the Mexican drug cartels.

I strongly support the ATF's proposal to require dealers along the border to report bulk sales of assault rifles, just like they already do with handgun sales. The ATF must use its authority to collect this information and better enforce the laws already on the books.

With more than 30,000 people already murdered in cartel wars, this is an emergency that demands our government's immediate attention.

David Baker
3369 Grant Court
Columbus, IN 47203
Consider this my disapproval of the proposed act; report multiple sales or other dispositions whenever the licensee sells or otherwise disposes of two or more rifles within any five consecutive business days with the following characteristics: (a) Semi automatic; (b) a caliber greater than .22; and (c) the ability to accept a detachable magazine.
Dear Barbara Terrell,

It’s time that Obama administration does more to crack down on the gun smuggling carried out by the Mexican drug cartels.

I strongly support the ATF’s proposal to require dealers along the border to report bulk sales of assault rifles, just like they already do with handgun sales. The ATF must use it’s authority to collect this information and better enforce the laws already on the books.

With more than 30,000 people already murdered in cartel wars, this is an emergency that demands our government’s immediate attention.

David Bauer
531 Main Street
NEW YORK, NY 10044
I strongly support the ATF's proposal to require dealers along the border to report bulk sales of assault rifles, just like they already do with handgun sales. The ATF must use its authority to collect this information and better enforce the laws already on the books.

With more than 30,000 people already murdered in cartel wars, this is an emergency that demands our government’s immediate attention.

David Beauchamp
1211 25 Ave S
Moorhead, MN 56560
Dear Barbara Terrell,

It's time that the Obama administration does more to crack down on the gun smuggling carried out by the Mexican drug cartels.

I strongly support the ATF's proposal to require dealers along the border to report bulk sales of assault rifles, just like they already do with handgun sales. The ATF must use its authority to collect this information and better enforce the laws already on the books.

With more than 30,000 people already murdered in cartel wars, this is an emergency that demands our government's immediate attention.

David Benson
6309 Burnham Circle #323
InverGrove Heights, MN 55076
Barbara A. Terrell  
Firearms Industry Programs Branch  
Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco, Firearms and Explosives  
99 New York Avenue, N.E.  
Washington, DC 20226.

dear ms. terrell

i am writing today to express my concern over the above mentioned action demanded by the Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco, Firearms and Explosives. The ATF has no legal authority to demand these reports, and the flood of new paperwork will waste scarce law enforcement resources that should be spent on legitimate investigations. please consider my request as a law-abiding & voting citizen of the united states. thanks.

sincerely,

david berryman  
2417 reservoir st.  
l.a., ca 90026
Dear Barbara Terrell,

It's time that the Obama administration does more to crack down on the gun smuggling carried out by the Mexican drug cartels.

I strongly support the ATF's proposal to require dealers along the border to report bulk sales of assault rifles, just like they already do with handgun sales. The ATF must use its authority to collect this information and better enforce the laws already on the books.

With more than 30,000 people already murdered in cartel wars, this is an emergency that demands our government's immediate attention.

David Blair
1311 E. Maplewood Ave.
Bellingham, WA 98225
It's time that the Obama administration does more to crack down on the gun smuggling carried out by the Mexican drug cartels.

I strongly support the ATF's proposal to require dealers along the border to report bulk sales of assault rifles, just like they already do with handgun sales. The ATF must use its authority to collect this information and better enforce the laws already on the books.

With more than 30,000 people already murdered in cartel wars, this is an emergency that demands our government’s immediate attention.

David Blake
3740 Harbor View Avenue
Oakland, CA 94619
It's time that the Obama administration does more to crack down on the gun smuggling carried out by the Mexican drug cartels.

I strongly support the ATF's proposal to require dealers along the border to report bulk sales of assault rifles, just like they already do with handgun sales. The ATF must use its authority to collect this information and better enforce the laws already on the books.

With more than 30,000 people already murdered in cartel wars, this is an emergency that demands our government's immediate attention.

David Bonfiglio
1111 Larrabee Street
West Hollywood, CA 90069
Dear Barb; I do belive there needs to be more neigbor hood watch, not more regulations to keep track of.
sincerly David
Dear Barbara Terrell,

It's time that the Obama administration does more to crack down on the gun smuggling carried out by the Mexican drug cartels.

I strongly support the ATF's proposal to require dealers along the border to report bulk sales of assault rifles, just like they already do with handgun sales. The ATF must use its authority to collect this information and better enforce the laws already on the books.

With more than 30,000 people already murdered in cartel wars, this is an emergency that demands our government's immediate attention.

david bozek
515 west Madison St.
Waukegan, IL 60085
It’s time that Obama administration does more to crack down on the gun smuggling carried out by the Mexican drug cartels.

I strongly support the ATF’s proposal to require dealers along the border to report bulk sales of assault rifles, just like they already do with handgun sales. The ATF must use its authority to collect this information and better enforce the laws already on the books.

With more than 30,000 people already murdered in cartel wars, this is an emergency that demands our government’s immediate attention.

David Brodt
9841 NW 10th Street
Fort Lauderdale, FL 33322
It's time that the Obama administration does more to crack down on the gun smuggling carried out by the Mexican drug cartels.

I strongly support the ATF's proposal to require dealers along the border to report bulk sales of assault rifles, just like they already do with handgun sales. The ATF must use its authority to collect this information and better enforce the laws already on the books.

With more than 30,000 people already murdered in cartel wars, this is an emergency that demands our government's immediate attention.

David Brown
PO Box 207 Cotati, CA 94931
Cotati, CA 94931
It's time that Obama administration does more to crack down on the gun smuggling carried out by the Mexican drug cartels.

I strongly support the ATF's proposal to require dealers along the border to report bulk sales of assault rifles, just like they already do with handgun sales. The ATF must use it's authority to collect this information and better enforce the laws already on the books.

With more than 30,000 people already murdered in cartel wars, this is an emergency that demands our government’s immediate attention.

David Bruck
365 118th ave se. Suite 100
Bellevue, WA 98005
Dear Barbara Terrell,

It's time that the Obama administration does more to crack down on the gun smuggling carried out by the Mexican drug cartels.

I strongly support the ATF's proposal to require dealers along the border to report bulk sales of assault rifles, just like they already do with handgun sales. The ATF must use its authority to collect this information and better enforce the laws already on the books.

With more than 30,000 people already murdered in cartel wars, this is an emergency that demands our government's immediate attention.

David Buck
56A Pond Way
Staten Island, NY 10303
It's time that Obama administration does more to crack down on the gun smuggling carried out by the Mexican drug cartels.

I strongly support the ATF's proposal to require dealers along the border to report bulk sales of assault rifles, just like they already do with handgun sales. The ATF must use its authority to collect this information and better enforce the laws already on the books.

With more than 30,000 people already murdered in cartel wars, this is an emergency that demands our government’s immediate attention.

David Butler
2211 Rainbow View Drive
URBANA, IL 61802
why are you doing this?/
we should be able to have and hold the second amendment. making us have stiffer gun laws is not going to keep the criminal off our streets. it only makes him want to find a way to prove you totally wrong.
It’s time that Obama administration does more to crack down on the gun smuggling carried out by the Mexican drug cartels.

I strongly support the ATF’s proposal to require dealers along the border to report bulk sales of assault rifles, just like they already do with handgun sales. The ATF must use its authority to collect this information and better enforce the laws already on the books.

With more than 30,000 people already murdered in cartel wars, this is an emergency that demands our government’s immediate attention.

David Cain
1691 Cody Court
Lafayette, CO 80026
It's time that Obama administration does more to crack down on the gun smuggling carried out by the Mexican drug cartels.

I strongly support the ATF's proposal to require dealers along the border to report bulk sales of assault rifles, just like they already do with handgun sales. The ATF must use its authority to collect this information and better enforce the laws already on the books.

With more than 30,000 people already murdered in cartel wars, this is an emergency that demands our government's immediate attention.

david callner
65 3rd street
Troy, NY 12180
It's time that the Obama administration does more to crack down on the gun smuggling carried out by the Mexican drug cartels.

I strongly support the ATF's proposal to require dealers along the border to report bulk sales of assault rifles, just like they already do with handgun sales. The ATF must use its authority to collect this information and better enforce the laws already on the books.

With more than 30,000 people already murdered in cartel wars, this is an emergency that demands our government's immediate attention.

David Camp
1112 Hickory Street
Waukegan, IL 60085-2922
Dear Barbara Terrell,

It's time that Obama administration does more to crack down on the gun smuggling carried out by the Mexican drug cartels.

I strongly support the ATF's proposal to require dealers along the border to report bulk sales of assault rifles, just like they already do with handgun sales. The ATF must use its authority to collect this information and better enforce the laws already on the books.

With more than 30,000 people already murdered in cartel wars, this is an emergency that demands our government's immediate attention.

David Casey
4233 Thackeray PL NE
Seattle, WA 98105
It’s time that the Obama administration does more to crack down on the gun smuggling carried out by the Mexican drug cartels.

I strongly support the ATF’s proposal to require dealers along the border to report bulk sales of assault rifles, just like they already do with handgun sales. The ATF must use its authority to collect this information and better enforce the laws already on the books.

With more than 30,000 people already murdered in cartel wars, this is an emergency that demands our government’s immediate attention.

David Cencula
9145 Cordoba Blvd
Sparks, NV 89441
Dear Barbara Terrell,

It's time that the Obama administration does more to crack down on the gun smuggling carried out by the Mexican drug cartels.

I strongly support the ATF's proposal to require dealers along the border to report bulk sales of assault rifles, just like they already do with handgun sales. The ATF must use its authority to collect this information and better enforce the laws already on the books.

With more than 30,000 people already murdered in cartel wars, this is an emergency that demands our government’s immediate attention.

David Chen
4597 baldwin ln
plano, TX 75024
Greetings,
I am writing to strongly oppose any reporting of sales of two or more automatic guns. We should not be penalized for the actions of a corrupt foreign people. Mexico should deal with their own problems and we should put more effort in protecting our border. More enforcement at the border level would benefit both sides. It serves no good purpose to hold law abiding American citizens responsible, in any way, for Mexico’s troubles. Thank you for your time.
Dave Christensen
5011 280th Ave
Granite Falls,Mn
Dear Barbara Terrell,

It's time that the Obama administration does more to crack down on the gun smuggling carried out by the Mexican drug cartels.

I strongly support the ATF's proposal to require dealers along the border to report bulk sales of assault rifles, just like they already do with handgun sales. The ATF must use its authority to collect this information and better enforce the laws already on the books.

With more than 30,000 people already murdered in cartel wars, this is an emergency that demands our government’s immediate attention.

David Christiansen
5984 Mechanicsville Rd
Mechanicsville, PA 18934
It's time that the Obama administration does more to crack down on the gun smuggling carried out by the Mexican drug cartels.

I strongly support the ATF's proposal to require dealers along the border to report bulk sales of assault rifles, just like they already do with handgun sales. The ATF must use its authority to collect this information and better enforce the laws already on the books.

With more than 30,000 people already murdered in cartel wars, this is an emergency that demands our government's immediate attention.

David Citron
384 S. Denver Drive
MARTINSBURG, PA 16662
It’s time that the Obama administration does more to crack down on the gun smuggling carried out by the Mexican drug cartels.

I strongly support the ATF’s proposal to require dealers along the border to report bulk sales of assault rifles, just like they already do with handgun sales. The ATF must use its authority to collect this information and better enforce the laws already on the books.

With more than 30,000 people already murdered in cartel wars, this is an emergency that demands our government’s immediate attention.

David Clark
2201 Nelson St
RICHMOND, VA 23228
Dear Barbara Terrell,

It's time that the Obama administration does more to crack down on the gun smuggling carried out by the Mexican drug cartels.

I strongly support the ATF's proposal to require dealers along the border to report bulk sales of assault rifles, just like they already do with handgun sales. The ATF must use its authority to collect this information and better enforce the laws already on the books.

With more than 30,000 people already murdered in cartel wars, this is an emergency that demands our government's immediate attention.

david claypool
12911 aspenwood ln.
garden grove, CA 92840
It's time that Obama administration does more to crack down on the gun smuggling carried out by the Mexican drug cartels.

I strongly support the ATF's proposal to require dealers along the border to report bulk sales of assault rifles, just like they already do with handgun sales. The ATF must use its authority to collect this information and better enforce the laws already on the books.

With more than 30,000 people already murdered in cartel wars, this is an emergency that demands our government's immediate attention.

David Collins
115 E Main St
Flemingsburg, KY 41041
NO.

Get your own web address.
Have a HUGE year through Yahoo! Small Business.
It's time that the Obama administration does more to crack down on the gun smuggling carried out by the Mexican drug cartels.

I strongly support the ATF's proposal to require dealers along the border to report bulk sales of assault rifles, just like they already do with handgun sales. The ATF must use its authority to collect this information and better enforce the laws already on the books.

With more than 30,000 people already murdered in cartel wars, this is an emergency that demands our government's immediate attention.

David Corless
10 Bernard Drive
Conway, AR 72032
To whom it may concern;

The ATF has no legal authority to demand these reports, and the flood of new paperwork will waste scarce law enforcement resources that should be spent on legitimate investigations.

Please don’t waste the precious resource that is the United States tax payer dollar on another hurdle in the process of getting legal firearm. You know that this will not stop the criminals from getting their guns and will only make it harder for the good guys.

Thank you for your time and allowing me to express my thoughts,

David Corona
American
It's time that the Obama administration does more to crack down on the gun smuggling carried out by the Mexican drug cartels.

I strongly support the ATF's proposal to require dealers along the border to report bulk sales of assault rifles, just like they already do with handgun sales. The ATF must use its authority to collect this information and better enforce the laws already on the books.

With more than 30,000 people already murdered in cartel wars, this is an emergency that demands our government's immediate attention.

David Davis
10850 Rosehill Road
10850 Rosehill Road 66210, KS 66210
Ms. Terrell,

Perhaps you could provide me with an update of the investigation into the "project gunwalker" that charges ATF agents with providing guns to the Mexican drug cartel via strawman purchases. Investigating this and finding the truth ought to take precedence over further restrictions on law-abiding citizens. Perhaps someone ought to investigate the recent actions of NYC mayor Bloomberg too for his flagrant infractions of existing gun laws.

Thank you

David W Decker

When the cold winds of war, Press hard against your back
All you can do is turn And face them.
Dear Ms. Terrell,

I strongly object to the new bill being introduced:

Re: Federal Register Notice of December 17, 2010 (Volume 75, Number 242, Page 79021), 60-Day Emergency Notice of Information Collection Under Review: Report of Multiple Sale or Other Disposition of Certain Rifles

I agree with the statements and arguments put forward by Mr. Cox of the NRA as expressed in his attached letter. I am a long time gun owner, I have held a CCW responsibly for 30 years, a Vietnam Combat veteran, and a member the NRA. If you want to fix the problem in Mexico, seal the border, stop illegal immigration, and leave honest gun owners and dealers and their rights alone.

Thank you.

David W Decker

http://whiteshadowsecurity.com
http://therhythmofone.blogspot.com
http://whiteshadowdojo.blogspot.com

When the cold winds of war, Press hard against your back
All you can do is turn And face them.
Barbara A. Terrell,

I have only just this evening become aware of The BATF's effort to require reporting and registration of long guns by Americans. Since I will not be able to get a hard copy of my comments to you through the US mail by the February 14th deadline, I will try to get my point of view to you via email. I will also be contacting my Representative and Senators on the same subject.

There is much that could be said about the reasons why this is a bad idea and based on inaccurate data, but I will choose tonight to speak only to principle. This idea has been said many times in many different ways, but the clearest statement is, "Those who would give up Essential Liberty to purchase a little Temporary Safety, deserve neither Liberty or Safety...Benjamin Franklin."

So I could refute the reasons for your registration request with logic and data that clearly show it is based on inaccurate information, but rather choose to appeal to your American values. Why are you willing to compromise all principle, justify any degree of government intrusion, sell out the hundreds of thousands of men who have died defending the entire Constitution (including the 2nd Amendment,) for some temporary politically correct expediency?

Sincerely,
David DeZwaan
208 N. Madison St.
Athens, AL 35611
It's time that the Obama administration does more to crack down on the gun smuggling carried out by the Mexican drug cartels.

I strongly support the ATF's proposal to require dealers along the border to report bulk sales of assault rifles, just like they already do with handgun sales. The ATF must use its authority to collect this information and better enforce the laws already on the books.

With more than 30,000 people already murdered in cartel wars, this is an emergency that demands our government’s immediate attention.

David Dick
16945 Davenport CT
Dallas, TX 75248
It’s time that the Obama administration does more to crack down on the gun smuggling carried out by the Mexican drug cartels.

I strongly support the ATF’s proposal to require dealers along the border to report bulk sales of assault rifles, just like they already do with handgun sales. The ATF must use its authority to collect this information and better enforce the laws already on the books.

With more than 30,000 people already murdered in cartel wars, this is an emergency that demands our government’s immediate attention.

David Donihue
201 West 105th Street, #65
New York, NY 10025
It's time that the Obama administration does more to crack down on the gun smuggling carried out by the Mexican drug cartels.

I strongly support the ATF's proposal to require dealers along the border to report bulk sales of assault rifles, just like they already do with handgun sales. The ATF must use its authority to collect this information and better enforce the laws already on the books.

With more than 30,000 people already murdered in cartel wars, this is an emergency that demands our government's immediate attention.

David Dowling
3466 Lake Vanessa Nw
Salem, OR 97304
It's time that the Obama administration does more to crack down on the gun smuggling carried out by the Mexican drug cartels.

I strongly support the ATF's proposal to require dealers along the border to report bulk sales of assault rifles, just like they already do with handgun sales. The ATF must use its authority to collect this information and better enforce the laws already on the books.

With more than 30,000 people already murdered in cartel wars, this is an emergency that demands our government's immediate attention.

David Dresser
1420 Ramillo Ave
#N/A, CA 94707
It's time that the Obama administration does more to crack down on the gun smuggling carried out by the Mexican drug cartels.

I strongly support the ATF's proposal to require dealers along the border to report bulk sales of assault rifles, just like they already do with handgun sales. The ATF must use its authority to collect this information and better enforce the laws already on the books.

With more than 30,000 people already murdered in cartel wars, this is an emergency that demands our government's immediate attention.

David Dunn
1605 Eskridge Blvd. SE
Olympia, WA 98501
It's time that the Obama administration does more to crack down on the gun smuggling carried out by the Mexican drug cartels.

I strongly support the ATF's proposal to require dealers along the border to report bulk sales of assault rifles, just like they already do with handgun sales. The ATF must use its authority to collect this information and better enforce the laws already on the books.

With more than 30,000 people already murdered in cartel wars, this is an emergency that demands our government’s immediate attention.

David Dworkin
Castle Pines
Riverwoods, IL 60015
Dear Barbara Terrell,

What's wrong with you? This is a no brainer that you don't need to get public comments on. The public is sick and tired of no action from this Whitehouse and this Gongress. Thousand are being murdered every year and our Government is not sure what to do about it! Get off your asses now and authorize the ATF and the Justice Department to start arresting those gun dealers who refuse to comply with the law. And tell the NRA that We The People will no longer tolerate their interference in the pursuit of safer, stricter, more common sense gun laws.

It’s time that the Obama administration does more to crack down on the gun smuggling carried out by the Mexican drug cartels.

I strongly support the ATF's proposal to require dealers along the border to report bulk sales of assault rifles, just like they already do with handgun sales. The ATF must use its authority to collect this information and better enforce the laws already on the books.

With more than 30,000 people already murdered in cartel wars, this is an emergency that demands our government’s immediate attention.

David Eash
2350 Sugar Bottom Road
Solon, IA 52333
It's time that the Obama administration does more to crack down on the gun smuggling carried out by the Mexican drug cartels.

I strongly support the ATF's proposal to require dealers along the border to report bulk sales of assault rifles, just like they already do with handgun sales. The ATF must use its authority to collect this information and better enforce the laws already on the books.

With more than 30,000 people already murdered in cartel wars, this is an emergency that demands our government's immediate attention.

David Ebben
431 1/2 Griffey Street
RIVER FALLS, WI 54022
It's time that Obama administration does more to crack down on the gun smuggling carried out by the Mexican drug cartels.

I strongly support the ATF's proposal to require dealers along the border to report bulk sales of assault rifles, just like they already do with handgun sales. The ATF must use its authority to collect this information and better enforce the laws already on the books.

With more than 30,000 people already murdered in cartel wars, this is an emergency that demands our government's immediate attention.

David Econopouly
404 James st
Carrboro, NC 27510
We do not need more gun control of any kind except from known criminals.

David L Edge
Stop this Nazi work and protect the border. I am a NRA member in Wisc.
Dear Ms,

It is clear to me one of the reasons for ATF wanting more control over gun purchases is, the flow of American firearms to Mexico. START ENFORCING THE LAWS ALREADY IN PLACE FOR IMMIGRATION AND ALL THE SYMPTOMS OF NONENFORCEMENT WILL EVENTUALLY GO AWAY! MEXICO IS A THIRD WORLD COUNTRY START TREATING IT AS SUCH.
It's time that Obama administration does more to crack down on the gun smuggling carried out by the Mexican drug cartels.

I strongly support the ATF's proposal to require dealers along the border to report bulk sales of assault rifles, just like they already do with handgun sales. The ATF must use its authority to collect this information and better enforce the laws already on the books.

With more than 30,000 people already murdered in cartel wars, this is an emergency that demands our government's immediate attention.

David Fasano  
5114 Montgomery rd  
Ellicott City, MD 21043
It's time that the Obama administration does more to crack down on the gun smuggling carried out by the Mexican drug cartels.

I strongly support the ATF's proposal to require dealers along the border to report bulk sales of assault rifles, just like they already do with handgun sales. The ATF must use its authority to collect this information and better enforce the laws already on the books.

With more than 30,000 people already murdered in cartel wars, this is an emergency that demands our government's immediate attention.

David Ferry
15 San Jose Ave
Pacifica, CA 94044
Dear Barbara Terrell,

It’s time that Obama administration does more to crack down on the gun smuggling carried out by the Mexican drug cartels.

I strongly support the ATF’s proposal to require dealers along the border to report bulk sales of assault rifles, just like they already do with handgun sales. The ATF must use its authority to collect this information and better enforce the laws already on the books.

With more than 30,000 people already murdered in cartel wars, this is an emergency that demands our government’s immediate attention.

David Fish
22 Hop Brook Road
Brookfield, CT 06804
Dear Barbara Terrell,

It’s time that Obama administration does more to crack down on the gun smuggling carried out by the Mexican drug cartels.

I strongly support the ATF’s proposal to require dealers along the border to report bulk sales of assault rifles, just like they already do with handgun sales. The ATF must use its authority to collect this information and better enforce the laws already on the books.

With more than 30,000 people already murdered in cartel wars, this is an emergency that demands our government’s immediate attention.

David Fitzgerald III
12 Maple Ave
#N/A, MA 02145
It’s time that the Obama administration does more to crack down on the gun smuggling carried out by the Mexican drug cartels.

I strongly support the ATF’s proposal to require dealers along the border to report bulk sales of assault rifles, just like they already do with handgun sales. The ATF must use its authority to collect this information and better enforce the laws already on the books.

With more than 30,000 people already murdered in cartel wars, this is an emergency that demands our government’s immediate attention.

david fleming
39 dunkard ave
uniontown, PA 15401
It's time that the Obama administration does more to crack down on the gun smuggling carried out by the Mexican drug cartels.

I strongly support the ATF's proposal to require dealers along the border to report bulk sales of assault rifles, just like they already do with handgun sales. The ATF must use its authority to collect this information and better enforce the laws already on the books.

With more than 30,000 people already murdered in cartel wars, this is an emergency that demands our government’s immediate attention.

David Ford
2055 Milan Av
South Pasadena, CA 91030
It's time that the Obama administration does more to crack down on the gun smuggling carried out by the Mexican drug cartels.

I strongly support the ATF's proposal to require dealers along the border to report bulk sales of assault rifles, just like they already do with handgun sales. The ATF must use its authority to collect this information and better enforce the laws already on the books.

With more than 30,000 people already murdered in cartel wars, this is an emergency that demands our government's immediate attention.

David Forman
329 Downs Rd
Bethany, CT 06524
It’s time that Obama administration does more to crack down on the gun smuggling carried out by the Mexican drug cartels.

I strongly support the ATF’s proposal to require dealers along the border to report bulk sales of assault rifles, just like they already do with handgun sales. The ATF must use its authority to collect this information and better enforce the laws already on the books.

With more than 30,000 people already murdered in cartel wars, this is an emergency that demands our government’s immediate attention.

David Foster
20 E. Hartford Ave.
Uxbridge, MA 01569
If you want reports of multiple sales you in fact will have a registry of who purchases firearms. You do not need to keep files, just check that they are eligible to purchase.

NO to Reporting long gun sales reporting in the USA.

David F.
Dear Barbara Terrell,

Time to do more!! crack down on the gun smuggling carried out by the Mexican drug cartels.

The ATF's proposal to require dealers along the border to report bulk sales of assault rifles (just like they already do with handgun sales) makes sense!!

More than 30,000 people already murdered in cartel wars makes this an emergency that demands our government’s immediate attention.

David G.S. Greene
17219 Quaker Lane
Sandy Spring, MD 20860
Please OPPOSE the “Notice of Information Collection Under Review: Report of Multiple Sale or Other Disposition of Certain Rifles.”

This is an unnecessary regulation and is not allowed under Federal law. Title 18 U.S.C. § 923(g)(3)(A) does not grant any such registration of multiple purchases of firearms, except for handguns.

The regulation contains no provision for the destruction of the collected information, and therefore is not legal under Title 18 U.S.C. § 926(a).

Laws do matter and this unnecessary and extra-legal proposal must NOT be approved.

Sincerely,

David Gallagher

8247 Toll House Road,
Annandale, VA 22003
RE: “Notice of Information Collection Under Review: Report of Multiple Sale or Other Disposition of Certain Rifles.”

Ms. Barbara Terrill,

The BATFE has no statutory authority to impose the requirement of information gathering on firearms licensees in this particular instance. Moreover, Congress has comprehensively defined what the BATFE may and may not require of licensees’ records. By going forth with this initiative, the BATFE would be performing an unlawful act and exceeding their legal powers.

Respectfully,

David J. Gerber
10Feb2011
It’s time that the Obama administration does more to crack down on the gun smuggling carried out by the Mexican drug cartels.

I strongly support the ATF’s proposal to require dealers along the border to report bulk sales of assault rifles, just like they already do with handgun sales. The ATF must use its authority to collect this information and better enforce the laws already on the books.

With more than 30,000 people already murdered in cartel wars, this is an emergency that demands our government’s immediate attention.

I was a victim of gun violence... I concur with the above message.

David Gibson
16 N Wycombe Ave, 1st. Fl
Lansdowne, PA 19050
Cooksey, Roberta B.

From: David Gilmore [streetdoc@hughes.net]
Sent: Friday, February 11, 2011 8:38 AM
To: oira_submission@omb.eop.gov; Terrell, Barbara A.
Subject: Please OPPOSE the BATFE's proposal to report multiple sale of certain rifles

Please OPPOSE the “Notice of Information Collection Under Review: Report of Multiple Sale or Other Disposition of Certain Rifles.”

This is an unnecessary regulation and is not allowed under Federal law. Title 18 U.S.C. § 923(g)(3)(A) does not grant any such registration of multiple purchases of firearms, except for handguns.

The regulation contains no provision for the destruction of the collected information, and therefore is not legal under Title 18 U.S.C. § 926(a).

Laws do matter and this unnecessary and extra-legal proposal must NOT be approved.

Sincerely,

David Gilmore
SSgt USMC Ret
26318 Colonel Drake Ln
Unionville, VA 22567-3056

"Look at it this way. If America frightens you, feel free to live somewhere else. There are plenty of other countries that don’t suffer from excessive liberty. America is where the Liberty is. Liberty is not certified safe." -- Arfin Greebly
It's time that Obama administration does more to crack down on the gun smuggling carried out by the Mexican drug cartels.

I strongly support the ATF's proposal to require dealers along the border to report bulk sales of assault rifles, just like they already do with handgun sales. The ATF must use its authority to collect this information and better enforce the laws already on the books.

With more than 30,000 people already murdered in cartel wars, this is an emergency that demands our government's immediate attention.

David Girves
5041 Greensboro Ct
Columbus, OH 43220
Sirs,

I do not believe that the ATF has legal authority to demand these reports. This new paperwork requirement would waste scarce law enforcement resources that should be spent on legitimate investigations. Requirements like this will do nothing to curb illegal activity but it does add cost the consumer.

Respectfully,

David Givens
NRA member
Huntsville, AL
Barbara,

DON'T LET THIS HAPPEN!!!

David
It’s time that the Obama administration does more to crack down on the gun smuggling carried out by the Mexican drug cartels.

I strongly support the ATF’s proposal to require dealers along the border to report bulk sales of assault rifles, just like they already do with handgun sales. The ATF must use its authority to collect this information and better enforce the laws already on the books.

With more than 30,000 people already murdered in cartel wars, this is an emergency that demands our government’s immediate attention.

David Goodyke
4026 n colonial ave
Portland, OR 97227
It is imperative that we deal with the obvious correlation between gun sales to Mexico and the horrible violence that has been escalating there, American unregulated gun appetite and the lobbying power of the NRA. It’s time that the Obama administration does more to crack down on the gun smuggling carried out by the Mexican drug cartels.

I strongly support the ATF's proposal to require dealers along the border to report bulk sales of assault rifles, just like they already do with handgun sales. The ATF must use its authority to collect this information and better enforce the laws already on the books.

With more than 30,000 people already murdered in cartel wars, this is an emergency that demands our government’s immediate attention.

David Green
2731 N. Lakeshore Dr.
Harrisville, MI 48740
It's time that the Obama administration does more to crack down on the gun smuggling carried out by the Mexican drug cartels.

I strongly support the ATF's proposal to require dealers along the border to report bulk sales of assault rifles, just like they already do with handgun sales. The ATF must use its authority to collect this information and better enforce the laws already on the books.

With more than 30,000 people already murdered in cartel wars, this is an emergency that demands our government's immediate attention.

David Greene
1144 Fuqua St. #324
HOUSTON, TX 77089
It's time that the Obama administration does more to crack down on the gun smuggling carried out by the Mexican drug cartels.

I strongly support the ATF's proposal to require dealers along the border to report bulk sales of assault rifles, just like they already do with handgun sales. The ATF must use its authority to collect this information and better enforce the laws already on the books.

With more than 30,000 people already murdered in cartel wars, this is an emergency that demands our government's immediate attention.

David Grothey
1869 Scenic View Place
Alpine, CA 91901
It's time that the Obama administration does more to crack down on the gun smuggling carried out by the Mexican drug cartels.

I strongly support the ATF's proposal to require dealers along the border to report bulk sales of assault rifles, just like they already do with handgun sales. The ATF must use its authority to collect this information and better enforce the laws already on the books.

With more than 30,000 people already murdered in cartel wars, this is an emergency that demands our government's immediate attention.

David Gurarie
10900 Euclid
Cleveland, OH 44122
It’s time that Obama administration does more to crack down on the gun smuggling carried out by the Mexican drug cartels.

I strongly support the ATF’s proposal to require dealers along the border to report bulk sales of assault rifles, just like they already do with handgun sales. The ATF must use its authority to collect this information and better enforce the laws already on the books.

With more than 30,000 people already murdered in cartel wars, this is an emergency that demands our government’s immediate attention.

David Gutierrez
2615-173rd St.
Hammond, IN 46323
It's time that the Obama administration does more to crack down on the gun smuggling carried out by the Mexican drug cartels.

I strongly support the ATF's proposal to require dealers along the border to report bulk sales of assault rifles, just like they already do with handgun sales. The ATF must use its authority to collect this information and better enforce the laws already on the books.

With more than 30,000 people already murdered in cartel wars, this is an emergency that demands our government’s immediate attention.

David Hamburger
1725 oxford street
Berkeley, CA 55311
It's time that the Obama administration does more to crack down on the gun smuggling carried out by the Mexican drug cartels.

I strongly support the ATF's proposal to require dealers along the border to report bulk sales of assault rifles, just like they already do with handgun sales. The ATF must use its authority to collect this information and better enforce the laws already on the books.

With more than 30,000 people already murdered in cartel wars, this is an emergency that demands our government's immediate attention.

David Harader
214 E 11th Ave
Winfield, KS 67156
Hello

I oppose the the following regulation.


This regulation is both illegal and unnecessary. Further there is no justification for any "emergency" implementation as reported by the Washington Post:


* The regulation proposed is outside the statutory grant of authority to record information about multiple sales of firearms. Title 18 U.S.C. § 923(g)(3)(A) specifically grants the authority to collect multiple sale information on handguns and revolvers. Other firearms are excluded and there is no implied authority to extend this reporting requirement to rifles or any other type of firearm.

* "FFL" holders are already required by law to respond to BATFE requests for information on firearms distribution pursuant to criminal investigations: Title 18 U.S.C. § 923(g)(7).

* The regulation contains no provision for the destruction of information collected, which establishes a nationwide registry of "certain types of firearms" as proposed. Because of this the regulation as proposed is illegal under Title 18 U.S.C. § 926(a). "No such rule or regulation . may require that records required to be maintained under this chapter or any portion of the contents of such records, be recorded at or transferred to a facility owned, managed, or controlled by the United States or any State or any political subdivision thereof, nor that any system of registration of firearms, firearms owners, or firearms transactions or disposition be established."

There is a grave potential for this regulation to unduly burden citizens who are collectors or must obtain purchase permits at the local or state level to possess firearms. The proposed regulation does not say what the agency intends to do with the information but ostensibly it would be for criminal investigations. Subjecting law abiding gun owners to this type of investigation under the guise of "information collection" is an overt attempt to prevent them from exercising their 2nd Amendment rights to purchase and own firearms.

Sincerely,

David Harness
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Dear Barbara Terrell,

It’s time that Obama administration does more to crack down on the gun smuggling carried out by the Mexican drug cartels.

I strongly support the ATF's proposal to require dealers along the border to report bulk sales of assault rifles, just like they already do with handgun sales. The ATF must use its authority to collect this information and better enforce the laws already on the books.

With more than 30,000 people already murdered in cartel wars, this is an emergency that demands our government’s immediate attention.

David Harris
814 So Ogden St
Denver, CO 80209
It’s time that the Obama administration does more to crack down on the gun smuggling carried out by the Mexican drug cartels.

I strongly support the ATF’s proposal to require dealers along the border to report bulk sales of assault rifles, just like they already do with handgun sales. The ATF must use its authority to collect this information and better enforce the laws already on the books.

With more than 30,000 people already murdered in cartel wars, this is an emergency that demands our government’s immediate attention.

David Harvey
19 North St.
Westford, MA 01886
Ms. Terrell;

I strongly oppose any additional reporting requirements such as the one proposed for long guns. There is no justification for placing another unfunded requirement upon dealers when ATF, itself, is assisting in the movement of guns into Mexico, via project “gunwalker”. ATF should be abolished.

David G. Hasselback
It's time that the Obama administration does more to crack down on the gun smuggling carried out by the Mexican drug cartels.

I strongly support the ATF's proposal to require dealers along the border to report bulk sales of assault rifles, just like they already do with handgun sales. The ATF must use its authority to collect this information and better enforce the laws already on the books.

With more than 30,000 people already murdered in cartel wars, this is an emergency that demands our government's immediate attention.

david hatfield
1000 south pointe dr
Miami Beach, FL 33139
It's time that the Obama administration does more to crack down on the gun smuggling carried out by the Mexican drug cartels.

I strongly support the ATF's proposal to require dealers along the border to report bulk sales of assault rifles, just like they already do with handgun sales. The ATF must use its authority to collect this information and better enforce the laws already on the books.

With more than 30,000 people already murdered in cartel wars, this is an emergency that demands our government's immediate attention.

David Heitkemper
3799 NE 97th St.
Seattle, WA 98115
It never ceases to amaze me that the government mentality is that drug/weapons runners and terrorists are going to register their weapons. Only law abiding citizens register their guns. Additionally, the burden imposed can very likely be more than indicated. If a weapon is lost or stolen, then used in the commission of a felony it will only trace back to the original owner and then his time is imposed on again for questioning.

Mexico driven by multi-billion dollar drug cartels with access to any and all types of arms on the international black markets—is no excuse for U.S. law enforcement agencies to spend scarce resources on programs that exceed their legal powers. We are well aware that ATF would, understandably, like to take strong steps to address drug-related violence in Mexico but this is nothing more than an end run at firearms registration.

Furthermore, if the US would keep it's weapons on US soil a large part of the problem would be alleviated. Why is our government selling weapons to the very countries with which we are/are likely to be engaged in battle with? The latest being the sale of F-16's to Iran.

Sincerely,
David Herrle
Dear Barbara Terrell,

It's time that the Obama administration does more to crack down on the gun smuggling carried out by the Mexican drug cartels.

I strongly support the ATF's proposal to require dealers along the border to report bulk sales of assault rifles, just like they already do with handgun sales. The ATF must use its authority to collect this information and better enforce the laws already on the books.

With more than 30,000 people already murdered in cartel wars, this is an emergency that demands our government's immediate attention.

David Heyer
153 E 1654 Street, Apt 1-D
BRONX, NY 10452
Greetings,

I am writing to express my opposition to the December 17, 2010 “Notice of Information Collection Under Review: Report of Multiple Sale or Other Disposition of Certain Rifles.”

Criminals, especially Mexican drug cartels, do not buy their weapons from U.S. licensed dealers. A review of the violent attacks in Mexico reveals the majority of the weapons come from military sources.

Please refrain from implementing this useless and burdensome data collection process.

Sincerely,

David Hicks
7771 County Road 434
Trinity, AL 35673
david@hicksdp.com
(256) 565-4020
Dear Barbara Terrell,

It's time that the Obama administration does more to crack down on the gun smuggling carried out by the Mexican drug cartels.

I strongly support the ATF's proposal to require dealers along the border to report bulk sales of assault rifles, just like they already do with handgun sales. The ATF must use its authority to collect this information and better enforce the laws already on the books.

With more than 30,000 people already murdered in cartel wars, this is an emergency that demands our government's immediate attention.

David Higgins
2700 W 44th
Minneapolis, MN 55410
It's time that the Obama administration does more to crack down on the gun smuggling carried out by the Mexican drug cartels.

I strongly support the ATF's proposal to require dealers along the border to report bulk sales of assault rifles, just like they already do with handgun sales. The ATF must use its authority to collect this information and better enforce the laws already on the books.

With more than 30,000 people already murdered in cartel wars, this is an emergency that demands our government's immediate attention.

David Hilder
200 W. 106th St.
NEW YORK, NY 10039
It's time that Obama administration does more to crack down on the gun smuggling carried out by the Mexican drug cartels.

I strongly support the ATF's proposal to require dealers along the border to report bulk sales of assault rifles, just like they already do with handgun sales. The ATF must use it's authority to collect this information and better enforce the laws already on the books.

With more than 30,000 people already murdered in cartel wars, this is an emergency that demands our government's immediate attention.

David Hofmann
1269 N. 123rd Street
#N/A, WI 53226
It's time that the Obama administration does more to crack down on the gun smuggling carried out by the Mexican drug cartels.

I strongly support the ATF's proposal to require dealers along the border to report bulk sales of assault rifles, just like they already do with handgun sales. The ATF must use its authority to collect this information and better enforce the laws already on the books.

With more than 30,000 people already murdered in cartel wars, this is an emergency that demands our government's immediate attention.
To Whom It May Concern

I am writing to oppose the so called emergency regulation to register multiple sales of certain rifles with BATFE as described in FR Doc. 2010-31761 from the 12/17/2010 Federal Register. [http://edocket.access.gpo.gov/2010/pdf/2010-31761.pdf](http://edocket.access.gpo.gov/2010/pdf/2010-31761.pdf) This regulation is both illegal and unnecessary. Further there is no justification for any "emergency" implementation as reported by the Washington Post:


* The regulation proposed is outside the statutory grant of authority to record information about multiple sales of firearms. Title 18 U.S.C. § 923(g)(3)(A) specifically grants the authority to collect multiple sale information on handguns and revolvers. Other firearms are excluded and there is no implied authority to extend this reporting requirement to rifles or any other type of firearm.

* "FFL" holders are already required by law to respond to BATFE requests for information on firearms distribution pursuant to criminal investigations: Title 18 U.S.C. § 923(g)(7).

* The regulation contains no provision for the destruction of information collected, which establishes a nationwide registry of "certain types of firearms" as proposed. Because of this the regulation as proposed is illegal under Title 18 U.S.C. § 926(a). "No such rule or regulation may require that records required to be maintained under this chapter or any portion of the contents of such records, be recorded at or transferred to a facility owned, managed, or controlled by the United States or any State or any political subdivision thereof, nor that any system of registration of firearms, firearms owners, or firearms transactions or disposition be established."

There is a grave potential for this regulation to unduly burden citizens who are collectors or must obtain purchase permits at the local or state level to possess firearms. The proposed regulation does not say what the agency intends to do with the information but ostensibly it would be for criminal investigations. Subjecting law abiding gun owners to this type of investigation under the guise of "information collection" is an overt attempt to prevent them from exercising their 2nd Amendment rights to purchase and own firearms.

* This regulatory action has not allowed the public sufficient time to comment. This regulatory action should not be approved.
David H. Holtz Sr.

Elgin, Il.
To Whom it may concern I a natural born citizen of this wonderful country find this a very disturbing attempt to control the law abiding citizens of this country by means that are not statutory permissible no matter how well intentioned. I am also a life member of the NRA and this an attempt to correct a bad situation by circumventing the law which is a method that the former KGB would have used on Soviet citizens and will not be tolerated by the ATF. Please do the right thing and only do what is allowed by our Statutes. Sincerely David M Hughes.
Dear Barbara Terrell,

It's time that the Obama administration does more to crack down on the gun smuggling carried out by the Mexican drug cartels.

I strongly support the ATF's proposal to require dealers along the border to report bulk sales of assault rifles, just like they already do with handgun sales. The ATF must use its authority to collect this information and better enforce the laws already on the books.

With more than 30,000 people already murdered in cartel wars, this is an emergency that demands our government's immediate attention.

David Ibbotson
5631 SE Knight St
Portland, OR 97206
It's time that the Obama administration does more to crack down on the gun smuggling carried out by the Mexican drug cartels.

I strongly support the ATF's proposal to require dealers along the border to report bulk sales of assault rifles, just like they already do with handgun sales. The ATF must use its authority to collect this information and better enforce the laws already on the books.

With more than 30,000 people already murdered in cartel wars, this is an emergency that demands our government's immediate attention.

David Ingerson
2825 SE Ash
Portland, OR 97214-1825
It's time that the Obama administration does more to crack down on the gun smuggling carried out by the Mexican drug cartels.

I strongly support the ATF's proposal to require dealers along the border to report bulk sales of assault rifles, just like they already do with handgun sales. The ATF must use its authority to collect this information and better enforce the laws already on the books.

With more than 30,000 people already murdered in cartel wars, this is an emergency that demands our government's immediate attention.

David Jacquemin
3719 Boise Ave.
Mar Vista, CA 90066
It’s time that the Obama administration does more to crack down on the gun smuggling carried out by the Mexican drug cartels.

I strongly support the ATF’s proposal to require dealers along the border to report bulk sales of assault rifles, just like they already do with handgun sales. The ATF must use its authority to collect this information and better enforce the laws already on the books.

With more than 30,000 people already murdered in cartel wars, this is an emergency that demands our government’s immediate attention.

David Jakoby
1114 Walker St.
Janesville, WI 53545
Dear Barbara Terrell,

It's time that the Obama administration does more to crack down on the gun smuggling carried out by the Mexican drug cartels.

I strongly support the ATF's proposal to require dealers along the border to report bulk sales of assault rifles, just like they already do with handgun sales. The ATF must use its authority to collect this information and better enforce the laws already on the books.

With more than 30,000 people already murdered in cartel wars, this is an emergency that demands our government's immediate attention.

David Johns  
P.O. Box 1794  
Quincy, CA 95971
It's time that Obama administration does more to crack down on the gun smuggling carried out by the Mexican drug cartels.

I strongly support the ATF's proposal to require dealers along the border to report bulk sales of assault rifles, just like they already do with handgun sales. The ATF must use its authority to collect this information and better enforce the laws already on the books.

With more than 30,000 people already murdered in cartel wars, this is an emergency that demands our government’s immediate attention.

David Johnson
6 Timmins Rd
Bow, NH 03304
It's time that the Obama administration does more to crack down on the gun smuggling carried out by the Mexican drug cartels.

I strongly support the ATF's proposal to require dealers along the border to report bulk sales of assault rifles, just like they already do with handgun sales. The ATF must use its authority to collect this information and better enforce the laws already on the books.

With more than 30,000 people already murdered in cartel wars, this is an emergency that demands our government's immediate attention.

David Kalins
1528 Poplar Avenue
Richmond, CA 94805
It's time that the Obama administration does more to crack down on the gun smuggling carried out by the Mexican drug cartels.

I strongly support the ATF's proposal to require dealers along the border to report bulk sales of assault rifles, just like they already do with handgun sales. The ATF must use its authority to collect this information and better enforce the laws already on the books.

With more than 30,000 people already murdered in cartel wars, this is an emergency that demands our government's immediate attention.

David Kemmer
2794 Sussex Way
Redwood City, CA 94061
It’s time that the Obama administration does more to crack down on the gun smuggling carried out by the Mexican drug cartels.

I strongly support the ATF’s proposal to require dealers along the border to report bulk sales of assault rifles, just like they already do with handgun sales. The ATF must use its authority to collect this information and better enforce the laws already on the books.

With more than 30,000 people already murdered in cartel wars, this is an emergency that demands our government’s immediate attention.

DAVID KING
6423 los pueblos place nw
ALBUQUERQUE, NM 87114
Mz. Terrell

in regards to:

December 17, 2010 “Notice of Information Collection Under Review:
Report of Multiple Sale or Other Disposition of Certain Rifles.”

I am writing you today to strongly urge you to resist taking the authority to REPORT all sales of semiautomatic rifles. It is my opinion that the ATF has no legal authority to demand these reports and the paperwork will waste scarce law enforcement resources that should be spent on real and legitimate investigations.

This is a critical issue and is yet just another unnecessary intrusion in our American freedoms....

Again I strongly request that you stop this proposal immediately....

Thankyou for your time and consideration of this issue

Mr. David Klauber
Julian California.
It’s time that Obama administration does more to crack down on the gun smuggling carried out by the Mexican drug cartels.

I strongly support the ATF’s proposal to require dealers along the border to report bulk sales of assault rifles, just like they already do with handgun sales. The ATF must use its authority to collect this information and better enforce the laws already on the books.

With more than 30,000 people already murdered in cartel wars, this is an emergency that demands our government’s immediate attention.

David Knight
6005 South Crestwood Ave
Richmond, VA 23226
It’s time that the Obama administration does more to crack down on the gun smuggling carried out by the Mexican drug cartels.

I strongly support the ATF’s proposal to require dealers along the border to report bulk sales of assault rifles, just like they already do with handgun sales. The ATF must use its authority to collect this information and better enforce the laws already on the books.

With more than 30,000 people already murdered in cartel wars, this is an emergency that demands our government’s immediate attention.

David Koeller
931 S. Lafayette St.
Shawano, WI 54166
Dear Barbara Terrell,

It's time that the Obama administration does more to crack down on the gun smuggling carried out by the Mexican drug cartels.

I strongly support the ATF's proposal to require dealers along the border to report bulk sales of assault rifles, just like they already do with handgun sales. The ATF must use its authority to collect this information and better enforce the laws already on the books.

With more than 30,000 people already murdered in cartel wars, this is an emergency that demands our government's immediate attention.

David Korman
435 West 46th St. #5RE
New York, NY 10036
It’s time that the Obama administration does more to crack down on the gun smuggling carried out by the Mexican drug cartels.

I strongly support the ATF’s proposal to require dealers along the border to report bulk sales of assault rifles, just like they already do with handgun sales. The ATF must use its authority to collect this information and better enforce the laws already on the books.

With more than 30,000 people already murdered in cartel wars, this is an emergency that demands our government’s immediate attention.

David Landers
4658 W. Blue Creek Ct.
MERIDIAN, ID 83642
Cooksey, Roberta B.

From: David Laski [dave.laski@gmail.com]
Sent: Friday, February 11, 2011 11:21 AM
To: FIPB Regulatory Email inquiries
Subject: Support for the Reporting of Multiple Sales of Long Guns

It’s time that Obama administration does more to crack down on the gun smuggling carried out by the Mexican drug cartels.

I strongly support the ATF's proposal to require dealers along the border to report bulk sales of assault rifles, just like they already do with handgun sales. The ATF must use its authority to collect this information and better enforce the laws already on the books.

With more than 30,000 people already murdered in cartel wars, this is an emergency that demands our government's immediate attention.

David Laski
148 1st Ave., Apt. 2
Manasquan, NJ 08736
It's time that the Obama administration does more to crack down on the gun smuggling carried out by the Mexican drug cartels.

I strongly support the ATF's proposal to require dealers along the border to report bulk sales of assault rifles, just like they already do with handgun sales. The ATF must use its authority to collect this information and better enforce the laws already on the books.

With more than 30,000 people already murdered in cartel wars, this is an emergency that demands our government's immediate attention.

David Leedy
77 Carpenter Ave.
Mt. Kisco, NY 10549
It's time that the Obama administration does more to crack down on the gun smuggling carried out by the Mexican drug cartels.

I strongly support the ATF's proposal to require dealers along the border to report bulk sales of assault rifles, just like they already do with handgun sales. The ATF must use its authority to collect this information and better enforce the laws already on the books.

With more than 30,000 people already murdered in cartel wars, this is an emergency that demands our government's immediate attention.

David Lelyveld
730 Fort Washington Ave., #2B
New York, NY 10040
Dear Barbara:

I am a law abiding citizen who is totally against this.

Thank you,

David Lenney
Dear Barbara Terrell,

It's time that the Obama administration does more to crack down on the gun smuggling carried out by the Mexican drug cartels.

I strongly support the ATF's proposal to require dealers along the border to report bulk sales of assault rifles, just like they already do with handgun sales. The ATF must use its authority to collect this information and better enforce the laws already on the books.

With more than 30,000 people already murdered in cartel wars, this is an emergency that demands our government's immediate attention.

David Lewin
4150 Palm Forest Drive North
DELRAY BEACH, FL 33445
It's time that the Obama administration does more to crack down on the gun smuggling carried out by the Mexican drug cartels.

I strongly support the ATF's proposal to require dealers along the border to report bulk sales of assault rifles, just like they already do with handgun sales. The ATF must use its authority to collect this information and better enforce the laws already on the books.

With more than 30,000 people already murdered in cartel wars, this is an emergency that demands our government's immediate attention.

david lindberg
1145 n. 21st ST.
milwaukee, WI 53233
It’s time that the Obama administration does more to crack down on the gun smuggling carried out by the Mexican drug cartels.

I strongly support the ATF’s proposal to require dealers along the border to report bulk sales of assault rifles, just like they already do with handgun sales. The ATF must use its authority to collect this information and better enforce the laws already on the books.

With more than 30,000 people already murdered in cartel wars, this is an emergency that demands our government’s immediate attention.

David Lipman
2143 S. Acoma St.
Denver, CO 80223
I am writing to oppose the so called emergency regulation to register multiple sales of certain rifles with BATFE as described in FR Doc. 2010-31761 from the 12/17/2010 Federal Register. [link]

This regulation is both illegal and unnecessary. Further there is no justification for any "emergency" implementation as reported by the Washington Post:

* The regulation proposed is outside the statutory grant of authority to record information about multiple sales of firearms. Title 18 U.S.C. § 923(g)(3)(A) specifically grants the authority to collect multiple sale information on handguns and revolvers. Other firearms are excluded and there is no implied authority to extend this reporting requirement to rifles or any other type of firearm.

* "FFL" holders are already required by law to respond to BATFE requests for information on firearms distribution pursuant to criminal investigations: Title 18 U.S.C. § 923(g)(7).

* The regulation contains no provision for the destruction of information collected, which establishes a nationwide registry of "certain types of firearms" as proposed. Because of this the regulation as proposed is illegal under Title 18 U.S.C. § 926(a). "No such rule or regulation . may require that records required to be maintained under this chapter or any portion of the contents of such records, be recorded at or transferred to a facility owned, managed, or controlled by the United States or any State or any political subdivision thereof, nor that any system of registration of firearms, firearms owners, or firearms transactions or disposition be established."

There is a grave potential for this regulation to unduly burden citizens who are collectors or must obtain purchase permits at the local or state level to possess firearms. The proposed regulation does not say what the agency intends to do with the information but ostensibly it would be for criminal investigations. Subjecting law abiding gun owners to this type of investigation under the guise of
"information collection" is an overt attempt to prevent them from exercising their 2nd Amendment rights to purchase and own firearms.

Thank you for your time.

David Listello M.D.
4770 Forest Hill Ct.
Grand Rapids, MI 49546
It's time that the Obama administration does more to crack down on the gun smuggling carried out by the Mexican drug cartels.

I strongly support the ATF's proposal to require dealers along the border to report bulk sales of assault rifles, just like they already do with handgun sales. The ATF must use its authority to collect this information and better enforce the laws already on the books.

With more than 30,000 people already murdered in cartel wars, this is an emergency that demands our government's immediate attention.

David Lockman
15112 NE 34th St
Vancouver, WA 98682
Dear Ms. Terrell

I am concerned about this issue in that your agency is not authorized to do this kind of data gathering from your enabling legislation.

I am concerned at the added burden not only the affected dealers who are already doing their best to aid your agency and other law enforcement to stop any illegal use of firearms but that your agency and the state and local agencies that also get copies of the handgun notification are already over burdened and do not need another task to use up their valuable time.

I am concerned about this issue as it seems to be one more "feel good" effort that will have no real effect on criminals who only very rarely, per your own agency's research, get firearms by purchase from gun shops.

In closing, I am opposed to your agency taking on this additional burden.

Sincerely,

David W. Loeffler
7740 Zuni Canyon Road
Grants, NM 87020

I will neither bow my head nor bend my knee to any man. The peers of any realm strive to be my equal. I am an American. – David W. Loeffler

Never be too far from arms, for all men have the blood of Cain. – A knight of Hardishane, (Christopher Stasheff)
Dear Miss Terrell

I support the National Rifle Association and must insist BAFTE cease and desist in its unlawful attempt to register firearms sales in southwestern states. Yes, I will contact my Senators and Congressmen.

RE: December 17, 2010 “Notice of Information Collection Under Review: Report of Multiple Sale or Other Disposition of Certain Rifles.”

David M Brancato
Proud Member NRA
It's time that the Obama administration does more to crack down on the gun smuggling carried out by the Mexican drug cartels.

I strongly support the ATF's proposal to require dealers along the border to report bulk sales of assault rifles, just like they already do with handgun sales. The ATF must use its authority to collect this information and better enforce the laws already on the books.

With more than 30,000 people already murdered in cartel wars, this is an emergency that demands our government’s immediate attention.

David Martin
15735 Morningside Drive
Guerneville, CA 95446
Please OPPOSE the “Notice of Information Collection Under Review: Report of Multiple Sale or Other Disposition of Certain Rifles.”

This is an unnecessary regulation and is not allowed under Federal law. Title 18 U.S.C. § 923(g)(3)(A) does not grant any such registration of multiple purchases of firearms, except for handguns.

The regulation contains no provision for the destruction of the collected information, and therefore is not legal under Title 18 U.S.C. § 926(a).

Laws do matter and this unnecessary and extra-legal proposal must NOT be approved.

This is just another example of the BATFs true agenda. The BATF does not enforce the law. It's real agenda is to criminalize gun ownership.

Sincerely,

David Mazanec
460 W Glebe Rd
Alexandria, VA 22305
As a police officer and an NRA member I oppose the BATFE request to be given the authority to require the reporting of long gun sales in border states or otherwise! It doesn't take a genius to figure out what is going on. It is just another excuse to encroach on our civil rights, to register and then later down the road, confiscation, which will lead to violent confrontations between law enforcement and otherwise law abiding citizens and it will be the government's fault for starting it in the first place!

SECURE THE GOD DAMN BORDER!! Our government has been letting murderers, rapists, drunk drivers, thieves, T.B. positive persons and all the dregs of Mexican society sneak into our country and violate our laws, murder, rape and rob our citizens!! Not to mention that, but Islamic terrorists have been using our southern border to gain illegal entry into the country as well and radical Islamic violent hate literature and tapes have been found along our border as well, and all this is gun owners and gun dealers fault????!!!!

Here is a novel idea, if criminal scum are behind bars they can't get guns to harm people with. And here's another, if our border was secured as it should be, as Americans have been screaming for, criminal scum wouldn't be pouring over our border and the piece of sh-t drug cartels would be kept in Mexico! We are willing to pay taxes for the border security we need, we aren't willing to pay taxes so that politicians can buy votes with them and hand our money out to there special interest friends!

There is a famous quote that goes like this, "those who are willing to give up freedom for security will have neither." If the US government would secure the southern border as the American people have been demanding, this whole issue would be moot and you know it.

I am SWORN to uphold the law and the US Constitution and I take that oath very seriously, and would give my life for my country, and it makes people and officers like me mad as hell to see our own federal government thumb it's nose at the nations' laws and purposely endanger it's own citizens so businesses can hire all the illegal aliens they want to get away with paying them diddly squat because they know it's far better than what they would make in Mexico!

We are NOT going to give up our civil rights because the federal government refuses to enforce the laws or secure our nation!
This is a NATION OF LAWS, NOT OF MEN.

SECURE OUR SOUTHERN BORDER NOW!

--
David R. McConnaughey
I.M.P.D. Support Services
317-327-6693
Fax 317-327-6770
Hasten Hebrew Academy of Indianapolis
6602 Hoover Rd.
Indianapolis, In. 46260-4533
317-251-1261
Dear Barbara Terrell,

It's time that the Obama administration does more to crack down on the gun smuggling carried out by the Mexican drug cartels.

I strongly support the ATF's proposal to require dealers along the border to report bulk sales of assault rifles, just like they already do with handgun sales. The ATF must use its authority to collect this information and better enforce the laws already on the books.

With more than 30,000 people already murdered in cartel wars, this is an emergency that demands our government's immediate attention.

David McGlocklin
2702 Cadiz St.
Davis, CA 95616
It's time that the Obama administration does more to crack down on the gun smuggling carried out by the Mexican drug cartels.

I strongly support the ATF's proposal to require dealers along the border to report bulk sales of assault rifles, just like they already do with handgun sales. The ATF must use its authority to collect this information and better enforce the laws already on the books.

With more than 30,000 people already murdered in cartel wars, this is an emergency that demands our government's immediate attention.

David Michael
2514 South Franklin Street
Philadelphia, PA 48091
Dear Barbara Terrell,

It's time that the Obama administration does more to crack down on the gun smuggling carried out by the Mexican drug cartels.

I strongly support the ATF's proposal to require dealers along the border to report bulk sales of assault rifles, just like they already do with handgun sales. The ATF must use its authority to collect this information and better enforce the laws already on the books.

With more than 30,000 people already murdered in cartel wars, this is an emergency that demands our government's immediate attention.

DAvid Mink
1032 Spruce St
Philadelphia, PA 19107
It’s time that the Obama administration does more to crack down on the gun smuggling carried out by the Mexican drug cartels.

I strongly support the ATF’s proposal to require dealers along the border to report bulk sales of assault rifles, just like they already do with handgun sales. The ATF must use its authority to collect this information and better enforce the laws already on the books.

With more than 30,000 people already murdered in cartel wars, this is an emergency that demands our government’s immediate attention.

David Molnar
Street Address
TAMPA, FL 33611
Dear Barbara Terrell,

It's time that Obama administration does more to crack down on the gun smuggling carried out by the Mexican drug cartels.

I strongly support the ATF's proposal to require dealers along the border to report bulk sales of assault rifles, just like they already do with handgun sales. The ATF must use its authority to collect this information and better enforce the laws already on the books.

With more than 30,000 people already murdered in cartel wars, this is an emergency that demands our government’s immediate attention.

David Myers
59 Flanagan Drive
Framingham, MA 1701
It's time that the Obama administration does more to crack down on the gun smuggling carried out by the Mexican drug cartels.

I strongly support the ATF's proposal to require dealers along the border to report bulk sales of assault rifles, just like they already do with handgun sales. The ATF must use its authority to collect this information and better enforce the laws already on the books.

With more than 30,000 people already murdered in cartel wars, this is an emergency that demands our government's immediate attention.

David Mynott II
13 Allston Street
Boston, MA 2124
Dear Barbara Terrell,

It's time that the Obama administration does more to crack down on the gun smuggling carried out by the Mexican drug cartels.

I strongly support the ATF's proposal to require dealers along the border to report bulk sales of assault rifles, just like they already do with handgun sales. The ATF must use its authority to collect this information and better enforce the laws already on the books.

With more than 30,000 people already murdered in cartel wars, this is an emergency that demands our government's immediate attention.

David Nelson
1 Ft. Griswold La.
Mansfield Center, CT 06250
It's time that the Obama administration does more to crack down on the gun smuggling carried out by the Mexican drug cartels.

I strongly support the ATF's proposal to require dealers along the border to report bulk sales of assault rifles, just like they already do with handgun sales. The ATF must use its authority to collect this information and better enforce the laws already on the books.

With more than 30,000 people already murdered in cartel wars, this is an emergency that demands our government's immediate attention.

David Osterhoudt
21022 Los Alisos Blvd., Apt. 214
Rancho Santa Margarita, CA 92688
It's time that Obama administration does more to crack down on the gun smuggling carried out by the Mexican drug cartels.

I strongly support the ATF's proposal to require dealers along the border to report bulk sales of assault rifles, just like they already do with handgun sales. The ATF must use its authority to collect this information and better enforce the laws already on the books.

With more than 30,000 people already murdered in cartel wars, this is an emergency that demands our government’s immediate attention.

David Pangaro
239 w Kuiaha
Haiku, HI 94965
Please OPPOSE the "Notice of Information Collection Under Review: Report of Multiple Sale or Other Disposition of Certain Rifles."

This is an unnecessary regulation and is not allowed under Federal law. Title 18 U.S.C. § 923(g)(3)(A) does not grant any such registration of multiple purchases of firearms, except for handguns.

The regulation contains no provision for the destruction of the collected information, and therefore is not legal under Title 18 U.S.C. § 926(a).

Laws do matter and this unnecessary and extra-legal proposal must NOT be approved.

Sincerely,

David Park
3804 Joshua Pl
Alexandria, VA 22309
It’s time that Obama administration does more to crack down on the gun smuggling carried out by the Mexican drug cartels.

I strongly support the ATF’s proposal to require dealers along the border to report bulk sales of assault rifles, just like they already do with handgun sales. The ATF must use it’s authority to collect this information and better enforce the laws already on the books.

With more than 30,000 people already murdered in cartel wars, this is an emergency that demands our government’s immediate attention.

STOP EXPORTING GUNS AND DEATH TO MEXICO.

David Parker
3045 Artesian Lane
Madison, WI 53713
It's time that the Obama administration does more to crack down on the gun smuggling carried out by the Mexican drug cartels.

I strongly support the ATF's proposal to require dealers along the border to report bulk sales of assault rifles, just like they already do with handgun sales. The ATF must use its authority to collect this information and better enforce the laws already on the books.

With more than 30,000 people already murdered in cartel wars, this is an emergency that demands our government's immediate attention.

david paulsen
hc 3 box 11114
Keaau, HI 96749
Dear Barbara Terrell,

It's time that the Obama administration does more to crack down on the gun smuggling carried out by the Mexican drug cartels.

I strongly support the ATF's proposal to require dealers along the border to report bulk sales of assault rifles, just like they already do with handgun sales. The ATF must use its authority to collect this information and better enforce the laws already on the books.

With more than 30,000 people already murdered in cartel wars, this is an emergency that demands our government's immediate attention.

David Peckman
8 1/2 Legare
Charleston, SC 29401
It's time that Obama administration does more to crack down on the gun smuggling carried out by the Mexican drug cartels.

I strongly support the ATF's proposal to require dealers along the border to report bulk sales of assault rifles, just like they already do with handgun sales. The ATF must use its authority to collect this information and better enforce the laws already on the books.

With more than 30,000 people already murdered in cartel wars, this is an emergency that demands our government's immediate attention.

David Peneton
7510 Monroe Ave
HAMMOND, IN 46324
Dear Barbara Terrell,

It's time that the Obama administration does more to crack down on the gun smuggling carried out by the Mexican drug cartels.

I strongly support the ATF's proposal to require dealers along the border to report bulk sales of assault rifles, just like they already do with handgun sales. The ATF must use its authority to collect this information and better enforce the laws already on the books.

With more than 30,000 people already murdered in cartel wars, this is an emergency that demands our government's immediate attention.

David Petts
420 Lakenheath Lane
Matthews, NC 28105
It's time that the Obama administration does more to crack down on the gun smuggling carried out by the Mexican drug cartels.

I strongly support the ATF's proposal to require dealers along the border to report bulk sales of assault rifles, just like they already do with handgun sales. The ATF must use its authority to collect this information and better enforce the laws already on the books.

With more than 30,000 people already murdered in cartel wars, this is an emergency that demands our government’s immediate attention.

David Piersol-Freedman
dpf@theworld.com
BERLIN, MA 1503
It's time that the Obama administration does more to crack down on the gun smuggling carried out by the Mexican drug cartels.

I strongly support the ATF's proposal to require dealers along the border to report bulk sales of assault rifles, just like they already do with handgun sales. The ATF must use its authority to collect this information and better enforce the laws already on the books.

With more than 30,000 people already murdered in cartel wars, this is an emergency that demands our government's immediate attention.

David Pitcher
14559 Honeyhill Loop
Seabeck, WA 98380
Please OPPOSE the "Notice of Information Collection Under Review: Report of Multiple Sale or Other Disposition of Certain Rifles."

This is an unnecessary regulation and is not allowed under Federal law. Title 18 U.S.C. § 923(g)(3)(A) does not grant any such registration of multiple purchases of firearms, except for handguns.

The regulation contains no provision for the destruction of the collected information, and therefore is not legal under Title 18 U.S.C. § 926(a).

Laws do matter and this unnecessary and extra-legal proposal must NOT be approved.

Sincerely,

David Porter

24 Jackson Avenue Round Hill, VA 20141
Dear Barbara Terrell,

It's time that the Obama administration does more to crack down on the gun smuggling carried out by the Mexican drug cartels.

I strongly support the ATF's proposal to require dealers along the border to report bulk sales of assault rifles, just like they already do with handgun sales. The ATF must use its authority to collect this information and better enforce the laws already on the books.

With more than 30,000 people already murdered in cartel wars, this is an emergency that demands our government's immediate attention.

David Price
33 Deforest Lane
Wilton, CT 14810
Dear Barbara Terrell,

It's time that the Obama administration does more to crack down on the gun smuggling carried out by the Mexican drug cartels.

I strongly support the ATF's proposal to require dealers along the border to report bulk sales of assault rifles, just like they already do with handgun sales. The ATF must use its authority to collect this information and better enforce the laws already on the books.

With more than 30,000 people already murdered in cartel wars, this is an emergency that demands our government's immediate attention.

david pulliam
2986 n speer blvd
denver, CO 80211
Ms. Terrell:

I oppose the creation of the *de facto* firearms registration scheme detailed in the “Notice of Information Collection Under Review: Report of Multiple Sale or Other Disposition of Certain Rifles.”

This proposed regulation is directly contrary to the provisions of Title 18 United States Code § 923(g)(3)(A) which states:

(3)(A) Each licensee shall prepare a report of multiple sales or other dispositions whenever the licensee sells or otherwise disposes of, at one time or during any five consecutive business days, two or more pistols, or revolvers, or any combination of pistols and revolvers totaling two or more, to an unlicensed person. The report shall be prepared on a form specified by the Attorney General and forwarded to the office specified thereon and to the department of State police or State law enforcement agency of the State or local law enforcement agency of the local jurisdiction in which the sale or other disposition took place, not later than the close of business on the day that the multiple sale or other disposition occurs.

Clearly, the requirements of 18 USC 923(g)(3)(A) apply only to handguns, not semi-automatic rifles or any other classification of firearm.

The proposed regulation also violates Title 18 U.S.C. § 926(a) which states:

Sec. 926. Rules and regulations

(a) The Attorney General may prescribe only such rules and regulations as are necessary to carry out the provisions of this chapter, including--
(1) regulations providing that a person licensed under this chapter, when dealing with another person so licensed, shall provide such other licensed person a certified copy of this license;
(2) regulations providing for the issuance, at a reasonable cost, to a person licensed under this chapter, of certified copies of his license for use
as provided under regulations issued under paragraph (1) of this subsection; and (3) regulations providing for effective receipt and secure storage of firearms relinquished by or seized from persons described in subsection (d)(8) or (g)(8) of section 922. No such rule or regulation prescribed after the date of the enactment of the Firearms Owners' Protection Act may require that records required to be maintained under this chapter or any portion of the contents of such records, be recorded at or transferred to a facility owned, managed, or controlled by the United States or any State or any political subdivision thereof, nor that any system of registration of firearms, firearms owners, or firearms transactions or dispositions be established. Nothing in this section expands or restricts the Secretary's authority to inquire into the disposition of any firearm in the course of a criminal investigation.

Clearly, this proposed regulation and its record keeping and reporting requirements is directly contrary to be the prohibition "... that any system of registration of firearms, firearms owners, or firearms transactions or dispositions be established. Moreover, the proposal obtains no provision for the destruction of the collected information, and therefore is not legal.

The problems in Mexico related to drug cartel violence are just that: Mexico's problem. Contrary to the assertions that the drug-fueled violence in Mexico is a result of firearms being smuggled from the US into Mexico, people in the United States do not have access to the machine guns, grenades, rocket-propelled grenades, and explosives being used by the cartels. These weapons are shown to be from illicit sources elsewhere in the Americas, including Mexico, including firearms illegally diverted from shipments of firearms provided by the United States Government to other nations' military and police forces.
David R. Green
20254 Youngs Cliff Road
Sterling, VA 20165
It’s time that Obama administration does more to crack down on the gun smuggling carried out by the Mexican drug cartels.

I strongly support the ATF’s proposal to require dealers along the border to report bulk sales of assault rifles, just like they already do with handgun sales. The ATF must use it’s authority to collect this information and better enforce the laws already on the books.

With more than 30,000 people already murdered in cartel wars, this is an emergency that demands our government’s immediate attention.

David Radens
200 57th Ave. S.
St. Petersburg, FL 33705
It's time that the Obama administration does more to crack down on the gun smuggling carried out by the Mexican drug cartels.

I strongly support the ATF's proposal to require dealers along the border to report bulk sales of assault rifles, just like they already do with handgun sales. The ATF must use its authority to collect this information and better enforce the laws already on the books.

With more than 30,000 people already murdered in cartel wars, this is an emergency that demands our government's immediate attention.

David Rawlins
2323 Valley Mill Ct
Buford, GA 30519
It’s time that the Obama administration does more to crack down on the gun smuggling carried out by the Mexican drug cartels.

I strongly support the ATF’s proposal to require dealers along the border to report bulk sales of assault rifles, just like they already do with handgun sales. The ATF must use its authority to collect this information and better enforce the laws already on the books.

With more than 30,000 people already murdered in cartel wars, this is an emergency that demands our government’s immediate attention.

David Reuter
6845 Landings Dr #202
FORT LAUDERDALE, FL 33319
Dear Ms. Terrell:

I just recently became aware of the disturbing FR Notice referenced above, and felt compelled to offer my comments on the matter.

As you must be well aware, the 12-17-10 FRN proposed an "emergency" requirement that certain federal firearms licensees (FFLs) must report multiple sales whenever the licensee sells or otherwise disposes of two or more rifles within any 5 consecutive business days when the rifles possess the following characteristics:

(a) Are Semi automatic;
(b) Are in a caliber greater than .22; and
(c) Which have the ability to accept a detachable magazine.

I'm no expert on the law, but I'm pretty sure this is not something within the existing purview of BATFE, and may well require a change to the Gun Control Act, which we learned about in CCW classes.

I can't imagine that this undeserved reporting burden is in any way a good thing for the thousands of law-abiding FFLs or the clientele of honest gun owners and hunters they serve down here in the Southwest Corner States of AZ, CA, NM & TX.

Now, don't misunderstand, I am very aware that BATFE feels pressure to take strong steps to address drug-related violence in Mexico. I agree that something needs to be done. However, the obscene lawlessness in Mexico clearly attributable to drug cartels with access to any and all types of arms on the international black market, is no excuse for U.S. law enforcement agencies to spend precious resources on programs like the one proposed.

In my personal opinion, OMB should deny BATFE's request to approve its proposed collection of information on semi-auto rifle sales. As proposed the program goes too far and jeopardizes the rights of many, many hunters and gun collectors in our 4 states who have perfectly legitimate motives for buying several semi-auto rifles within a short period of time.

Please convey my comments to whomever may be in a position to take them seriously and to act accordingly to reverse this proposed action.

Sincerely,
David A. Rickard, Ph.D.
1928 E Secretariat Dr
Tempe, AZ 85284

Barbara A. Terrell
Firearms Industry Programs Branch
Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco, Firearms and Explosives
99 New York Avenue, N.E.
Washington, DC 20226.

RE: Federal Register Notice of December 17, 2010 (Volume 75, Number 242, Page 79021), 60-Day Emergency Notice of Information Collection Under Review: Report of Multiple Sale or Other Disposition of Certain Rifles
December 17, 2010 “Notice of Information Collection Under Review: Report of Multiple Sale or Other Disposition of Certain Rifles.”

Please do not allow this collection of information to even get started. This is another overreaching government intrusion into the lives of individuals of this country, just enforce the current laws.

Thank you

--David Ritchie
To Whom It May Concern:
I am writing to let you know of my concern about, the notice proposed an "emergency" requirement that certain federal firearms Licensees report multiple sales or other dispositions whenever the licensee sells or otherwise disposes of two or more rifles within any five consecutive business days with the following characteristics: (a) Semi automatic; (b) a caliber greater than .22; and (c) the ability to accept a detachable magazine.
I’m asking that ATF drop this request for it is an infringement of My rights as a US citizen.

Thank you, David W. Roach
It's time that the Obama administration does more to crack down on the gun smuggling carried out by the Mexican drug cartels.

I strongly support the ATF's proposal to require dealers along the border to report bulk sales of assault rifles, just like they already do with handgun sales. The ATF must use its authority to collect this information and better enforce the laws already on the books.

With more than 30,000 people already murdered in cartel wars, this is an emergency that demands our government's immediate attention.

* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *

I cannot urge this change strongly enough. I also want to add that i believe that the sale in bulk of any weapon should not even be permitted.

David Robertson
17 New Street Apt 1
Newark DE, 19711

David Robertson
17 New Street, Apt. 1
Newark, DE 19711
Dear Barbara Terrell,

It's time that the Obama administration does more to crack down on the gun smuggling carried out by the Mexican drug cartels.

I strongly support the ATF's proposal to require dealers along the border to report bulk sales of assault rifles, just like they already do with handgun sales. The ATF must use its authority to collect this information and better enforce the laws already on the books.

With more than 30,000 people already murdered in cartel wars, this is an emergency that demands our government's immediate attention.

David Rochelero
1234 Pioneer Ct
Shakopee, MN 55379
It’s time that the Obama administration does more to crack down on the gun smuggling carried out by the Mexican drug cartels.

I strongly support the ATF’s proposal to require dealers along the border to report bulk sales of assault rifles, just like they already do with handgun sales. The ATF must use its authority to collect this information and better enforce the laws already on the books.

With more than 30,000 people already murdered in cartel wars, this is an emergency that demands our government’s immediate attention.

David Romportl
6800 Meadowbrook Blvd #364
St Louis Park, MN 55426
It's time that the Obama administration does more to crack down on the gun smuggling carried out by the Mexican drug cartels.

I strongly support the ATF's proposal to require dealers along the border to report bulk sales of assault rifles, just like they already do with handgun sales. The ATF must use its authority to collect this information and better enforce the laws already on the books.

With more than 30,000 people already murdered in cartel wars, this is an emergency that demands our government's immediate attention.

David Root
255 G Street, #341
SAN DIEGO, CA 92101
It's time that the Obama administration does more to crack down on the gun smuggling carried out by the Mexican drug cartels.

I strongly support the ATF's proposal to require dealers along the border to report bulk sales of assault rifles, just like they already do with handgun sales. The ATF must use its authority to collect this information and better enforce the laws already on the books.

With more than 30,000 people already murdered in cartel wars, this is an emergency that demands our government's immediate attention.

David Ross
P.O. Box 7543
Santa Cruz, CA 95061
Re: December 17, 2010 “Notice of Information Collection under Review: Report of Multiple Sale or Other Disposition of Certain Rifles.”

Please note attached letter to OMB.

Thank you,

Dave Rowley
Dear Barbara Terrell,

It’s time that Obama administration does more to crack down on the gun smuggling carried out by the Mexican drug cartels.

I strongly support the ATF’s proposal to require dealers along the border to report bulk sales of assault rifles, just like they already do with handgun sales. The ATF must use its authority to collect this information and better enforce the laws already on the books.

With more than 30,000 people already murdered in cartel wars, this is an emergency that demands our government’s immediate attention.

David Rule
155 E. 4th. St. 9-G
New York, NY 10009
It’s time that Obama administration does more to crack down on the gun smuggling carried out by the Mexican drug cartels.

I strongly support the ATF’s proposal to require dealers along the border to report bulk sales of assault rifles, just like they already do with handgun sales. The ATF must use its authority to collect this information and better enforce the laws already on the books.

With more than 30,000 people already murdered in cartel wars, this is an emergency that demands our government’s immediate attention.

David Rust
4848 Daywalt Road
Sebastopol, CA 95472
It's time that Obama administration does more to crack down on the gun smuggling carried out by the Mexican drug cartels.

I strongly support the ATF's proposal to require dealers along the border to report bulk sales of assault rifles, just like they already do with handgun sales. The ATF must use its authority to collect this information and better enforce the laws already on the books.

With more than 30,000 people already murdered in cartel wars, this is an emergency that demands our government’s immediate attention.

david schaffer
31 amherst road
Great Neck, NY 11021
It's time that the Obama administration does more to crack down on the gun smuggling carried out by the Mexican drug cartels.

I strongly support the ATF's proposal to require dealers along the border to report bulk sales of assault rifles, just like they already do with handgun sales. The ATF must use its authority to collect this information and better enforce the laws already on the books.

With more than 30,000 people already murdered in cartel wars, this is an emergency that demands our government's immediate attention.

David Seaborg
1888 Pomar Way
Walnut Creek, CA 94598
It's time that the Obama administration does more to crack down on the gun smuggling carried out by the Mexican drug cartels.

I strongly support the ATF's proposal to require dealers along the border to report bulk sales of assault rifles, just like they already do with handgun sales. The ATF must use its authority to collect this information and better enforce the laws already on the books.

With more than 30,000 people already murdered in cartel wars, this is an emergency that demands our government's immediate attention.

David Shirley
2523 Brewster Avenue
SPARKS, NV 89434
It's time that Obama administration does more to crack down on the gun smuggling carried out by the Mexican drug cartels.

I strongly support the ATF's proposal to require dealers along the border to report bulk sales of assault rifles, just like they already do with handgun sales. The ATF must use it’s authority to collect this information and better enforce the laws already on the books.

With more than 30,000 people already murdered in cartel wars, this is an emergency that demands our government’s immediate attention.

David Silverstein
2145 McGee Ave.
Berkeley, CA 94703
As an avid sportsman and small business owner added regulations of this magnitude will not accomplished the desire outcome and is totally unnecessary. Please make a decision against this added legislation.

David Slikkers
616.394.7491
Dear Barbara Terrell,

It’s time that Obama administration does more to crack down on the gun smuggling carried out by the Mexican drug cartels.

I strongly support the ATF’s proposal to require dealers along the border to report bulk sales of assault rifles, just like they already do with handgun sales. The ATF must use its authority to collect this information and better enforce the laws already on the books.

With more than 30,000 people already murdered in cartel wars, this is an emergency that demands our government’s immediate attention.

DAVID SMIGAS
3-B Longfellow Dr..
Munhall, PA 15120
It's time that the Obama administration does more to crack down on the gun smuggling carried out by the Mexican drug cartels.

I strongly support the ATF's proposal to require dealers along the border to report bulk sales of assault rifles, just like they already do with handgun sales. The ATF must use its authority to collect this information and better enforce the laws already on the books.

With more than 30,000 people already murdered in cartel wars, this is an emergency that demands our government's immediate attention.

David Smith
9944 S. Sandridge Dr.
Sandy, UT 84092
It’s time that Obama administration does more to crack down on the gun smuggling carried out by the Mexican drug cartels.

I strongly support the ATF’s proposal to require dealers along the border to report bulk sales of assault rifles, just like they already do with handgun sales. The ATF must use its authority to collect this information and better enforce the laws already on the books.

With more than 30,000 people already murdered in cartel wars, this is an emergency that demands our government’s immediate attention.

david sorkin
711 s. orchard apt. 203
madison, WI 53715
It’s time that the Obama administration does more to crack down on the gun smuggling carried out by the Mexican drug cartels.

I strongly support the ATF’s proposal to require dealers along the border to report bulk sales of assault rifles, just like they already do with handgun sales. The ATF must use its authority to collect this information and better enforce the laws already on the books.

With more than 30,000 people already murdered in cartel wars, this is an emergency that demands our government’s immediate attention.

David Spain
2004 Paddock Circle
Norman, OK 73072
It's time that the Obama administration does more to crack down on the gun smuggling carried out by the Mexican drug cartels.

I strongly support the ATF's proposal to require dealers along the border to report bulk sales of assault rifles, just like they already do with handgun sales. The ATF must use its authority to collect this information and better enforce the laws already on the books.

With more than 30,000 people already murdered in cartel wars, this is an emergency that demands our government's immediate attention.

David Springer
331 15 th Ave
East Moline, IL 61244
It’s time that the Obama administration does more to crack down on the gun smuggling carried out by the Mexican drug cartels.

I strongly support the ATF’s proposal to require dealers along the border to report bulk sales of assault rifles, just like they already do with handgun sales. The ATF must use its authority to collect this information and better enforce the laws already on the books.

With more than 30,000 people already murdered in cartel wars, this is an emergency that demands our government’s immediate attention.

David Steele
4830 Explorer Dr. Apt. C.
Kirby, TX 78219
Cooksey, Roberta B.

From: David Stenstrom [dlsdgl@aol.com]
Sent: Saturday, February 12, 2011 11:51 AM
To: Terrell, Barbara A.
Subject: Support for the Reporting of Multiple Sales of Long Guns

Dear Barbara Terrell,

It's time that the Obama administration does more to crack down on the gun smuggling carried out by the Mexican drug cartels.

I strongly support the ATF's proposal to require dealers along the border to report bulk sales of assault rifles, just like they already do with handgun sales. The ATF must use its authority to collect this information and better enforce the laws already on the books.

With more than 30,000 people already murdered in cartel wars, this is an emergency that demands our government's immediate attention.

David Stenstrom
22657 E. Lake Place
Centennial, CO 80015
It’s time that the Obama administration does more to crack down on the gun smuggling carried out by the Mexican drug cartels.

I strongly support the ATF’s proposal to require dealers along the border to report bulk sales of assault rifles, just like they already do with handgun sales. The ATF must use its authority to collect this information and better enforce the laws already on the books.

With more than 30,000 people already murdered in cartel wars, this is an emergency that demands our government’s immediate attention.

David Stetler
203 Dorn Ave, Apt. C
#N/A, WA 98208
To Whom It May Concern:

I am writing on behalf of the National Rifle Association of America, Inc. (NRA), to offer our comments on this Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco, Firearms, and Explosives (ATF) information collection request to the Office of Management and Budget (OMB). The notice proposed an "emergency" requirement that certain federal firearms licensees report multiple sales or other dispositions whenever the licensee sells or otherwise disposes of two or more rifles within any five consecutive business days with the following characteristics: (a) Semi automatic; (b) a caliber greater than .22; and (c) the ability to accept a detachable magazine.

Now, the OMB has denied the "emergency" request. But regardless of the timeframe in which approval is sought, ATF does not have the statutory authority to impose this requirement on licensees.

The reasons for that lack of authority are fully explained in the attached legal memorandum; but in short, the Congress has comprehensively defined what ATF may and may not require with respect to licensees' records. By specifically requiring reports only of multiple handgun sales, Congress implicitly rejected the idea of requiring reports on multiple sales of other firearms. ATF seemed to understand that point when it responded in October to a recommendation for multiple long gun sales reporting by the Department of Justice Inspector General. ATF's comment on that recommendation was

1 Tel: (703) 267-1140 • www.nraila.org • Fax: (703) 267-3973

that it would "explore the full range of options" but that such a requirement "may require a change to the Gun Control Act." 1

These reports will be requested through "demand letters"—a mechanism that for many years had been used only to conduct firearm traces, to obtain aggregate manufacturing statistics, or to obtain contact information for buyers of certain firearms later declared to be subject to the National Firearms Act. Even when ATF began to use demand letters to seek a broader range of firearm transaction records, one court upholding that program cautioned that the demand letter statute "is not a limitless delegation of authority" and "cannot be construed in an open-ended fashion." 2

The scope of the proposed collection suggests in itself that the proposal exceeds ATF's statutory authority. The Fourth Circuit stressed that the letter at issue in the RSM case was sent to only 41 licensees out of the 80,000 licensees in the United States. 3 A second type of demand letter was sent to only 450 dealers nationwide. 4

Now, ATF proposes to issue demand letters to approximately 8,500 licensees. That estimate appears to be based on the total number of licensed dealers and pawnbrokers in California, Arizona, New Mexico and Texas. If so, nearly one out of seven firearm retailers in the United States would receive demand letters for multiple rifle sales.
The burden estimate in the proposal appears to assume that each licensee subject to a demand letter will respond once during the proposed duration of the program. Given the great variety in size and sales volume among the thousands of licensees in the border states, this seems unlikely. Even if the burden estimate in the proposal is correct, it is unclear how ATF could make effective use of the large number of reports that would be generated. Recent media reports suggest that ATF is already unable to handle dealers' voluntary, real-time reports of possible "straw purchases." If processing thousands of additional mandatory reports takes even more resources away from investigating these suspicious transactions, the proposed information collection may be more harmful than helpful. The NRA is well aware that ATF would, understandably, like to take strong steps to address drug-related violence in Mexico. But lawlessness in Mexico—driven by multi-billion dollar drug cartels with access to any and all types of arms on the international black markets—is no excuse for U.S. law enforcement agencies to spend scarce resources on programs that exceed their legal powers.

3 Id. at 63.
4 See Blaustein & Reich, Inc. v. Buckles, 365 F.3d 281, 283 (4th Cir. 2004).
5 See Kim Murphy, Guns tracked by firearms bureau found at firefight scene, Los Angeles Times Feb. 2, 2011.
Dear Barbara Terrell,

It's time that the Obama administration does more to crack down on the gun smuggling carried out by the Mexican drug cartels.

I strongly support the ATF's proposal to require dealers along the border to report bulk sales of assault rifles, just like they already do with handgun sales. The ATF must use its authority to collect this information and better enforce the laws already on the books.

With more than 30,000 people already murdered in cartel wars, this is an emergency that demands our government's immediate attention.

David Szmak
29 Thrumont Road
Caldwell, NJ 07006
Cooksey, Roberta B.

From: David Tauber [dtauber@ncia.net]
Sent: Friday, February 11, 2011 10:41 PM
To: Legislative Affairs
Subject: Support for the Reporting of Multiple Sales of Long Guns

It's time that the Obama administration does more to crack down on the gun smuggling carried out by the Mexican drug cartels.

I strongly support the ATF's proposal to require dealers along the border to report bulk sales of assault rifles, just like they already do with handgun sales. The ATF must use its authority to collect this information and better enforce the laws already on the books.

With more than 30,000 people already murdered in cartel wars, this is an emergency that demands our government’s immediate attention.

David Tauber
35 applecroft lane
Center Conway, NH 03813
It's time that the Obama administration does more to crack down on the gun smuggling carried out by the Mexican drug cartels.

I strongly support the ATF's proposal to require dealers along the border to report bulk sales of assault rifles, just like they already do with handgun sales. The ATF must use its authority to collect this information and better enforce the laws already on the books.

With more than 30,000 people already murdered in cartel wars, this is an emergency that demands our government's immediate attention.

David Toner
8901 bluff springs rd
AUSTIN, TX 78744
Dear Barbara Terrell,

It's time that the Obama administration does more to crack down on the gun smuggling carried out by the Mexican drug cartels.

I strongly support the ATF's proposal to require dealers along the border to report bulk sales of assault rifles, just like they already do with handgun sales. The ATF must use its authority to collect this information and better enforce the laws already on the books.

With more than 30,000 people already murdered in cartel wars, this is an emergency that demands our government's immediate attention.

David Trione
2819 280th Ave NE
Redmond, WA 98053
It’s time that Obama administration does more to crack down on the gun smuggling carried out by the Mexican drug cartels.

I strongly support the ATF’s proposal to require dealers along the border to report bulk sales of assault rifles, just like they already do with handgun sales. The ATF must use it’s authority to collect this information and better enforce the laws already on the books.

With more than 30,000 people already murdered in cartel wars, this is an emergency that demands our government’s immediate attention.

david troup
Street Address
san anselmo, CA 94960
Dear Barbara Terrell,

It's time that the Obama administration does more to crack down on the gun smuggling carried out by the Mexican drug cartels.

I strongly support the ATF's proposal to require dealers along the border to report bulk sales of assault rifles, just like they already do with handgun sales. The ATF must use its authority to collect this information and better enforce the laws already on the books.

With more than 30,000 people already murdered in cartel wars, this is an emergency that demands our government's immediate attention.

David Tucker
519 Linden Ln
BOONE, IA 50036
The Myth that the US is responsible for 90% of Mexico’s Guns is a Lie by the Obama Regime.

"According to the GAO report, some 30,000 firearms were seized from criminals by Mexican authorities in 2008. Of these 30,000 firearms, information pertaining to 7,200 of them (24 percent) was submitted to the U.S. Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco, Firearms and Explosives (ATF) for tracing. Of these 7,200 guns, only about 4,000 could be traced by the ATF, and of these 4,000, some 3,480 (87 percent) were shown to have come from the United States. This means that the 87 percent figure relates to the number of weapons submitted by the Mexican government to the ATF that could be successfully traced and not from the total number of weapons seized by Mexican authorities or even from the total number of weapons submitted to the ATF for tracing. In fact, the 3,480 guns positively traced to the United States equals less than 12 percent of the total arms seized in Mexico in 2008 and less than 48 percent of all those submitted by the Mexican government to the ATF for tracing. This means that almost 90 percent of the guns seized in Mexico in 2008 were not traced back to the United States."


http://www.americanthinker.com/2011/02/death_in_the_desert_project_gu.html

Concerning “Project Gunwalker”

"The ATF is furthering the manufacturing of “Evidence” that the Obama Regime wants in order to justify Draconian measures by the ATF in Recording Purchases by Law abiding American Citizens,"
It’s time that Obama administration does more to crack down on the gun smuggling carried out by the Mexican drug cartels.

I strongly support the ATF’s proposal to require dealers along the border to report bulk sales of assault rifles, just like they already do with handgun sales. The ATF must use its authority to collect this information and better enforce the laws already on the books.

With more than 30,000 people already murdered in cartel wars, this is an emergency that demands our government’s immediate attention.

David Wagner
195 Holderness Drive
Longwood, FL 32779-5747
It's time that the Obama administration does more to crack down on the gun smuggling carried out by the Mexican drug cartels.

I strongly support the ATF's proposal to require dealers along the border to report bulk sales of assault rifles, just like they already do with handgun sales. The ATF must use its authority to collect this information and better enforce the laws already on the books.

With more than 30,000 people already murdered in cartel wars, this is an emergency that demands our government's immediate attention.

David Walker
907 Vista Del Rio
Santa Maria, CA 93458
Dear Barbara Terrell,

It's time that the Obama administration does more to crack down on the gun smuggling carried out by the Mexican drug cartels.

I strongly support the ATF’s proposal to require dealers along the border to report bulk sales of assault rifles, just like they already do with handgun sales. The ATF must use its authority to collect this information and better enforce the laws already on the books.

With more than 30,000 people already murdered in cartel wars, this is an emergency that demands our government’s immediate attention.

David Way
971 US Highway 9
PARLIN, NJ 8859
Dear Barbara Terrell,

It’s time that the Obama administration does more to crack down on the gun smuggling carried out by the Mexican drug cartels.

I strongly support the ATF’s proposal to require dealers along the border to report bulk sales of assault rifles, just like they already do with handgun sales. The ATF must use its authority to collect this information and better enforce the laws already on the books.

With more than 30,000 people already murdered in cartel wars, this is an emergency that demands our government’s immediate attention.

David Webb
2 Butternut Lane
HANOVER, NH 3755
It’s time that Obama administration does more to crack down on the gun smuggling carried out by the Mexican drug cartels.

I strongly support the ATF’s proposal to require dealers along the border to report bulk sales of assault rifles, just like they already do with handgun sales. The ATF must use it’s authority to collect this information and better enforce the laws already on the books.

With more than 30,000 people already murdered in cartel wars, this is an emergency that demands our government’s immediate attention.

david wen ricardi-zhu
555 main st apt s515
NEW YORK, NY 10044
Dear Barbara Terrell,

It's time that the Obama administration does more to crack down on the gun smuggling carried out by the Mexican drug cartels.

I strongly support the ATF's proposal to require dealers along the border to report bulk sales of assault rifles, just like they already do with handgun sales. The ATF must use its authority to collect this information and better enforce the laws already on the books.

With more than 30,000 people already murdered in cartel wars, this is an emergency that demands our government's immediate attention.

David Wiebrecht
OR
Eugene, OR 97405
It’s time that Obama administration does more to crack down on the gun smuggling carried out by the Mexican drug cartels.

I strongly support the ATF’s proposal to require dealers along the border to report bulk sales of assault rifles, just like they already do with handgun sales. The ATF must use its authority to collect this information and better enforce the laws already on the books.

With more than 30,000 people already murdered in cartel wars, this is an emergency that demands our government’s immediate attention.

David Wildrick
8915 S. Rice Ave.
Houston, TX 77096
It's time that the Obama administration does more to crack down on the gun smuggling carried out by the Mexican drug cartels.

I strongly support the ATF's proposal to require dealers along the border to report bulk sales of assault rifles, just like they already do with handgun sales. The ATF must use its authority to collect this information and better enforce the laws already on the books.

With more than 30,000 people already murdered in cartel wars, this is an emergency that demands our government's immediate attention.

David Wiley
301 W. 22nd St.
MINNEAPOLIS, MN 55404
Dear Barbara Terrell,

It's time that Obama administration does more to crack down on the gun smuggling carried out by the Mexican drug cartels.

I strongly support the ATF's proposal to require dealers along the border to report bulk sales of assault rifles, just like they already do with handgun sales. The ATF must use its authority to collect this information and better enforce the laws already on the books.

With more than 30,000 people already murdered in cartel wars, this is an emergency that demands our government's immediate attention.

David Willett
27172-A Calle Caballero
SAN JUAN CAPISTRANO, CA 92675
It’s time that the Obama administration does more to crack down on the gun smuggling carried out by the Mexican drug cartels.

I strongly support the ATF’s proposal to require dealers along the border to report bulk sales of assault rifles, just like they already do with handgun sales. The ATF must use its authority to collect this information and better enforce the laws already on the books.

With more than 30,000 people already murdered in cartel wars, this is an emergency that demands our government’s immediate attention.

David Williams
154 Prospect Mt. Rd.
Alton, NH 03809
It's time that everyone in America does more to crack down on the gun smuggling carried out by the Mexican drug cartels.

I strongly support the ATF's proposal to require dealers along the border to report bulk sales of assault rifles, just like they already do with handgun sales. The ATF must use its authority to collect this information and better enforce the laws already on the books.

With more than 30,000 people already murdered in cartel wars, this is an emergency that demands our government's immediate attention.

David Winkler
Street Address
City, CO 80602
Dear Barbara Terrell,

It's time that the Obama administration does more to crack down on the gun smuggling carried out by the Mexican drug cartels.

I strongly support the ATF's proposal to require dealers along the border to report bulk sales of assault rifles, just like they already do with handgun sales. The ATF must use its authority to collect this information and better enforce the laws already on the books.

With more than 30,000 people already murdered in cartel wars, this is an emergency that demands our government's immediate attention.

David Young  
301 W. 108th Street  
NEW YORK, NY 10025
I think the founding fathers were as worried about the possibility of tyranny from the government they formed as they were of outside forces. It is not in the interest of our country to place controls or regulations here. The old story 'if guns are outlawed ... only outlaws' tells part of the story; the real stability comes from the balance.

Those are my thoughts, I hope yours are in the same vein.

David P. Hendry
4920 CR 381
Wewahitchka, FL
32465
Dear Ms. Terrell,

As a member of the NRA, I am writing to request that the ATF withdraw its request for authority to require dealers in California, Arizona, New Mexico and Texas to report all sales of two or more semiautomatic rifles for rifles larger than .22 caliber and use detachable magazines.

The ATF has no legal authority to demand the report of these sales and this is intrusive on our freedoms. In addition, this will create a large amount of new paperwork which will waste scarce law enforcement resources that could spend their time more effectively on legitimate investigations.

Please reference the December 17, 2010 “Notice of Information Collection Under Review: Report of Multiple Sale or Other Disposition of Certain Rifles”

Thank you for your time and attention regarding this matter

Best regards,

David Savage
It's time that Obama administration does more to crack down on the gun smuggling carried out by the Mexican drug cartels.

I strongly support the ATF's proposal to require dealers along the border to report bulk sales of assault rifles, just like they already do with handgun sales. The ATF must use its authority to collect this information and better enforce the laws already on the books.

With more than 30,000 people already murdered in cartel wars, this is an emergency that demands our government's immediate attention.

Davidf Schade
1717 W. 30th St.
Austin, TX 78703
Ms. Terrell,

As a law abiding American and gun owner, I am angry and frustrated that your agency wants to track legal sales of long guns from licensed gun dealers and pawn shops in the southwest. Your agency will be wasting resources on legal purchases.

Many in government continue to act as though Mexican drug cartels are coming across the border and buying the majority of their firearms from licensed firearms dealers and/or gun shows. This has been shown to be false, yet it seems to be the focal point for many gun control schemes. American firearms dealers are not selling rocket and grenade launchers and fully automatic weapons to Americans, much less to foreigners. Drug cartels are very well funded, and are able to purchase their weapons on the worldwide black market. They are not buying hunting rifles. There is no need for them to buy less capable firearms in the U.S. We should be focusing energy and funds on the influx into the southwest of the armed Mexican drug cartels and other unlawful entrants.

This proposal would be burdensome and costly, cause additional red tape, adversely impact your critical functions, and do little if anything to reduce the flow of weapons. This will impact the sale of semi-automatic rifles in common use in this country. These are firearms which are great demand by the cartels. It really constitutes an illegal registration of law abiding gun owners. Your agency is supposed to be addressing illegal sales and transfers, not legal gun purchases.

You need to focus and work with the US Border Patrol to stop the flow of illegal weapons and explosives coming in from Mexico, not punishing honest people in the exercise of their Second Amendment rights.

This proposal would prove to be ill advised, ineffective, expensive, and most likely unconstitutional. A serious backlash might be expected from this proposal, as well as legal action to halt it.

Sincerely,

David P. Colwell, Cotopaxi, Colorado
Please help us reserve the right to bare arms. Thanks. We need to keep our Guns. The criminals will always be able to get them. We need to be able protect our families Sent from my Verizon Wireless BlackBerry
Dear Barbara Terrell,

It's time that the Obama administration does more to crack down on the gun smuggling carried out by the Mexican drug cartels.

I strongly support the ATF's proposal to require dealers along the border to report bulk sales of assault rifles, just like they already do with handgun sales. The ATF must use its authority to collect this information and better enforce the laws already on the books.

With more than 30,000 people already murdered in cartel wars, this is an emergency that demands our government's immediate attention.

Davie Cantrell
245 E Queens Dr.
Williamsburg, VA 23185
It's time that the Obama administration does more to crack down on the gun smuggling carried out by the Mexican drug cartels.

I strongly support the ATF's proposal to require dealers along the border to report bulk sales of assault rifles, just like they already do with handgun sales. The ATF must use its authority to collect this information and better enforce the laws already on the books.

With more than 30,000 people already murdered in cartel wars, this is an emergency that demands our government's immediate attention.

dawn acero
4901 oxford ave. APT.17A
philadelphia, PA 19124
Please OPPOSE the “Notice of Information Collection Under Review: Report of Multiple Sale or Other Disposition of Certain Rifles.”

This is an unnecessary regulation and is not allowed under Federal law. Title 18 U.S.C. § 923(g)(3)(A) does not grant any such registration of multiple purchases of firearms, except for handguns.

The regulation contains no provision for the destruction of the collected information, and therefore is not legal under Title 18 U.S.C. § 926(a).

Laws do matter and this unnecessary and extra-legal proposal must NOT be approved.

Sincerely,

Dawn Hunter
Mount Solon, VA
It's time that the Obama administration does more to crack down on the gun smuggling carried out by the Mexican drug cartels.

I strongly support the ATF's proposal to require dealers along the border to report bulk sales of assault rifles, just like they already do with handgun sales. The ATF must use its authority to collect this information and better enforce the laws already on the books.

With more than 30,000 people already murdered in cartel wars, this is an emergency that demands our government's immediate attention.

Dawn Hoenes
6138 Peregrine Trail
Kalamazoo, MI 49009
For your files.

Best regards,

Dawn Hunziker
Executive Assistant to Town Manager
Town of Surfside
9293 Harding Ave
Surfside, FL 33154
(305) 861-4863 (305) 993-5097 F
Email: dhunziker@townofsurfsidefl.gov
www.townofsurfsidefl.gov

NOTE: Florida Public Records Law provides that most written communications to or from Municipal employees regarding town business are public records, available to the public and media upon request. Therefore, this e-mail message may be subject to public disclosure.
It’s time that Obama administration does more to crack down on the gun smuggling carried out by the Mexican drug cartels.

I strongly support the ATF’s proposal to require dealers along the border to report bulk sales of assault rifles, just like they already do with handgun sales. The ATF must use it’s authority to collect this information and better enforce the laws already on the books.

With more than 30,000 people already murdered in cartel wars, this is an emergency that demands our government’s immediate attention.

Dawn Laughlin
1527 Chestnut, #19
CANON CITY, CO 81212
It's time that the Obama administration does more to crack down on the gun smuggling carried out by the Mexican drug cartels.

I strongly support the ATF's proposal to require dealers along the border to report bulk sales of assault rifles, just like they already do with handgun sales. The ATF must use its authority to collect this information and better enforce the laws already on the books.

With more than 30,000 people already murdered in cartel wars, this is an emergency that demands our government's immediate attention.

Dawn MacMillan
266 River Oak Dr.
Danville, VA 24541
It's time that the Obama administration does more to crack down on the gun smuggling carried out by the Mexican drug cartels.

I strongly support the ATF's proposal to require dealers along the border to report bulk sales of assault rifles, just like they already do with handgun sales. The ATF must use its authority to collect this information and better enforce the laws already on the books.

With more than 30,000 people already murdered in cartel wars, this is an emergency that demands our government’s immediate attention.

Dawn Spencer
532 Case Avenue
ELYRIA, OH 44035
It's time that the Obama administration does more to crack down on the gun smuggling carried out by the Mexican drug cartels.

I strongly support the ATF's proposal to require dealers along the border to report bulk sales of assault rifles, just like they already do with handgun sales. The ATF must use its authority to collect this information and better enforce the laws already on the books.

With more than 30,000 people already murdered in cartel wars, this is an emergency that demands our government's immediate attention.

dawn walko
482 luther street sw
CEDAR RAPIDS, IA 52404
It's time that the Obama administration does more to crack down on the gun smuggling carried out by the Mexican drug cartels.

I strongly support the ATF's proposal to require dealers along the border to report bulk sales of assault rifles, just like they already do with handgun sales. The ATF must use its authority to collect this information and better enforce the laws already on the books.

With more than 30,000 people already murdered in cartel wars, this is an emergency that demands our government's immediate attention.

Daylight Chapon
695 J M Dr
San Francisco, CA 94132
Please OPPOSE the “Notice of Information Collection Under Review: Report of Multiple Sale or Other Disposition of Certain Rifles.”

This is an unnecessary regulation and is not allowed under Federal law. Title 18 U.S.C. § 923(g)(3)(A) does not grant any such registration of multiple purchases of firearms, except for handguns.

The regulation contains no provision for the destruction of the collected information, and therefore is not legal under Title 18 U.S.C. § 926(a).

Laws do matter and this unnecessary and extra-legal proposal must NOT be approved.

Sincerely,

David R. Beck, Sr.
3015 Pinehurst Rd.
Henrico, VA 23228
Dear Barbara A. Terrell:

I am writing in regards to the ongoing campaign to bog down legal gun ownership and our ability as a country to enforce the laws and regulations now in force. I encourage you to NOT support the new legislation - December 17, 2010 "Notice of Information Collection Under Review: Report of Multiple Sale or Other Disposition of Certain Rifles - now pending. The law will do nothing to aid in the safety of anyone, but will burden both law enforcement and legal sellers with more government paperwork and consume more valuable time that could otherwise be productive in the field and elsewhere.

Thank you for your time.
Regards,
David L. Bozsik

re: December 17, 2010 "Notice of Information Collection Under Review: Report of Multiple Sale or Other Disposition of Certain Rifles
It’s time that the Obama administration does more to crack down on the gun smuggling carried out by the Mexican drug cartels.

I strongly support the ATF’s proposal to require dealers along the border to report bulk sales of assault rifles, just like they already do with handgun sales. The ATF must use its authority to collect this information and better enforce the laws already on the books.

With more than 30,000 people already murdered in cartel wars, this is an emergency that demands our government’s immediate attention.

De Etta Maloney
1200 N. Camelot Dr.
Payson, AZ 85541
Dear Barbara Terrell,

It's time that the Obama administration does more to crack down on the gun smuggling carried out by the Mexican drug cartels.

I strongly support the ATF's proposal to require dealers along the border to report bulk sales of assault rifles, just like they already do with handgun sales. The ATF must use its authority to collect this information and better enforce the laws already on the books.

With more than 30,000 people already murdered in cartel wars, this is an emergency that demands our government’s immediate attention.

Dea.Raymond E. Johns
6574 S.Sellers Dr.
Milton, FL 32570
Stop spending our money gathering useless information that will never be used. You will hire people as managers; purchase or rent offices; hire more people as staffers; purchase copy machines; hire people as worker bees; purchase computers; hire people as computer operators and programmers; purchase office supplies; hire people as janitors; purchase tables, desks, and chairs; hire more people to work with lobbyists. All the information will sit in a file and gather dust. Your new people will send out information to the State or States involved to get something done about all this research you have collected. They will tell you to go to *&###, they have better things to do. You will stop the project and place all these people in some other gigantic government bureaucracy that will keep them on the payroll until they die. STOP! STOP! This has to STOP!

Dean Laurvick
River Ridge Golf & Restaurant
509-697-8323
Dear Barbara. I would like to tell you that I am against any kind of gun registration. In my opinion, what needs to be done, is stricter enforcement of laws against people who use deadly force in the commission of a crime. If people who kill other people during the commission of a crime were to face the death penalty, that would be justice. Putting regulations on people who are law abiding citizens that would never break the law, is a travesty of justice. They should not be put on a watch list simply because they are gun owners or gun enthusiasts or collectors. Put the law to work against the criminals, not Americans that live under the constitution and are law abiding people.

Thank you.

Dean Bryson
253-841-4057
It's time that the Obama administration does more to crack down on the gun smuggling carried out by the Mexican drug cartels.

I strongly support the ATF's proposal to require dealers along the border to report bulk sales of assault rifles, just like they already do with handgun sales. The ATF must use its authority to collect this information and better enforce the laws already on the books.

With more than 30,000 people already murdered in cartel wars, this is an emergency that demands our government’s immediate attention.
Dear Barbara Terrell:


The ATF does not have the statutory authority to impose this requirement on licensees. The Congress has defined what ATF may and may not require with respect to licensees’ records. By specifically requiring reports ONLY OF MULTIPLE HANGUN SALES.

If ATF requires reporting of multiple Rifle sales, the Gun Control Act needs to be amended.

Therefore, OMB should deny ATF’s request to approve its proposed collection of information.

Sincerely,
Dean G. Sparks
It's time that the Obama administration does more to crack down on the gun smuggling carried out by the Mexican drug cartels.

I strongly support the ATF's proposal to require dealers along the border to report bulk sales of assault rifles, just like they already do with handgun sales. The ATF must use its authority to collect this information and better enforce the laws already on the books.

With more than 30,000 people already murdered in cartel wars, this is an emergency that demands our government's immediate attention.

Dean Hodnett
105 Dodd Dr.
Holliston, MA 01746
It's time that the Obama administration does more to crack down on the gun smuggling carried out by the Mexican drug cartels.

I strongly support the ATF's proposal to require dealers along the border to report bulk sales of assault rifles, just like they already do with handgun sales. The ATF must use its authority to collect this information and better enforce the laws already on the books.

With more than 30,000 people already murdered in cartel wars, this is an emergency that demands our government's immediate attention.

Dean Monroe
5301 Cleon Ave. #4
NORTH HOLLYWOOD, CA 91601
Dear Barbara Terrell,

It's time that the Obama administration does more to crack down on the gun smuggling carried out by the Mexican drug cartels.

I strongly support the ATF's proposal to require dealers along the border to report bulk sales of assault rifles, just like they already do with handgun sales. The ATF must use its authority to collect this information and better enforce the laws already on the books.

With more than 30,000 people already murdered in cartel wars, this is an emergency that demands our government's immediate attention.

Dean Prestemon
4606 Dover Drive
Ames, IA 50014
Dear Barbara Terrell,

It's time that the Obama administration does more to crack down on the gun smuggling carried out by the Mexican drug cartels.

I strongly support the ATF's proposal to require dealers along the border to report bulk sales of assault rifles, just like they already do with handgun sales. The ATF must use its authority to collect this information and better enforce the laws already on the books.

With more than 30,000 people already murdered in cartel wars, this is an emergency that demands our government’s immediate attention.

We need, for the stability of the region, to stop this traffic in weapons of mass destruction. The firepower we are unleashing will make it impossible to control crime in our border areas, and will destabilize an otherwise friendly country to the south.

Dean Sigler
18845 SW Vista
Aloha, OR 97006
It’s time that Obama administration does more to crack down on the gun smuggling carried out by the Mexican drug cartels.

I strongly support the ATF’s proposal to require dealers along the border to report bulk sales of assault rifles, just like they already do with handgun sales. The ATF must use its authority to collect this information and better enforce the laws already on the books.

With more than 30,000 people already murdered in cartel wars, this is an emergency that demands our government’s immediate attention.

dean stevens
14 Ridge St.
Roslindale, MA 02131
Down here inTX, themassive violence that is taking place in Mexico threatens to spill over the border into this country. If the TX gun dealers refuse to be responsible, we need to do it for them.

It’s time that Obama administration does more to crack down on the gun smuggling carried out by the Mexican drug cartels.

I strongly support the ATF’s proposal to require dealers along the border to report bulk sales of assault rifles, just like they already do with handgun sales. The ATF must use it’s authority to collect this information and better enforce the laws already on the books.

With more than 30,000 people already murdered in cartel wars, this is an emergency that demands our government’s immediate attention.

Deanie Mills
13864 CR 1164
Hermleigh, TX 79526
Cooksey, Roberta B.

From: Deanna Ball [deannaball@aol.com]  
Sent: Monday, February 14, 2011 12:41 PM  
To: Legislative Affairs  
Subject: Support for the Reporting of Multiple Sales of Long Guns

It's time that the Obama administration does more to crack down on the gun smuggling carried out by the Mexican drug cartels.

I strongly support the ATF's proposal to require dealers along the border to report bulk sales of assault rifles, just like they already do with handgun sales. The ATF must use its authority to collect this information and better enforce the laws already on the books.

With more than 30,000 people already murdered in cartel wars, this is an emergency that demands our government’s immediate attention.

Deanna Ball  
2591 Begonia Ct  
Loveland, CO 80537-4103
From: Deanna Homer [deannahomer@gmail.com]
Sent: Saturday, February 12, 2011 10:27 AM
To: Terrell, Barbara A.
Subject: Support for the Reporting of Multiple Sales of Long Guns
It's time that the Obama administration does more to crack down on the gun smuggling carried out by the Mexican drug cartels.

I strongly support the ATF's proposal to require dealers along the border to report bulk sales of assault rifles, just like they already do with handgun sales. The ATF must use its authority to collect this information and better enforce the laws already on the books.

With more than 30,000 people already murdered in cartel wars, this is an emergency that demands our government’s immediate attention.

Deanna Richardson
7048 West Lima Street
Milwaukee, WI 53223
It’s time that the Obama administration does more to crack down on the gun smuggling carried out by the Mexican drug cartels.

I strongly support the ATF’s proposal to require dealers along the border to report bulk sales of assault rifles, just like they already do with handgun sales. The ATF must use its authority to collect this information and better enforce the laws already on the books.

With more than 30,000 people already murdered in cartel wars, this is an emergency that demands our government’s immediate attention.

Deanna Stillings
358 East Street
CARLISLE, MA 1741
It’s time that Obama administration does more to crack down on the gun smuggling carried out by the Mexican drug cartels.

I strongly support the ATF’s proposal to require dealers along the border to report bulk sales of assault rifles, just like they already do with handgun sales. The ATF must use its authority to collect this information and better enforce the laws already on the books.

With more than 30,000 people already murdered in cartel wars, this is an emergency that demands our government’s immediate attention.

Deanne & Jonatnan Ater
3344 SW Fairmount Lane
Portland, OR 97239
It's time that the Obama administration does more to crack down on the gun smuggling carried out by the Mexican drug cartels.

I strongly support the ATF's proposal to require dealers along the border to report bulk sales of assault rifles, just like they already do with handgun sales. The ATF must use its authority to collect this information and better enforce the laws already on the books.

With more than 30,000 people already murdered in cartel wars, this is an emergency that demands our government’s immediate attention.

Deanne Lewis
1815 w. minor st.
emmaus, PA 18049
It's time that Obama administration does more to crack down on the gun smuggling carried out by the Mexican drug cartels.

I strongly support the ATF's proposal to require dealers along the border to report bulk sales of assault rifles, just like they already do with handgun sales. The ATF must use its authority to collect this information and better enforce the laws already on the books.

With more than 30,000 people already murdered in cartel wars, this is an emergency that demands our government's immediate attention.

Deb Carter
709 Douglas Ave
Ames, IA 50010
It's time that the Obama administration does more to crack down on the gun smuggling carried out by the Mexican drug cartels.

I strongly support the ATF's proposal to require dealers along the border to report bulk sales of assault rifles, just like they already do with handgun sales. The ATF must use its authority to collect this information and better enforce the laws already on the books.

With more than 30,000 people already murdered in cartel wars, this is an emergency that demands our government's immediate attention.

Deb Kimball
808 Hausten St.
Honolulu,, HI 96826
It's time that the Obama administration does more to crack down on the gun smuggling carried out by the Mexican drug cartels.

I strongly support the ATF's proposal to require dealers along the border to report bulk sales of assault rifles, just like they already do with handgun sales. The ATF must use its authority to collect this information and better enforce the laws already on the books.

With more than 30,000 people already murdered in cartel wars, this is an emergency that demands our government’s immediate attention.

Deb Kobres
5960 Milne Circle
NORTH FORT MYERS, FL 33903
It's time that the Obama administration does more to crack down on the gun smuggling carried out by the Mexican drug cartels.

I strongly support the ATF's proposal to require dealers along the border to report bulk sales of assault rifles, just like they already do with handgun sales. The ATF must use its authority to collect this information and better enforce the laws already on the books.

With more than 30,000 people already murdered in cartel wars, this is an emergency that demands our government's immediate attention.

Debbi Belvill
8541 W. 88th Pl.
Westminster, CO 80021
It's time that the Obama administration does more to crack down on the gun smuggling carried out by the Mexican drug cartels.

I strongly support the ATF's proposal to require dealers along the border to report bulk sales of assault rifles, just like they already do with handgun sales. The ATF must use its authority to collect this information and better enforce the laws already on the books.

With more than 30,000 people already murdered in cartel wars, this is an emergency that demands our government’s immediate attention.

This is an issue that affects Americans as well. How can we stop the sale and use of these lethal and totally unnecessary weapons without the aid of our governments(American and Mexican). How many innocent lives must be lost for the supposed right to "bear arms"? We have become a culture of armed violence, let's stop this now!

Debbie Dominguez
885 Salem St.
Malden, MA 02148
Dear Barbara Terrell,

It's time that Obama administration does more to crack down on the gun smuggling carried out by the Mexican drug cartels.

I strongly support the ATF's proposal to require dealers along the border to report bulk sales of assault rifles, just like they already do with handgun sales. The ATF must use its authority to collect this information and better enforce the laws already on the books.

With more than 30,000 people already murdered in cartel wars, this is an emergency that demands our government’s immediate attention.

debbie grimson
4032 Barlow Dr
Round Rock, TX 60645
Dear Barbara Terrell,

It's time that Obama administration does more to crack down on the gun smuggling carried out by the Mexican drug cartels.

I strongly support the ATF's proposal to require dealers along the border to report bulk sales of assault rifles, just like they already do with handgun sales. The ATF must use its authority to collect this information and better enforce the laws already on the books.

With more than 30,000 people already murdered in cartel wars, this is an emergency that demands our government's immediate attention.

Debbie Grossman
803 Westover Road
Wilmington, DE 19807
It's time that the Obama administration does more to crack down on the gun smuggling carried out by the Mexican drug cartels.

I strongly support the ATF's proposal to require dealers along the border to report bulk sales of assault rifles, just like they already do with handgun sales. The ATF must use its authority to collect this information and better enforce the laws already on the books.

With more than 30,000 people already murdered in cartel wars, this is an emergency that demands our government's immediate attention.

Debbie Huffman
6742 Hollygrove
HOUSTON, TX 77061
It’s time that the Obama administration does more to crack down on the gun smuggling carried out by the Mexican drug cartels.

I strongly support the ATF’s proposal to require dealers along the border to report bulk sales of assault rifles, just like they already do with handgun sales. The ATF must use its authority to collect this information and better enforce the laws already on the books.

With more than 30,000 people already murdered in cartel wars, this is an emergency that demands our government’s immediate attention.

Debbie Palermo
5102 W, 143rd Ter..
Leawood, KS 66224
Dear Barbara:

As a registered legal gun owner, and a registered voter, I feel compelled to comment on the request by the ATF to be notified when someone purchases more than 2 guns in a 5 day period. Please note that most of my family lives in an area that would be affected by the rule, and I am very concerned about the out of control violence in our border towns.

First, the most obvious problem with this as a law enforcement tool is that criminals typically do NOT purchase their guns in a manner that would allow reporting. It certainly is not difficult for a felon to obtain a gun of any type illegally on the street, through ads in the paper, or from a fellow felon.

Second, this will incur administrative costs that will outweigh the negligible benefits the information might provide. Businesses are struggling, the government is in debt, and individuals are fed up with paying for the encroachments of government that they don’t want or need.

Finally, the **REAL solution** for the problems we are having with drug cartels, drug smuggling, and drug related violence is to prosecute to the full extent of the law with a vengeance! Less than 2% of those arrested on drug related charges are ever brought to trial in Mexico! While our percentage is far better than that, **the sentences being passed down are ludicrous when you consider the financial gain that these criminals stand to make by continuing their crimes!**

It is high time for all agencies of government to use the laws that we already have on the books to the fullest extent. Quit letting repeat offenders back out on the streets, and QUIT PLEA BARGAINING WITH THEM! Honest citizens are not the ones that should be restrained, tracked, and penalized for the actions of criminals! It's time to get on the right track and use our existing laws as the real deterrent they were designed for!

Debbie Quisenberry
Never miss an email again!
Yahoo! Toolbar alerts you the instant new Mail arrives. Check it out.
It's time that the Obama administration does more to crack down on the gun smuggling carried out by the Mexican drug cartels.

I strongly support the ATF's proposal to require dealers along the border to report bulk sales of assault rifles, just like they already do with handgun sales. The ATF must use its authority to collect this information and better enforce the laws already on the books.

With more than 30,000 people already murdered in cartel wars, this is an emergency that demands our government's immediate attention.

Debbie Richards
5675 N. Fresno St
Fresno, CA 93710
Dear Barbara Terrell,

It's time that the Obama administration does more to crack down on the gun smuggling carried out by the Mexican drug cartels.

I strongly support the ATF's proposal to require dealers along the border to report bulk sales of assault rifles, just like they already do with handgun sales. The ATF must use its authority to collect this information and better enforce the laws already on the books.

With more than 30,000 people already murdered in cartel wars, this is an emergency that demands our government's immediate attention.

Debbie Thomas
11 Firstdale Way
Fernley, NV 89408
It's time that the Obama administration does more to crack down on the gun smuggling carried out by the Mexican drug cartels.

I strongly support the ATF's proposal to require dealers along the border to report bulk sales of assault rifles, just like they already do with handgun sales. The ATF must use its authority to collect this information and better enforce the laws already on the books.

With more than 30,000 people already murdered in cartel wars, this is an emergency that demands our government’s immediate attention.

DEBBIE YOUSEF
14516 MARYTON AVE
NORWALK, CA 90650
From: Debby Anderson [Debbytalk2003@yahoo.com]
Sent: Saturday, February 12, 2011 10:11 AM
To: Webmaster
Subject: Support for the Reporting of Multiple Sales of Long Guns
From: Debby Anderson [Debbytalk2003@yahoo.com]
Sent: Saturday, February 12, 2011 10:11 AM
To: Legislative Affairs
Subject: Support for the Reporting of Multiple Sales of Long Guns
It's time that the Obama administration does more to crack down on the gun smuggling carried out by the Mexican drug cartels.

I strongly support the ATF's proposal to require dealers along the border to report bulk sales of assault rifles, just like they already do with handgun sales. The ATF must use its authority to collect this information and better enforce the laws already on the books.

With more than 30,000 people already murdered in cartel wars, this is an emergency that demands our government's immediate attention.

Debby Nothaft
22 Bayou Springs Ct
The Woodlands, TX 52556
Dear Barbara Terrell,

It's time that Obama administration does more to crack down on the gun smuggling carried out by the Mexican drug cartels.

I strongly support the ATF's proposal to require dealers along the border to report bulk sales of assault rifles, just like they already do with handgun sales. The ATF must use its authority to collect this information and better enforce the laws already on the books.

With more than 30,000 people already murdered in cartel wars, this is an emergency that demands our government's immediate attention.

debi strochlic
2852 willamette 185
eugene, OR 97405
Dear Barbara Terrell,

It's time that the Obama administration does more to crack down on the gun smuggling carried out by the Mexican drug cartels.

I strongly support the ATF's proposal to require dealers along the border to report bulk sales of assault rifles, just like they already do with handgun sales. The ATF must use its authority to collect this information and better enforce the laws already on the books.

With more than 30,000 people already murdered in cartel wars, this is an emergency that demands our government’s immediate attention.

This one is a no-brainer, folks! It's good for us, good for Mexico, and good for all the people living in the effected region!

Debora Van Iderstine
50B Braddock Ln
Harwich Port, MA 2646
It’s time that the Obama administration does more to crack down on the gun smuggling carried out by the Mexican drug cartels.

I strongly support the ATF’s proposal to require dealers along the border to report bulk sales of assault rifles, just like they already do with handgun sales. The ATF must use its authority to collect this information and better enforce the laws already on the books.

With more than 30,000 people already murdered in cartel wars, this is an emergency that demands our government’s immediate attention.

Deborah Austin
2828 Nation Ave.
Durham, NC 27707
It's time that Obama administration does more to crack down on the gun smuggling carried out by the Mexican drug cartels.

I strongly support the ATF's proposal to require dealers along the border to report bulk sales of assault rifles, just like they already do with handgun sales. The ATF must use its authority to collect this information and better enforce the laws already on the books.

With more than 30,000 people already murdered in cartel wars, this is an emergency that demands our government's immediate attention.

Deborah Baker
86 Nonantum Street
BRIGHTON, MA 2135
It's time that the Obama administration does more to crack down on the gun smuggling carried out by the Mexican drug cartels.

I strongly support the ATF's proposal to require dealers along the border to report bulk sales of assault rifles, just like they already do with handgun sales. The ATF must use its authority to collect this information and better enforce the laws already on the books.

With more than 30,000 people already murdered in cartel wars, this is an emergency that demands our government's immediate attention.

Deborah Baxter
36 A Albany Ave.
Kinderhook, NY 12106
It's time that the Obama administration does more to crack down on the gun smuggling carried out by the Mexican drug cartels.

I strongly support the ATF's proposal to require dealers along the border to report bulk sales of assault rifles, just like they already do with handgun sales. The ATF must use its authority to collect this information and better enforce the laws already on the books.

With more than 30,000 people already murdered in cartel wars, this is an emergency that demands our government’s immediate attention.

Deborah Bratcher
5602 48th St. Apt. 119
Lubbock, TX 79414
It’s time that Obama administration does more to crack down on the gun smuggling carried out by the Mexican drug cartels.

I strongly support the ATF’s proposal to require dealers along the border to report bulk sales of assault rifles, just like they already do with handgun sales. The ATF must use its authority to collect this information and better enforce the laws already on the books.

With more than 30,000 people already murdered in cartel wars, this is an emergency that demands our government’s immediate attention.

Deborah COHEN
3943 Fairview Av
Saint Louis, MO 63116
Dear Barbara Terrell,

It's time that the Obama administration does more to crack down on the gun smuggling carried out by the Mexican drug cartels.

I strongly support the ATF's proposal to require dealers along the border to report bulk sales of assault rifles, just like they already do with handgun sales. The ATF must use its authority to collect this information and better enforce the laws already on the books.

With more than 30,000 people already murdered in cartel wars, this is an emergency that demands our government's immediate attention.

Deborah Covi
25 The ridge
GLENFORD, NY 12433
It's time that the Obama administration does more to crack down on the gun smuggling carried out by the Mexican drug cartels.

I strongly support the ATF's proposal to require dealers along the border to report bulk sales of assault rifles, just like they already do with handgun sales. The ATF must use its authority to collect this information and better enforce the laws already on the books.

With more than 30,000 people already murdered in cartel wars, this is an emergency that demands our government's immediate attention.

Deborah D'Amico
153 Stuyvesant Road
Teaneck, NJ 07666
It's time that the Obama administration does more to crack down on the gun smuggling carried out by the Mexican drug cartels.

I strongly support the ATF's proposal to require dealers along the border to report bulk sales of assault rifles, just like they already do with handgun sales. The ATF must use its authority to collect this information and better enforce the laws already on the books.

With more than 30,000 people already murdered in cartel wars, this is an emergency that demands our government's immediate attention.

Deborah DeCurtins
1058 Knoop Rd
Troy, OH 45373
It's time that the Obama administration does more to crack down on the gun smuggling carried out by the Mexican drug cartels.

I strongly support the ATF's proposal to require dealers along the border to report bulk sales of assault rifles, just like they already do with handgun sales. The ATF must use its authority to collect this information and better enforce the laws already on the books.

With more than 30,000 people already murdered in cartel wars, this is an emergency that demands our government's immediate attention.

Deborah Ebersold
1041 N. Gardner St.
West Hollywood, CA 90046
It’s time that Obama administration does more to crack down on the gun smuggling carried out by the Mexican drug cartels.

I strongly support the ATF's proposal to require dealers along the border to report bulk sales of assault rifles, just like they already do with handgun sales. The ATF must use it’s authority to collect this information and better enforce the laws already on the books.

With more than 30,000 people already murdered in cartel wars, this is an emergency that demands our government’s immediate attention.

Deborah Elsas
207 S Whitney Way
Madison, WI 53705
It's time that the Obama administration does more to crack down on the gun smuggling carried out by the Mexican drug cartels.

I strongly support the ATF's proposal to require dealers along the border to report bulk sales of assault rifles, just like they already do with handgun sales. The ATF must use its authority to collect this information and better enforce the laws already on the books.

With more than 30,000 people already murdered in cartel wars, this is an emergency that demands our government’s immediate attention.

Deborah Girdler
2487 Montana Avnue
Cincinnati, OH 45211
It's time that the Obama administration does more to crack down on the gun smuggling carried out by the Mexican drug cartels.

I strongly support the ATF's proposal to require dealers along the border to report bulk sales of assault rifles, just like they already do with handgun sales. The ATF must use its authority to collect this information and better enforce the laws already on the books.

With more than 30,000 people already murdered in cartel wars, this is an emergency that demands our government's immediate attention.

Deborah L. Raley
1237 #A Rodriguez St.
Santa Cruz, CA 95062
It’s time that the Obama administration does more to crack down on the gun smuggling carried out by the Mexican drug cartels.

I strongly support the ATF’s proposal to require dealers along the border to report bulk sales of assault rifles, just like they already do with handgun sales. The ATF must use its authority to collect this information and better enforce the laws already on the books.

With more than 30,000 people already murdered in cartel wars, this is an emergency that demands our government’s immediate attention.

Deborah Leech
559 Highland Ave
Charleroi, PA 15022
It's time that Obama administration does more to crack down on the gun smuggling carried out by the Mexican drug cartels.

I strongly support the ATF's proposal to require dealers along the border to report bulk sales of assault rifles, just like they already do with handgun sales. The ATF must use its authority to collect this information and better enforce the laws already on the books.

With more than 30,000 people already murdered in cartel wars, this is an emergency that demands our government's immediate attention.

Deborah Leiby-Clark
228 Walnut Ln
Ambler, PA 19002
It's time that the Obama administration does more to crack down on the gun smuggling carried out by the Mexican drug cartels.

I strongly support the ATF's proposal to require dealers along the border to report bulk sales of assault rifles, just like they already do with handgun sales. The ATF must use its authority to collect this information and better enforce the laws already on the books.

With more than 30,000 people already murdered in cartel wars, this is an emergency that demands our government's immediate attention.

Deborah Margolin
155 Pine Street
amherst, MA 1002
It’s time that Obama administration does more to crack down on the gun smuggling carried out by the Mexican drug cartels.

I strongly support the ATF’s proposal to require dealers along the border to report bulk sales of assault rifles, just like they already do with handgun sales. The ATF must use it’s authority to collect this information and better enforce the laws already on the books.

With more than 30,000 people already murdered in cartel wars, this is an emergency that demands our government’s immediate attention.

Deborah Mason
104 Pearsall Dr apt 1C
Fleetwood, NY 10552
It's time that the Obama administration does more to crack down on the gun smuggling carried out by the Mexican drug cartels.

I strongly support the ATF's proposal to require dealers along the border to report bulk sales of assault rifles, just like they already do with handgun sales. The ATF must use its authority to collect this information and better enforce the laws already on the books.

With more than 30,000 people already murdered in cartel wars, this is an emergency that demands our government's immediate attention.

Deborah Mathews
158 Sand Pond Rd.
WARWICK, RI 2888
It’s time that Obama administration does more to crack down on the gun smuggling carried out by the Mexican drug cartels.

I strongly support the ATF’s proposal to require dealers along the border to report bulk sales of assault rifles, just like they already do with handgun sales. The ATF must use its authority to collect this information and better enforce the laws already on the books.

With more than 30,000 people already murdered in cartel wars, this is an emergency that demands our government’s immediate attention.

Deborah McKinney
624 North 56 Street
Philadelphia, PA 19131
It's time that the Obama administration does more to crack down on the gun smuggling carried out by the Mexican drug cartels.

I strongly support the ATF's proposal to require dealers along the border to report bulk sales of assault rifles, just like they already do with handgun sales. The ATF must use its authority to collect this information and better enforce the laws already on the books.

With more than 30,000 people already murdered in cartel wars, this is an emergency that demands our government's immediate attention.

Deborah Newman  
301 E. 22nd ST  
Madison Square Sta, NY 10010
It's time that the Obama administration does more to crack down on the gun smuggling carried out by the Mexican drug cartels.

I strongly support the ATF's proposal to require dealers along the border to report bulk sales of assault rifles, just like they already do with handgun sales. The ATF must use its authority to collect this information and better enforce the laws already on the books.

With more than 30,000 people already murdered in cartel wars, this is an emergency that demands our government's immediate attention.

deborah obrien
6268 bernhard ave
richmond, CA 94805
Dear Barbara Terrell,

It's time that the Obama administration does more to crack down on the gun smuggling carried out by the Mexican drug cartels.

I strongly support the ATF's proposal to require dealers along the border to report bulk sales of assault rifles, just like they already do with handgun sales. The ATF must use its authority to collect this information and better enforce the laws already on the books.

With more than 30,000 people already murdered in cartel wars, this is an emergency that demands our government's immediate attention.

Deborah Probert
23126 Baypoint Drive
Farmington Hills, MI 48335
It’s time that Obama administration does more to crack down on the gun smuggling carried out by the Mexican drug cartels.

I strongly support the ATF’s proposal to require dealers along the border to report bulk sales of assault rifles, just like they already do with handgun sales. The ATF must use it’s authority to collect this information and better enforce the laws already on the books.

With more than 30,000 people already murdered in cartel wars, this is an emergency that demands our government’s immediate attention.

Deborah Rose-Milavec
2739 Queenswood Dr.
Cincinnati, OH 45211
It’s time that the Obama administration does more to crack down on the gun smuggling carried out by the Mexican drug cartels.

I strongly support the ATF’s proposal to require dealers along the border to report bulk sales of assault rifles, just like they already do with handgun sales. The ATF must use its authority to collect this information and better enforce the laws already on the books.

With more than 30,000 people already murdered in cartel wars, this is an emergency that demands our government’s immediate attention.

Deborah Rotunda
25 William Avenue
Central Islip, NY 11722
Dear Barbara Terrell,

It's time that Obama administration does more to crack down on the gun smuggling carried out by the Mexican drug cartels.

I strongly support the ATF's proposal to require dealers along the border to report bulk sales of assault rifles, just like they already do with handgun sales. The ATF must use its authority to collect this information and better enforce the laws already on the books.

With more than 30,000 people already murdered in cartel wars, this is an emergency that demands our government's immediate attention.

Deborah Sellers
308 Wild Willow Dr.
Francis, UT 84036
It's time that the Obama administration does more to crack down on the gun smuggling carried out by the Mexican drug cartels.

I strongly support the ATF's proposal to require dealers along the border to report bulk sales of assault rifles, just like they already do with handgun sales. The ATF must use its authority to collect this information and better enforce the laws already on the books.

With more than 30,000 people already murdered in cartel wars, this is an emergency that demands our government's immediate attention.

Deborah Squier
28
ASHEVILLE, NC 28801
It's time that the Obama administration does more to crack down on the gun smuggling carried out by the Mexican drug cartels.

I strongly support the ATF's proposal to require dealers along the border to report bulk sales of assault rifles, just like they already do with handgun sales. The ATF must use its authority to collect this information and better enforce the laws already on the books.

With more than 30,000 people already murdered in cartel wars, this is an emergency that demands our government's immediate attention.

Deborah Tanzer
302 West 86th Street
New York, NY 10024
It's time that the Obama administration does more to crack down on the gun smuggling carried out by the Mexican drug cartels.

I strongly support the ATF's proposal to require dealers along the border to report bulk sales of assault rifles, just like they already do with handgun sales. The ATF must use its authority to collect this information and better enforce the laws already on the books.

With more than 30,000 people already murdered in cartel wars, this is an emergency that demands our government's immediate attention.

deborah wallace
7203 makaa st
honolulu, HI 96825
It's time that the Obama administration does more to crack down on the gun smuggling carried out by the Mexican drug cartels.

I strongly support the ATF's proposal to require dealers along the border to report bulk sales of assault rifles, just like they already do with handgun sales. The ATF must use its authority to collect this information and better enforce the laws already on the books.

With more than 30,000 people already murdered in cartel wars, this is an emergency that demands our government's immediate attention.

Deborah Winter
P.O. Box 12
Cotati, CA 94931
It's time that the Obama administration does more to crack down on the gun smuggling carried out by the Mexican drug cartels.

I strongly support the ATF's proposal to require dealers along the border to report bulk sales of assault rifles, just like they already do with handgun sales. The ATF must use its authority to collect this information and better enforce the laws already on the books.

With more than 30,000 people already murdered in cartel wars, this is an emergency that demands our government’s immediate attention.

Deborah Woolley
640 NW 77th Street
Seattle, WA 98117
It’s time that the Obama administration does more to crack down on the gun smuggling carried out by the Mexican drug cartels.

I strongly support the ATF’s proposal to require dealers along the border to report bulk sales of assault rifles, just like they already do with handgun sales. The ATF must use its authority to collect this information and better enforce the laws already on the books.

With more than 30,000 people already murdered in cartel wars, this is an emergency that demands our government’s immediate attention.

Deborah Woolley
640 NW 77th Street
Seattle, WA 98117
It’s time that Obama administration does more to crack down on the gun smuggling carried out by the Mexican drug cartels.

I strongly support the ATF’s proposal to require dealers along the border to report bulk sales of assault rifles, just like they already do with handgun sales. The ATF must use its authority to collect this information and better enforce the laws already on the books.

With more than 30,000 people already murdered in cartel wars, this is an emergency that demands our government’s immediate attention.

Debra Fegenbush
4409 Stone ave.
Sioux City, IA 51106
It's time that Obama administration does more to crack down on the gun smuggling carried out by the Mexican drug cartels.

I strongly support the ATF's proposal to require dealers along the border to report bulk sales of assault rifles, just like they already do with handgun sales. The ATF must use it's authority to collect this information and better enforce the laws already on the books.

With more than 30,000 people already murdered in cartel wars, this is an emergency that demands our government's immediate attention.

Debra Fryatt
6606 Lazyridge Dr
San Antonio, TX 78229
It's time that the Obama administration does more to crack down on the gun smuggling carried out by the Mexican drug cartels.

I strongly support the ATF's proposal to require dealers along the border to report bulk sales of assault rifles, just like they already do with handgun sales. The ATF must use its authority to collect this information and better enforce the laws already on the books.

With more than 30,000 people already murdered in cartel wars, this is an emergency that demands our government’s immediate attention.

Debra Garoutte
4349 Midway Avenue
GRANTS PASS, OR 97527
It's time that the Obama administration does more to crack down on the gun smuggling carried out by the Mexican drug cartels.

I strongly support the ATF's proposal to require dealers along the border to report bulk sales of assault rifles, just like they already do with handgun sales. The ATF must use its authority to collect this information and better enforce the laws already on the books.

With more than 30,000 people already murdered in cartel wars, this is an emergency that demands our government's immediate attention.

Debra Moore
10370 Evelyn Drive
CLIO, MI 48420
Dear Barbara Terrell,

It’s time that Obama administration does more to crack down on the gun smuggling carried out by the Mexican drug cartels.

I strongly support the ATF’s proposal to require dealers along the border to report bulk sales of assault rifles, just like they already do with handgun sales. The ATF must use its authority to collect this information and better enforce the laws already on the books.

With more than 30,000 people already murdered in cartel wars, this is an emergency that demands our government’s immediate attention.

Debra Nyberg
4623 E Woodland Dr
Post Falls, ID 83854
Dear Barbara Terrell,

It’s time that Obama administration does more to crack down on the gun smuggling carried out by the Mexican drug cartels.

I strongly support the ATF’s proposal to require dealers along the border to report bulk sales of assault rifles, just like they already do with handgun sales. The ATF must use its authority to collect this information and better enforce the laws already on the books.

With more than 30,000 people already murdered in cartel wars, this is an emergency that demands our government’s immediate attention.

Debra Peck
1120 Boxwood Drive
Crystal Lake, IL 60014
It’s time that Obama administration does more to crack down on the gun smuggling carried out by the Mexican drug cartels.

I strongly support the ATF’s proposal to require dealers along the border to report bulk sales of assault rifles, just like they already do with handgun sales. The ATF must use its authority to collect this information and better enforce the laws already on the books.

With more than 30,000 people already murdered in cartel wars, this is an emergency that demands our government’s immediate attention.

Debra Petersen
1400 13th Ave. N.
CLINTON, IA 52732
It's time that the Obama administration does more to crack down on the gun smuggling carried out by the Mexican drug cartels.

I strongly support the ATF's proposal to require dealers along the border to report bulk sales of assault rifles, just like they already do with handgun sales. The ATF must use its authority to collect this information and better enforce the laws already on the books.

With more than 30,000 people already murdered in cartel wars, this is an emergency that demands our government's immediate attention.

Debra Reynolds
108 Evergreen Court
Bardstown, KY 40004
It’s time that the Obama administration does more to crack down on the gun smuggling carried out by the Mexican drug cartels.

I strongly support the ATF’s proposal to require dealers along the border to report bulk sales of assault rifles, just like they already do with handgun sales. The ATF must use its authority to collect this information and better enforce the laws already on the books.

With more than 30,000 people already murdered in cartel wars, this is an emergency that demands our government’s immediate attention.

debra seres
116 N.11th St.
ELWOOD, IN 46036
It’s time that the Obama administration does more to crack down on the gun smuggling carried out by the Mexican drug cartels.

I strongly support the ATF’s proposal to require dealers along the border to report bulk sales of assault rifles, just like they already do with handgun sales. The ATF must use its authority to collect this information and better enforce the laws already on the books.

With more than 30,000 people already murdered in cartel wars, this is an emergency that demands our government’s immediate attention.

Debra Shutz
Davmore LN.
Lincoln, CA 95648
It’s time that the Obama administration does more to crack down on the gun smuggling carried out by the Mexican drug cartels.

I strongly support the ATF’s proposal to require dealers along the border to report bulk sales of assault rifles, just like they already do with handgun sales. The ATF must use its authority to collect this information and better enforce the laws already on the books.

With more than 30,000 people already murdered in cartel wars, this is an emergency that demands our government’s immediate attention.

Debra Singer
807 El Camino Real
Burlingame, CA 94010
It's time that Obama administration does more to crack down on the gun smuggling carried out by the Mexican drug cartels.

I strongly support the ATF's proposal to require dealers along the border to report bulk sales of assault rifles, just like they already do with handgun sales. The ATF must use its authority to collect this information and better enforce the laws already on the books.

With more than 30,000 people already murdered in cartel wars, this is an emergency that demands our government's immediate attention.

Debra Todd
8220 villaview dr
Citrus heights, CA 95621
Dear Barbara Terrell,

It's time that the Obama administration does more to crack down on the gun smuggling carried out by the Mexican drug cartels.

I strongly support the ATF's proposal to require dealers along the border to report bulk sales of assault rifles, just like they already do with handgun sales. The ATF must use its authority to collect this information and better enforce the laws already on the books.

With more than 30,000 people already murdered in cartel wars, this is an emergency that demands our government's immediate attention.

Debra Webb
582 Traverse Drive
Costa Mesa, CA 92626
Putting sale limits on semi automatic rifles and shotguns will only put honest gun owners under undue hardships. This unnecessary reporting will not work to limit gun sales to criminals. The four states in question that would fall under this law are being singled out unfairly because of their geography. Leave honest, legal gun owners and dealers alone. Get the bad guys.
It's time that the Obama administration does more to crack down on the gun smuggling carried out by the Mexican drug cartels.

I strongly support the ATF's proposal to require dealers along the border to report bulk sales of assault rifles, just like they already do with handgun sales. The ATF must use its authority to collect this information and better enforce the laws already on the books.

With more than 30,000 people already murdered in cartel wars, this is an emergency that demands our government's immediate attention.

Dee Forrest
2249 20th St
Santa Monica, CA 90409
It's time that the Obama administration does more to crack down on the gun smuggling carried out by the Mexican drug cartels.

I strongly support the ATF’s proposal to require dealers along the border to report bulk sales of assault rifles, just like they already do with handgun sales. The ATF must use its authority to collect this information and better enforce the laws already on the books.

With more than 30,000 people already murdered in cartel wars, this is an emergency that demands our government’s immediate attention.

dee gore
5793 fortress court
boise, ID 83703
It’s time that Obama administration does more to crack down on the gun smuggling carried out by the Mexican drug cartels.

I strongly support the ATF’s proposal to require dealers along the border to report bulk sales of assault rifles, just like they already do with handgun sales. The ATF must use its authority to collect this information and better enforce the laws already on the books.

With more than 30,000 people already murdered in cartel wars, this is an emergency that demands our government’s immediate attention.

Dee Larson
6435 SE Yamhill Street
CAPITOLA, CA 95010
It's time that the Obama administration does more to crack down on the gun smuggling carried out by the Mexican drug cartels.

I strongly support the ATF's proposal to require dealers along the border to report bulk sales of assault rifles, just like they already do with handgun sales. The ATF must use its authority to collect this information and better enforce the laws already on the books.

With more than 30,000 people already murdered in cartel wars, this is an emergency that demands our government's immediate attention.

Dee Longengaugh
299 N. Franklin
Juneau, AK 99801
Re: Federal Register Notice of December 17, 2010 (Volume 75, Number 242, Page 79021), 60-Day Emergency Notice of Information Collection Under Review: Report of Multiple Sale or Other Disposition of Certain Rifles

Why does the ATF think it needs info on long gun purchases? It's a well known fact that the rifles going into Mexico ARE NOT coming from the US gun dealers or gun shows. In fact there are ATF agents posting on the Internet that the ATF is purposely "salting" border areas with weapons so they can enhance their position and budget.

It also appears that the ATF does not have any statutory authority to add this requirement to the already burdensome requirements for FFL's. This was specifically rejected by Congress when sales of multiple handguns was implemented.

Deen Adolphe
dadolphe@msn.com
Dear Barbara Terrell,

It’s time that Obama administration does more to crack down on the gun smuggling carried out by the Mexican drug cartels.

I strongly support the ATF’s proposal to require dealers along the border to report bulk sales of assault rifles, just like they already do with handgun sales. The ATF must use it’s authority to collect this information and better enforce the laws already on the books.

With more than 30,000 people already murdered in cartel wars, this is an emergency that demands our government’s immediate attention.

Deen Thompson
2576 Johnson Ridge Road
ANTIOCH, TN 37013
NO!!! to Report of Multiple Sale or Other Disposition of Certain Rifles

From this NRA member

Ron Morrissette
Garland, Texas
Barbara,
  Please don't support added rules on gun control that could lead to disaster as they did in England and Australia
Thanks
John Hinton
Pres. Johns Appliance and Bedding Inc.
I am writing to oppose the so called emergency regulation to register multiple sales of certain rifles with BATFE as described in FR Doc. 2010-31761 from the 12/17/2010 Federal Register. 

This regulation is both illegal and unnecessary. Further there is no justification for any "emergency" implementation as reported by the Washington Post:

* The regulation proposed is outside the statutory grant of authority to record information about multiple sales of firearms. Title 18 U.S.C. § 923(g)(3)(A) specifically grants the authority to collect multiple sale information on handguns and revolvers. Other firearms are excluded and there is no implied authority to extend this reporting requirement to rifles or any other type of firearm.

* "FFL" holders are already required by law to respond to BATFE requests for information on firearms distribution pursuant to criminal investigations: Title 18 U.S.C. § 923(g)(7).

* The regulation contains no provision for the destruction of information collected, which establishes a nationwide registry of "certain types of firearms" as proposed. Because of this the regulation as proposed is illegal under Title 18 U.S.C. § 926(a). "No such rule or regulation . may require that records required to be maintained under this chapter or any portion of the contents of such records, be recorded at or transferred to a facility owned, managed, or controlled by the United States or any State or any political subdivision thereof, nor that any system of registration of firearms, firearms owners, or firearms transactions or disposition be established."

There is a grave potential for this regulation to unduly burden citizens who are collectors or must obtain purchase permits at the local or state level to possess firearms. The proposed regulation does not say what the agency intends to do with the information but ostensibly it would be for criminal investigations. Subjecting law abiding gun owners to this type of investigation under the guise of "information collection" is an overt attempt to prevent them from
exercising their 2nd Amendment rights to purchase and own firearms.

* This regulatory action has not allowed the public sufficient time to comment.

This regulatory action should not be approved.
Madam,

With all due respect, I am upset with ATF’s attempt to further control gun sales. I wish the concept of *criminals commit the crimes, not guns* would resonate with more in this country. We have rampant disregard for securing the borders. The President just said yesterday that the Mexican border problem is not a priority. Yet, legislators and those like you appear to have no regard for the danger that regulating gun sales the way proposed affects our safety as citizens. I won’t even get into the Second Amendment issue which to me is plain as day, and interpreting that law to anything other than what is written, is quite unbelievable.

PLEASE RECONSIDER this attempt at further restricting access to firearms. INSTEAD GET TOUGH on criminals and border security. This is where the problem is and it is so upsetting as a citizen to watch this problem be ignored by yet another President. This is insanity and I just wish that logic would prevail among our legislative leaders.

Thank you in advance.

John DeGrinis  
SIOR  
Executive Vice President  
TEAM DeGRINIS  
License No. 00918958  
Dir +1 818 325 4110  
Main +1 818 905 5800 | Fax +1 818 325 4010  
john.degrinis@colliers.com

Colliers International  
16830 Ventura Blvd., Suite J | Encino, CA 91436 | USA  
www.colliers.com

See our team website at www.colliersmn.com/teamdegrinis
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It’s time that the Obama administration does more to crack down on the gun smuggling carried out by the Mexican drug cartels.

I strongly support the ATF’s proposal to require dealers along the border to report bulk sales of assault rifles, just like they already do with handgun sales. The ATF must use its authority to collect this information and better enforce the laws already on the books.

With more than 30,000 people already murdered in cartel wars, this is an emergency that demands our government’s immediate attention.

Deidra Kramer
260 Wimer Street
Ashland, OR 97520
It’s time that the Obama administration does more to crack down on the gun smuggling carried out by the Mexican drug cartels.

I strongly support the ATF’s proposal to require dealers along the border to report bulk sales of assault rifles, just like they already do with handgun sales. The ATF must use its authority to collect this information and better enforce the laws already on the books.

With more than 30,000 people already murdered in cartel wars, this is an emergency that demands our government’s immediate attention.

Deidre Blankenship
13427 64th Ave W
Edmonds, WA 98026
It’s time that the Obama administration does more to crack down on the gun smuggling carried out by the Mexican drug cartels.

I strongly support the ATF’s proposal to require dealers along the border to report bulk sales of assault rifles, just like they already do with handgun sales. The ATF must use its authority to collect this information and better enforce the laws already on the books.

With more than 30,000 people already murdered in cartel wars, this is an emergency that demands our government’s immediate attention.

Deirdre Lee
14100 Avery Ranch Blvd.
Austin, TX 78717
It’s time that the Obama administration does more to crack down on the gun smuggling carried out by the Mexican drug cartels.

I strongly support the ATF’s proposal to require dealers along the border to report bulk sales of assault rifles, just like they already do with handgun sales. The ATF must use its authority to collect this information and better enforce the laws already on the books.

With more than 30,000 people already murdered in cartel wars, this is an emergency that demands our government’s immediate attention.

I strongly feel that the NRA’s ever-more strident support of the second amendment has less to do with the right to bear arms than their members’ right to profit from selling guns. This must be brought under control. Guns from our country are fueling horrific violence in our neighbor to the south, and we must act to end this weapons pipeline, even if some gun dealer doesn’t get to make a "killing."

Deirdre Weber
138 South Main St.
Potosi, WI 53820
Ms. Terrell,

I am writing to you today so that you will have my comments on record concerning the subject Notice. I find it disturbing that our government is wasting time, efforts and money on such a study. They weapons in question are not weapons which normal civilians can purchase and are, in fact, weapons used by military. Fully automatic weapons. So it frustrates me to see a minority of misinformed uneducated antigun people can make a little noise and the antigun communist government will jump on the band wagon and try to limit my constitutional right and have to report purchases I may make. I guess anyone with any intelligence will bypass the four states the study involves. Furthermore, I believe the study should be to see what branch of the USA or other governments that are shipping the weapons, in question, to the drug cartels. This is where my concern lies. Wouldn’t be the first time the US government supported non US military authorized activity. So before the BATFE decides to restrict my rights, they better think about the millions of dollars that will be wasted in such a program to record purchases. One look to the north in Canada and see how much money can be wasted should be done FIRST. A look at where the arms are really coming from would be SECOND. And a investigation into the legal costs would be THIRD. Time for some common sense here which is not something normally used by the US Government.

Best Regards,

Karl R. Dekoski
US Citizen born and raised in the USA
NRA Member
Cell: 248-321-3086
Email: karl.dekoski@afrna.com
It's time that the Obama administration does more to crack down on the gun smuggling carried out by the Mexican drug cartels.

I strongly support the ATF’s proposal to require dealers along the border to report bulk sales of assault rifles, just like they already do with handgun sales. The ATF must use its authority to collect this information and better enforce the laws already on the books.

With more than 30,000 people already murdered in cartel wars, this is an emergency that demands our government’s immediate attention.

Del Spangler
94 East Brookline St. #1
boston, MA 2118
It's time that the Obama administration does more to crack down on the gun smuggling carried out by the Mexican drug cartels.

I strongly support the ATF's proposal to require dealers along the border to report bulk sales of assault rifles, just like they already do with handgun sales. The ATF must use its authority to collect this information and better enforce the laws already on the books.

With more than 30,000 people already murdered in cartel wars, this is an emergency that demands our government’s immediate attention.

Delana Darrow
1963 S Mahonia Pl
Bellingham, WA 73401
It's time that the Obama administration does more to crack down on the gun smuggling carried out by the Mexican drug cartels.

I strongly support the ATF's proposal to require dealers along the border to report bulk sales of assault rifles, just like they already do with handgun sales. The ATF must use its authority to collect this information and better enforce the laws already on the books.

With more than 30,000 people already murdered in cartel wars, this is an emergency that demands our government's immediate attention.

Delfina Riley
23788 La Posta Court
Corona, CA 92883
It’s time that the Obama administration does more to crack down on the gun smuggling carried out by the Mexican drug cartels.

I strongly support the ATF’s proposal to require dealers along the border to report bulk sales of assault rifles, just like they already do with handgun sales. The ATF must use its authority to collect this information and better enforce the laws already on the books.

With more than 30,000 people already murdered in cartel wars, this is an emergency that demands our government’s immediate attention.

Della Sisk
11432 Marin Way
GARDEN GROVE, CA 92840
It's time that the Obama administration does more to crack down on the gun smuggling carried out by the Mexican drug cartels.

I strongly support the ATF's proposal to require dealers along the border to report bulk sales of assault rifles, just like they already do with handgun sales. The ATF must use its authority to collect this information and better enforce the laws already on the books.

With more than 30,000 people already murdered in cartel wars, this is an emergency that demands our government's immediate attention.

Delores Hardin
130 Herndon Rd
Carrabelle, FL 32322
It's time that the Obama administration does more to crack down on the gun smuggling carried out by the Mexican drug cartels.

I strongly support the ATF's proposal to require dealers along the border to report bulk sales of assault rifles, just like they already do with handgun sales. The ATF must use its authority to collect this information and better enforce the laws already on the books.

With more than 30,000 people already murdered in cartel wars, this is an emergency that demands our government's immediate attention.

Delores Taylor
3255 S. Parker Rd #1708
Denver, CO 80205
It’s time that the Obama administration does more to crack down on the gun smuggling carried out by the Mexican drug cartels.

I strongly support the ATF’s proposal to require dealers along the border to report bulk sales of assault rifles, just like they already do with handgun sales. The ATF must use its authority to collect this information and better enforce the laws already on the books.

With more than 30,000 people already murdered in cartel wars, this is an emergency that demands our government’s immediate attention.

Delores Wurst
709 Woodhill Dr.
Saline, MI 48176
It's time that the Obama administration does more to crack down on the gun smuggling carried out by the Mexican drug cartels.

I strongly support the ATF's proposal to require dealers along the border to report bulk sales of assault rifles, just like they already do with handgun sales. The ATF must use its authority to collect this information and better enforce the laws already on the books.

With more than 30,000 people already murdered in cartel wars, this is an emergency that demands our government’s immediate attention.

DELORIS PHILLIPS
P.O. BOX 530236
GARND PRAIRIE, TX 75051
Dear Barbara Terrell,

It's time that the Obama administration does more to crack down on the gun smuggling carried out by the Mexican drug cartels.

I strongly support the ATF's proposal to require dealers along the border to report bulk sales of assault rifles, just like they already do with handgun sales. The ATF must use its authority to collect this information and better enforce the laws already on the books.

With more than 30,000 people already murdered in cartel wars, this is an emergency that demands our government's immediate attention.

delphine beugnot
42 DAVID STREET
ALLEN, TX 75013
No one should have to report any sale of any gun- this is just another way the government is trying to Control all guns and Americans...... If the government get control of our gun rights ( then were the setting ducks ) every Legal American should have the the right to buy,sell, or tote a gun at all time's ..........So don't let them do this .....Thanks..
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It's time that the Obama administration does more to crack down on the gun smuggling carried out by the Mexican drug cartels.

I strongly support the ATF's proposal to require dealers along the border to report bulk sales of assault rifles, just like they already do with handgun sales. The ATF must use its authority to collect this information and better enforce the laws already on the books.

With more than 30,000 people already murdered in cartel wars, this is an emergency that demands our government's immediate attention.

Demelza Costa
28626 Ridgeway Rd.
Sweet Home, OR 97386
It's time that the Obama administration does more to crack down on the gun smuggling carried out by the Mexican drug cartels.

I strongly support the ATF's proposal to require dealers along the border to report bulk sales of assault rifles, just like they already do with handgun sales. The ATF must use its authority to collect this information and better enforce the laws already on the books.

With more than 30,000 people already murdered in cartel wars, this is an emergency that demands our government's immediate attention.

demetria hampton
766 st. louis st.
raceland, LA 70394
It’s time that Obama administration does more to crack down on the gun smuggling carried out by the Mexican drug cartels.

I strongly support the ATF’s proposal to require dealers along the border to report bulk sales of assault rifles, just like they already do with handgun sales. The ATF must use its authority to collect this information and better enforce the laws already on the books.

With more than 30,000 people already murdered in cartel wars, this is an emergency that demands our government’s immediate attention.

Dena Barskin
9118 N. Edison St.
Portland, OR 97203
Dear Barbara Terrell,

It's time that Obama administration does more to crack down on the gun smuggling carried out by the Mexican drug cartels.

I strongly support the ATF's proposal to require dealers along the border to report bulk sales of assault rifles, just like they already do with handgun sales. The ATF must use its authority to collect this information and better enforce the laws already on the books.

With more than 30,000 people already murdered in cartel wars, this is an emergency that demands our government's immediate attention.

Dency Nelson
2415 Silverstrand Avenue
HERMOSA BEACH, CA 90254
It's time that the Obama administration does more to crack down on the gun smuggling carried out by the Mexican drug cartels.

I strongly support the ATF's proposal to require dealers along the border to report bulk sales of assault rifles, just like they already do with handgun sales. The ATF must use its authority to collect this information and better enforce the laws already on the books.

With more than 30,000 people already murdered in cartel wars, this is an emergency that demands our government’s immediate attention.

Deni Davis
2056 Antoine, #342
HOUSTON, TX 77055
It's time that Obama administration does more to crack down on the gun smuggling carried out by the Mexican drug cartels.

I strongly support the ATF's proposal to require dealers along the border to report bulk sales of assault rifles, just like they already do with handgun sales. The ATF must use its authority to collect this information and better enforce the laws already on the books.

With more than 30,000 people already murdered in cartel wars, this is an emergency that demands our government's immediate attention.

Deni Mosser
24th street los angeles ca
LOS ANGELES, CA 90034
It’s time that Obama administration does more to crack down on the gun smuggling carried out by the Mexican drug cartels.

I strongly support the ATF’s proposal to require dealers along the border to report bulk sales of assault rifles, just like they already do with handgun sales. The ATF must use its authority to collect this information and better enforce the laws already on the books.

With more than 30,000 people already murdered in cartel wars, this is an emergency that demands our government’s immediate attention.

Denice H. Park, PsyD
275 W. 96th St. #20F
New York, NY 10025
Please OPPOSE the “Notice of Information Collection Under Review: Report of Multiple Sale or Other Disposition of Certain Rifles.”

This is an unnecessary regulation and is not allowed under Federal law. Title 18 U.S.C. § 923(g)(3)(A) does not grant any such registration of multiple purchases of firearms, except for handguns.

The regulation contains no provision for the destruction of the collected information, and therefore is not legal under Title 18 U.S.C. § 926(a).

Laws do matter and this unnecessary and extra-legal proposal must NOT be approved.

Sincerely,

Mr. Denis L Ratliff
137 Seneca Ridge Dr
Sterling, VA 20164-1361
It’s time that the Obama administration does more to crack down on the gun smuggling carried out by the Mexican drug cartels.

I strongly support the ATF’s proposal to require dealers along the border to report bulk sales of assault rifles, just like they already do with handgun sales. The ATF must use its authority to collect this information and better enforce the laws already on the books.

With more than 30,000 people already murdered in cartel wars, this is an emergency that demands our government’s immediate attention.

Denis Rene Perez Lara
1303 west 253rd
HARBOR CITY, CA 90710
Dear Barbara Terrell,

It's time that Obama administration does more to crack down on the gun smuggling carried out by the Mexican drug cartels.

I strongly support the ATF's proposal to require dealers along the border to report bulk sales of assault rifles, just like they already do with handgun sales. The ATF must use its authority to collect this information and better enforce the laws already on the books.

With more than 30,000 people already murdered in cartel wars, this is an emergency that demands our government’s immediate attention.

Denise Bright
5813 S Delaware Ave
Cudahy, WI 53110
Dear Barbara Terrell,

It's time that the Obama administration does more to crack down on the gun smuggling carried out by the Mexican drug cartels.

I strongly support the ATF's proposal to require dealers along the border to report bulk sales of assault rifles, just like they already do with handgun sales. The ATF must use its authority to collect this information and better enforce the laws already on the books.

With more than 30,000 people already murdered in cartel wars, this is an emergency that demands our government's immediate attention.

Denise Estes
2146 N 156th Pl
Shoreline, WA 98133
It's time that the Obama administration does more to crack down on the gun smuggling carried out by the Mexican drug cartels.

I strongly support the ATF's proposal to require dealers along the border to report bulk sales of assault rifles, just like they already do with handgun sales. The ATF must use its authority to collect this information and better enforce the laws already on the books.

With more than 30,000 people already murdered in cartel wars, this is an emergency that demands our government’s immediate attention.

Denise Greaves
Street Address
City, CA 95132
Dear Barbara Terrell,

It's time that the Obama administration does more to crack down on the gun smuggling carried out by the Mexican drug cartels.

I strongly support the ATF's proposal to require dealers along the border to report bulk sales of assault rifles, just like they already do with handgun sales. The ATF must use its authority to collect this information and better enforce the laws already on the books.

With more than 30,000 people already murdered in cartel wars, this is an emergency that demands our government's immediate attention.

Denise Jones
8645 Glen Hannah Court
Windsor Mill, MD 21244
Dear Barbara Terrell,

It's time that the Obama administration does more to crack down on the gun smuggling carried out by the Mexican drug cartels.

I strongly support the ATF's proposal to require dealers along the border to report bulk sales of assault rifles, just like they already do with handgun sales. The ATF must use its authority to collect this information and better enforce the laws already on the books.

With more than 30,000 people already murdered in cartel wars, this is an emergency that demands our government's immediate attention.

Denise Kilbury
11530 N Charoleau Dr
Tucson, AZ 85737

Denise Kilbury [dpierce5@aol.com]
Friday, February 11, 2011 12:00 PM
Terrell, Barbara A.
Support for the Reporting of Multiple Sales of Long Guns
Dear Barbara Terrell,

It's time that the Obama administration does more to crack down on the gun smuggling carried out by the Mexican drug cartels.

I strongly support the ATF's proposal to require dealers along the border to report bulk sales of assault rifles, just like they already do with handgun sales. The ATF must use its authority to collect this information and better enforce the laws already on the books.

With more than 30,000 people already murdered in cartel wars, this is an emergency that demands our government's immediate attention.

Denise Larson
622 Log Barn Rd
PITTSBORO, NC 27312
It’s time that the Obama administration does more to crack down on the gun smuggling carried out by the Mexican drug cartels.

I strongly support the ATF’s proposal to require dealers along the border to report bulk sales of assault rifles, just like they already do with handgun sales. The ATF must use its authority to collect this information and better enforce the laws already on the books.

With more than 30,000 people already murdered in cartel wars, this is an emergency that demands our government’s immediate attention.

Denise Merino
15155 Watertown Plank Road
Elm Grove, WI 53122
Dear Barbara Terrell,

It's time that Obama administration does more to crack down on the gun smuggling carried out by the Mexican drug cartels.

I strongly support the ATF’s proposal to require dealers along the border to report bulk sales of assault rifles, just like they already do with handgun sales. The ATF must use its authority to collect this information and better enforce the laws already on the books.

With more than 30,000 people already murdered in cartel wars, this is an emergency that demands our government’s immediate attention.

Denise Mohr
5910 Anthony St., Apt. 101
MCFARLAND, WI 53558
It's time that the Obama administration does more to crack down on the gun smuggling carried out by the Mexican drug cartels.

I strongly support the ATF's proposal to require dealers along the border to report bulk sales of assault rifles, just like they already do with handgun sales. The ATF must use its authority to collect this information and better enforce the laws already on the books.

With more than 30,000 people already murdered in cartel wars, this is an emergency that demands our government's immediate attention.

Denise P. Shea
PO Box 79
Seaford, NY 11776
It's time that the Obama administration does more to crack down on the gun smuggling carried out by the Mexican drug cartels.

I strongly support the ATF's proposal to require dealers along the border to report bulk sales of assault rifles, just like they already do with handgun sales. The ATF must use its authority to collect this information and better enforce the laws already on the books.

With more than 30,000 people already murdered in cartel wars, this is an emergency that demands our government’s immediate attention.

Denise Phillips
10 Holt Road
Amherst, NH 03031
It’s time that Obama administration does more to crack down on the gun smuggling carried out by the Mexican drug cartels.

I strongly support the ATF’s proposal to require dealers along the border to report bulk sales of assault rifles, just like they already do with handgun sales. The ATF must use its authority to collect this information and better enforce the laws already on the books.

With more than 30,000 people already murdered in cartel wars, this is an emergency that demands our government’s immediate attention.

Denise Romano
165 Christopher St. Apt 4Z
New York, NY 10014
Dear Barbara Terrell,

It’s time that the Obama administration does more to crack down on the gun smuggling carried out by the Mexican drug cartels.

I strongly support the ATF’s proposal to require dealers along the border to report bulk sales of assault rifles, just like they already do with handgun sales. The ATF must use its authority to collect this information and better enforce the laws already on the books.

With more than 30,000 people already murdered in cartel wars, this is an emergency that demands our government’s immediate attention.

DENIZ AKMAN
59 OAKLAND ST
ROCHESTER, NY 14620
I would like to say this is nothing but another B.S. to give the government control of all who buy any type of long or small arms in this country, I have said it before and will say it again. A free country stays free without gun control and any country with gun control is not free when the government take away your gun rights. I was born free and intend to stay free and if you want this country to be free then quit leaning in the way it is taking this country to the way of people right and control of our freedom, I suggest that if you like that type of control then please move to a country that already has that kind of control and see what it is really like before you try and apply it here.  Dennis Marler  Medford, Or
Ms. Terrell,

I, as are all rational Americans, am opposed to any policy requiring special reporting of long gun sales in the Southwestern states of Texas, New Mexico, Arizona and California. For the following reasons:

1. Such reporting places an unreasonable burden on firearms dealers, affecting their businesses and livelihoods.
2. Such reporting accomplishes nothing, other than identifying lawful purchasers of firearms.
3. This onerous policy does not and will not lessen violence in the border region, nor will it have any significant effect on the availability of arms to those criminals committing the violence.

Concernedly,

Dennis Chappell
Pueblo CO
Please stop the ATF from requiring law abiding citizens to register multiple long gun purchases. More and more the ATF is overstepping its authority. Quite frankly its time the ATF is overhauled and funds cut. Thanks

Fix Bayonets.... 2012
Leave our guns alone. We need them for self defense and hunting and if a shooting war starts to protect our country from invaders. Leave our guns alone.
I vote every election and I will vote against anyone that represents me that endorses gun legislation. Sincerely, Dennis R. Beard.
as an american taxpayer and veteran i am against the ATF requiring information on longgun sales to American Citizens, that are larger than 22 cal. the ATF has no legal authority for such a move and it is a clear violation of a citizens rights to keep and bear arms without Government interference
It's time that the Obama administration does more to crack down on the gun smuggling carried out by the Mexican drug cartels.

I strongly support the ATF's proposal to require dealers along the border to report bulk sales of assault rifles, just like they already do with handgun sales. The ATF must use its authority to collect this information and better enforce the laws already on the books.

With more than 30,000 people already murdered in cartel wars, this is an emergency that demands our government's immediate attention.

Dennis Callanan
24 N Dee Rd
Park Ridge, IL 60068
It's time that the Obama administration does more to crack down on the gun smuggling carried out by the Mexican drug cartels.

I strongly support the ATF's proposal to require dealers along the border to report bulk sales of assault rifles, just like they already do with handgun sales. The ATF must use its authority to collect this information and better enforce the laws already on the books.

With more than 30,000 people already murdered in cartel wars, this is an emergency that demands our government's immediate attention.

dennis carter
1726 w kerry ln
PHOENIX, AZ 85027
It’s time that Obama administration does more to crack down on the gun smuggling carried out by the Mexican drug cartels.

I strongly support the ATF’s proposal to require dealers along the border to report bulk sales of assault rifles, just like they already do with handgun sales. The ATF must use its authority to collect this information and better enforce the laws already on the books.

With more than 30,000 people already murdered in cartel wars, this is an emergency that demands our government’s immediate attention.

Dennis Den Hartog
2248 146th St
Fort Dodge, IA 50501
It’s time that Obama administration does more to crack down on the gun smuggling carried out by the Mexican drug cartels.

I strongly support the ATF’s proposal to require dealers along the border to report bulk sales of assault rifles, just like they already do with handgun sales. The ATF must use its authority to collect this information and better enforce the laws already on the books.

With more than 30,000 people already murdered in cartel wars, this is an emergency that demands our government’s immediate attention.

Dennis Dyer
PO Box 1257
GLENSIDE, PA 19038
Dear Barbara Terrell,

It's time that the Obama administration does more to crack down on the gun smuggling carried out by the Mexican drug cartels.

I strongly support the ATF's proposal to require dealers along the border to report bulk sales of assault rifles, just like they already do with handgun sales. The ATF must use its authority to collect this information and better enforce the laws already on the books.

With more than 30,000 people already murdered in cartel wars, this is an emergency that demands our government's immediate attention.

Dennis Finn
5187 Greig Road
GREIG, NY 13345
Mame: I think this a knee jerk proposal to our unfortunate experience in Tucson, Mexico and a blatant move to make those of us who live in the southwest scapegoats. All we ask is for you to lock down the border and enforce laws on the books already we do not need more laws. Yes Lone Wolf should have seen a red flag an large buys and contact local law enforcement about and in all probability should have had better judgment.
Dear Ms. Terrell,

As a law-abiding Texan, I respectfully take exception to and protest the information collection proposal cited below:

“Notice of Information Collection Under Review: Report of Multiple Sale or Other Disposition of Certain Rifles.”

This will do nothing to combat the lawlessness in Mexico, and will be an unwarranted burden on lawful gun dealers.

Thank you.

Dennis Hahn
Ms Terell,  

The premise embodied by December 17, 2010 "Notice of Information Collection Under Review: Report of Multiple Sale or Other Disposition of Certain Rifles" is absurd, impractical, costly and sure to be ineffective.

The arsenal of south and central America has ample weapons to supply the drug cartels and other criminal elements in Mexico. Mexico has been rife with corruption for decades and the government is not effective at dealing with the problem. The problem is Mexico and the other corrupt Latin American nations.

The ATF would not be any more effective at it's legal mission with a new and unneeded power.

The concept is a bad one and it should not happen.

Dennis Hansen  
5714 Arboles  
Houston, TX 77035
What does the ATF think they will gain by registering "Long Guns". This is stupidity at it's height by a government organization. The Republican House need to cut off the funding for ATF NOW! This is why we are losing faith in our government to govern in a reasonable manner.

--

Dennis & Edna
dennis@hining.com
I live in California, I see that you wish to make me report long rifle sales. I urge you not to pursue this issue, it does nothing to help curtail guns reaching the drug runners, gangsters or whatever the lawless are called. It poses a problem to law abiding citizens and I fall in that category.
Dennis J Holschlag
559-674-4764
It’s time that the Obama administration does more to crack down on the gun smuggling carried out by the Mexican drug cartels.

I strongly support the ATF’s proposal to require dealers along the border to report bulk sales of assault rifles, just like they already do with handgun sales. The ATF must use its authority to collect this information and better enforce the laws already on the books.

With more than 30,000 people already murdered in cartel wars, this is an emergency that demands our government’s immediate attention.

Dennis Kelly
525 Grove St.
Evanston, IL 60201
To: Office of Information and Regulatory Affairs  
Attention: Department of Justice Desk Officer  
Washington, DC 20503

Barbara A. Terrell  
Firearms Industry Programs Branch  
Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco, Firearms and Explosives

Dear Babara: I am a Law abiding citizen of the United States. I strongly oppose what your office at The Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco, Firearms and Explosives, is demanding the authority to require all of the 8,500 firearm dealers in California, Arizona, New Mexico and Texas to report all sales of two or more semiautomatic rifles within five consecutive business days, if the rifles are larger than .22 caliber and use detachable magazines.

I believe that the ATF has no legal authority to demand these reports, and the flood of new paperwork will waste scarce law enforcement resources that should be spent on legitimate investigations, and that this against the citizens of the United State's 2nd Ammendment Right to Purchase, Keep and Bear Arms for our personal protection.

I ask that reconsider your request and not demand this requirement of our federal government.

Sincerely

Dennis M. Krummel
I am writing to oppose the so called emergency regulation to register multiple sales of certain rifles with BATFE as described in FR Doc.


This regulation is both illegal and unnecessary. Further there is no justification for any "emergency" implementation as reported by the Washington Post:

White House delayed rule meant to stop gun flow to Mexico, Washington Post, Dec. 17, 2010, Online edition:

( http://www.washingtonpost.com/wp-dyn/content/article/2010/12/17/AR2010121706598.html )

* The regulation proposed is outside the statutory grant of authority to record information about multiple sales of firearms. Title 18 U.S.C. § 923(g)(3)(A) specifically grants the authority to collect multiple sale information on handguns and revolvers. Other firearms are excluded and there is no implied authority to extend this reporting requirement to rifles or any other type of firearm.

* "FFL" holders are already required by law to respond to BATFE requests for information on firearms distribution pursuant to criminal investigations: Title 18 U.S.C. § 923(g)(7).

* The regulation contains no provision for the destruction of information collected, which establishes a nationwide registry of "certain types of firearms" as proposed. Because of this the regulation as proposed is illegal under Title 18 U.S.C. § 926(a). "No such rule or regulation may require that records required to be maintained under this chapter or any portion of the contents of such records, be recorded at or transferred to a facility owned, managed, or controlled by the United States or any State or any political subdivision thereof, nor that any system of registration of firearms, firearms owners, or firearms transactions or disposition be established."

There is a grave potential for this regulation to unduly burden citizens who are collectors or must obtain purchase permits at the local or state level to possess firearms. The proposed regulation does
not say what the agency intends to do with the information but ostensibly it would be for criminal investigations. Subjecting law abiding gun owners to this type of investigation under the guise of "information collection" is an overt attempt to prevent them from exercising their 2nd Amendment rights to purchase and own firearms.

* This regulatory action has not allowed the public sufficient time to comment.

This regulatory action should not be approved.
It's time that the Obama administration does more to crack down on the gun smuggling carried out by the Mexican drug cartels.

I strongly support the ATF's proposal to require dealers along the border to report bulk sales of assault rifles, just like they already do with handgun sales. The ATF must use its authority to collect this information and better enforce the laws already on the books.

With more than 30,000 people already murdered in cartel wars, this is an emergency that demands our government’s immediate attention.

Dennis Lewis
5151 N. Palm Avenue #750 Fresno CA
Fresno, CA 93704
Dear Barbara Terrell,

It's time that the Obama administration does more to crack down on the gun smuggling carried out by the Mexican drug cartels.

I strongly support the ATF's proposal to require dealers along the border to report bulk sales of assault rifles, just like they already do with handgun sales. The ATF must use its authority to collect this information and better enforce the laws already on the books.

With more than 30,000 people already murdered in cartel wars, this is an emergency that demands our government's immediate attention.

Dennis Malick
4 Warbler Lane
Hilton Head Island, SC 29926
The ATF has no legal authority to demand these reports, and the flood of new paperwork will waste scarce law enforcement resources that should be spent on legitimate investigations.

There is no reason for this kind of infringement on our rights.

Concerned Citizen
Dear Barbara Terrell,

It’s time that Obama administration does more to crack down on the gun smuggling carried out by the Mexican drug cartels.

I strongly support the ATF’s proposal to require dealers along the border to report bulk sales of assault rifles, just like they already do with handgun sales. The ATF must use its authority to collect this information and better enforce the laws already on the books.

With more than 30,000 people already murdered in cartel wars, this is an emergency that demands our government’s immediate attention.

Dennis Nagy
50114 Manly
CHAPEL HILL, NC 27517
It’s time that Obama administration does more to crack down on the gun smuggling carried out by the Mexican drug cartels.

I strongly support the ATF’s proposal to require dealers along the border to report bulk sales of assault rifles, just like they already do with handgun sales. The ATF must use its authority to collect this information and better enforce the laws already on the books.

With more than 30,000 people already murdered in cartel wars, this is an emergency that demands our government’s immediate attention.

Dennis O’Brien
104 Wagamons Blvd
Milton, DE 19968
It's time that the Obama administration does more to crack down on the gun smuggling carried out by the Mexican drug cartels.

I strongly support the ATF's proposal to require dealers along the border to report bulk sales of assault rifles, just like they already do with handgun sales. The ATF must use its authority to collect this information and better enforce the laws already on the books.

With more than 30,000 people already murdered in cartel wars, this is an emergency that demands our government’s immediate attention.

Dennis Peterson
3032 Choctaw Circle
Prescott, AZ 86305
It's time that the Obama administration does more to crack down on the gun smuggling carried out by the Mexican drug cartels.

I strongly support the ATF's proposal to require dealers along the border to report bulk sales of assault rifles, just like they already do with handgun sales. The ATF must use its authority to collect this information and better enforce the laws already on the books.

With more than 30,000 people already murdered in cartel wars, this is an emergency that demands our government's immediate attention.

Dennis Reid
14741 Aurora Ave N.
SEATTLE, WA 98133
The Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco, Firearms and Explosives is demanding the authority to require all of the 8,500 firearm dealers in California, Arizona, New Mexico and Texas to report all sales of two or more semiautomatic rifles within five consecutive business days, if the rifles are larger than .22 caliber and use detachable magazines. For example, a dealer would have to tell the government every time a deer hunter in Sacramento or Amarillo finds a good deal on a pair of semi-auto .30-06s like the popular Remington 7400. The ATF has no legal authority to demand these reports, and the flood of new paperwork will waste scarce law enforcement resources that should be spent on legitimate investigations.

Dennis Rhea
It's time that the Obama administration does more to crack down on the gun smuggling carried out by the Mexican drug cartels.

I strongly support the ATF's proposal to require dealers along the border to report bulk sales of assault rifles, just like they already do with handgun sales. The ATF must use its authority to collect this information and better enforce the laws already on the books.

With more than 30,000 people already murdered in cartel wars, this is an emergency that demands our government’s immediate attention.

Dennis Ring
901 Lakeland Dr
Westerville, OH 43081-4221
Dear Barbara Terrell,

It’s time that Obama administration does more to crack down on the gun smuggling carried out by the Mexican drug cartels.

I strongly support the ATF’s proposal to require dealers along the border to report bulk sales of assault rifles, just like they already do with handgun sales. The ATF must use its authority to collect this information and better enforce the laws already on the books.

With more than 30,000 people already murdered in cartel wars, this is an emergency that demands our government’s immediate attention.

Dennis Roth  
252 West 76th Street Apt.7D  
New York, NY 10023
Barbara Terrell:

If we allow the ATF to collect information concerning rifle sales in California, Arizona, New Mexico, and Texas what is to stop them from wanting to do it in every state in America? As an American I have the right to own and bare arms with out the ATF being told if I buy more then two rifles in a five day period.

Giving the ATF the ability to collect information of this type is wrong and should not be allowed. I do not have to report how many hammers I buy in a five day period and I see no reason why the ATF should have the right to know how many guns I buy. When the government controls the people's rights the people have no rights. This is American not a dictatorship.

v/r
Dennis
Dennis J. Rybicki Sr.
CACI BETSS-C Operator
COP Kuhak, Afghanistan
drybicki@caci.com
dennis.j.rybicki@afghan.swa.army.mil
dennis.j.rybicki@afghan.swa.army.mil
dryb2860@yahoo.com
SIPR: 6765321
Roshan:079-947-7903
Dear Barbara Terrell,

It's time that the Obama administration does more to crack down on the gun smuggling carried out by the Mexican drug cartels.

I strongly support the ATF's proposal to require dealers along the border to report bulk sales of assault rifles, just like they already do with handgun sales. The ATF must use its authority to collect this information and better enforce the laws already on the books.

With more than 30,000 people already murdered in cartel wars, this is an emergency that demands our government's immediate attention.

Dennis Serianni
73 Boardman Street
Rochester, NY 14607
Dear Ms. Terrell,

I am apposed to the December 17, 2010 “Notice of Information Collection Under Review: Report of Multiple Sale or Other Disposition of Certain Rifles.” and urge you to not support this proposal.

Regards,

Dennis Stearley
Please OPPOSE the “Notice of Information Collection Under Review: Report of Multiple Sale or Other Disposition of Certain Rifles.”

This is an unnecessary regulation and is not allowed under Federal law. Title 18 U.S.C. § 923(g)(3)(A) does not grant any such registration of multiple purchases of firearms, except for handguns.

The regulation contains no provision for the destruction of the collected information, and therefore is not legal under Title 18 U.S.C. § 926(a).

Laws do matter and this unnecessary and extra-legal proposal must NOT be approved.

Sincerely,
C. Dennis Stultz
1031 Ashton Rd
Victoria, VA 23974
--
It's time that the Obama administration does more to crack down on the gun smuggling carried out by the Mexican drug cartels.

I strongly support the ATF's proposal to require dealers along the border to report bulk sales of assault rifles, just like they already do with handgun sales. The ATF must use its authority to collect this information and better enforce the laws already on the books.

With more than 30,000 people already murdered in cartel wars, this is an emergency that demands our government's immediate attention.

Dennis Treleven
11207 Segrell Way
Culver City, CA 90230
It's time that the Obama administration does more to crack down on the gun smuggling carried out by the Mexican drug cartels.

I strongly support the ATF's proposal to require dealers along the border to report bulk sales of assault rifles, just like they already do with handgun sales. The ATF must use its authority to collect this information and better enforce the laws already on the books.

With more than 30,000 people already murdered in cartel wars, this is an emergency that demands our government's immediate attention.

Dennis Trembly
79 LIBERTY ST
LOS ANGELES, CA 90012
It’s time that Obama administration does more to crack down on the gun smuggling carried out by the Mexican drug cartels.

I strongly support the ATF’s proposal to require dealers along the border to report bulk sales of assault rifles, just like they already do with handgun sales. The ATF must use it’s authority to collect this information and better enforce the laws already on the books.

With more than 30,000 people already murdered in cartel wars, this is an emergency that demands our government’s immediate attention.

Dennis Vieira
36 Summit Avenue
North Dartmouth, MA 2747
In reference to the 'Dec 17 2010 Notice of Information Collection Under Review: Report of Multiple Sale or Other Disposition of Certain Rifles': As a concerned citizen I'm opposed to the BATF seeking to impose greater regulations on firearms licensees than that which their statutory authority allows. This is an effort for greater federal control of legitimate business & people's rights. We need to lessen, not increase bureaucratic red-tape with misguided regulations which serve no honest legitimate purpose. Please deny this power grab by the BATF.

Respectfully, Dennis Wilson
It’s time that the Obama administration does more to crack down on the gun smuggling carried out by the Mexican drug cartels.

I strongly support the ATF’s proposal to require dealers along the border to report bulk sales of assault rifles, just like they already do with handgun sales. The ATF must use its authority to collect this information and better enforce the laws already on the books.

With more than 30,000 people already murdered in cartel wars, this is an emergency that demands our government’s immediate attention.

Dennis Young
355 Boeker Ave.
Pismo Beach, CA 93449
It's time that the Obama administration does more to crack down on the gun smuggling carried out by the Mexican drug cartels.

I strongly support the ATF's proposal to require dealers along the border to report bulk sales of assault rifles, just like they already do with handgun sales. The ATF must use its authority to collect this information and better enforce the laws already on the books.

With more than 30,000 people already murdered in cartel wars, this is an emergency that demands our government’s immediate attention.

Dennis Zerbo
PO Box 2561
Petaluma, CA 94953
We the American People have the right to be free. To live without fear of our government which we have elected! We as a whole nation want a safer America but to hinder law abiding citizens in any way from practicing their constitutional rights is wrong!!! What needs to be done is to secure our southern borders, restricting illegal actives by non American persons NOT restrict the American tax payer!! The U.S. government has forgotten whom pays the bills and who pays their salary!!!!!!! We don't need any firearms registrations or any more regulations against our freedoms!!!
Office of Management & Budget
Office of Information and Regulation Affairs
OIRA-submission@omb.eop.gov
Attention: Department of Justice Desk Officer
Washington, DC 20503

Re: Federal Register Notice of December 17, 2010 (Volume 75, Number 242, Page 79021), 60-Day Emergency Notice of Information Collection Under Review: Report of Multiple Sale or Other Disposition of Certain Rifles

To Whom It May Concern:

I am writing as member of the National Rifle Association of America (NRA) and a concerned U.S. citizen, to offer my condemnation of the Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco, Firearms, and Explosives (ATF) information collection request to the Office of Management and Budget (OMB).

The notice proposed an "emergency" requirement that certain federal firearms licensees report multiple sales or other dispositions whenever the licensee sells or otherwise disposes of two or more rifles within any five consecutive business days with the following characteristics: (a) Semi automatic; (b) a caliber greater than .22; and (c) the ability to accept a detachable magazine.

Now, the OMB has denied the "emergency" request. But regardless of the timeframe in which approval is sought, ATF does not have the statutory authority to impose this requirement on licensees. It is a total waste of resources and goes well beyond any limits of authority by the ATF. Please see that this disregard for proper authority is not supported in any way.

Thank you for your responsible handling of this matter in advance.

Sincerely,

Denny A. Evans

CC

Barbara A. Terrell
Firearms Industry Programs Branch
Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco, Firearms and Explosives
99 New York Avenue, N.E.
Washington, DC  20226.
Barbara A. Terrell
Firearms Industry Programs Branch
Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco, Firearms and Explosives
99 New York Avenue, N.E.
Washington, DC  20226.

Miss Terrell,

I would like to comment on the December 17, 2010 "Notice of Information Collection Under Review: Report of Multiple Sale or Other Disposition of Certain Rifles.”  I am very disillusioned that the BATFE would choose to burden lawful firearms dealers with this pointless registration of a multiple sale of certain rifles.  It is also a direct attack on an individual’s 2nd amendment rights to force registration of lawful consumers.  Please do everything in your power to see that this authority is not granted to the BATFE.

Thank You

Anthony DePiero
It's time that the Obama administration does more to crack down on the gun smuggling carried out by the Mexican drug cartels.

I strongly support the ATF's proposal to require dealers along the border to report bulk sales of assault rifles, just like they already do with handgun sales. The ATF must use its authority to collect this information and better enforce the laws already on the books.

With more than 30,000 people already murdered in cartel wars, this is an emergency that demands our government’s immediate attention.

Derald Myers
520 14th Ave.
#N/A, CA 95062

This regulation is both illegal and unnecessary. Further there is no justification for any "emergency" implementation as reported by the Washington Post:


* The regulation proposed is outside the statutory grant of authority to record information about multiple sales of firearms. Title 18 U.S.C. § 923(g)(3)(A) specifically grants the authority to collect multiple sale information on handguns and revolvers. Other firearms are excluded and there is no implied authority to extend this reporting requirement to rifles or any other type of firearm.
* "FFL" holders are already required by law to respond to BATFE requests for information on firearms distribution pursuant to criminal investigations: Title 18 U.S.C. § 923(g)(7).
* The regulation contains no provision for the destruction of information collected, which establishes a nationwide registry of "certain types of firearms" as proposed. Because of this the regulation as proposed is illegal under Title 18 U.S.C. § 926(a). "No such rule or regulation . may require that records required to be maintained under this chapter or any portion of the contents of such records, be recorded or transferred to a facility owned, managed, or controlled by the United States or any State or any political subdivision thereof, nor that any system of registration of firearms, firearms owners, or firearms transactions or disposition be established."

There is a grave potential for this regulation to unduly burden citizens who are collectors or must obtain purchase permits at the local or state level to possess firearms. The proposed regulation does not say what the agency intends to do with the information but ostensibly it would be for criminal investigations. Subjecting law abiding gun owners to this type of investigation under the guise of "information collection" is an overt attempt to prevent them from exercising their 2nd Amendment rights to purchase and own firearms.

* This regulatory action has not allowed the public sufficient time to comment.

This regulatory action should not be approved.

Thank you.
Rebecca Baird
900 W. Sierra Madre Ave.
Azusa, CA 91702
Ms. Terrell,
Regarding the current proposal on Long Gun Reporting for the border states:

Please do not enact this ineffective and unlawful legislation. There are better solutions to the real problem which has much more to do with enforcement than it does the effectiveness of laws such as the one being debated now.

Thanks,
Derek Bristol

--
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It's time that the Obama administration does more to crack down on the gun smuggling carried out by the Mexican drug cartels.

I strongly support the ATF's proposal to require dealers along the border to report bulk sales of assault rifles, just like they already do with handgun sales. The ATF must use its authority to collect this information and better enforce the laws already on the books.

With more than 30,000 people already murdered in cartel wars, this is an emergency that demands our government's immediate attention.

Derek Jansen
Eureka Ave
Atlanta, GA 95616
It’s time that the Obama administration does more to crack down on the gun smuggling carried out by the Mexican drug cartels. I strongly support the ATF's proposal to require dealers along the border to report bulk sales of assault rifles, just like they already do with handgun sales. The ATF must use its authority to collect this information and better enforce the laws already on the books. With more than 30,000 people already murdered in cartel wars, this is an emergency that demands our government’s immediate attention.

Derek Moss
1450 Diamond St.
Anderson, CA 96007
Dear Barbara Terrell,

It's time that the Obama administration does more to crack down on the gun smuggling carried out by the Mexican drug cartels.

I strongly support the ATF's proposal to require dealers along the border to report bulk sales of assault rifles, just like they already do with handgun sales. The ATF must use its authority to collect this information and better enforce the laws already on the books.

With more than 30,000 people already murdered in cartel wars, this is an emergency that demands our government's immediate attention.

Derek Southard
58 East 8th
Oswego, NY 13126
It's time that Obama administration does more to crack down on the gun smuggling carried out by the Mexican drug cartels.

I strongly support the ATF's proposal to require dealers along the border to report bulk sales of assault rifles, just like they already do with handgun sales. The ATF must use it’s authority to collect this information and better enforce the laws already on the books.

With more than 30,000 people already murdered in cartel wars, this is an emergency that demands our government’s immediate attention.

Derek Zinger
8034 Monrovia
Lenexa, KS 66215
Dear BATFE,

As a concerned citizen, I suggest you OPPOSE the “Notice of Information Collection Under Review: Report of Multiple Sale or Other Disposition of Certain Rifles.”

This is an unnecessary regulation and is not allowed under Federal law. Title 18 U.S.C. § 923(g)(3)(A) does not grant any such registration of multiple purchases of firearms, except for handguns.

The regulation contains no provision for the destruction of the collected information, and therefore is also not legal under Title 18 U.S.C. § 926(a).

Laws do matter and this unnecessary and extra-legal proposal must NOT be approved, both because it violates existing law, and because it wastes taxpayer funds alienating law abiding citizens. Please, dedicate the money to increasing the incentives for law enforcement guarding the border.

Sincerely,
Deric Quesenberry, MS-1
It's time that the Obama administration does more to crack down on the gun smuggling carried out by the Mexican drug cartels.

I strongly support the ATF's proposal to require dealers along the border to report bulk sales of assault rifles, just like they already do with handgun sales. The ATF must use its authority to collect this information and better enforce the laws already on the books.

With more than 30,000 people already murdered in cartel wars, this is an emergency that demands our government's immediate attention.

Deryn Warren
166 North Fuller Ave.
Los Angeles, CA 90036
It's time that the Obama administration does more to crack down on the gun smuggling carried out by the Mexican drug cartels.

I strongly support the ATF's proposal to require dealers along the border to report bulk sales of assault rifles, just like they already do with handgun sales. The ATF must use its authority to collect this information and better enforce the laws already on the books.

With more than 30,000 people already murdered in cartel wars, this is an emergency that demands our government's immediate attention.

Deshauna Mclamb  
7841 elm tree lane  
Charlotte, NC 28227
Cooksey, Roberta B.

From: deswafford@charter.net
Sent: Friday, February 11, 2011 10:54 AM
To: Terrell, Barbara A.
Subject: Notice of Information Collection Under Review: Report of Multiple Sale or Other Disposition of Certain Rifles

Dear Ms. Terrell,

I'm writing today in reference to the "Notice of Information Collection Under Review: Report of Multiple Sale or Other Disposition of Certain Rifles" to voice my deep dissatisfaction with the ATF concerning its efforts to require firearms dealers in California, Arizona, New Mexico and Texas to report all sales of two or more semi automatic rifles within five business days, if the rifles are larger than .22 caliber and use detachable magazines. The ATF has no legal authority to demand these reports and I want the ATF stop these efforts immediately and use its resources and time on legitimate investigations.

I'm a registered voter in my state and a lifetime NRA member and I will with thousands of others be following this issue closely.

Sincerely,

Donald E. Swafford
Cooksey, Roberta B.

From: Devala Rees [darkeagle@lisco.com]
Sent: Friday, February 11, 2011 1:31 PM
To: Legislative Affairs
Subject: Support for the Reporting of Multiple Sales of Long Guns

It's time that the Obama administration does more to crack down on the gun smuggling carried out by the Mexican drug cartels.

I strongly support the ATF's proposal to require dealers along the border to report bulk sales of assault rifles, just like they already do with handgun sales. The ATF must use its authority to collect this information and better enforce the laws already on the books.

With more than 30,000 people already murdered in cartel wars, this is an emergency that demands our government's immediate attention.

Devala Rees
2105 Silverlakes Circle
Fairfield, IA 52556
Please do not permit the BATF to require new long gun reporting in the southwestern states. This is not acceptable.
Dear Barbara Terrell,

This proposal is one of ignorance. For a responsible and law-abiding (terms I'm certain you have heard before) gun owner it is a real "slap in the face" to hear of laws such as this being considered. Please consider the PROPER ENFORCEMENT of the many laws against guns the U.S. already has in place. The forced reporting of every long gun over .22 cal. purchased by an average hunter to the federal government would be a crime in its self, an obvious invasion of privacy. I do not know what the ATF's reason for this law is, but I do know that the ATF is wrong for wanting it observed. I only wonder what will be proposed next. STOP wasting my tax dollars proposing laws meant to make the government bigger than it already is.

Thank you for taking the time to read this email,

-Devin F. (NRA member)
I dont agree forcing gun registration for people in bordering states. If you want to stop the problems with smuggling across the border build a wall.

Thanks

DMG
We are Gun Owners Please don't push this bill.

DeVon M. Wood
Enabler Design
Cooksey, Roberta B.

From: Devona Wyant [earthaid3@charter.net]
Sent: Friday, February 11, 2011 11:15 AM
To: Legislative Affairs
Subject: Support for the Reporting of Multiple Sales of Long Guns

It’s time that Obama administration does more to crack down on the gun smuggling carried out by the Mexican drug cartels.

I strongly support the ATF’s proposal to require dealers along the border to report bulk sales of assault rifles, just like they already do with handgun sales. The ATF must use its authority to collect this information and better enforce the laws already on the books.

With more than 30,000 people already murdered in cartel wars, this is an emergency that demands our government’s immediate attention.

Devona Wyant
1960 Chapman-Wyant Lane
Lincolnton, NC 28092
It’s time that Obama administration does more to crack down on the gun smuggling carried out by the Mexican drug cartels.

I strongly support the ATF’s proposal to require dealers along the border to report bulk sales of assault rifles, just like they already do with handgun sales. The ATF must use it’s authority to collect this information and better enforce the laws already on the books.

With more than 30,000 people already murdered in cartel wars, this is an emergency that demands our government’s immediate attention.

DeWayne Halfen
1737 N Cloverland Ave
TUCSON, AZ 85712
Barbara A. Terrell
Firearms Industry Programs Branch
Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco, Firearms and Explosives
99 New York Avenue, N.E.
Washington, DC 20226

The following is being sent to the OMB
Office of Management & Budget
Office of Information and Regulation Affairs
Attention: Department of Justice Desk Officer
Washington, DC 20503

Re: Federal Register Notice of December 17, 2010 (Volume 75, Number 242, Page 79021), 60-Day Emergency Notice of Information Collection Under Review: Report of Multiple Sale or Other Disposition of Certain Rifles

To Whom It May Concern:

I am writing on my behalf, to offer my comments on this Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco, Firearms, and Explosives (ATF) information collection request to the Office of Management and Budget (OMB). The notice proposed an "emergency" requirement that certain federal firearms licensees report multiple sales or other dispositions whenever the licensee sells or otherwise disposes of two or more rifles within any five consecutive business days with the following characteristics: (a) Semi automatic; (b) a caliber greater than .22; and (c) the ability to accept a detachable magazine.

Now, the OMB has denied the "emergency" request. But regardless of the timeframe in which approval is sought, ATF does not have the statutory authority to impose this requirement on licensees.

The reasons for that lack of authority are fully explained in the attached legal memorandum; but in short, the Congress has comprehensively defined what ATF may and may not require with respect to licensees' records. By specifically requiring reports only of multiple handgun sales, Congress implicitly rejected the idea of requiring reports on multiple sales of other firearms. ATF seemed to understand that point when it responded in October to a recommendation for multiple long gun sales reporting by the Department of Justice Inspector General. ATF's comment on that recommendation was that it would "explore the full range of options" but that such a requirement "may require a change to the Gun Control Act."
These reports will be requested through "demand letters"—a mechanism that for many years had been used only to conduct firearm traces, to obtain aggregate manufacturing statistics, or to obtain contact information for buyers of certain firearms later declared to be subject to the National Firearms Act. Even when ATF began to use demand letters to seek a broader range of firearm transaction records, one court upholding that program cautioned that the demand letter statute "is not a limitless delegation of authority" and "cannot be construed in an open-ended fashion."

The scope of the proposed collection suggests in itself that the proposal exceeds ATF's statutory authority. The Fourth Circuit stressed that the letter at issue in the RSM case was sent to only 41 licensees out of the 80,000 licensees in the United States. A second type of demand letter was sent to only 450 dealers nationwide.

Now, ATF proposes to issue demand letters to approximately 8,500 licensees. That estimate appears to be based on the total number of licensed dealers and pawnbrokers in California, Arizona, New Mexico and Texas. If so, nearly one out of seven firearm retailers in the United States would receive demand letters for multiple rifle sales.

The burden estimate in the proposal appears to assume that each licensee subject to a demand letter will respond once during the proposed duration of the program. Given the great variety in size and sales volume among the thousands of licensees in the border states, this seems unlikely.

Even if the burden estimate in the proposal is correct, it is unclear how ATF could make effective use of the large number of reports that would be generated. Recent media reports suggest that ATF is already unable to handle dealers' voluntary, real-time reports of possible "straw purchases." If processing thousands of additional mandatory reports takes even more resources away from investigating these suspicious transactions, the proposed information collection may be more harmful than helpful.

The NRA and myself are well aware that ATF would, understandably, like to take strong steps to address drug-related violence in Mexico. But lawlessness in Mexico—driven by multi-billion dollar drug cartels with access to any and all types of arms on the international black markets—is no excuse for U.S. law enforcement agencies to spend scarce resources on programs that exceed their legal powers.

Therefore, OMB should deny ATF's request to approve its proposed collection of information.

DeWayne Nelson
2600 Le Homme Dieu View NE
Alexandria, MN 56308
Ms. Terrell,

I write to express my concern and objection to the proposed implementation of an onerous and needless regulation to further restrict and burden those that handle the sale of firearms in CA, N.M, AZ &TX. I find this to also be an overreach of regulatory power and I see it as a further threat to freedoms that relate to the ownership firearms. Please reconsider your intentions of moving forward with this and any action that impedes the constitutional freedoms of the second amendment and the usurpation of authority that circumvents established constitutional procedures and legislative purview.

Respectfully,

Dewey Dixon
Dear Barbara Terrell,

It's time that the Obama administration does more to crack down on the gun smuggling carried out by the Mexican drug cartels.

I strongly support the ATF's proposal to require dealers along the border to report bulk sales of assault rifles, just as they already do with handgun sales. The ATF must use its authority to collect this information and better enforce the laws already on the books.

With more than 30,000 people already murdered in cartel wars, this is an emergency that demands our government's immediate attention.

Dewey Odhner
439 Avenue A
Horsham, PA 19044
Dear Barbara Terrell,

It’s time that Obama administration does more to crack down on the gun smuggling carried out by the Mexican drug cartels.

I strongly support the ATF’s proposal to require dealers along the border to report bulk sales of assault rifles, just like they already do with handgun sales. The ATF must use its authority to collect this information and better enforce the laws already on the books.

With more than 30,000 people already murdered in cartel wars, this is an emergency that demands our government’s immediate attention.

Dewey V. Schorre
506 Crestview Drive
Ojai, CA 93023
Dear Barbara Terrell,

It's time that the Obama administration does more to crack down on the gun smuggling carried out by the Mexican drug cartels.

I strongly support the ATF's proposal to require dealers along the border to report bulk sales of assault rifles, just like they already do with handgun sales. The ATF must use its authority to collect this information and better enforce the laws already on the books.

With more than 30,000 people already murdered in cartel wars, this is an emergency that demands our government's immediate attention.

Dexter Jeannotte
1500 Forest Hills Blvd.
Bella Vista, AR 12481
COMMENTARY on recent efforts to register Americans’ gun purchases in California, Arizona, New Mexico and Texas.

The plan afoot by the ATF to have gun dealers register select firearm purchases in the four border states along the Mexico border is simply a knee jerk reaction to the recent shooting in Arizona. Further legislation creating reactionary laws is not what is needed. We simply need to enforce the laws already on the books and make sure we stop letting criminals off with a slap on the wrist when caught. Sure, this may not have prevented the recent tragedy, but it certainly would have a greater effect on slowing this type of incident than creating more hassles for America’s gun dealers and burdening already understaffed law enforcement agencies. We need to spend the time and effort in putting more emphasis on the judicial process to put and keep these criminals where they belong. I am not a legal expert in fact, but feel that gun registrations already required, has this information on the forms we fill out and can be used to track gun technical information. Use common sense instead of emotion when constructing the system and we will all be better off for your efforts.

Thank you for your time.

Sincerely,

Dexter Tart
Environmental Manager
ARGOS USA Southeast Zone
international black markets—is no excuse for U.S. law enforcement agencies to spend scarce resources on programs that exceed their legal powers.

Therefore, OMB should deny ATF's request to approve its proposed collection of information.

David F. Burr  Branchport, Ny 14418
From: dfrey3@juno.com
Sent: Sunday, February 13, 2011 1:43 AM
To: Terrell, Barbara A.
Subject: Fw: Semi auto. long guns

Barbara A. Terrell
Firearms Industry Programs Branch
Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco, Firearms and Explosives
99 New York Avenue, N.E.
Washington, DC 20226.

Barbara.Terrell@atf.gov
Fax: (202) 648-9640

Dear Barbara Terrell

I am Writing today about your new proposal .December 17, 2010 Notice of Information Collection Under Review: Report of Multiple Sale or Other Disposition of Certain Rifles. I am against the record keeping of individual buying semi auto long guns for protection.

The Gov. will not secure the boarders. The illegal immigrants are bringing in drugs and FULL auto .weapons and large clips, hand grenades and other weapons into the 4 states that you porpoising to start keeping records.

We need deterrents on the Illegals then people would not feel they need extra protection.

99% of the time the police show up after the crime has been committed and write up a death certificate .. Which does not help the individual that was killed.

As a woman testified to congress or senate (one of them) that her and her parent were eating in a restaurant. Some one drove a truck through the building and started shooting people. She had a permit to carry a weapon but did not have with that day because of state laws. If she had it her parent most likely would still be alive. Law abiding citizens should be able to carry guns.. If they want to.. without a lot of restrictions.

Thank you
David Frey
14829 Rolling Hills Rd.
Basehor Ks. 66007
913-724-1164

PS: Please forward copy to :
OMB
Office of Information and Regulatory Affairs
Attention: Department of Justice Desk Officer Washington, DC 20503

$65/Hr Job - 25 Openings
Part-Time job ($20-$65/hr). Requirements: Home Internet Access
http://thirdpartyoffers.juno.com/TGL3141/4d5779787db57258a1bst04vuc
In reference to the December 17, 2010 “Notice of Information Collection Under Review: Report of Multiple Sale or Other Disposition of Certain Rifles.” ...Please stop this silly-ness of Long gun sales reporting. We need less paperwork and less reporting. This does nothing but hurt decent honest law abiding citizens.

thanks, Robbie Gianni

This information collection is both illegal and unnecessary. Furthermore, there is no justification for any “emergency” implementation as reported by the Washington Post:

* The regulation proposed is outside the statutory grant of authority to record information about multiple sales of firearms. Title 18 U.S.C. § 923(g)(3)(A) specifically grants the authority to collect multiple sale information on handguns and revolvers. Other firearms are excluded and there is no implied authority to extend this reporting requirement to rifles or any other type of firearm.
* "FFL" holders are already required by law to respond to BATFE requests for information on firearms distribution pursuant to criminal investigations: Title 18 U.S.C. § 923(g)(7).
* The regulation contains no provision for the destruction of information collected, which establishes a nationwide registry of “certain types of firearms” as proposed. Because of this the regulation as proposed is illegal under Title 18 U.S.C. § 926(a). "No such rule or regulation … may require that records required to be maintained under this chapter or any portion of the contents of such records, be recorded at or transferred to a facility owned, managed, or controlled by the United States or any State or any political subdivision thereof, nor that any system of registration of firearms, firearms owners, or firearms transactions or disposition be established."

There is a grave potential for this information collection to unduly burden citizens who are collectors or must obtain purchase permits at the local or state level to possess firearms. The proposed regulation does not say what the agency intends to do with the information but ostensibly it would be for criminal investigations. Subjecting law abiding gun owners to this type of investigation under the guise of “information collection” is an overt attempt to prevent them from exercising their 2nd Amendment rights to purchase and own firearms.

Thank you.

Deborah S. Henderson
It's time that the Obama administration does more to crack down on the gun smuggling carried out by the Mexican drug cartels.

I strongly support the ATF's proposal to require dealers along the border to report bulk sales of assault rifles, just like they already do with handgun sales. The ATF must use its authority to collect this information and better enforce the laws already on the books.

With more than 30,000 people already murdered in cartel wars, this is an emergency that demands our government’s immediate attention.

Dia Tucker
1800 Miccosukee Commons Dr
Tallahassee, FL 32308
Dear Barbara Terrell,

I strongly support the ATF’s proposal to require dealers along the border to report bulk sales of assault rifles, just like they already do with handgun sales. The ATF must use it’s authority to collect this information and better enforce the laws already on the books.

With more than 30,000 people already murdered in cartel wars, this is an emergency that demands our government’s immediate attention.

Dian Dunsay
829 Camino Vista Encantada
Santa Fe, NM 87507
It's time that Obama administration does more to crack down on the gun smuggling carried out by the Mexican drug cartels.

I strongly support the ATF's proposal to require dealers along the border to report bulk sales of assault rifles, just like they already do with handgun sales. The ATF must use its authority to collect this information and better enforce the laws already on the books.

With more than 30,000 people already murdered in cartel wars, this is an emergency that demands our government's immediate attention.

dian Wix
222 Brickyard Pt. rd. South
LADYS ISLAND, SC 29907
It's time that the Obama administration does more to crack down on the gun smuggling carried out by the Mexican drug cartels.

I strongly support the ATF's proposal to require dealers along the border to report bulk sales of assault rifles, just like they already do with handgun sales. The ATF must use its authority to collect this information and better enforce the laws already on the books.

With more than 30,000 people already murdered in cartel wars, this is an emergency that demands our government's immediate attention.

Diana Cole
1200 Breakaway Dr.
OCEANSIDE, CA 92057
It's time that the Obama administration does more to crack down on the gun smuggling carried out by the Mexican drug cartels.

I strongly support the ATF's proposal to require dealers along the border to report bulk sales of assault rifles, just like they already do with handgun sales. The ATF must use its authority to collect this information and better enforce the laws already on the books.

With more than 30,000 people already murdered in cartel wars, this is an emergency that demands our government's immediate attention.

Diana Crane
202 Via Anita
Redondo Beach, CA 90277
It's time that Obama administration does more to crack down on the gun smuggling carried out by the Mexican drug cartels.

I strongly support the ATF's proposal to require dealers along the border to report bulk sales of assault rifles, just like they already do with handgun sales. The ATF must use its authority to collect this information and better enforce the laws already on the books.

With more than 30,000 people already murdered in cartel wars, this is an emergency that demands our government's immediate attention.

Diana Ferguson
527 Ramblewood Lane, North Wales PA
Horsham, PA 19044
It’s time that the Obama administration does more to crack down on the gun smuggling carried out by the Mexican drug cartels.

I strongly support the ATF’s proposal to require dealers along the border to report bulk sales of assault rifles, just like they already do with handgun sales. The ATF must use its authority to collect this information and better enforce the laws already on the books.

With more than 30,000 people already murdered in cartel wars, this is an emergency that demands our government’s immediate attention.

Diana Garmus
703 Chalfonte Dr.
Alexandria, VA 22305
It’s time that the Obama administration does more to crack down on the gun smuggling carried out by the Mexican drug cartels.

I strongly support the ATF’s proposal to require dealers along the border to report bulk sales of assault rifles, just like they already do with handgun sales. The ATF must use its authority to collect this information and better enforce the laws already on the books.

With more than 30,000 people already murdered in cartel wars, this is an emergency that demands our government’s immediate attention.

Diana Hardison
20148 McCray Dr.
Abingdon, VA 24211
It’s time that Obama administration does more to crack down on the gun smuggling carried out by the Mexican drug cartels.

I strongly support the ATF’s proposal to require dealers along the border to report bulk sales of assault rifles, just like they already do with handgun sales. The ATF must use it’s authority to collect this information and better enforce the laws already on the books.

With more than 30,000 people already murdered in cartel wars, this is an emergency that demands our government’s immediate attention.

Diana Myers
201 2nd Ave
BROOKLYN, MD 21225
It's time that the Obama administration does more to crack down on the gun smuggling carried out by the Mexican drug cartels.

I strongly support the ATF's proposal to require dealers along the border to report bulk sales of assault rifles, just like they already do with handgun sales. The ATF must use its authority to collect this information and better enforce the laws already on the books.

With more than 30,000 people already murdered in cartel wars, this is an emergency that demands our government's immediate attention.

Diana Olson
215 West 9th Street
St. Paul, MN 55102
It’s time that the Obama administration does more to crack down on the gun smuggling carried out by the Mexican drug cartels.

I strongly support the ATF’s proposal to require dealers along the border to report bulk sales of assault rifles, just like they already do with handgun sales. The ATF must use its authority to collect this information and better enforce the laws already on the books.

With more than 30,000 people already murdered in cartel wars, this is an emergency that demands our government’s immediate attention.

Diana Pross
3600 Wooddale Ave S
Minneapolis, MN 55416
It's time that the Obama administration does more to crack down on the gun smuggling carried out by the Mexican drug cartels.

I strongly support the ATF's proposal to require dealers along the border to report bulk sales of assault rifles, just like they already do with handgun sales. The ATF must use its authority to collect this information and better enforce the laws already on the books.

With more than 30,000 people already murdered in cartel wars, this is an emergency that demands our government's immediate attention.

Diana Sanandaji
946 N. Doheny Dr.
CA, CA 90069
It's time that the Obama administration does more to crack down on the gun smuggling carried out by the Mexican drug cartels.

I strongly support the ATF's proposal to require dealers along the border to report bulk sales of assault rifles, just like they already do with handgun sales. The ATF must use its authority to collect this information and better enforce the laws already on the books.

With more than 30,000 people already murdered in cartel wars, this is an emergency that demands our government's immediate attention.

Diana Schneider
306 Desmond Dr
FAYETTEVILLE, NC 28314
Dear Barbara Terrell,

It’s time that Obama administration does more to crack down on the gun smuggling carried out by the Mexican drug cartels.

I strongly support the ATF’s proposal to require dealers along the border to report bulk sales of assault rifles, just like they already do with handgun sales. The ATF must use its authority to collect this information and better enforce the laws already on the books.

With more than 30,000 people already murdered in cartel wars, this is an emergency that demands our government’s immediate attention.

Diana Seidel
709 Fletcher Street
Austin, TX 78704
It's time that the Obama administration does more to crack down on the gun smuggling carried out by the Mexican drug cartels.

I strongly support the ATF's proposal to require dealers along the border to report bulk sales of assault rifles, just like they already do with handgun sales. The ATF must use its authority to collect this information and better enforce the laws already on the books.

With more than 30,000 people already murdered in cartel wars, this is an emergency that demands our government's immediate attention.

Diana Singletary
2915 NW 67th PL
Jennings, FL 32053
Dear Barbara Terrell,

It's time that the Obama administration does more to crack down on the gun smuggling carried out by the Mexican drug cartels.

I strongly support the ATF's proposal to require dealers along the border to report bulk sales of assault rifles, just like they already do with handgun sales. The ATF must use its authority to collect this information and better enforce the laws already on the books.

With more than 30,000 people already murdered in cartel wars, this is an emergency that demands our government's immediate attention.

Diana Versenyi
668 Main St.
Williamstown, MA 01267
It’s time that the Obama administration does more to crack down on the gun smuggling carried out by the Mexican drug cartels.

I strongly support the ATF’s proposal to require dealers along the border to report bulk sales of assault rifles, just like they already do with handgun sales. The ATF must use its authority to collect this information and better enforce the laws already on the books.

With more than 30,000 people already murdered in cartel wars, this is an emergency that demands our government’s immediate attention.

Diane Aikins
1255 NW 9th Av #115
PORTLAND, OR 97209
Dear Barbara Terrell,

It's time that the Obama administration does more to crack down on the gun smuggling carried out by the Mexican drug cartels.

I strongly support the ATF's proposal to require dealers along the border to report bulk sales of assault rifles, just like they already do with handgun sales. The ATF must use its authority to collect this information and better enforce the laws already on the books.

With more than 30,000 people already murdered in cartel wars, this is an emergency that demands our government’s immediate attention.

Diane Bateson
10146 Owensmouth Ave
CHATSWORTH, CA 91311
It’s time that the Obama administration does more to crack down on the gun smuggling carried out by the Mexican drug cartels.

I strongly support the ATF’s proposal to require dealers along the border to report bulk sales of assault rifles, just like they already do with handgun sales. The ATF must use its authority to collect this information and better enforce the laws already on the books.

With more than 30,000 people already murdered in cartel wars, this is an emergency that demands our government’s immediate attention.

This is a no-brainer!

Diane Brine
Forge Village Road
GROTON, MA 1450
It's time that the Obama administration does more to crack down on the gun smuggling carried out by the Mexican drug cartels.

I strongly support the ATF's proposal to require dealers along the border to report bulk sales of assault rifles, just like they already do with handgun sales. The ATF must use its authority to collect this information and better enforce the laws already on the books.

With more than 30,000 people already murdered in cartel wars, this is an emergency that demands our government's immediate attention.

Diane Celeste
7061 Treymore Court
Sarasota, FL 34243
It's time that Obama administration does more to crack down on the gun smuggling carried out by the Mexican drug cartels.

I strongly support the ATF's proposal to require dealers along the border to report bulk sales of assault rifles, just like they already do with handgun sales. The ATF must use it's authority to collect this information and better enforce the laws already on the books.

With more than 30,000 people already murdered in cartel wars, this is an emergency that demands our government's immediate attention.

Diane Collins
310 East 44th St
NY, NY 10017
It's time that the Obama administration does more to crack down on the gun smuggling carried out by the Mexican drug cartels.

I strongly support the ATF's proposal to require dealers along the border to report bulk sales of assault rifles, just like they already do with handgun sales. The ATF must use its authority to collect this information and better enforce the laws already on the books.

With more than 30,000 people already murdered in cartel wars, this is an emergency that demands our government's immediate attention.

Diane Gorey
4205 48 Ave #1C
Woodside, NY 11377
Cooksey, Roberta B.

From: Diane H Fabian [dhfabian@gmail.com]
Sent: Friday, February 11, 2011 11:15 AM
To: Legislative Affairs
Subject: Uncertain, due to political changes

I've had to reconsider -- something I never thought I'd do. Since Reagan, it's not crime or terrorism that is our greatest threat, but our own government, which has exercised its power to reallocate our public dollars from the poor and working class, into the bank accounts of the very rich. I never thought our govt would go so low as to take our money out of programs that helped impoverished women and children by proclaiming that the 6% of the budget that went into AFDC was "more than we can afford". The DEMANDS that the public now pay the taxes owed by the filthy rich, via billions of dollars of annual "tax relief," have become routine.

Welfare "reform" only whet the appetite of the rich and greedy in govt. It has been a powerful tool to suppress wages and wipe out labor protections, pulling more people into poverty. Conditions worsened tremendously with Clinton's NAFTA. Our political royalty has been working to steal all the money that generations of our families have paid into Social Security. It will be necessary for govt to compel families to provide for their elderly and disabled, on their own declining wages, which should finish off the middle class, increasing the already-large portion of the population in poverty.

As much as our media ignores it, we do have a volatile situation, with millions of Americans who have nothing left to lose, and a govt hell-bent on worsening conditions for the sake of rewarding rich campaign donors.

Proposed gun control measures would, in effect, restrict gun ownership to the wealthy, significantly reducing access to guns to everyone else. Looking at the bigger picture of political changes over the last 30+ years, and the hell-bent determination of the Republican Party to steal Social Security, maybe this isn't the time to work toward reducing access to guns - especially in poor communities.

Diane H Fabian
217 S Water St E #206
Fort Atkinson, WI 53538
It's time that the Obama administration does more to crack down on the gun smuggling carried out by the Mexican drug cartels.

I strongly support the ATF's proposal to require dealers along the border to report bulk sales of assault rifles, just like they already do with handgun sales. The ATF must use its authority to collect this information and better enforce the laws already on the books.

With more than 30,000 people already murdered in cartel wars, this is an emergency that demands our government's immediate attention.

Diane Hebert
809 Eastman Ave Apt 1
Midland, MI 48640
It's time that Obama administration does more to crack down on the gun smuggling carried out by the Mexican drug cartels.

I strongly support the ATF's proposal to require dealers along the border to report bulk sales of assault rifles, just like they already do with handgun sales. The ATF must use its authority to collect this information and better enforce the laws already on the books.

With more than 30,000 people already murdered in cartel wars, this is an emergency that demands our government's immediate attention.

Diane Hejl
3308 Greenlawn Pkwy
Austin, TX 78757
It's time that the Obama administration does more to crack down on the gun smuggling carried out by the Mexican drug cartels.

I strongly support the ATF's proposal to require dealers along the border to report bulk sales of assault rifles, just like they already do with handgun sales. The ATF must use its authority to collect this information and better enforce the laws already on the books.

With more than 30,000 people already murdered in cartel wars, this is an emergency that demands our government's immediate attention.

Diane Irvine
3215 NE 65th Avenue
Portland, OR 97213
It's time that the Obama administration does more to crack down on the gun smuggling carried out by the Mexican drug cartels.

I strongly support the ATF's proposal to require dealers along the border to report bulk sales of assault rifles, just like they already do with handgun sales. The ATF must use its authority to collect this information and better enforce the laws already on the books.

With more than 30,000 people already murdered in cartel wars, this is an emergency that demands our government's immediate attention.

diane kopan
7742 n. eastlake
Chicago, IL 60626
Dear Barbara Terrell,

It's time that the Obama administration does more to crack down on the gun smuggling carried out by the Mexican drug cartels.

I strongly support the ATF's proposal to require dealers along the border to report bulk sales of assault rifles, just like they already do with handgun sales. The ATF must use its authority to collect this information and better enforce the laws already on the books.

With more than 30,000 people already murdered in cartel wars, this is an emergency that demands our government's immediate attention.

diane kramer

e chain of rocks rd

Granite City, IL 62040
Dear Barbara Terrell,

It's time that the Obama administration does more to crack down on the gun smuggling carried out by the Mexican drug cartels.

I strongly support the ATF's proposal to require dealers along the border to report bulk sales of assault rifles, just like they already do with handgun sales. The ATF must use its authority to collect this information and better enforce the laws already on the books.

With more than 30,000 people already murdered in cartel wars, this is an emergency that demands our government's immediate attention.

Diane Lawrence
10626 SW 102 St.
Miami, FL 33176
It's time that Obama administration does more to crack down on the gun smuggling carried out by the Mexican drug cartels.

I strongly support the ATF's proposal to require dealers along the border to report bulk sales of assault rifles, just like they already do with handgun sales. The ATF must use it's authority to collect this information and better enforce the laws already on the books.

With more than 30,000 people already murdered in cartel wars, this is an emergency that demands our government’s immediate attention.

Diane M. Hammond
451 Howard Street
Delta, CO 81416
It’s time that Obama administration does more to crack down on the gun smuggling carried out by the Mexican drug cartels.

I strongly support the ATF’s proposal to require dealers along the border to report bulk sales of assault rifles, just like they already do with handgun sales. The ATF must use its authority to collect this information and better enforce the laws already on the books.

With more than 30,000 people already murdered in cartel wars, this is an emergency that demands our government’s immediate attention.

Diane Masters  
2902 Quincemoor Rd  
Durham, NC 27712
It's time that the Obama administration does more to crack down on the gun smuggling carried out by the Mexican drug cartels.

I strongly support the ATF's proposal to require dealers along the border to report bulk sales of assault rifles, just like they already do with handgun sales. The ATF must use its authority to collect this information and better enforce the laws already on the books.

With more than 30,000 people already murdered in cartel wars, this is an emergency that demands our government's immediate attention.

Diane Mochizuki
450 Santa Dominga
Solana Beach, CA 92075
It's time that the Obama administration does more to crack down on the gun smuggling carried out by the Mexican drug cartels.

I strongly support the ATF's proposal to require dealers along the border to report bulk sales of assault rifles, just like they already do with handgun sales. The ATF must use its authority to collect this information and better enforce the laws already on the books.

With more than 30,000 people already murdered in cartel wars, this is an emergency that demands our government's immediate attention.

Diane Niesman
0N030 Pierce Avenue
Wheaton, IL 60187
It’s time that the Obama administration does more to crack down on the gun smuggling carried out by the Mexican drug cartels.

I strongly support the ATF’s proposal to require dealers along the border to report bulk sales of assault rifles, just like they already do with handgun sales. The ATF must use its authority to collect this information and better enforce the laws already on the books.

With more than 30,000 people already murdered in cartel wars, this is an emergency that demands our government’s immediate attention.

Diane Norland
1517 Hoover Drive
#N/A, MN 56003
It’s time that the Obama administration does more to crack down on the gun smuggling carried out by the Mexican drug cartels.

I strongly support the ATF’s proposal to require dealers along the border to report bulk sales of assault rifles, just like they already do with handgun sales. The ATF must use its authority to collect this information and better enforce the laws already on the books.

With more than 30,000 people already murdered in cartel wars, this is an emergency that demands our government’s immediate attention.

If it’s fear of the NRA that has delayed this action then shame on us. I’m sure the Constitution does not ensure the rights of Mexican Drug Cartels to come across the border and buy AKAs in Mexico.

diane olson
521 montana ave. #305
SANTA MONICA, CA 90403
It's time that the Obama administration does more to crack down on the gun smuggling carried out by the Mexican drug cartels.

I strongly support the ATF's proposal to require dealers along the border to report bulk sales of assault rifles, just like they already do with handgun sales. The ATF must use its authority to collect this information and better enforce the laws already on the books.

With more than 30,000 people already murdered in cartel wars, this is an emergency that demands our government's immediate attention.

Diane Perea
1733 Capistrano Ave
Berkeley, CA 94707
Dear Barbara Terrell,

It's time that the Obama administration does more to crack down on the gun smuggling carried out by the Mexican drug cartels.

I strongly support the ATF's proposal to require dealers along the border to report bulk sales of assault rifles, just like they already do with handgun sales. The ATF must use its authority to collect this information and better enforce the laws already on the books.

With more than 30,000 people already murdered in cartel wars, this is an emergency that demands our government’s immediate attention.

Diane Pieri
150 Maplewood Avenue
Philadelphia, PA 19144
Cooksey, Roberta B.

Dear Barbara Terrell,

It's time that the Obama administration does more to crack down on the gun smuggling carried out by the Mexican drug cartels.

I strongly support the ATF's proposal to require dealers along the border to report bulk sales of assault rifles, just like they already do with handgun sales. The ATF must use its authority to collect this information and better enforce the laws already on the books.

With more than 30,000 people already murdered in cartel wars, this is an emergency that demands our government’s immediate attention.

diane provenz
216 Harrington Road PO Box 544
Otis, MA 1253
It's time that the Obama administration does more to crack down on the gun smuggling carried out by the Mexican drug cartels.

I strongly support the ATF's proposal to require dealers along the border to report bulk sales of assault rifles, just like they already do with handgun sales. The ATF must use its authority to collect this information and better enforce the laws already on the books.

With more than 30,000 people already murdered in cartel wars, this is an emergency that demands our government’s immediate attention.

diane pryor
2534 bridgeport lane s.e.
grand rapids, MI 49508
It's time that the Obama administration does more to crack down on the gun smuggling carried out by the Mexican drug cartels.

I strongly support the ATF's proposal to require dealers along the border to report bulk sales of assault rifles, just like they already do with handgun sales. The ATF must use its authority to collect this information and better enforce the laws already on the books.

With more than 30,000 people already murdered in cartel wars, this is an emergency that demands our government's immediate attention.

diane rosales
2421 n bellflower blvd
long beach, CA 90815
It’s time that the Obama administration does more to crack down on the gun smuggling carried out by the Mexican drug cartels.

I strongly support the ATF’s proposal to require dealers along the border to report bulk sales of assault rifles, just like they already do with handgun sales. The ATF must use its authority to collect this information and better enforce the laws already on the books.

With more than 30,000 people already murdered in cartel wars, this is an emergency that demands our government’s immediate attention.

Diane Sartor
118106 rolling meadow way
Olney, MD 20832
It's time that the Obama administration does more to crack down on the gun smuggling carried out by the Mexican drug cartels.

I strongly support the ATF's proposal to require dealers along the border to report bulk sales of assault rifles, just like they already do with handgun sales. The ATF must use its authority to collect this information and better enforce the laws already on the books.

With more than 30,000 people already murdered in cartel wars, this is an emergency that demands our government's immediate attention.

Diane Seaton
24651 Guadalupe Street
Carmel, CA 93923
It's time that the Obama administration does more to crack down on the gun smuggling carried out by the Mexican drug cartels.

I strongly support the ATF's proposal to require dealers along the border to report bulk sales of assault rifles, just like they already do with handgun sales. The ATF must use its authority to collect this information and better enforce the laws already on the books.

With more than 30,000 people already murdered in cartel wars, this is an emergency that demands our government's immediate attention.

Diane Sklensky
16 Revere Cir., Apt. 5
Jackson, TN 38305
From: Diane Tunison [dtunison@umflint.edu]
Sent: Saturday, February 12, 2011 10:05 AM
To: Terrell, Barbara A.
Subject: Support for the Reporting of Multiple Sales of Long Guns
It's time that Obama administration does more to crack down on the gun smuggling carried out by the Mexican drug cartels.

I strongly support the ATF's proposal to require dealers along the border to report bulk sales of assault rifles, just like they already do with handgun sales. The ATF must use its authority to collect this information and better enforce the laws already on the books.

With more than 30,000 people already murdered in cartel wars, this is an emergency that demands our government's immediate attention.

Diane Vogelman
Box 806
Ø, CO 81632
Dear Barbara Terrell,

It's time that the Obama administration does more to crack down on the gun smuggling carried out by the Mexican drug cartels.

I strongly support the ATF’s proposal to require dealers along the border to report bulk sales of assault rifles, just like they already do with handgun sales. The ATF must use its authority to collect this information and better enforce the laws already on the books.

With more than 30,000 people already murdered in cartel wars, this is an emergency that demands our government's immediate attention.

Diane Wilson
343 E. Florence Rd
TUCSON, AZ 85704
It’s time that the Obama administration does more to crack down on the gun smuggling carried out by the Mexican drug cartels.

I strongly support the ATF’s proposal to require dealers along the border to report bulk sales of assault rifles, just like they already do with handgun sales. The ATF must use its authority to collect this information and better enforce the laws already on the books.

With more than 30,000 people already murdered in cartel wars, this is an emergency that demands our government’s immediate attention.

Diane Wynne
5055 Ashington Landing Dr
Tampa, FL 33647
Dear Barbara Terrell,

It’s time that Obama administration does more to crack down on the gun smuggling carried out by the Mexican drug cartels.

I strongly support the ATF’s proposal to require dealers along the border to report bulk sales of assault rifles, just like they already do with handgun sales. The ATF must use its authority to collect this information and better enforce the laws already on the books.

With more than 30,000 people already murdered in cartel wars, this is an emergency that demands our government’s immediate attention.

Dianna Mullen  
1813 8th Ave  
Kearney, NE 68845
It's time that Obama administration does more to crack down on the gun smuggling carried out by the Mexican drug cartels.

I strongly support the ATF's proposal to require dealers along the border to report bulk sales of assault rifles, just like they already do with handgun sales. The ATF must use its authority to collect this information and better enforce the laws already on the books.

With more than 30,000 people already murdered in cartel wars, this is an emergency that demands our government's immediate attention.

Dianna Stafford
15466 Ardmore
Detroit, MI 48227
It’s time that Obama administration does more to crack down on the gun smuggling carried out by the Mexican drug cartels.

I strongly support the ATF’s proposal to require dealers along the border to report bulk sales of assault rifles, just like they already do with handgun sales. The ATF must use its authority to collect this information and better enforce the laws already on the books.

With more than 30,000 people already murdered in cartel wars, this is an emergency that demands our government’s immediate attention.

Dianne Dale
9920 Franklin St
LAnham, MD 20706
It's time that the Obama administration does more to crack down on the gun smuggling carried out by the Mexican drug cartels.

I strongly support the ATF's proposal to require dealers along the border to report bulk sales of assault rifles, just like they already do with handgun sales. The ATF must use its authority to collect this information and better enforce the laws already on the books.

With more than 30,000 people already murdered in cartel wars, this is an emergency that demands our government's immediate attention.

Dianne Douglas
2723 E Valencia Drive
Phoenix, AZ 85042
It's time that Obama administration does more to crack down on the gun smuggling carried out by the Mexican drug cartels.

I strongly support the ATF's proposal to require dealers along the border to report bulk sales of assault rifles, just like they already do with handgun sales. The ATF must use its authority to collect this information and better enforce the laws already on the books.

With more than 30,000 people already murdered in cartel wars, this is an emergency that demands our government’s immediate attention.

Dianne Kindle
7177 Summerfield Rd
Lambertville, MI 48144
It's time that Obama administration does more to crack down on the gun smuggling carried out by the Mexican drug cartels.

I strongly support the ATF's proposal to require dealers along the border to report bulk sales of assault rifles, just like they already do with handgun sales. The ATF must use its authority to collect this information and better enforce the laws already on the books.

With more than 30,000 people already murdered in cartel wars, this is an emergency that demands our government's immediate attention.

Dianne King
306 Warren Street
Greensboro, NC 27403
It's time that the Obama administration does more to crack down on the gun smuggling carried out by the Mexican drug cartels.

I strongly support the ATF's proposal to require dealers along the border to report bulk sales of assault rifles, just like they already do with handgun sales. The ATF must use its authority to collect this information and better enforce the laws already on the books.

With more than 30,000 people already murdered in cartel wars, this is an emergency that demands our government's immediate attention.

Dianne Lane
3509 Udall Street
San Diego, CA 92106
It's time that the Obama administration does more to crack down on the gun smuggling carried out by the Mexican drug cartels.

I strongly support the ATF's proposal to require dealers along the border to report bulk sales of assault rifles, just like they already do with handgun sales. The ATF must use its authority to collect this information and better enforce the laws already on the books.

With more than 30,000 people already murdered in cartel wars, this is an emergency that demands our government's immediate attention.

Dianne post
1826 E Willetta St
PHOENIX, AZ 85006
It’s time that Obama administration does more to crack down on the gun smuggling carried out by the Mexican drug cartels.

I strongly support the ATF’s proposal to require dealers along the border to report bulk sales of assault rifles, just like they already do with handgun sales. The ATF must use its authority to collect this information and better enforce the laws already on the books. Congress needs to fully fund the ATF for this effort! That agency was decimated during the Bush years and, like the Justice Department, needs full staffing.

With more than 30,000 people already murdered in cartel wars, this is an emergency that demands our government’s immediate attention.

Dianne Saichek
Street Address
City, CA 95125
I THINK THE GOVERNMENT SHOULD LEAVE THE GUN LAWS ALONE AND KEEP THE LAWS AS IS. THESE PEOPLE DO NOT ANY MORE, AS THE GOVERNMENT IS NOT HELPING THE BOARDER STATES SO WHY SHOULD THEY INTERFER
   RICHARD WILLNARD.
It's time that the Obama administration does more to crack down on the gun smuggling carried out by the Mexican drug cartels.

I strongly support the ATF's proposal to require dealers along the border to report bulk sales of assault rifles, just like they already do with handgun sales. The ATF must use its authority to collect this information and better enforce the laws already on the books.

With more than 30,000 people already murdered in cartel wars, this is an emergency that demands our government’s immediate attention.

Dick & Nancy Bureson  
1907 Kempwood Court  
Round Rock, TX 78665
Vote down the 12-17-2010 notice of info collection under review, report of multiple sales of certain rifles.

One law leads to more infringements.

Thank you

Richard van dyke
Cedar springs mich
Dear Barbara Terrell,

It's time that the Obama administration does more to crack down on the gun smuggling carried out by the Mexican drug cartels.

I strongly support the ATF's proposal to require dealers along the border to report bulk sales of assault rifles, just like they already do with handgun sales. The ATF must use its authority to collect this information and better enforce the laws already on the books.

With more than 30,000 people already murdered in cartel wars, this is an emergency that demands our government's immediate attention.

Dick Burkepile
14 County Road 302
Oxford, MS 38655-5525
It's time that Obama administration does more to crack down on the gun smuggling carried out by the Mexican drug cartels.

I strongly support the ATF's proposal to require dealers along the border to report bulk sales of assault rifles, just like they already do with handgun sales. The ATF must use it’s authority to collect this information and better enforce the laws already on the books.

With more than 30,000 people already murdered in cartel wars, this is an emergency that demands our government’s immediate attention.

Dick Glick
1909 Chowkeebin Court
#N/A, FL 32301
Dear Barbara Terrell,

It's time that the Obama administration does more to crack down on the gun smuggling carried out by the Mexican drug cartels.

I strongly support the ATF's proposal to require dealers along the border to report bulk sales of assault rifles, just like they already do with handgun sales. The ATF must use its authority to collect this information and better enforce the laws already on the books.

With more than 30,000 people already murdered in cartel wars, this is an emergency that demands our government's immediate attention.

Dick Gray
62880 JHeremy Rd
Montrose, CO 81401
Dear Barbara Terrell,

It's time that the Obama administration does more to crack down on the gun smuggling carried out by the Mexican drug cartels.

I strongly support the ATF's proposal to require dealers along the border to report bulk sales of assault rifles, just like they already do with handgun sales. The ATF must use its authority to collect this information and better enforce the laws already on the books.

With more than 30,000 people already murdered in cartel wars, this is an emergency that demands our government's immediate attention.

dick hogle
13 la puebla rd
espanola, NM 87532
It's time that the Obama administration does more to crack down on the gun smuggling carried out by the Mexican drug cartels.

I strongly support the ATF's proposal to require dealers along the border and other places in Texas, New Mexico, Arizona and California to report all single (one person could go around and purchase a lot of singles to get volumes) and bulk sales of assault rifles and the corresponding ammunition, just like they already do with handgun sales.

The ATF must use its authority to collect this information and better enforce the laws already on the books.

With more than 30,000 people already murdered in cartel wars, this is an emergency that demands our government’s immediate and continuous attention.

Stop this insane use of military level weapons to KILL AMERICANS!

Dick Yates
6033 Cypress Cove Dr
The Colony, TX 75056
Do not enforce the proposed long rifle restriction regarding waiting periods for two or more purchases in five days.

Thank You, F.R.Ellis, NRA Life Member
It's time that Obama administration does more to crack down on the gun smuggling carried out by the Mexican drug cartels.

I strongly support the ATF's proposal to require dealers along the border to report bulk sales of assault rifles, just like they already do with handgun sales. The ATF must use its authority to collect this information and better enforce the laws already on the books.

With more than 30,000 people already murdered in cartel wars, this is an emergency that demands our government's immediate attention.

Dickey Veronica
4496 Noble Loon Street NW
Massillon, OH 44646
I strongly oppose the December 17, 2010 “Notice of Information Collection Under Review: Report of Multiple Sale or Other Disposition of Certain Rifles.”

Thank you
From: Diego Jarrin [diego_jarrin@yahoo.com]
Sent: Friday, February 11, 2011 10:46 AM
To: Legislative Affairs
Subject: Support for the Reporting of Multiple Sales of Long Guns

It’s time that Obama administration does more to crack down on the gun smuggling carried out by the Mexican drug cartels.

I strongly support the ATF’s proposal to require dealers along the border to report bulk sales of assault rifles, just like they already do with handgun sales. The ATF must use it’s authority to collect this information and better enforce the laws already on the books.

With more than 30,000 people already murdered in cartel wars, this is an emergency that demands our government’s immediate attention.

Diego Jarrin
951 NW Fresco Way
JENSEN BEACH, FL 34957
Dear Barbra
I live in Texas and do not think that this will help. The people who send firearms to Mexico only want guns like SKS not any others. They can buy them in other states and will.
You need to push for more money so that you can stop all problems with the border crossings.

NOTE If I were a person wanting to get into the US other than a Worker I would come in through Mexico. I have walked along the border at Big Bend Park and it would be easy to come on over. Then some one could pick me up and pay a lot to get transported to the other states.

Please try to get this to people who can help control the border.

The people doing the gun transporting are the problem not US!

Thank You
Russell Dienell, S.E., P.E.
It's time that the Obama administration does more to crack down on the gun smuggling carried out by the Mexican drug cartels.

I strongly support the ATF’s proposal to require dealers along the border to report bulk sales of assault rifles, just like they already do with handgun sales. The ATF must use its authority to collect this information and better enforce the laws already on the books.

With more than 30,000 people already murdered in cartel wars, this is an emergency that demands our government’s immediate attention.

Dierdre Freamon
935 Broad St. #7a
BLOOMFIELD, NJ 7003
December 17, 2010 “Notice of Information Collection Under Review: Report of Multiple Sale or Other Disposition of Certain Rifles.”
Really, next step -rename the country, and let hypocrisy reign. Politically correct-sure...although discriminative... against American People!
It’s time that Obama administration does more to crack down on the gun smuggling carried out by the Mexican drug cartels.

I strongly support the ATF’s proposal to require dealers along the border to report bulk sales of assault rifles, just like they already do with handgun sales. The ATF must use it’s authority to collect this information and better enforce the laws already on the books.

With more than 30,000 people already murdered in cartel wars, this is an emergency that demands our government’s immediate attention.

Dina Heisler
100 West 92 Street
New York, NY 10025
It's time that the Obama administration does more to crack down on the gun smuggling carried out by the Mexican drug cartels.

I strongly support the ATF's proposal to require dealers along the border to report bulk sales of assault rifles, just like they already do with handgun sales. The ATF must use its authority to collect this information and better enforce the laws already on the books.

With more than 30,000 people already murdered in cartel wars, this is an emergency that demands our government's immediate attention.

Dina Willner
1613 Boscobel St.
MAHWAH, NJ 7430
It's time that Obama administration does more to crack down on the gun smuggling carried out by the Mexican drug cartels.

I strongly support the ATF's proposal to require dealers along the border to report bulk sales of assault rifles, just like they already do with handgun sales. The ATF must use its authority to collect this information and better enforce the laws already on the books.

With more than 30,000 people already murdered in cartel wars, this is an emergency that demands our government's immediate attention.

Dinah Dubble
1721 Fircrest Dr #211
Hoquiam, WA 98550
It's time that the Obama administration does more to crack down on the gun smuggling carried out by the Mexican drug cartels.

I strongly support the ATF's proposal to require dealers along the border to report bulk sales of assault rifles, just like they already do with handgun sales. The ATF must use its authority to collect this information and better enforce the laws already on the books.

With more than 30,000 people already murdered in cartel wars, this is an emergency that demands our government's immediate attention.

DiNardo Judith
3683 Silvercrest Dr
Stow, OH 43081
Please stop kowtowing to the radical arms merchants who run the NRA's lobbying machine. The American people are being slaughtered daily due to uncontrolled assault weapons in the hands of citizens. We--who are not part of a militia--have no need to carry guns of any kind.

It’s time that the Obama administration does more to crack down on the gun smuggling carried out by the Mexican drug cartels.

I strongly support the ATF's proposal to require dealers along the border to report bulk sales of assault rifles, just like they already do with handgun sales. The ATF must use its authority to collect this information and better enforce the laws already on the books.

With more than 30,000 people already murdered in cartel wars, this is an emergency that demands our government’s immediate attention.

Dion Blundell
69255 Tamala Ave.
Cathedral City, CA 92234
It's time that the Obama administration does more to crack down on the gun smuggling carried out by the Mexican drug cartels.

I strongly support the ATF's proposal to require dealers along the border to report bulk sales of assault rifles, just like they already do with handgun sales. The ATF must use its authority to collect this information and better enforce the laws already on the books.

With more than 30,000 people already murdered in cartel wars, this is an emergency that demands our government’s immediate attention.

Dion Patricia
510 Carrington Lane #305
Loveland, OH 44130
Dear Barbara Terrell,

It's time that the Obama administration does more to crack down on the gun smuggling carried out by the Mexican drug cartels.

I strongly support the ATF's proposal to require dealers along the border to report bulk sales of assault rifles, just like they already do with handgun sales. The ATF must use its authority to collect this information and better enforce the laws already on the books.

With more than 30,000 people already murdered in cartel wars, this is an emergency that demands our government's immediate attention.

Dipal Gandhi
2005 Continental Ave
Hayward, CA 94545
Dear Barbara Terrell,

It's time that the Obama administration does more to crack down on the gun smuggling carried out by the Mexican drug cartels.

I strongly support the ATF's proposal to require dealers along the border to report bulk sales of assault rifles, just like they already do with handgun sales. The ATF must use its authority to collect this information and better enforce the laws already on the books.

With more than 30,000 people already murdered in cartel wars, this is an emergency that demands our government's immediate attention.

Dirk Beving
3334 Meier St.
Los Angeles, CA 90066
It’s time that the Obama administration does more to crack down on the gun smuggling carried out by the Mexican drug cartels.

I strongly support the ATF’s proposal to require dealers along the border to report bulk sales of assault rifles, just like they already do with handgun sales. The ATF must use its authority to collect this information and better enforce the laws already on the books.

With more than 30,000 people already murdered in cartel wars, this is an emergency that demands our government’s immediate attention.

Ditra Walsh
PO Box 158
New York, NY 10014
ms. terrell, i would like to voice my opposition to this policy and hope you will count my comment among the others you receive. thank you in advance. lewis elliott, 3257 8th ave., st. james city, fl 33956.
It’s time that the Obama administration does more to crack down on the gun smuggling carried out by the Mexican drug cartels.

I strongly support the ATF’s proposal to require dealers along the border to report bulk sales of assault rifles, just like they already do with handgun sales. The ATF must use its authority to collect this information and better enforce the laws already on the books.

With more than 30,000 people already murdered in cartel wars, this is an emergency that demands our government’s immediate attention.

Dixie Salazar
704 E Brown
FRESNO, CA 93704
This concerns the December 17, 2010 “Notice of Information Collection Under Review: Report of Multiple Sale or Other Disposition of Certain Rifles.” Simply put the BATFE does not have the statutory authority from Congress to impose the firearms dealers' long gun reporting requirements being sought. Congress has already expressly addressed this question and authorized reporting for pistols and revolvers only.

To Mrs. Hutchison, Mr. Cornyn, and Mr. Olson, I read the entire report by the U.S. Department of Justice's Office of the Inspector General's Evaluation and Inspections Division's "Review of ATF's Project Gunrunner - November 2010" along with several statistical articles such as those found at "Statfor Global Intelligence" that show around 90% of the seized Mexican trace firearms are NOT proven to be from the U.S. It appears that the authority improperly sought by the BATFE is for a problem that has not been proven to exist. Please reply with a summary of what steps you plan to take to insure that the Executive Branch is not allowed to bypass the Legislative Branch of the federal government in this matter.
It's time that the Obama administration does more to crack down on the gun smuggling carried out by the Mexican drug cartels.

I strongly support the ATF's proposal to require dealers along the border to report bulk sales of assault rifles, just like they already do with handgun sales. The ATF must use its authority to collect this information and better enforce the laws already on the books.

With more than 30,000 people already murdered in cartel wars, this is an emergency that demands our government's immediate attention.

dj myers
394 grand avenue
brooklyn, NY 11238
What a joke, more regulation and reporting required of free Americans!

What is this RUSSIA? Saudi Arabia?

The ATF has no legal authority to demand these reports, and the flood of new paperwork will waste scarce law enforcement resources that should be spent on legitimate investigations.

VOTE NO WAY.

Thank you,

Donald Jackson
February 11, 2011
Barbara A. Terrell
Firearms Industry Programs Branch
Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco, Firearms and Explosives
99 New York Avenue, N.E.
Washington, DC  20226.
Barbara.Terrell@atf.gov
Fax: (202) 648–9640

Ref: Federal Register Notice of December 17, 2010 (Volume 75, Number 242,
Page 79021), 60-Day Emergency Notice of Information Collection Under
Review: Report of Multiple Sale or Other Disposition of Certain Rifles

Dear Ms. Terrell,

Why is it so important to strangle the rights of the law abiding citizens? If there is really a firearms issue as inferred why isn’t the ATF taking appropriate action. How does increasing the ATF paper work help solve the current cartel problem? The ATF cannot currently handle the dealer’s voluntary reports of possible straw issues. That is a drop in the bucket compared to this initiative. ATF should be doing investigatory work not pushing paper that they are not capable of handling the volume. Does it make sense that 15% of the U.S. rifle sales have useless paper work filed on them? Do you actually think paper work will solve the problem with Mexico? How about we have the Mexicans do their own work so our ATF can focus on fighting crime. Pandering to anti-gun advocates is beneath the dignity of the ATF. Why would the ATF chose to violate the licensee record authority as defined by Congress?

I am all for eliminating cartel power. I am not in support of U.S. citizens loosing their rights or being punished to eliminate the cartel power. Maybe you could recommend to the Department of Justice Inspector general that the focus on fighting crime not on piling up useless paper work.

Thank you for you time and consideration.

Danny Burgin
2817 Meadow Glen Drive
Flower Mound, TX 75022
972-619-7542
Hello Ms. Terrell,

I'm writing to you because of the ATF's involvement in multiple rifle sales. As an American, I abide by the laws of this great country, and I don't believe that the Government needs to spend money, that we don't have, on tracking these rifles. That money sure could be better spent on protecting our border's from illegal entry by those who just want to live here and take every advantage of section 8 housing, food stamps, etc. I have no problem with people abiding by the law and becoming a US citizen the correct way. People who have been in this country for over 10 yrs. and still can't speak a word of English. So, we shell out money for interpreters and the like to make it easier on them. No one makes my house payment or gives me free food!

Sorry for getting off the original subject, but our borders need to be shut down and right now to stop the flow of illegal people flowing into my and your country.

I hope you will look at this firearm controversy and make the right decision pertaining to these rifles.

Thank you for your time and all that you do.

Sincerely

Denny Henchal
I strongly object to long guns sales reporting changes proposed in the December 17, 2010 “Notice of Information Collection Under Review: Report of Multiple Sale or Other Disposition of Certain Rifles.”
From: dlightfordsr@comcast.net
Sent: Saturday, February 12, 2011 9:00 AM
To: oira_submission@omb.eop.gov
Subject: Please OPPOSE the BATFE's proposal to report multiple sales of certain rifles

Please OPPOSE the “Notice of Information Collection Under Review: Report of Multiple Sale or Other Disposition of Certain Rifles.”

This is an unnecessary regulation and is not allowed under Federal law. Title 18 U.S.C. § 923(g)(3)(A) does not grant any such registration of multiple purchases of firearms, except for handguns.

The regulation contains no provision for the destruction of the collected information, and therefore is not legal under Title 18 U.S.C. § 926(a).

Laws do matter and this unnecessary and extra-legal proposal must NOT be approved.

Sincerely,

Derrick Lightford Sr
dlightfordsr@comcast.net

This regulation is both illegal and unnecessary. Further there is no justification for any "emergency" implementation as reported by the Washington Post:

* The regulation proposed is outside the statutory grant of authority to record information about multiple sales of firearms. Title 18 U.S.C. § 923(g)(3)(A) specifically grants the authority to collect multiple sale information on handguns and revolvers. Other firearms are excluded and there is no implied authority to extend this reporting requirement to rifles or any other type of firearm.

* "FFL" holders are already required by law to respond to BATFE requests for information on firearms distribution pursuant to criminal investigations: Title 18 U.S.C. § 923(g)(7).

* The regulation contains no provision for the destruction of information collected, which establishes a nationwide registry of "certain types of firearms" as proposed. Because of this the regulation as proposed is illegal under Title 18 U.S.C. § 926(a). "No such rule or regulation may require that records required to be maintained under this chapter or any portion of the contents of such records, be recorded at or transferred to a facility owned, managed, or controlled by the United States or any State or any political subdivision thereof, nor that any system of registration of firearms, firearms owners, or firearms transactions or disposition be established."

There is a grave potential for this regulation to unduly burden citizens who are collectors or must obtain purchase permits at the local or state level to possess firearms. The proposed regulation does not say what the agency intends to do with the information but ostensibly it would be for criminal investigations. Subjecting law abiding gun owners to this type of investigation under the guise of "information collection" is an overt attempt to prevent them from exercising their 2nd Amendment rights to purchase and own firearms.

* This regulatory action has not allowed the public sufficient time to comment.

This regulatory action should not be approved.
Dear Barbara Terrell:

As an owner of guns and hunter, living in the state of California. I think that more gun laws are not the way to stop the criminals from using a gun to commit a crime. Being the family member of a murdered cousin, Sammy Leigh McCllough in Stockton, Ca, Shot and dismembered buy Death Row Inmate Danny Ray Horning. Who has been sitting on Death Row in San Quentin since his conviction in 1992. Who had just served a one year sentence for molesting his own Daughter. What we need is better enforcement of the laws that we have, and to keep the life time criminals off the street. Not a way to punish the law abiding citizen, That just wants to live a life that was given to us by our four fathers and the great Nobel men and women who have fought and died to obtain and preserve the rights given to us. Even though my cousin Sammy was shot by a gun, he was killed by a man. A man that should not have been walking around free, and a man that should not still be sitting on death row. We have plenty of laws, But no enforcement. No consequences for the action of the criminals. The proposal December 17, 2010 “Notice of Information Collection Under Review: Report of Multiple Sale or Other Disposition of Certain Rifles.” is not what is needed. Please help protect our your 2nd amendment.

Thank You
David Ramey

530-873-1864
Ms. Terrell,
May I respectfully voice my outrage at this horrendous waste of time, talent, money, and even paper. There is NO need to enact this type of, dare I call it "legislation"? Please reconsider, and please register me as one who protests this crazy scheme that will only waste resources.

Thank you for your consideration of my email.

Sincerely,

Dr. Tim Gottleber
1133 Misty Oak Lane
Keller, TX 76248
Amendment II

A well regulated Militia, being necessary to the security of a free State, the right of the people to keep and bear Arms, shall not be infringed.

The ATF does not have the statutory authority to impose this requirement on licensees.

The reasons for that lack of authority, the Congress has comprehensively defined what ATF may and may not require with respect to licensees' records. By specifically requiring reports only of multiple handgun sales, Congress implicitly rejected the idea of requiring reports on multiple sales of other firearms. ATF seemed to understand that point when it responded in October to a recommendation for multiple long gun sales reporting by the Department of Justice Inspector General. ATF's comment on that recommendation was that it would "explore the full range of options" but that such a requirement "may require a change to the Gun Control Act."\(^1\) (Which would require an act of Congress)


Best wishes on restraining law abiding citizens Rights in order to disarm criminals,

Bob McCune
It’s time that Obama administration does more to crack down on the gun smuggling carried out by the Mexican drug cartels.

I strongly support the ATF's proposal to require dealers along the border to report bulk sales of assault rifles, just like they already do with handgun sales. The ATF must use its authority to collect this information and better enforce the laws already on the books.

With more than 30,000 people already murdered in cartel wars, this is an emergency that demands our government’s immediate attention.

Doe Mahanes
3215 St. Martins Trail #1711
Richmond, VA 23294
Dear Barbara Terrell,

With all the problems we have had in Mexico, and the US, especially along out bordor, we MUST stop the bulk sales of guns from our country. It’s time that the Obama administration does more to crack down on the gun smuggling carried out by the Mexican drug cartels.

I strongly support the ATF's proposal to require dealers along the border to report bulk sales of assault rifles, just like they already do with handgun sales. The ATF must use its authority to collect this information and better enforce the laws already on the books.

With more than 30,000 people already murdered in cartel wars, this is an emergency that demands our government’s immediate attention.

Dolly Dimple Schumann/Kester
RR 1 Box 1195
Stilwell, OK 74960
It's time that the Obama administration does more to crack down on the gun smuggling carried out by the Mexican drug cartels.

I strongly support the ATF's proposal to require dealers along the border to report bulk sales of assault rifles, just like they already do with handgun sales. The ATF must use its authority to collect this information and better enforce the laws already on the books.

With more than 30,000 people already murdered in cartel wars, this is an emergency that demands our government's immediate attention.

Dolores Parra
3019 Banyan Hill LN
Land O Lakes, FL 34639
It's time that the Obama administration does more to crack down on the gun smuggling carried out by the Mexican drug cartels.

I strongly support the ATF's proposal to require dealers along the border to report bulk sales of assault rifles, just like they already do with handgun sales. The ATF must use its authority to collect this information and better enforce the laws already on the books.

With more than 30,000 people already murdered in cartel wars, this is an emergency that demands our government's immediate attention.

Dolores Zieser
2360 Carter Road
DUBUQUE, IA 52001
It’s time that the Obama administration does more to crack down on the gun smuggling carried out by the Mexican drug cartels.

I strongly support the ATF’s proposal to require dealers along the border to report bulk sales of assault rifles, just like they already do with handgun sales. The ATF must use its authority to collect this information and better enforce the laws already on the books.

With more than 30,000 people already murdered in cartel wars, this is an emergency that demands our government’s immediate attention.

Dominic Corigliano
1106 second street
Encinitas, CA 02135
It’s time that Obama administration does more to crack down on the gun smuggling carried out by the Mexican drug cartels.

I strongly support the ATF's proposal to require dealers along the border to report bulk sales of assault rifles, just like they already do with handgun sales. The ATF must use it’s authority to collect this information and better enforce the laws already on the books.

With more than 30,000 people already murdered in cartel wars, this is an emergency that demands our government’s immediate attention.

Dominic Cox
396 Piedmont Ave NE
Atlanta, GA 30308
It’s time that Obama administration does more to crack down on the gun smuggling carried out by the Mexican drug cartels.

I strongly support the ATF’s proposal to require dealers along the border to report bulk sales of assault rifles, just like they already do with handgun sales. The ATF must use its authority to collect this information and better enforce the laws already on the books.

With more than 30,000 people already murdered in cartel wars, this is an emergency that demands our government’s immediate attention.

Dominic Libby
63 Middleton Rd.
MILTON, NH 3851
It's time that the Obama administration does more to crack down on the gun smuggling carried out by the Mexican drug cartels.

I strongly support the ATF's proposal to require dealers along the border to report bulk sales of assault rifles, just like they already do with handgun sales. The ATF must use its authority to collect this information and better enforce the laws already on the books.

With more than 30,000 people already murdered in cartel wars, this is an emergency that demands our government's immediate attention.

Dominic Viacrucis
3002 17th St. S. Apt. 206
Moorhead, MN 56560
It's time that the Obama administration does more to crack down on the gun smuggling carried out by the Mexican drug cartels.

I strongly support the ATF's proposal to require dealers along the border to report bulk sales of assault rifles, just like they already do with handgun sales. The ATF must use its authority to collect this information and better enforce the laws already on the books.

With more than 30,000 people already murdered in cartel wars, this is an emergency that demands our government's immediate attention.

Dominick Di Rienzo
53 Silver Street
Bayonne, NJ 7002
I live in the southwest. I am firmly against ATF or any other entity to take any gun rights from any American who is legal to buy weapons. All your going to do is increase the buying os such weapons before you could enact such laws and drive the prices up. Poor decision to mess with our second amendment rights. Besides we will just go to another state. Think before you make a foolish decision. Don Arnett
THIS IS TOTALLY ABSURD WE ARE GUARANTEED THE RIGHT TO BEAR ARMS BY THE CONSTITUTION. THIS RIGHT WAS WRITTEN IN THERE TO PROTECT THE CITIZENS FROM OVER ZEALOUS POLITIONS AND GOVERNMENT. THERE IS NO REFERENCE TO REGISTRATION OR ACCOUNTING TO ANY ONE IF WE CHOOSE TO ARM OURSELVES TO PROTECT OUR FAMILIES FROM HARM. THE GOVERNMENT IS SUPPOSED TO REPRESENT THE PEOPLE AND THE PEOPLE ARE A PRODUCT OF A DEMOCRATIC DEMOCRACY. YOU ARE WRONG IF YOU PROCEED WITH THIS OBJECTIVE. THANK-YOU, DON PITTMAN
I AM 67 YEARS OLD AND A BORN CITIZEN OF THIS GREAT COUNTRY. I HAVE NO CRIMINAL RECORD NOR HAVE EVER BEEN ARRESTED.

I AM COMPLETELY AGAINST "LONG GUN SALES REPORTING". YOU WILL GAIN NOTHING FROM IT OTHER THAN MORE GOVERNMENT INVASION OF LAW ABIDING CITIZENS RIGHTS AND PRIVACY.

RESPECTFULLY,

DONALD W STRAWN
Dear Barbara Terrell,

It's time that the Obama administration does more to crack down on the gun smuggling carried out by the Mexican drug cartels.

I strongly support the ATF's proposal to require dealers along the border to report bulk sales of assault rifles, just like they already do with handgun sales. The ATF must use its authority to collect this information and better enforce the laws already on the books.

With more than 30,000 people already murdered in cartel wars, this is an emergency that demands our government's immediate attention.

Don Adair
1224 E. Celesta Ave. #8
Spokane, WA 99202
It’s time that Obama administration does more to crack down on the gun smuggling carried out by the Mexican drug cartels.

I strongly support the ATF’s proposal to require dealers along the border to report bulk sales of assault rifles, just like they already do with handgun sales. The ATF must use its authority to collect this information and better enforce the laws already on the books.

With more than 30,000 people already murdered in cartel wars, this is an emergency that demands our government’s immediate attention.

Don and Roberta Thurstin Timmerman
N15878 Tamarack Rd.
Park Falls, WI 53233
It’s time that Obama administration does more to crack down on the gun smuggling carried out by the Mexican drug cartels.

I strongly support the ATF’s proposal to require dealers along the border to report bulk sales of assault rifles, just like they already do with handgun sales. The ATF must use its authority to collect this information and better enforce the laws already on the books.

With more than 30,000 people already murdered in cartel wars, this is an emergency that demands our government’s immediate attention.

Don Baechtel
5816 Alberta Dr.
Lyndhurst, OH 44124
I don’t want any more restrictions imposed on gun owners or gun dealers because of some emergency condition proclaimed by a department of the government. Mexico has problems and their problems should not impact us in any way. The biggest part of their guns come from places other than the United States and I don’t want them dictating to us what we should go about our gun laws.

I look forward to your reply.

Sincerely,

Donald H. Boyle
8601 Daniel Boone Rd.
Kansas City MO. 64114
816-333-6661
[ginger@publicnetworking.org]
It's time that Obama administration does more to crack down on the gun smuggling carried out by the Mexican drug cartels.

I strongly support the ATF's proposal to require dealers along the border to report bulk sales of assault rifles, just like they already do with handgun sales. The ATF must use it’s authority to collect this information and better enforce the laws already on the books.

With more than 30,000 people already murdered in cartel wars, this is an emergency that demands our government’s immediate attention.

Don Brancaccio
22 captains way
falmouth, ME 10011
It's time that the Obama administration does more to crack down on the gun smuggling carried out by the Mexican drug cartels.

I strongly support the ATF's proposal to require dealers along the border to report bulk sales of assault rifles, just like they already do with handgun sales. The ATF must use its authority to collect this information and better enforce the laws already on the books.

With more than 30,000 people already murdered in cartel wars, this is an emergency that demands our government's immediate attention.

Since 1975, some $1.3 trillion bux & a million lives lost--izent that enuff to satisfy the Puritans?

don bronkema
240 - 'M' St SW [E-601]
Washington, DC 20024
Dear Barbara Terrell,

It's time that the Obama administration does more to crack down on the gun smuggling carried out by the Mexican drug cartels.

I strongly support the ATF's proposal to require dealers along the border to report bulk sales of assault rifles, just like they already do with handgun sales. The ATF must use its authority to collect this information and better enforce the laws already on the books.

With more than 30,000 people already murdered in cartel wars, this is an emergency that demands our government's immediate attention.

Don Burkart
4807 beck
valley village, CA 91601
Ms. Terrell,

As an American citizen, I am appalled that my government is considering taking the actions proposed in the “Report of Multiple Sale or Other Disposition of Certain Rifles.” Our freedoms as American citizens are constantly under attack by good-intentioned, but ill-advised individuals and groups who seek to ultimately deny all of us the absolute protections of the 2nd Amendment. I urge all with the power to do so to defeat this and all attempts to dilute our freedoms.

Thank you,
Don Cavness

don@doncavness.com
505.795.9970 (cell)
505.986.5012 (office)
P.O. Box 354
Tesuque, NM 87574
It's time that the Obama administration does more to crack down on the gun smuggling carried out by the Mexican drug cartels.

I strongly support the ATF's proposal to require dealers along the border to report bulk sales of assault rifles, just like they already do with handgun sales. The ATF must use its authority to collect this information and better enforce the laws already on the books.

With more than 30,000 people already murdered in cartel wars, this is an emergency that demands our government’s immediate attention.

don crozier
1503 belleau lake dr
O&apos;FALLON, MO 63366
From: Don Daze [n5dd@arrl.net]
Sent: Friday, February 11, 2011 1:36 PM
To: Terrell, Barbara A.
Subject: Multi Rifle Sales, Do Not Approve

I am writing to oppose the so called emergency regulation to register multiple sales of certain rifles with BATFE as described in FR Doc. 2010-31761 from the 12/17/2010 Federal Register.


This regulation is both illegal and unnecessary. Further there is no justification for any "emergency" implementation as reported by the Washington Post:
White House delayed rule meant to stop gun flow to Mexico, Washington Post, Dec. 17, 2010, Online edition:

* The regulation proposed is outside the statutory grant of authority to record information about multiple sales of firearms. Title 18 U.S.C. § 923(g)(3)(A) specifically grants the authority to collect multiple sale information on handguns and revolvers. Other firearms are excluded and there is no implied authority to extend this reporting requirement to rifles or any other type of firearm.
* "FFL" holders are already required by law to respond to BATFE requests for information on firearms distribution pursuant to criminal investigations: Title 18 U.S.C. § 923(g)(7).
* The regulation contains no provision for the destruction of information collected, which establishes a nationwide registry of "certain types of firearms" as proposed. Because of this the regulation as proposed is illegal under Title 18 U.S.C. § 926(a). "No such rule or regulation . may require that records required to be maintained under this chapter or any portion of the contents of such records, be recorded at or transferred to a facility owned, managed, or controlled by the United States or any State or any political subdivision thereof, nor that any system of registration of firearms, firearms owners, or firearms transactions or disposition be established."

There is a grave potential for this regulation to unduly burden citizens who are collectors or must obtain purchase permits at the local or state level to possess firearms. The proposed regulation does not say what the agency intends to do with the information but ostensibly it would be for criminal investigations. Subjecting law abiding gun owners to this type of investigation under the guise of "information collection" is an overt attempt to prevent them from exercising their 2nd Amendment rights to purchase and own firearms.

This regulatory action should not be approved.

Donald Daze
8706 Winningham Lane
Houston, TX 77055
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>From:</th>
<th>Don Decker [<a href="mailto:don@deckercrew.com">don@deckercrew.com</a>]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Sent:</td>
<td>Thursday, February 10, 2011 7:44 PM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>To:</td>
<td>Terrell, Barbara A.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subject:</td>
<td>LONG GUNS</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Mrs. Terrell, We do not need more regulation on long guns, what we need is for more and better security on our Southern Boarder. Enough is Enough, Please consider my commits if you would and thank you for your time. Don
It’s time that the Obama administration does more to crack down on the gun smuggling carried out by the Mexican drug cartels.

I strongly support the ATF’s proposal to require dealers along the border to report bulk sales of assault rifles, just like they already do with handgun sales. The ATF must use its authority to collect this information and better enforce the laws already on the books.

With more than 30,000 people already murdered in cartel wars, this is an emergency that demands our government’s immediate attention.

don faulkner
606 marshall st
LEXINGTON, VA 24450
February 10, 2011

Barbara A. Terrell
Firearms Industry Programs Branch
Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco, Firearms and Explosives
99 New York Avenue, N.E.
Washington, DC  20226.

Dear Ms. Terrell,

Re: Federal Register Notice of December 17, 2010 (Volume 75, Number 242, Page 79021), 60-Day Emergency Notice of Information Collection Under Review: Report of Multiple Sale or Other Disposition of Certain Rifles

The ATF has no legal authority to demand these reports, and the flood of new paperwork will waste scarce law enforcement resources that should be spent on legitimate investigations. Additionally this foolish attempt to once again curb gun owners rights would be adversely affected thousands of businesses as they would be forced to fill out more regulatory paperwork and face the loss of revenue. I am making said comments available to the Office of Information and Regulatory Affairs to be entered into public record.

Kind regards,
Donald Fox
840 Tarkiln Road
Harrisville, RI 02830
Federal law prohibits the registration of firearm sales; the BATFE has no legal power to require the registration of semi-auto rifles, or any firearm, in border states, or any of the United States. Such a proposed move (the December 17, 2010 “Notice of Information Collection Under Review: Report of Multiple Sale or Other Disposition of Certain Rifles.”) sets a dangerous precedent, and will have no effect on the ludicrous claim that Mexican drug lords obtain their firearms from legitimate dealers in these border states. I therefore oppose this illegal and useless proposed action by the BATFE.

Sincerely,
Don Francisco
Crystal River, FL
Dear Barbara Terrell,

It's time that the Obama administration does more to crack down on the gun smuggling carried out by the Mexican drug cartels.

I strongly support the ATF's proposal to require dealers along the border to report bulk sales of assault rifles, just like they already do with handgun sales. The ATF must use its authority to collect this information and better enforce the laws already on the books.

With more than 30,000 people already murdered in cartel wars, this is an emergency that demands our government's immediate attention.

Don Griffith
113 Prosprct St
Cobleskill, NY 12043
It's time that the Obama administration does more to crack down on the gun smuggling carried out by the Mexican drug cartels.

I strongly support the ATF's proposal to require dealers along the border to report bulk sales of assault rifles, just like they already do with handgun sales. The ATF must use its authority to collect this information and better enforce the laws already on the books.

With more than 30,000 people already murdered in cartel wars, this is an emergency that demands our government's immediate attention.

Don Gropp
1717 Market Street
Tacoma, WA 98402
Barbara Terrell


This regulation is both illegal and unnecessary. Further there is no justification for any "emergency" implementation as reported by the Washington Post:

* The regulation proposed is outside the statutory grant of authority to record information about multiple sales of firearms. Title 18 U.S.C. § 923(g)(3)(A) specifically grants the authority to collect multiple sale information on handguns and revolvers. Other firearms are excluded and there is no implied authority to extend this reporting requirement to rifles or any other type of firearm.

* "FFL" holders are already required by law to respond to BATFE requests for information on firearms distribution pursuant to criminal investigations: Title 18 U.S.C. § 923(g)(7).

* The regulation contains no provision for the destruction of information collected, which establishes a nationwide registry of "certain types of firearms" as proposed. Because of this the regulation as proposed is illegal under Title 18 U.S.C. § 926(a). "No such rule or regulation . may require that records required to be maintained under this chapter or any portion of the contents of such records, be recorded at or transferred to a facility owned, managed, or controlled by the United States or any State or any political subdivision thereof, nor that any system of registration of firearms, firearms owners, or firearms transactions or disposition be established."

There is a grave potential for this regulation to unduly burden citizens who are collectors or must obtain purchase permits at the local or state level to possess firearms. The proposed regulation does not say what the agency intends to do with the information but ostensibly it would be for criminal investigations. Subjecting law abiding gun owners to this type of investigation under the guise of
"information collection" is an overt attempt to prevent them from exercising their 2nd Amendment rights to purchase and own firearms.

* This regulatory action has not allowed the public sufficient time to comment.

This regulatory action should not be approved.

Donald C. Hart
86 Rising Sun Terrace.
Colorado Springs, CO 80921
It’s time that the Obama administration does more to crack down on the gun smuggling carried out by the Mexican drug cartels.

I strongly support the ATF’s proposal to require dealers along the border to report bulk sales of assault rifles, just like they already do with handgun sales. The ATF must use its authority to collect this information and better enforce the laws already on the books.

With more than 30,000 people already murdered in cartel wars, this is an emergency that demands our government’s immediate attention.

Don Hudgins
2020 Hazel Ave NE
Salem, OR 97301
Ms Terrell;

Please see the attached memorandum from Chris Cox, Executive Director of the NRA.

I have reviewed the letter and attached legal memorandum and my opinion is the same as the Mr. Cox.

Please share my concerns with the other in the BATFE, OMB Office of Information and Regulatory Affairs Department of Justice Desk Officer and any others as may be appropriate.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Don J. Fruhwirth

NOTICE: The information transmitted (including attachments) is covered by the Electronic Communications Privacy Act, 18 U.S.C. 2510-2521, is intended only for the person(s) or entity/entities to which it is addressed and may contain confidential and/or privileged material. Any review, retransmission, dissemination or other use of, or taking of any action in reliance upon, this information by persons or entities other than the intended recipient(s) is prohibited. If you received this in error, please contact the sender and delete the material from any computer.
RE: Long gun multiple sales regulation

This smacks of more Feinstein type idiocy and will likely have little affect on crime!!

WE don't need anymore steenking regulations!!

WW
Please just close the borders! No need to report long guns! I believe the 2ND Amendment still is working.
Thank You  Don LeCount - Indiana
Concerning December 17, 2010 “Notice of Information Collection Under Review: Report of Multiple Sale or Other Disposition of Certain Rifles.”

I wish to go on record as opposing this proposal.

I believe that the ATF has no legal authority to demand these reports, and the flood of new paperwork will waste scarce law enforcement resources that should be spent on legitimate investigations.

In addition, the short period of time allowed for comments based on when the ATF “first made the proposal” seems to be only a way to get around allowing US citizens time to be educated and make decisions on this proposal.

Don Lee

1404 Island Village Ct.

Granbury, Texas 76048
It’s time that Obama administration does more to crack down on the gun smuggling carried out by the Mexican drug cartels.

I strongly support the ATF’s proposal to require dealers along the border to report bulk sales of assault rifles, just like they already do with handgun sales. The ATF must use it’s authority to collect this information and better enforce the laws already on the books.

With more than 30,000 people already murdered in cartel wars, this is an emergency that demands our government’s immediate attention.

Don Margeson
439 Tennessee Ave. NE
St. Petersburg, FL 33702

This regulation is both illegal and unnecessary. Further there is no justification for any "emergency" implementation as reported by the Washington Post:


* The regulation proposed is outside the statutory grant of authority to record information about multiple sales of firearms. Title 18 U.S.C. § 923(g)(3)(A) specifically grants the authority to collect multiple sale information on handguns and revolvers. Other firearms are excluded and there is no implied authority to extend this reporting requirement to rifles or any other type of firearm.

* "FFL" holders are already required by law to respond to BATFE requests for information on firearms distribution pursuant to criminal investigations: Title 18 U.S.C. § 923(g)(7).

* The regulation contains no provision for the destruction of information collected, which establishes a nationwide registry of "certain types of firearms" as proposed. Because of this the regulation as proposed is illegal under Title 18 U.S.C. § 926(a). "No such rule or regulation . may require that records required to be maintained under this chapter or any portion of the contents of such records, be recorded at or transferred to a facility owned, managed, or controlled by the United States or any State or any political subdivision thereof, nor that any system of registration of firearms, firearms owners, or firearms transactions or disposition be established."

There is a grave potential for this regulation to unduly burden citizens who are collectors or must obtain purchase permits at the local or state level to possess firearms. The proposed regulation does not say what the agency intends to do with the information but ostensibly it would be for criminal investigations. Subjecting law abiding gun owners to this type of investigation under the guise of "information collection" is an overt attempt to prevent them from exercising their 2nd Amendment rights to purchase and own firearms.

This regulatory action should not be approved.

Don McDowell

---

Food fight? Enjoy some healthy debate in the Yahoo! Answers Food & Drink Q&A. [http://answers.yahoo.com/dir/?link=list&sid=396545367](http://answers.yahoo.com/dir/?link=list&sid=396545367)
I really se no need to make "emergency changes".
This administration comes up with more emergencies than any in my lifetime.
Enforce the existing laws and the border. That would probably stop any problems
Thanks
Don Meissner
PO BOX 3411
Arcadia, Fl., 34265
Dear Barbara Terrell,

It's time that Obama administration does more to crack down on the gun smuggling carried out by the Mexican drug cartels.

I strongly support the ATF's proposal to require dealers along the border to report bulk sales of assault rifles, just like they already do with handgun sales. The ATF must use its authority to collect this information and better enforce the laws already on the books.

With more than 30,000 people already murdered in cartel wars, this is an emergency that demands our government's immediate attention.

Don Miller  
204 Locust  
DuBois, NE 68345
It's time that the Obama administration does more to crack down on the gun smuggling carried out by the Mexican drug cartels.

I strongly support the ATF's proposal to require dealers along the border to report bulk sales of assault rifles, just like they already do with handgun sales. The ATF must use its authority to collect this information and better enforce the laws already on the books.

With more than 30,000 people already murdered in cartel wars, this is an emergency that demands our government’s immediate attention.

Don Minnerly
630 Voelker ST
PORTLAND, OR 97217
Dear Barbara Terrell,

It's time that the Obama administration does more to crack down on the gun smuggling carried out by the Mexican drug cartels.

I strongly support the ATF's proposal to require dealers along the border to report bulk sales of assault rifles, just like they already do with handgun sales. The ATF must use its authority to collect this information and better enforce the laws already on the books.

With more than 30,000 people already murdered in cartel wars, this is an emergency that demands our government's immediate attention.

Don Mohler
801
Phoenix, AZ 85020
Reference

DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE
Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco, Firearms
and Explosives

[OMB Number 1140–NEW]

Agency Information Collection

Activities: Proposed Collection;

Comments Requested

ACTION: 60-Day Emergency Notice of Information Collection Under Review:

Report of Multiple Sale or Other Disposition of Certain Rifles.

I am against the ATF to monitor semi-auto gun sales in limited states.

Don O Hartman
Sen. Johanns,

As a gun owner and advocate of the 2nd Amendment, I urge you to oppose the new notice for reporting of gun sales "December 17, 2010 "Notice of Information Collection Under Review: Report of Multiple Sale or Other Disposition of Certain Rifles." This measure takes one more step toward banning our right to bear arms.

Please give this matter your immediate attention.

Thanks

don

Donald S. Peters, President
Peters and Associates Architects, P.C.
Architecture | Planning
14217 Dayton Cir, Suite 1
Omaha, NE 68137
P: 402.895.2292
F: 402-895.2246
E: don@petersarchitects.com

http://www.eset.com
Re: "Notice of Information Collection Under Review: Report of Multiple Sale or Other Disposition of Certain Rifles."

Dear Ms. Terrell:

It is my understanding the Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco, Firearms and Explosives plans to require gun dealers in South West Border States to report long gun purchases of anything larger than a .22 caliber that has a detachable magazine. I oppose this and any such measure, and would appreciate it if you would take whatever steps you can to ensure this requirement, and/or any others like it, is not implemented.

Please feel free to pass this along to anyone that may be influential in the decision to require reporting of gun purchases.

Thank you for your time.

Sincerely,
Don Pomeroy
Charlotte, North Carolina
Dear Barbara Terrell,

It's time that the Obama administration does more to crack down on the gun smuggling carried out by the Mexican drug cartels.

I strongly support the ATF's proposal to require dealers along the border to report bulk sales of assault rifles, just like they already do with handgun sales. The ATF must use its authority to collect this information and better enforce the laws already on the books. They certainly Check Individual purchases. I pay for one Every Time I purchase a Handgun or Rifle. I don't mind it. I'm a former, Honorably Discharged, U.S. Marine and I have to have a Background check before Every Purchase I make. Banning clips and Ammunition won't solve anything with respect to those who have No Respect for the Law. That will only affect Honest people of Good character, and WE haven't broken the Laws regarding Gun purchases."Gun Shows" NEED to have Background Checks Too! It makes No Sense to Require Background Checks Every where else, BUT not at Gun Shows? Something is Seriously Wrong with that logic.

Thank You!

Don Reitmeyer
1840 Continental Blvd.
Danville, PA 17821
It's time that the Obama administration does more to crack down on the gun smuggling carried out by the Mexican drug cartels.

I strongly support the ATF's proposal to require dealers along the border to report bulk sales of assault rifles, just like they already do with handgun sales. The ATF must use its authority to collect this information and better enforce the laws already on the books.

With more than 30,000 people already murdered in cartel wars, this is an emergency that demands our government's immediate attention.

Don Richards
222 Lewis St.
River Falls, WI 54022
Dear Barbara Terrell,

I strongly support the ATF’s proposal to require dealers along the Mexican border to report bulk sales of assault rifles, just like they already do with handgun sales. The ATF must use its authority to collect this information and better enforce the laws already on the books.

With more than 30,000 people already murdered in cartel wars, this is an emergency that demands our government’s immediate attention.

Don Robinson
4111 Wake Robin Drive
SHELBURNE, VT 5482
It's time that the Obama administration does more to crack down on the gun smuggling carried out by the Mexican drug cartels.

I strongly support the ATF's proposal to require dealers along the border to report bulk sales of assault rifles, just like they already do with handgun sales. The ATF must use its authority to collect this information and better enforce the laws already on the books.

With more than 30,000 people already murdered in cartel wars, this is an emergency that demands our government’s immediate attention.

Don Ross
211 Sparrow Hawk Rd
Waltham, VT 5491
Ms. Terrell,

I am writing in opposition to the proposed rules being advanced by the ATF in the Federal Register /Vol. 75, No. 242 /Friday, December 17, 2010 /Notices

1. Multiple sales reporting of long guns will actually make it more difficult for licensed retailers to help law enforcement as traffickers modify their illegal schemes to circumvent the reporting requirement. Traffickers will go further underground, hiring more people to buy their firearms. This will make it much harder for retailers to identify and report suspicious behavior to law enforcement.

2. Long guns are rarely used in crime (Bureau of Justice Statistics).

3. Imposing multiple sales-reporting requirements for long guns would further add to the already extensive paperwork and record-keeping requirements burdening America’s retailers – where a single mistake could cost them their license and even land them in jail.

4. Last year, ATF inspected 2,000 retailers in border states and only two licenses were revoked (0.1%). These revocations were for reasons unknown and could have had nothing to do with illicit trafficking of guns; furthermore, no dealers were charged with any criminal wrongdoing.

5. According to ATF, the average age of a firearm recovered in the United States is 11 years old. In Mexico it’s more than 14 years old. This demonstrates that criminals are not using new guns bought from retailers in the states.

6. Congress, when it enacted multiple sales reporting for handguns, could have required multiple sales of long guns – it specifically chose not to.

Best Regards,

Don L. Short, II
Omaha, NE 68144
FFL Dealer 5-47-34505
Hello Ms Terrell,

I am writing to you as a gun owner and a proud American. Please do enact another bill as the one pending now which would require dealers and law enforcement more unnecessary paperwork.

Reporting 2 sells in a 5 day period is just one more example of the current administrations attempt to further reduce our 2nd amendment rights.

The already overreaching government must use its limited resources in a better way, as in closing our almost nonexistent borders, both north and south.

Thank you for your time,

A proud lifetime member of the NRA,

Don
Dear Barbara Terrell,

It's time that the Obama administration does more to crack down on the gun smuggling carried out by the Mexican drug cartels.

I strongly support the ATF's proposal to require dealers along the border to report bulk sales of assault rifles, just like they already do with handgun sales. The ATF must use its authority to collect this information and better enforce the laws already on the books.

With more than 30,000 people already murdered in cartel wars, this is an emergency that demands our government's immediate attention.

don somsky
714 golf club dr.
CASTLE ROCK, CO 80108
Dear Barbara Terrell,

It's time that the Obama administration does more to crack down on the gun smuggling carried out by the Mexican drug cartels.

I strongly support the ATF's proposal to require dealers along the border to report bulk sales of assault rifles, just like they already do with handgun sales. The ATF must use its authority to collect this information and better enforce the laws already on the books.

With more than 30,000 people already murdered in cartel wars, this is an emergency that demands our government's immediate attention.

Don Tracy
1509 Kings Valley Ct.
Herndon, VA 20170
Dear Barbara Terrell,

It's time that the Obama administration does more to crack down on the gun smuggling carried out by the Mexican drug cartels.

I strongly support the ATF's proposal to require dealers along the border to report bulk sales of assault rifles, just like they already do with handgun sales. The ATF must use its authority to collect this information and better enforce the laws already on the books.

With more than 30,000 people already murdered in cartel wars, this is an emergency that demands our government's immediate attention.

Don Waller
13691 E. Marina Dr. Apt. 202
Aurora, CO 80014
It's time that Obama administration does more to crack down on the gun smuggling carried out by the Mexican drug cartels.

I strongly support the ATF's proposal to require dealers along the border to report bulk sales of assault rifles, just like they already do with handgun sales. The ATF must use its authority to collect this information and better enforce the laws already on the books.

With more than 30,000 people already murdered in cartel wars, this is an emergency that demands our government’s immediate attention.

Don Warford
15917 NE Union Ste# 2
RIDGEFIELD, WA 98642
It’s time that the Obama administration does more to crack down on the gun smuggling carried out by the Mexican drug cartels.

I strongly support the ATF’s proposal to require dealers along the border to report bulk sales of assault rifles, just like they already do with handgun sales. The ATF must use its authority to collect this information and better enforce the laws already on the books.

With more than 30,000 people already murdered in cartel wars, this is an emergency that demands our government’s immediate attention.

Don Wattenbarger
Street Address
City, CA 95503
Dear Barbara A. Terrell,
Firearms Industry Programs Branch
Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco, Firearms and Explosives

I strongly discourage your intentions that require reports to be filed for consecutive long arm sales.

It's understandable, that the ATF would like to take strong steps to address drug-related violence in Mexico. But lawlessness in Mexico—driven by multi-billion dollar drug cartels with access to any and all types of arms on the international black markets—is no excuse for U.S. law enforcement agencies to spend scarce resources on programs that exceed their legal powers.

Fire arm sales in the US are not the problem. The drug cartels don't nee the US to get their guns.

I approve the attached document and forward it to you as my own.

Phillip White
The ATF has no right to make decisions on long gun sales reporting, according to the constitution that is left to the legislative branch.

Stop treading on our rights!

Don Wilde
Waters & Wood Inc
Phone: 253-939-7691
Fax: 253-804-9470
It’s time that the Obama administration does more to crack down on the gun smuggling carried out by the Mexican drug cartels.

I strongly support the ATF’s proposal to require dealers along the border to report bulk sales of assault rifles, just like they already do with handgun sales. The ATF must use its authority to collect this information and better enforce the laws already on the books.

With more than 30,000 people already murdered in cartel wars, this is an emergency that demands our government’s immediate attention.

Don Young
501 Wildwood Drive
Georgetown, TX 78633
It's time that the Obama administration does more to crack down on the gun smuggling carried out by the Mexican drug cartels.

I strongly support the ATF's proposal to require dealers along the border to report bulk sales of assault rifles, just like they already do with handgun sales. The ATF must use its authority to collect this information and better enforce the laws already on the books.

With more than 30,000 people already murdered in cartel wars, this is an emergency that demands our government's immediate attention.

Dona LaScjhiava
4511 West Rockwood Drive
Tucson, AZ 85741
It’s time that the Obama administration does more to crack down on the gun smuggling carried out by the Mexican drug cartels.

I strongly support the ATF’s proposal to require dealers along the border to report bulk sales of assault rifles, just like they already do with handgun sales. The ATF must use its authority to collect this information and better enforce the laws already on the books.

With more than 30,000 people already murdered in cartel wars, this is an emergency that demands our government’s immediate attention.

Donald & Deanna Barnett
5638 Strawflower Lane
San Jose, CA 95118
It’s time that the Obama administration does more to crack down on the gun smuggling carried out by the Mexican drug cartels.

I strongly support the ATF’s proposal to require dealers along the border to report bulk sales of assault rifles, just like they already do with handgun sales. The ATF must use its authority to collect this information and better enforce the laws already on the books.

With more than 30,000 people already murdered in cartel wars, this is an emergency that demands our government’s immediate attention.

Donald Anderson
417 union terrace lane n
Minneapolis, MN 55441
It’s time that Obama administration does more to crack down on the gun smuggling carried out by the Mexican drug cartels.

I strongly support the ATF’s proposal to require dealers along the border to report bulk sales of assault rifles, just like they already do with handgun sales. The ATF must use its authority to collect this information and better enforce the laws already on the books.

With more than 30,000 people already murdered in cartel wars, this is an emergency that demands our government’s immediate attention.

Donald Brake
645 Wilshire Ct.
HOLLAND, MI 49423
It's time that the Obama administration does more to crack down on the gun smuggling carried out by the Mexican drug cartels.

I strongly support the ATF's proposal to require dealers along the border to report bulk sales of assault rifles, just like they already do with handgun sales. The ATF must use its authority to collect this information and better enforce the laws already on the books.

With more than 30,000 people already murdered in cartel wars, this is an emergency that demands our government's immediate attention.

Donald Burg
17 Old Wood Rd.
POMONA, CA 91766
Dear Barbara Terrell,

It's time that the Obama administration does more to crack down on the gun smuggling carried out by the Mexican drug cartels.

I strongly support the ATF's proposal to require dealers along the border to report bulk sales of assault rifles, just like they already do with handgun sales. The ATF must use its authority to collect this information and better enforce the laws already on the books.

With more than 30,000 people already murdered in cartel wars, this is an emergency that demands our government's immediate attention.

Donald C. Day
727 Wildflower Lane
#N/A, NC 28792 5880
It’s time that Obama administration does more to crack down on the gun smuggling carried out by the Mexican drug cartels.

I strongly support the ATF’s proposal to require dealers along the border to report bulk sales of assault rifles, just like they already do with handgun sales. The ATF must use its authority to collect this information and better enforce the laws already on the books.

With more than 30,000 people already murdered in cartel wars, this is an emergency that demands our government’s immediate attention.

Donald Cronin
251 Summer Street #1
SOMERVILLE, MA 2143
I don't understand why you all are wanting to take are guns away why not worry about something like the homeless. Remember the second amendment.
It’s time that the Obama administration does more to crack down on the gun smuggling carried out by the Mexican drug cartels.

I strongly support the ATF’s proposal to require dealers along the border to report bulk sales of assault rifles, just like they already do with handgun sales. The ATF must use its authority to collect this information and better enforce the laws already on the books.

With more than 30,000 people already murdered in cartel wars, this is an emergency that demands our government’s immediate attention.

Donald Dermer
3827 herbert street
LAS VEGAS, NV 89129
It's time that the Obama administration does more to crack down on the gun smuggling carried out by the Mexican drug cartels.

I strongly support the ATF's proposal to require dealers along the border to report bulk sales of assault rifles, just like they already do with handgun sales. The ATF must use its authority to collect this information and better enforce the laws already on the books.

With more than 30,000 people already murdered in cartel wars, this is an emergency that demands our government's immediate attention.

Donald Di Russo
4860 Reservation RD
#N/A, CA 02136
Ms. Terrell,
This action will not do anything constructive but provide more ILLEGAL information to the BATF which has no authority to request and less authority to receive this information on any US citizen in the southwest or any part of the USA. The law are in place and must be obeyed to purchase the rifle from the establishment and this is just another way to try and usurp what freedom we have left to purchase rifles.

Thank you for your time.

D.E.Haygood Sr.
It’s time that the Obama administration does more to crack down on the gun smuggling carried out by the Mexican drug cartels.

I strongly support the ATF’s proposal to require dealers along the border to report bulk sales of assault rifles, just like they already do with handgun sales. The ATF must use its authority to collect this information and better enforce the laws already on the books.

With more than 30,000 people already murdered in cartel wars, this is an emergency that demands our government’s immediate attention.

Donald E. Maundeer
1914 Sixth Avenue
Fort Worth, TX 76110
It’s time that Obama administration does more to crack down on the gun smuggling carried out by the Mexican drug cartels.

I strongly support the ATF’s proposal to require dealers along the border to report bulk sales of assault rifles, just like they already do with handgun sales. The ATF must use it’s authority to collect this information and better enforce the laws already on the books.

With more than 30,000 people already murdered in cartel wars, this is an emergency that demands our government’s immediate attention.

donald elliker
2 lakeview road
Sparta, NJ 07871
Ms. Terrell,

What is it with this administration and guns? I just read where your office wants gun dealers in the four southwestern states to report on sales of two or more long arm guns within a five-day period.

Aren't we already up to here in debt? Why are you adding more work for the government? We don't have the man power to chase the bad guys now, so how is it going to help by creating more paperwork they have to chase after?

The administration just had one of the biggest election losses in my lifetime, and you still don't get it.

Donald L. Engel
171 Bear Creek Rd.
Kelso, WA 98626
360-578-0749
bdengel@msn.com
It’s time that the Obama administration does more to crack down on the gun smuggling carried out by the Mexican drug cartels.

I strongly support the ATF’s proposal to require dealers along the border to report bulk sales of assault rifles, just like they already do with handgun sales. The ATF must use its authority to collect this information and better enforce the laws already on the books.

With more than 30,000 people already murdered in cartel wars, this is an emergency that demands our government’s immediate attention.

Donald Firth
626 13th Ave., #2
SEATTLE, WA 98102
Dear Ms. Terrell,

Please be advised that I oppose the proposed ATF authority to require the 8,500 firearm dealers in California, Arizona, New Mexico and Texas to report all sales of two or more semiautomatic rifles within five consecutive business days, if the rifles are larger than .22 caliber and use detachable magazines. There is no reason for this. We all know that the weapons used in Mexico by the drug cartels are automatics, rocket propelled grenades and hand grenades that are not sold or available in the U.S. These are weapons are procured in other countries and used in Mexico. The misconception of our current leaders and the president of Mexico have that these weapons come from the U.S. is absurd. Besides the ridiculous nature of the requirement, the ATF has no legal authority to demand these reports, and the flood of new paperwork will waste scarce law enforcement resources that should be spent on legitimate investigations. Stop this waste.

Donald Gary Tyson

Tyson Law Firm, P.C., L.L.O.
1306 Galvin Road S.
Bellevue NE 68005-3064
Tel: 402.614.9411
Fax: 888.863.5854
Dear Ms. Terrell
I am very concerned about the discussion to register long guns in states near the borders. I ask that you do not consider such action as it violates the second amendment and will do nothing to solve the issue you are targeting. I thank you for your consideration on this matter.

Don Sheldon
Oxford, NY
It’s time that the Obama administration does more to crack down on the gun smuggling carried out by the Mexican drug cartels.

I strongly support the ATF’s proposal to require dealers along the border to report bulk sales of assault rifles, just like they already do with handgun sales. The ATF must use its authority to collect this information and better enforce the laws already on the books.

With more than 30,000 people already murdered in cartel wars, this is an emergency that demands our government’s immediate attention.

Donald Haendiges
1158 Annis Squam Harbour
Pasadena, MD 21122
It's time that the Obama administration does more to crack down on the gun smuggling carried out by the Mexican drug cartels.

I strongly support the ATF's proposal to require dealers along the border to report bulk sales of assault rifles, just like they already do with handgun sales. The ATF must use its authority to collect this information and better enforce the laws already on the books. Really, this is a no-brainer.

With more than 30,000 people already murdered in cartel wars, this is an emergency that demands our government's immediate attention.

Donald Handy
24B Lodewyck
Mt. Clemens, MI 48043
It's time that the Obama administration does more to crack down on the gun smuggling carried out by the Mexican drug cartels.

I strongly support the ATF's proposal to require dealers along the border to report bulk sales of assault rifles, just like they already do with handgun sales. The ATF must use its authority to collect this information and better enforce the laws already on the books. Really, this is a no-brainer.

With more than 30,000 people already murdered in cartel wars, this is an emergency that demands our government’s immediate attention.

Donald Handy
24B Lodewyck
Mt. Clemens, MI 48043
From: donald hnatowich [hnatowich@rcn.com]
Sent: Saturday, February 12, 2011 10:47 AM
To: Legislative Affairs
Subject: Support for the Reporting of Multiple Sales of Long Guns
It's time that the Obama administration does more to crack down on the gun smuggling carried out by the Mexican drug cartels.

I strongly support the ATF's proposal to require dealers along the border to report bulk sales of assault rifles, just like they already do with handgun sales. The ATF must use its authority to collect this information and better enforce the laws already on the books.

With more than 30,000 people already murdered in cartel wars, this is an emergency that demands our government's immediate attention.

Donald Jacobson
6129 Walnut dr.
Fort Worth, TX 76114
It’s time that the Obama administration does more to crack down on the gun smuggling carried out by the Mexican drug cartels.

I strongly support the ATF’s proposal to require dealers along the border to report bulk sales of assault rifles, just like they already do with handgun sales. The ATF must use its authority to collect this information and better enforce the laws already on the books.

With more than 30,000 people already murdered in cartel wars, this is an emergency that demands our government’s immediate attention.

Donald Jensen
1131 Emery street Apt3
LONGMONT, CO 80501
To: Barbara A. Terrell  
Firearms Industry Programs Branch  
Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco, Firearms and Explosives  
99 New York Avenue, N.E.  
Washington, DC 20226  

I don’t know where the BATFE thinks the registration of semi-automatic rifles in the south west will curtail the violence in and around the Mexico border. The Mexico drug cartel can smuggle drugs what stops them to also include guns also from other countries. This will help bankrupt our already strapped economy. Also if the firearms they use were or are checked I would bet they are mostly full automatics not from the USA. This registration is another invasion of our government into the law abiding US citizens lives.

Earl Rissel  
Pennsylvania
Don Kenney
249 N. Westwood
Mesa, AZ 85201
10Feb2011

OMB
Office of Information and Regulatory Affairs
Attention: Department of Justice Desk Officer
Washington, DC 20503
www.whitehouse.gov/omb

Re: Federal Register Notice of December 17, 2010 (Volume 75, Number 242, Page 79021), 60-Day Emergency Notice of Information Collection Under Review: Report of Multiple Sale or Other Disposition of Certain Rifles

Gentlemen,

The reporting requirement requested by the ATF is costly, intrusive and a further abridgement of 2nd amendment rights: Costly because of all the forms and paperwork that translate into more unnecessary cost to the consumer. Intrusive-because the first act of disarming a populace is to “register” their weapons, then comes an "emergent event” which is spun to justify confiscation….which is the full violation of the 2nd amendment. This is a toe-in-the-door request. Please slam the door.

I oppose the reporting requirement being requested by the ATF using border violence from drug traffickers and illegal immigrants as justification for the encroachment on citizens rights.

If you really wanted to curtail drug trafficking, stop funding it with taxpayers dollars. I suggest that the Federal and state governments are funding a majority of drug traffic with entitlement checks directly or indirectly. Start by requiring every entitlement recipient to show up in person and take a drug test each month before they get their check/debit card. Then discontinue payments for 60 days to all those who are users.

If the office of homeland security really wanted to stop illegal border traffic in drugs, weapons, and illegal immigrants….they would create a DMZ with fences and a soldier with orders to shoot trespassers in the zone at 100 yard intervals. By my calculations it would take less than 35,000 troops to cover the area in this fashion…less than we use in several other “wars”.

Sincerely,

Don Kenney
Barbara A. Terrell
Firearms Industry Programs Branch
Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco, Firearms and Explosives
99 New York Avenue, N.E.
Washington, DC 20226.

Barbara.Terrell@atf.gov
Fax: (202) 648–9640
Dear Barbara Terrell,

It's time that the Obama administration does more to crack down on the gun smuggling carried out by the Mexican drug cartels.

I strongly support the ATF's proposal to require dealers along the border to report bulk sales of assault rifles, just like they already do with handgun sales. The ATF must use its authority to collect this information and better enforce the laws already on the books.

With more than 30,000 people already murdered in cartel wars, this is an emergency that demands our government's immediate attention.

Donald Lawson
707 Hawthorne Ave
South Milwaukee, WI 53172
It’s time that Obama administration does more to crack down on the gun smuggling carried out by the Mexican drug cartels.

I strongly support the ATF’s proposal to require dealers along the border to report bulk sales of assault rifles, just like they already do with handgun sales. The ATF must use its authority to collect this information and better enforce the laws already on the books.

With more than 30,000 people already murdered in cartel wars, this is an emergency that demands our government’s immediate attention.

donald lotz
27 spruce street
shillington, PA 19607
Dear Barbara Terrell,

It’s time that the Obama administration does more to crack down on the gun smuggling carried out by the Mexican drug cartels.

I strongly support the ATF’s proposal to require dealers along the border to report bulk sales of assault rifles, just like they already do with handgun sales. The ATF must use its authority to collect this information and better enforce the laws already on the books.

With more than 30,000 people already murdered in cartel wars, this is an emergency that demands our government’s immediate attention.

Donald Mackay
PO Box 823
#N/A, CA 91031
It's time that the Obama administration does more to crack down on the gun smuggling carried out by the Mexican drug cartels.

I strongly support the ATF's proposal to require dealers along the border to report bulk sales of assault rifles, just like they already do with handgun sales. The ATF must use its authority to collect this information and better enforce the laws already on the books.

With more than 30,000 people already murdered in cartel wars, this is an emergency that demands our government's immediate attention.

Donald McLean
83 Rosehip
Eastsound, WA 98245
It’s time that the Obama administration does more to crack down on the gun smuggling carried out by the Mexican drug cartels.

I strongly support the ATF’s proposal to require dealers along the border to report bulk sales of assault rifles, just like they already do with handgun sales. The ATF must use its authority to collect this information and better enforce the laws already on the books.

With more than 30,000 people already murdered in cartel wars, this is an emergency that demands our government’s immediate attention.

Donald McLellan
85140 King’s rd
Bogalusa, LA 70427
It’s time that the Obama administration does more to crack down on the gun smuggling carried out by the Mexican drug cartels.

I strongly support the ATF’s proposal to require dealers along the border to report bulk sales of assault rifles, just like they already do with handgun sales. The ATF must use its authority to collect this information and better enforce the laws already on the books.

With more than 30,000 people already murdered in cartel wars, this is an emergency that demands our government’s immediate attention.

Donald Miller
701 Arlington Ct
NEW ORLEANS, LA 70115
From: Donald Millhone [dbmill86657@hotmail.com]
Sent: Thursday, February 10, 2011 8:41 PM
To: Terrell, Barbara A.
Subject: New long gun law

98 to 99% of Americans are law abiding citizens. Why are we making new laws that take their rights away because of 1 to 2% that aren’t? Why aren’t we enforcing the laws right now 100% to the max on 1 to 2% law breakers in this great land. One more law will not affect them at all; they don’t obey the laws now. They are criminals. Laws mean nothing to them. We need to pass a law that will get rid of them once and for all.

I VOTE NO TO ANY NEW GUN LAWS until we quit letting criminals out of jail and let them plea bargain their crimes down.

Donald W Millhome
330 874 2089 Call if you need to.
It's time that the Obama administration does more to crack down on the gun smuggling carried out by the Mexican drug cartels.

I strongly support the ATF's proposal to require dealers along the border to report bulk sales of assault rifles, just like they already do with handgun sales. The ATF must use its authority to collect this information and better enforce the laws already on the books.

With more than 30,000 people already murdered in cartel wars, this is an emergency that demands our government's immediate attention.

Donald Moore
611 W G ST 222
San Diego, CA 92101
The ATF has no legal authority to demand these reports, and the flood of new paperwork will waste scarce law enforcement resources that should be spent on legitimate investigations.

Donald R Nichols
It's time that the Obama administration does more to crack down on the gun smuggling carried out by the Mexican drug cartels.

I strongly support the ATF's proposal to require dealers along the border to report bulk sales of assault rifles, just like they already do with handgun sales. The ATF must use its authority to collect this information and better enforce the laws already on the books.

With more than 30,000 people already murdered in cartel wars, this is an emergency that demands our government's immediate attention.

Donald Noel
4934 N. Idlewild Av.
Milwaukee, WI 53217
It's time that the Obama administration does more to crack down on the gun smuggling carried out by the Mexican drug cartels.

I strongly support the ATF's proposal to require dealers along the border to report bulk sales of assault rifles, just like they already do with handgun sales. The ATF must use its authority to collect this information and better enforce the laws already on the books.

With more than 30,000 people already murdered in cartel wars, this is an emergency that demands our government's immediate attention.

Donald O'Kelley
615 woodland Drive
Benton, AR 72019
It's time that Obama administration does more to crack down on the gun smuggling carried out by the Mexican drug cartels.

I strongly support the ATF's proposal to require dealers along the border to report bulk sales of assault rifles, just like they already do with handgun sales. The ATF must use its authority to collect this information and better enforce the laws already on the books.

With more than 30,000 people already murdered in cartel wars, this is an emergency that demands our government’s immediate attention.

Donald Paden
5775 Cressa Dr.
Loveland, CO 80537
Dear Barbara Terrell,

It's time that the Obama administration does more to crack down on the gun smuggling carried out by the Mexican drug cartels.

I strongly support the ATF's proposal to require dealers along the border to report bulk sales of assault rifles, just like they already do with handgun sales. The ATF must use its authority to collect this information and better enforce the laws already on the books.

With more than 30,000 people already murdered in cartel wars, this is an emergency that demands our government's immediate attention.

Donald Raley
2101 W. Ray Ave
Artesia, NM 88210
It's time that the Obama administration does more to crack down on the gun smuggling carried out by the Mexican drug cartels.

I strongly support the ATF's proposal to require dealers along the border to report bulk sales of assault rifles, just like they already do with handgun sales. The ATF must use its authority to collect this information and better enforce the laws already on the books.

With more than 30,000 people already murdered in cartel wars, this is an emergency that demands our government's immediate attention.

Donald Saxbury
4525 Dean Martin Dr. # 2403
#N/A, NV 89103
Thank You for your time

Please OPPOSE the “Notice of Information Collection Under Review: Report of Multiple Sale or Other Disposition of Certain Rifles.”

This is an unnecessary regulation and is not allowed under Federal law. Title 18 U.S.C. § 923(g)(3)(A) does not grant any such registration of multiple purchases of firearms, except for handguns.

The regulation contains no provision for the destruction of the collected information, and therefore is not legal under Title 18 U.S.C. § 926(a).

Laws do matter and this unnecessary and extra-legal proposal must NOT be approved.

Sincerely,

Donald Seal

3148 Kimball Rd
Luray Va. 22835
Dear Ms. Terrell:

Just a quick input regarding the above question. If the person buying the two semi-auto's within five days is, in actuality, an honest, law-abiding citizen, this info collection will have been a waste of time and valuable gov't. resources. If the person is buying the guns for illegal purposes they will be aware that purchasing two guns within five days will get them reported, hence, they will switch to buying two guns every six days or some variation that will not significantly affect their ultimate goal. Also, the AR15 type rifle is a .22 caliber weapon which, I’m sure, you don’t want excluded from being reported. You may have to change the wording to "all centerfire calibers" or some such.

Thank you for reading my comments,
Donald Silvernail
Dear Barbara Terrell,

It's time that the Obama administration does more to crack down on the gun smuggling carried out by the Mexican drug cartels.

I strongly support the ATF's proposal to require dealers along the border to report bulk sales of assault rifles, just like they already do with handgun sales. The ATF must use its authority to collect this information and better enforce the laws already on the books.

With more than 30,000 people already murdered in cartel wars, this is an emergency that demands our government's immediate attention.

Donald Singer
1625 Juniper St
Longmont, CO 80501
It's time that the Obama administration does more to crack down on the gun smuggling carried out by the Mexican drug cartels.

I strongly support the ATF's proposal to require dealers along the border to report bulk sales of assault rifles, just like they already do with handgun sales. The ATF must use its authority to collect this information and better enforce the laws already on the books.

With more than 30,000 people already murdered in cartel wars, this is an emergency that demands our government's immediate attention.

Donald Smith
1222 Boiling Springs Road
Greer, SC 29650
Dear Barbara Terrell,

It's time that the Obama administration does more to crack down on the gun smuggling carried out by the Mexican drug cartels.

I strongly support the ATF's proposal to require dealers along the border to report bulk sales of assault rifles, just like they already do with handgun sales. The ATF must use its authority to collect this information and better enforce the laws already on the books.

With more than 30,000 people already murdered in cartel wars, this is an emergency that demands our government's immediate attention.

Donald W Argus jr
2411 E Calhoun St
Seattle, WA 98112
It's time that Obama administration does more to crack down on the gun smuggling carried out by the Mexican drug cartels.

I strongly support the ATF's proposal to require dealers along the border to report bulk sales of assault rifles, just like they already do with handgun sales. The ATF must use its authority to collect this information and better enforce the laws already on the books.

With more than 30,000 people already murdered in cartel wars, this is an emergency that demands our government's immediate attention.

Donald Waltman
587 Melissa Lane
STATE COLLEGE, PA 16803
Dear Barbara Terrell,

It's time that the Obama administration does more to crack down on the gun smuggling carried out by the Mexican drug cartels.

I strongly support the ATF's proposal to require dealers along the border to report bulk sales of assault rifles, just like they already do with handgun sales. The ATF must use its authority to collect this information and better enforce the laws already on the books.

With more than 30,000 people already murdered in cartel wars, this is an emergency that demands our government's immediate attention.

Donald Wilson
20 Checkerberry Rd
City, RI 02882
Dear Barbara Terrell,

It's time that the Obama administration does more to crack down on the gun smuggling carried out by the Mexican drug cartels.

I strongly support the ATF's proposal to require dealers along the border to report bulk sales of assault rifles, just like they already do with handgun sales. The ATF must use its authority to collect this information and better enforce the laws already on the books.

With more than 30,000 people already murdered in cartel wars, this is an emergency that demands our government’s immediate attention.

Donald Wyatt
301 Merritt St
River Oaks, TX 76114
Hello, I would like to object to the A.T.F. requiring the above when firearms are purchased in the 5 southern States of the United States. This is an infringement on my 2nd Amendment rights, thank you D. Hodges.

CONFIDENTIALITY NOTE: This e-mail message and any attachments are intended solely for the person to which it is addressed and may contain privileged and confidential information protected by law. If you have received this communication in error, please notify the sender immediately by telephone or e-mail, destroy this message and delete any copies held in your electronic files. Unauthorized use and/or re-disclosure may subject you to penalties under applicable state and federal laws.
From: Donna and John Shawver [shawver@bellsouth.net]
Sent: Friday, February 11, 2011 12:19 PM
To: Legislative Affairs
Subject: Support for the Reporting of Multiple Sales of Long Guns

It's time that the Obama administration does more to crack down on the gun smuggling carried out by the Mexican drug cartels.

I strongly support the ATF's proposal to require dealers along the border to report bulk sales of assault rifles, just like they already do with handgun sales. The ATF must use its authority to collect this information and better enforce the laws already on the books.

With more than 30,000 people already murdered in cartel wars, this is an emergency that demands our government’s immediate attention.

Donna and John Shawver
704 Charlotte Ave.
Carolina Beach, NC 28428
It’s time that Obama administration does more to crack down on the gun smuggling carried out by the Mexican drug cartels.

I strongly support the ATF’s proposal to require dealers along the border to report bulk sales of assault rifles, just like they already do with handgun sales. The ATF must use its authority to collect this information and better enforce the laws already on the books.

With more than 30,000 people already murdered in cartel wars, this is an emergency that demands our government’s immediate attention.

Donna Anderson
849 W Buena Ave Apt. 2W
LOS ANGELES, CA 90045
From: Donna Austin [billaus376@aol.com]
Sent: Saturday, February 12, 2011 10:49 AM
To: McCabe, Aron D.
Subject: Support for the Reporting of Multiple Sales of Long Guns
It's time that the Obama administration does more to crack down on the gun smuggling carried out by the Mexican drug cartels.

I strongly support the ATF's proposal to require dealers along the border to report bulk sales of assault rifles, just like they already do with handgun sales. The ATF must use its authority to collect this information and better enforce the laws already on the books.

With more than 30,000 people already murdered in cartel wars, this is an emergency that demands our government’s immediate attention.

Donna Bening
1109 Highedge Dr.
Plano, TX 75075
Dear Barbara Terrell,

It’s time that Obama administration does more to crack down on the gun smuggling carried out by the Mexican drug cartels.

I strongly support the ATF’s proposal to require dealers along the border to report bulk sales of assault rifles, just like they already do with handgun sales. The ATF must use its authority to collect this information and better enforce the laws already on the books.

With more than 30,000 people already murdered in cartel wars, this is an emergency that demands our government’s immediate attention.

Donna Billing  
1340 NW 3rd Ave  
Delray Beach, FL 33444
It’s time that Obama administration does more to crack down on the gun smuggling carried out by the Mexican drug cartels.

I strongly support the ATF’s proposal to require dealers along the border to report bulk sales of assault rifles, just like they already do with handgun sales. The ATF must use it’s authority to collect this information and better enforce the laws already on the books.

With more than 30,000 people already murdered in cartel wars, this is an emergency that demands our government’s immediate attention.

Donna Bonetti
1170 B Monroe Drive
Boulder, CO 80303
Dear Barbara Terrell,

It's time that the Obama administration does more to crack down on the gun smuggling carried out by the Mexican drug cartels.

I strongly support the ATF's proposal to require dealers along the border to report bulk sales of assault rifles, just like they already do with handgun sales. The ATF must use its authority to collect this information and better enforce the laws already on the books.

With more than 30,000 people already murdered in cartel wars, this is an emergency that demands our government's immediate attention.

Donna Brady
3803 14th Ave SE #D3
Lacey, WA 98503
It's time that the Obama administration does more to crack down on the gun smuggling carried out by the Mexican drug cartels.

I strongly support the ATF's proposal to require dealers along the border to report bulk sales of assault rifles, just like they already do with handgun sales. The ATF must use its authority to collect this information and better enforce the laws already on the books.

With more than 30,000 people already murdered in cartel wars, this is an emergency that demands our government's immediate attention.

Donna Butler
8438 Mississippi Blvd NW
#N/A, MN 55433
It's time that the Obama administration does more to crack down on the gun smuggling carried out by the Mexican drug cartels.

I strongly support the ATF's proposal to require dealers along the border to report bulk sales of assault rifles, just like they already do with handgun sales. The ATF must use its authority to collect this information and better enforce the laws already on the books.

With more than 30,000 people already murdered in cartel wars, this is an emergency that demands our government’s immediate attention.

Donna Casarez
9806 Mercy Road #5
#N/A, CA 92129
Dear Barbara Terrell,

It's time that the Obama administration does more to crack down on the gun smuggling carried out by the Mexican drug cartels.

I strongly support the ATF's proposal to require dealers along the border to report bulk sales of assault rifles, just like they already do with handgun sales. The ATF must use its authority to collect this information and better enforce the laws already on the books.

With more than 30,000 people already murdered in cartel wars, this is an emergency that demands our government’s immediate attention.

Donna Chicone
9167 Brentwood Trail
Woodbury, MN 55125
It's time that the Obama administration does more to crack down on the gun smuggling carried out by the Mexican drug cartels.

I strongly support the ATF's proposal to require dealers along the border to report bulk sales of assault rifles, just like they already do with handgun sales. The ATF must use its authority to collect this information and better enforce the laws already on the books.

With more than 30,000 people already murdered in cartel wars, this is an emergency that demands our government's immediate attention.

Donna Chicone
9167 Brentwood Trail
Woodbury, MN 55125
It's time that the Obama administration does more to crack down on the gun smuggling carried out by the Mexican drug cartels.

I strongly support the ATF's proposal to require dealers along the border to report bulk sales of assault rifles, just like they already do with handgun sales. The ATF must use its authority to collect this information and better enforce the laws already on the books.

With more than 30,000 people already murdered in cartel wars, this is an emergency that demands our government’s immediate attention.

Donna Childs
0228 SW Lane St
Portland, OR 97239
Dear Barbara Terrell,

It's time that the Obama administration does more to crack down on the gun smuggling carried out by the Mexican drug cartels.

I strongly support the ATF's proposal to require dealers along the border to report bulk sales of assault rifles, just like they already do with handgun sales. The ATF must use its authority to collect this information and better enforce the laws already on the books.

With more than 30,000 people already murdered in cartel wars, this is an emergency that demands our government’s immediate attention.

Donna Clark
1236 Evergreen
Richardson, TX 33020
It’s time that the Obama administration does more to crack down on the gun smuggling carried out by the Mexican drug cartels.

I strongly support the ATF's proposal to require dealers along the border to report bulk sales of assault rifles, just like they already do with handgun sales. The ATF must use its authority to collect this information and better enforce the laws already on the books.

With more than 30,000 people already murdered in cartel wars, this is an emergency that demands our government's immediate attention.

Donna Cook
705 Shadycroft Drive
Littleton, CO 80120
From: donna curry [cybergal37@cox.net]
Sent: Saturday, February 12, 2011 12:56 PM
To: Terrell, Barbara A.
Subject: Registering of Guns

What does it matter if guns are registered or not when this Administration does NOT WANT TO CLOSE THE BORDERS AND KEEP TERRORISTS OUT OF THE USA? IT’S NONE OF THE GOVERNMENT’S BUSINESS IF A PERSON WANTS TO OWN A GUN OR SEVERAL. IF THE TSA AND BORDER PATROL DID THEIR JOBS RIGHT AND WERE ALLOWED TO DO THEIR JOBS RIGHT (THANKS TO OBAMA, THEY CANNOT....HE WANTS OPEN BORDERS....LET ANY AND EVERYONE IN, NO MATTER WHO IT IS). HE IS A MUSLIM ISLAMIC RADICAL AND NEEDS TO BE IMPEACHED AND REMOVED FROM OFFICE FOR SUBVERTING OUR CONSTITUTION....SOMETHING HE CANNOT STAND.

HE IS THE PROBLEM! WE DO NOT WANT A DICTATOR TELLING US WE CAN OR CANNOT OWN, EVEN DOWN TO LIGHT BULBS, FOR GOODNESS SAKE...WHAT WILL IT BE NEXT....CONTROLLING WHEN WE CAN OR CANNOT DRIVE OUR CAR, WHAT STREET WE WILL BE ALLOWED TO DRIVE ON, WHAT RESTAURANT WE WILL BE ABLE TO GO TO???

STOP THE CONTROL OF PEOPLE. READ THE CONSTITUTION OF THE USA. CITIZENS, OF WHICH THIS SO-CALLED PRESIDENT IS PROBABLY NOT, HAVE “INALIENABLE RIGHTS”!!!

NO GUN CONTROLS!!! STOP THE ILLEGALS FROM COMING INTO OUR COUNTRY AND I DON’T MEAN JUST MEXICO!!!
It's time that the Obama administration does more to crack down on the gun smuggling carried out by the Mexican drug cartels.

I strongly support the ATF's proposal to require dealers along the border to report bulk sales of assault rifles, just like they already do with handgun sales. The ATF must use its authority to collect this information and better enforce the laws already on the books.

With more than 30,000 people already murdered in cartel wars, this is an emergency that demands our government’s immediate attention.

Donna Daniel
8815 N. Willamette Blvd.
Portland, OR 97203
Dear Barbara Terrell,

It's time that the Obama administration does more to crack down on the gun smuggling carried out by the Mexican drug cartels.

I strongly support the ATF's proposal to require dealers along the border to report bulk sales of assault rifles, just like they already do with handgun sales. The ATF must use its authority to collect this information and better enforce the laws already on the books.

With more than 30,000 people already murdered in cartel wars, this is an emergency that demands our government's immediate attention.

Donna D'Ottavio
694 Highway 9
Thurston, NE 68062
It's time that the Obama administration does more to crack down on the gun smuggling carried out by the Mexican drug cartels.

I strongly support the ATF's proposal to require dealers along the border to report bulk sales of assault rifles, just like they already do with handgun sales. The ATF must use its authority to collect this information and better enforce the laws already on the books.

With more than 30,000 people already murdered in cartel wars, this is an emergency that demands our government's immediate attention.

Donna Farr
9815 Gemini Dr.
San Antonio, TX 78217
It's time that the Obama administration does more to crack down on the gun smuggling carried out by the Mexican drug cartels.

I strongly support the ATF's proposal to require dealers along the border to report bulk sales of assault rifles, just like they already do with handgun sales. The ATF must use its authority to collect this information and better enforce the laws already on the books.

With more than 30,000 people already murdered in cartel wars, this is an emergency that demands our government's immediate attention.

Donna Garrison
176 Seminole Lakes Drive
SPICEWOOD, TX 78669
It’s time that Obama administration does more to crack down on the gun smuggling carried out by the Mexican drug cartels.

I strongly support the ATF’s proposal to require dealers along the border to report bulk sales of assault rifles, just like they already do with handgun sales. The ATF must use its authority to collect this information and better enforce the laws already on the books.

With more than 30,000 people already murdered in cartel wars, this is an emergency that demands our government’s immediate attention.

Donna Jacobucci
Felton Dr.
Dayton, OH 45431
Outside of the questionable legal authority therein, this proposal will do nothing to solve our Mexican neighbors' internal problems, nor will it in any way provide any benefit to our nation. It is an unreasonable burden and exercise in futility.

J.M. Cartwright, Cave Creek, AZ
It’s time that the Obama administration does more to crack down on the gun smuggling carried out by the Mexican drug cartels.

I strongly support the ATF’s proposal to require dealers along the border to report bulk sales of assault rifles, just like they already do with handgun sales. The ATF must use its authority to collect this information and better enforce the laws already on the books.

With more than 30,000 people already murdered in cartel wars, this is an emergency that demands our government’s immediate attention.

Donna Marion
Lancashire
Ann Arbor, MI 48105
Dear Barbara Terrell,

It’s time that Obama administration does more to crack down on the gun smuggling carried out by the Mexican drug cartels.

I strongly support the ATF’s proposal to require dealers along the border to report bulk sales of assault rifles, just like they already do with handgun sales. The ATF must use its authority to collect this information and better enforce the laws already on the books.

With more than 30,000 people already murdered in cartel wars, this is an emergency that demands our government’s immediate attention.

donna mccollum
5398 mccoy road
Oxford, OH 45056
Dear Barbara Terrell,

It’s time that the Obama administration does more to crack down on the gun smuggling carried out by the Mexican drug cartels.

I strongly support the ATF’s proposal to require dealers along the border to report bulk sales of assault rifles, just like they already do with handgun sales. The ATF must use its authority to collect this information and better enforce the laws already on the books.

With more than 30,000 people already murdered in cartel wars, this is an emergency that demands our government’s immediate attention.

Donna McGhee
6022 Pattillo Lane
Lithonia, GA 30058
It's time that the Obama administration does more to crack down on the gun smuggling carried out by the Mexican drug cartels.

I strongly support the ATF's proposal to require dealers along the border to report bulk sales of assault rifles, just like they already do with handgun sales. The ATF must use its authority to collect this information and better enforce the laws already on the books.

With more than 30,000 people already murdered in cartel wars, this is an emergency that demands our government's immediate attention.

Donna Merrifield
2935 Chennault Road
MONUMENT, CO 80132
It's time that Obama administration does more to crack down on the gun smuggling carried out by the Mexican drug cartels.

I strongly support the ATF's proposal to require dealers along the border to report bulk sales of assault rifles, just like they already do with handgun sales. The ATF must use its authority to collect this information and better enforce the laws already on the books.

With more than 30,000 people already murdered in cartel wars, this is an emergency that demands our government's immediate attention.

Donna Mitchell
greenwich avenue
New York, NY 10014
It's time that the Obama administration does more to crack down on the gun smuggling carried out by the Mexican drug cartels.

I strongly support the ATF's proposal to require dealers along the border to report bulk sales of assault rifles, just like they already do with handgun sales. The ATF must use its authority to collect this information and better enforce the laws already on the books.

With more than 30,000 people already murdered in cartel wars, this is an emergency that demands our government's immediate attention.

DONNA MOCK
106 CRATER LAKE AVE
MEDFORD, OR 97504
It's time that the Obama administration does more to crack down on the gun smuggling carried out by the Mexican drug cartels.

I strongly support the ATF's proposal to require dealers along the border to report bulk sales of assault rifles, just like they already do with handgun sales. The ATF must use its authority to collect this information and better enforce the laws already on the books.

With more than 30,000 people already murdered in cartel wars, this is an emergency that demands our government's immediate attention.

Donna Nowlan
9 old colony rd.
Arlington, MA 2474
It’s time that Obama administration does more to crack down on the gun smuggling carried out by the Mexican drug cartels.

I strongly support the ATF’s proposal to require dealers along the border to report bulk sales of assault rifles, just like they already do with handgun sales. The ATF must use its authority to collect this information and better enforce the laws already on the books.

With more than 30,000 people already murdered in cartel wars, this is an emergency that demands our government’s immediate attention.

Donna Olsen
575 Stinson Blvd. Apt. B12
SAINT PAUL, MN 55112
It's time that the Obama administration does more to crack down on the gun smuggling carried out by the Mexican drug cartels.

I strongly support the ATF's proposal to require dealers along the border to report bulk sales of assault rifles, just like they already do with handgun sales. The ATF must use its authority to collect this information and better enforce the laws already on the books.

With more than 30,000 people already murdered in cartel wars, this is an emergency that demands our government's immediate attention.

Donna Pearson
248 Neponset Valley Pkwy
Boston, MA 02136-2453
It’s time that the Obama administration does more to crack down on the gun smuggling carried out by the Mexican drug cartels.

I strongly support the ATF’s proposal to require dealers along the border to report bulk sales of assault rifles, just like they already do with handgun sales. The ATF must use its authority to collect this information and better enforce the laws already on the books.

With more than 30,000 people already murdered in cartel wars, this is an emergency that demands our government’s immediate attention.

Donna Pedroza
1801 Shoreline Dr
Alameda, CA 94501
Dear Barbara Terrell,

It's time that the Obama administration does more to crack down on the gun smuggling carried out by the Mexican drug cartels.

I strongly support the ATF's proposal to require dealers along the border to report bulk sales of assault rifles, just like they already do with handgun sales. The ATF must use its authority to collect this information and better enforce the laws already on the books.

With more than 30,000 people already murdered in cartel wars, this is an emergency that demands our government's immediate attention.

Donna Poland
25 Fairmount Drive
EAST GREENWICH, RI 2818
It’s time that the Obama administration does more to crack down on the gun smuggling carried out by the Mexican drug cartels.

I strongly support the ATF’s proposal to require dealers along the border to report bulk sales of assault rifles, just like they already do with handgun sales. The ATF must use its authority to collect this information and better enforce the laws already on the books.

With more than 30,000 people already murdered in cartel wars, this is an emergency that demands our government’s immediate attention.

donna rubens
187 windsor place
#N/A, NY 11215
It’s time that Obama administration does more to crack down on the gun smuggling carried out by the Mexican drug cartels.

I strongly support the ATF’s proposal to require dealers along the border to report bulk sales of assault rifles, just like they already do with handgun sales. The ATF must use it’s authority to collect this information and better enforce the laws already on the books.

With more than 30,000 people already murdered in cartel wars, this is an emergency that demands our government’s immediate attention.

Donna Santiago
2314 N Hancock St.
Philadelphia, PA 19133
It's time that the Obama administration does more to crack down on the gun smuggling carried out by the Mexican drug cartels.

I strongly support the ATF's proposal to require dealers along the border to report bulk sales of assault rifles, just like they already do with handgun sales. The ATF must use its authority to collect this information and better enforce the laws already on the books.

With more than 30,000 people already murdered in cartel wars, this is an emergency that demands our government's immediate attention.

Donna Somerville
10015 South Hoyne Ave
Chicago, IL 60643
It's time that the Obama administration does more to crack down on the gun smuggling carried out by the Mexican drug cartels.

I strongly support the ATF's proposal to require dealers along the border to report bulk sales of assault rifles, just like they already do with handgun sales. The ATF must use its authority to collect this information and better enforce the laws already on the books.

With more than 30,000 people already murdered in cartel wars, this is an emergency that demands our government's immediate attention.

Donna Storey
565 Arkansas St
Rio Rancho, NM 87124
It’s time that the Obama administration does more to crack down on the gun smuggling carried out by the Mexican drug cartels.

I strongly support the ATF’s proposal to require dealers along the border to report bulk sales of assault rifles, just like they already do with handgun sales. The ATF must use its authority to collect this information and better enforce the laws already on the books.

With more than 30,000 people already murdered in cartel wars, this is an emergency that demands our government’s immediate attention.

Donna Updike
130 e. king road
Ithaca, NY 14850
It's time that the Obama administration does more to crack down on the gun smuggling carried out by the Mexican drug cartels.

I strongly support the ATF's proposal to require dealers along the border to report bulk sales of assault rifles, just like they already do with handgun sales. The ATF must use its authority to collect this information and better enforce the laws already on the books.

With more than 30,000 people already murdered in cartel wars, this is an emergency that demands our government's immediate attention.

Donna Webb
426 Granby St #2A
NORFOLK, VA 23510
Dear Barbara Terrell,

It's time that the Obama administration does more to crack down on the gun smuggling carried out by the Mexican drug cartels.

I strongly support the ATF's proposal to require dealers along the border to report bulk sales of assault rifles, just like they already do with handgun sales. The ATF must use its authority to collect this information and better enforce the laws already on the books.

With more than 30,000 people already murdered in cartel wars, this is an emergency that demands our government's immediate attention.

Donna Williams
1003 Ashley Hall Rd.
Macon, GA 31210
It’s time that the Obama administration does more to crack down on the gun smuggling carried out by the Mexican drug cartels.

I strongly support the ATF’s proposal to require dealers along the border to report bulk sales of assault rifles, just like they already do with handgun sales. The ATF must use its authority to collect this information and better enforce the laws already on the books.

With more than 30,000 people already murdered in cartel wars, this is an emergency that demands our government’s immediate attention.

donnalisa Gonzalez
815 coral ridge circle
rodeo, CA 94572
It’s time that the Obama administration does more to crack down on the gun smuggling carried out by the Mexican drug cartels.

I strongly support the ATF’s proposal to require dealers along the border to report bulk sales of assault rifles, just like they already do with handgun sales. The ATF must use its authority to collect this information and better enforce the laws already on the books.

With more than 30,000 people already murdered in cartel wars, this is an emergency that demands our government’s immediate attention.

Donnatta Palmer
44 Wildfire Road
ARTESIA, NM 88210
It's time that the Obama administration does more to crack down on the gun smuggling carried out by the Mexican drug cartels.

I strongly support the ATF's proposal to require dealers along the border to report bulk sales of assault rifles, just like they already do with handgun sales. The ATF must use its authority to collect this information and better enforce the laws already on the books.

With more than 30,000 people already murdered in cartel wars, this is an emergency that demands our government's immediate attention.

Donnis Crump
2722 Ashmont Terrace
Silver Spring, MD 20906
It's time that the Obama administration does more to crack down on the gun smuggling carried out by the Mexican drug cartels.

I strongly support the ATF's proposal to require dealers along the border to report bulk sales of assault rifles, just like they already do with handgun sales. The ATF must use its authority to collect this information and better enforce the laws already on the books.

With more than 30,000 people already murdered in cartel wars, this is an emergency that demands our government's immediate attention.

Donya Faridazar
5901 Mt Eagle Dr
Alexandria, VA 22303
It’s time that the Obama administration does more to crack down on the gun smuggling carried out by the Mexican drug cartels.

I strongly support the ATF’s proposal to require dealers along the border to report bulk sales of assault rifles, just like they already do with handgun sales. The ATF must use its authority to collect this information and better enforce the laws already on the books.

With more than 30,000 people already murdered in cartel wars, this is an emergency that demands our government’s immediate attention.

Dora Sampson
7823 Shimmer River Lane
Citrus Heights, CA 95610
It's time that Obama administration does more to crack down on the gun smuggling carried out by the Mexican drug cartels.

I strongly support the ATF's proposal to require dealers along the border to report bulk sales of assault rifles, just like they already do with handgun sales. The ATF must use its authority to collect this information and better enforce the laws already on the books.

With more than 30,000 people already murdered in cartel wars, this is an emergency that demands our government's immediate attention.

Doreen Poupard
41360 Fox Run
Novi, MI 48377
It's time that the Obama administration does more to crack down on the gun smuggling carried out by the Mexican drug cartels.

I strongly support the ATF's proposal to require dealers along the border to report bulk sales of assault rifles, just like they already do with handgun sales. The ATF must use its authority to collect this information and better enforce the laws already on the books.

With more than 30,000 people already murdered in cartel wars, this is an emergency that demands our government’s immediate attention.

Doreen Roethler
32838 Timberwood Drive
Leesburg, FL 34748
It’s time that Obama administration does more to crack down on the gun smuggling carried out by the Mexican drug cartels.

I strongly support the ATF’s proposal to require dealers along the border to report bulk sales of assault rifles, just like they already do with handgun sales. The ATF must use its authority to collect this information and better enforce the laws already on the books.

With more than 30,000 people already murdered in cartel wars, this is an emergency that demands our government’s immediate attention.

Dorene Schutz
218 Bowman st
WILKES BARRE, PA 18702
It's time that the Obama administration does more to crack down on the gun smuggling carried out by the Mexican drug cartels.

I strongly support the ATF's proposal to require dealers along the border to report bulk sales of assault rifles, just like they already do with handgun sales. The ATF must use its authority to collect this information and better enforce the laws already on the books.

With more than 30,000 people already murdered in cartel wars, this is an emergency that demands our government's immediate attention.

Dori Ribeiro de Oliveira
12216 Osprey Drive NW
Gig Harbor, WA 98332-8057
It's time that the Obama administration does more to crack down on the gun smuggling carried out by the Mexican drug cartels.

I strongly support the ATF's proposal to require dealers along the border to report bulk sales of assault rifles, just like they already do with handgun sales. The ATF must use its authority to collect this information and better enforce the laws already on the books.

With more than 30,000 people already murdered in cartel wars, this is an emergency that demands our government's immediate attention.

Doris Carey
11 North Ridikng Drive
CHERRY HILL, NJ 08003
It's time that the Obama administration does more to crack down on the gun smuggling carried out by the Mexican drug cartels.

I strongly support the ATF's proposal to require dealers along the border to report bulk sales of assault rifles, just like they already do with handgun sales. The ATF must use its authority to collect this information and better enforce the laws already on the books.

With more than 30,000 people already murdered in cartel wars, this is an emergency that demands our government's immediate attention.

Doris Cruz
9625 W Russell Rd
Las Vegas, NV 89147
It’s time that Obama administration does more to crack down on the gun smuggling carried out by the Mexican drug cartels.

I strongly support the ATF’s proposal to require dealers along the border to report bulk sales of assault rifles, just like they already do with handgun sales. The ATF must use it’s authority to collect this information and better enforce the laws already on the books.

With more than 30,000 people already murdered in cartel wars, this is an emergency that demands our government’s immediate attention.

Doris Griffith
1701 Clear Creek Court N.E.
GRAND RAPIDS, MI 49505
Cooksey, Roberta B.

From: Doris Soroko [dasmo9@aol.com]
Sent: Friday, February 11, 2011 1:32 PM
To: Legislative Affairs
Subject: Support for the Reporting of Multiple Sales of Long Guns

It's time that the Obama administration does more to crack down on the gun smuggling carried out by the Mexican drug cartels.

I strongly support the ATF's proposal to require dealers along the border to report bulk sales of assault rifles, just like they already do with handgun sales. The ATF must use its authority to collect this information and better enforce the laws already on the books.

With more than 30,000 people already murdered in cartel wars, this is an emergency that demands our government's immediate attention.

Doris Soroko
1092 River Road
Barrytown, NY 12507
It's time that the Obama administration does more to crack down on the gun smuggling carried out by the Mexican drug cartels.

I strongly support the ATF's proposal to require dealers along the border to report bulk sales of assault rifles, just like they already do with handgun sales. The ATF must use its authority to collect this information and better enforce the laws already on the books.

With more than 30,000 people already murdered in cartel wars, this is an emergency that demands our government’s immediate attention.

Dorothea L. Cappadona
23 Watch Way,
Huntington, NY 11743
It's time that the Obama administration does more to crack down on the gun smuggling carried out by the Mexican drug cartels.

I strongly support the ATF's proposal to require dealers along the border to report bulk sales of assault rifles, just like they already do with handgun sales. The ATF must use its authority to collect this information and better enforce the laws already on the books.

With more than 30,000 people already murdered in cartel wars, this is an emergency that demands our government's immediate attention.

Dorothy & Richard Chamberlin
2010 Parkview Blvd
Colorado Springs, CO 80905
Dear Barbara Terrell,

Dear President Obama.
I am one of your biggest fans. I beg you to do more to stop the sale or smuggling of guns across the border to Mexico. I am dreadful to know that American weapons are being used by the drug cartels to murder, injure or intimidate decent citizens who want to live in peace. cartels.

I strongly support the ATF's proposal to require dealers along the border to report bulk sales of assault rifles, just like they already do with handgun sales. The ATF must use its authority to collect this information and better enforce the laws already on the books.

With more than 30,000 people already murdered in cartel wars, this is an emergency that demands our government's immediate attention.

Dorothy Andries
926 Wilmot Road
Deerfield, IL 60015
It’s time that the Obama administration does more to crack down on the gun smuggling carried out by the Mexican drug cartels.

I strongly support the ATF’s proposal to require dealers along the border to report bulk sales of assault rifles, just like they already do with handgun sales. The ATF must use its authority to collect this information and better enforce the laws already on the books.

With more than 30,000 people already murdered in cartel wars, this is an emergency that demands our government’s immediate attention.

Dorothy Bowker
416 S Pitney Road
Northfield, NJ 08225
It's time that the Obama administration does more to crack down on the gun smuggling carried out by the Mexican drug cartels.

I strongly support the ATF's proposal to require dealers along the border to report bulk sales of assault rifles, just like they already do with handgun sales. The ATF must use its authority to collect this information and better enforce the laws already on the books.

With more than 30,000 people already murdered in cartel wars, this is an emergency that demands our government's immediate attention.

Dorothy Busch
PO Box 16567
Missoula, MT 59808
Dear Barbara Terrell,

It's time that the Obama administration does more to crack down on the gun smuggling carried out by the Mexican drug cartels.

I strongly support the ATF's proposal to require dealers along the border to report bulk sales of assault rifles, just like they already do with handgun sales. The ATF must use its authority to collect this information and better enforce the laws already on the books.

With more than 30,000 people already murdered in cartel wars, this is an emergency that demands our government's immediate attention.

Dorothy Callison
2550 Sycamore Lane
Davis, CA 95616
It’s time that Obama administration does more to crack down on the gun smuggling carried out by the Mexican drug cartels.

I strongly support the ATF’s proposal to require dealers along the border to report bulk sales of assault rifles, just like they already do with handgun sales. The ATF must use it’s authority to collect this information and better enforce the laws already on the books.

With more than 30,000 people already murdered in cartel wars, this is an emergency that demands our government’s immediate attention.

Dorothy Carrington-Smith
159 college place
fairfield, CT 27614
It's time that the Obama administration does more to crack down on the gun smuggling carried out by the Mexican drug cartels.

I strongly support the ATF's proposal to require dealers along the border to report bulk sales of assault rifles, just like they already do with handgun sales. The ATF must use its authority to collect this information and better enforce the laws already on the books.

With more than 30,000 people already murdered in cartel wars, this is an emergency that demands our government’s immediate attention.

Dorothy Grossman
130 N. Garland Ct.
Chicago, IL 60602
It's time that the Obama administration does more to crack down on the gun smuggling carried out by the Mexican drug cartels.

I strongly support the ATF's proposal to require dealers along the border to report bulk sales of assault rifles, just like they already do with handgun sales. The ATF must use its authority to collect this information and better enforce the laws already on the books.

With more than 30,000 people already murdered in cartel wars, this is an emergency that demands our government's immediate attention.

Dorothy Matz
3818 Whitman Ave
CLEVELAND, OH 44113
Dear Barbara Terrell,

It's time that the Obama administration does more to crack down on the gun smuggling carried out by the Mexican drug cartels.

I strongly support the ATF's proposal to require dealers along the border to report bulk sales of assault rifles, just like they already do with handgun sales. The ATF must use its authority to collect this information and better enforce the laws already on the books.

With more than 30,000 people already murdered in cartel wars, this is an emergency that demands our government's immediate attention.

Dorothy McCorriston
Hualua Road
KAPAAU, HI 96755
It's time that the Obama administration does more to crack down on the gun smuggling carried out by the Mexican drug cartels.

I strongly support the ATF's proposal to require dealers along the border to report bulk sales of assault rifles, just like they already do with handgun sales. The ATF must use its authority to collect this information and better enforce the laws already on the books.

With more than 30,000 people already murdered in cartel wars, this is an emergency that demands our government's immediate attention.

Dorothy Miller
580 Dedham St
NEWTON CENTER, MA 2459
It’s time that Obama administration does more to crack down on the gun smuggling carried out by the Mexican drug cartels.

I strongly support the ATF’s proposal to require dealers along the border to report bulk sales of assault rifles, just like they already do with handgun sales. The ATF must use it’s authority to collect this information and better enforce the laws already on the books.

With more than 30,000 people already murdered in cartel wars, this is an emergency that demands our government’s immediate attention.

Dorothy Moss
3007 SEXTON CT
Conyers, GA 30013
It's time that the Obama administration does more to crack down on the gun smuggling carried out by the Mexican drug cartels.

I strongly support the ATF’s proposal to require dealers along the border to report bulk sales of assault rifles, just like they already do with handgun sales. The ATF must use its authority to collect this information and better enforce the laws already on the books.

With more than 30,000 people already murdered in cartel wars, this is an emergency that demands our government’s immediate attention.

Dorothy OGara
23 Bridgham Farm Road
Rumford, RI 02916
It’s time that the Obama administration does more to crack down on the gun smuggling carried out by the Mexican drug cartels.

I strongly support the ATF’s proposal to require dealers along the border to report bulk sales of assault rifles, just like they already do with handgun sales. The ATF must use its authority to collect this information and better enforce the laws already on the books.

With more than 30,000 people already murdered in cartel wars, this is an emergency that demands our government’s immediate attention.

Dorothy Parker
2122 E Sam Houston Pky S
Pasadena, TX 77503
It’s time that Obama administration does more to crack down on the gun smuggling carried out by the Mexican drug cartels.

I strongly support the ATF’s proposal to require dealers along the border to report bulk sales of assault rifles, just like they already do with handgun sales. The ATF must use its authority to collect this information and better enforce the laws already on the books.

With more than 30,000 people already murdered in cartel wars, this is an emergency that demands our government’s immediate attention.

Dorothy Reynolds
10507 S. Falconbridge Ct.
Richmond, VA 23238
It's time that the Obama administration does more to crack down on the gun smuggling carried out by the Mexican drug cartels.

I strongly support the ATF's proposal to require dealers along the border to report bulk sales of assault rifles, just like they already do with handgun sales. The ATF must use its authority to collect this information and better enforce the laws already on the books.

With more than 30,000 people already murdered in cartel wars, this is an emergency that demands our government's immediate attention.

Dorothy Soto-Rodriguez
W3414 Moonlite Rd
Granton, WI 54436
It's time that the Obama administration does more to crack down on the gun smuggling carried out by the Mexican drug cartels.

I strongly support the ATF's proposal to require dealers along the border to report bulk sales of assault rifles, just like they already do with handgun sales. The ATF must use its authority to collect this information and better enforce the laws already on the books.

With more than 30,000 people already murdered in cartel wars, this is an emergency that demands our government's immediate attention.

Dorothy Walton
120 Lawrenceville St.
Kingston, NY 12401
Please keep U.S. guns out of control of everyone except those authorized to use them in the course of their jobs.

Yes, the 2nd Amendment mandates that the populace can arm itself, so let everyone have a musket and a 1776 rifle.

Dorothy Wan
9173 E. Evans Drive
Scottsdale, AZ 85260
It’s time that the Obama administration does more to crack down on the gun smuggling carried out by the Mexican drug cartels.

I strongly support the ATF’s proposal to require dealers along the border to report bulk sales of assault rifles, just like they already do with handgun sales. The ATF must use its authority to collect this information and better enforce the laws already on the books.

With more than 30,000 people already murdered in cartel wars, this is an emergency that demands our government’s immediate attention.

Dotty Caldwell
679 N Penobscot Rd
Penobscot, ME 04476
It’s time that the Obama administration does more to crack down on the gun smuggling carried out by the Mexican drug cartels.

I strongly support the ATF’s proposal to require dealers along the border to report bulk sales of assault rifles, just like they already do with handgun sales. The ATF must use its authority to collect this information and better enforce the laws already on the books.

With more than 30,000 people already murdered in cartel wars, this is an emergency that demands our government’s immediate attention.

Doty Andrea
55 Damon Rd
Cincinnati, OH 45229
Ms. Terrell,

I am writing you today to express my disdain with your office seeking to legislate law and circumventing our lawmakers.
If you wish to effect a change in the requirements of Southwest gun dealers it should be accomplished with the participation of the Congress and not arbitrarily by a government agency.

I will be contacting my Representatives urging them to investigate and modify your agencies procedures so you can not attempt to change laws that govern your agency in the future. Please consider you might be opening a door that swings both ways and I and other legal firearm owners will be watching with great interest and urging our elected Representatives to shut it.

The ATF has no legal authority to demand these reports, and the new paperwork will waste scarce law enforcement resources that should be spent on legitimate investigations.

If your goal was to stop a flow of firearms across our southern boarder, which most firearms owners have discovered is grossly exaggerated by your agency, you would have long ago used your existing laws to stem this dubious tide of firearms from the U.S.

Which leaves me to believe you are attempting to seize some perceived opportunity to legislate and you can be assured legal firearm owners will be watching and contacting our legislators to assure your efforts are not effective.

Respectfully,
Robert Statkus
December 17, 2010 “Notice of Information Collection Under Review: Report of Multiple Sale or Other Disposition of Certain Rifles.”

I do not think such a right should be in the Government’s hands to know who is buying this type of long guns. I am not a hunter nor a big gun owner. I think the government should worry more about securing the boarders of who is coming into the states. We have a big border concern here in Texas and I do believe it is going to be a bad thing when the Cortel decide to take over more of this state. And when they make the move to do this here and in other states boarding Mexico it will happen quicker than our law enforcements large and small can handle. I know that this is probably where this law is heading because of all the legal mess we have let take control of our government. But I ask you not to put US citizens as the fault of buying and having to register the long rifles.

Thank you for your time.

Doug
From: Doug Batten [dbatten@eoni.com]
Sent: Wednesday, February 16, 2011 6:59 AM
To: Terrell, Barbara A.
Subject: Oppose Regulation Expanding Multiple Sale Reporting

Ms Terrell,

I am writing to oppose the so called emergency regulation to register multiple sales of certain rifles with BATFE as described in FR Doc. 2010-31761 from the 12/17/2010 Federal Register. 

This regulation is both illegal and unnecessary. Further there is no justification for any "emergency" implementation as reported by the Washington Post:

* The regulation proposed is outside the statutory grant of authority to record information about multiple sales of firearms. Title 18 U.S.C. § 923(g)(3)(A) specifically grants the authority to collect multiple sale information on handguns and revolvers. Other firearms are excluded and there is no implied authority to extend this reporting requirement to rifles or any other type of firearm.

* "FFL" holders are already required by law to respond to BATFE requests for information on firearms distribution pursuant to criminal investigations: Title 18 U.S.C. § 923(g)(7).

* The regulation contains no provision for the destruction of information collected, which establishes a nationwide registry of "certain types of firearms" as proposed. Because of this the regulation as proposed is illegal under Title 18 U.S.C. § 926(a). "No such rule or regulation . may require that records required to be maintained under this chapter or any portion of the contents of such records, be recorded at or transferred to a facility owned, managed, or controlled by the United States or any State or any political subdivision thereof, nor that any system of registration of firearms, firearms owners, or firearms transactions or disposition be established."

There is a grave potential for this regulation to unduly burden citizens who are collectors or must obtain purchase permits at the local or state level to possess firearms. The proposed regulation does not say what the agency intends to do with the information but ostensibly it would be for criminal investigations. Subjecting law abiding gun owners to this type of investigation under the guise of "information collection" is an overt attempt to prevent them from exercising their 2nd Amendment rights to purchase and own firearms.

This regulatory action has not allowed the public sufficient time to comment.

This regulatory action should not be approved.

Sincerely,

Doug Batten
201 SW Alamo
It's time that the Obama administration does more to crack down on the gun smuggling carried out by the Mexican drug cartels.

I strongly support the ATF's proposal to require dealers along the border to report bulk sales of assault rifles, just like they already do with handgun sales. The ATF must use its authority to collect this information and better enforce the laws already on the books.

With more than 30,000 people already murdered in cartel wars, this is an emergency that demands our government’s immediate attention.

Doug Card
1156 Joy Court
Exeter, CA 93221
Dear Barbara Terrell,

It's time that Obama administration does more to crack down on the gun smuggling carried out by the Mexican drug cartels.

I strongly support the ATF's proposal to require dealers along the border to report bulk sales of assault rifles, just like they already do with handgun sales. The ATF must use it’s authority to collect this information and better enforce the laws already on the books.

With more than 30,000 people already murdered in cartel wars, this is an emergency that demands our government’s immediate attention.

Doug Cecere
2308 Owens Avenue #103
FORT COLLINS, CO 80528
As I understand it, the BATF is considering registering long gun purchases in California, Arizona, New Mexico and Texas to report all sales of two or more semiautomatic rifles within five consecutive business days, if the rifles are larger than .22 caliber and use detachable magazines.

I find this simply a form gun registration. Please remember that the BATF proved that most of the illegal firearms used in Mexico come in from foreign companies through the drug trade. This firearms mainly consist of full automatic weapons and explosive devices that aren't readily available in the US.

I oppose, strongly oppose this measure.

Sincerely,

Doug Chism

HD Chism
205 Driftwood Dr.
Gibsonville, NC 27249
336.449.7273
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>From:</th>
<th>Doug DeVan [<a href="mailto:flightcrewmgmt737@gmail.com">flightcrewmgmt737@gmail.com</a>]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Sent:</td>
<td>Friday, February 11, 2011 8:25 AM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>To:</td>
<td>Terrell, Barbara A.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subject:</td>
<td>ATF sales reporting</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

What part of "WE THE PEOPLE" Does the ATF not understand? I am in total disagreement with your proposal to track long gun sales in the S.W. USA.
Why would the mex. Drug cartels use straw man purchases in the usa when they can get fully automatic, class III military weapons in central & So. America?
Your published numbers of confiscated weapons from mex/usa, Are totally false and misleading.
Sincerely;
Doug DeVan
Please OPPOSE the “Notice of Information Collection Under Review: Report of Multiple Sale or Other Disposition of Certain Rifles.”

This is an unnecessary regulation and is not allowed under Federal law. Title 18 U.S.C. § 923(g)(3)(A) does not grant any such registration of multiple purchases of firearms, except for handguns.

The regulation contains no provision for the destruction of the collected information, and therefore is not legal under Title 18 U.S.C. § 926(a).

Laws do matter and this unnecessary and extra-legal proposal must NOT be approved.

Sincerely,

Doug Dyer
Miss Terrell,

As a concerned American I'm appalled that the ATF is willing to break the law and be an accessory to a murder in order to further erode the rights of our citizens. Why is subjecting me to addition draconian laws better than confronting the law breakers within the government.

Our rights are not derived from government. Government cannot take what God has given.

Thank you,
Doug Eing
It’s time that the Obama administration does more to crack down on the gun smuggling carried out by the Mexican drug cartels.

I strongly support the ATF’s proposal to require dealers along the border to report bulk sales of assault rifles, just like they already do with handgun sales. The ATF must use its authority to collect this information and better enforce the laws already on the books.

With more than 30,000 people already murdered in cartel wars, this is an emergency that demands our government’s immediate attention.

doug franklin
195 D. Creek Lane
Hayesville, NC 28904
Dear Barbara Terrell,

It's time that the Obama administration does more to crack down on the gun smuggling carried out by the Mexican drug cartels.

I strongly support the ATF's proposal to require dealers along the border to report bulk sales of assault rifles, just like they already do with handgun sales. The ATF must use its authority to collect this information and better enforce the laws already on the books.

With more than 30,000 people already murdered in cartel wars, this is an emergency that demands our government’s immediate attention.

Doug Hairgrove
1221 E Del Paso Way
Palm Springs, CA 92262
Taxed Enough Already.

Doug Harkrider
Precision Industries/ a DXP Company
Branch Manager
1024 Delesandri
Kemah, TX  77565
281-334-5075
Barbara A. Terrell  
Firearms Industry Programs Branch  
Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco, Firearms and Explosives  
99 New York Avenue, N.E.  
Washington, DC  20226.

What do you think you’re doing? Responding to the senator shooting? This is not what you need to be doing with tax payer’s money now or ever.

Please stop this out of control gun control activism and put the money on enforcing or deleting laws you already have. This country is in a crisis and this isn’t it.

Doug Hawkings  
NRA Active Member
I am definitely opposed to this proposal to report 2 or more purchases of semiautomatic long guns in a 5 day period. You already have enough laws on the books to arrest anyone at anytime as it is. Why not enforce the existing laws already on the books, keep felons in jail, and secure the borders, send the ILLEGAL aliens back, and watch the crime rates plummet. I really cannot understand why Washington has trouble seeing the real problem. Go beyond the beltway and see what is really happening in the real world and I don’t mean on a guided tour.

The fish are biting.
Get more visitors on your site using Yahoo! Search Marketing.
http://searchmarketing.yahoo.com/arp/sponsoredsearch_v2.php
It's time that the Obama administration does more to crack down on the gun smuggling carried out by the Mexican drug cartels.

I strongly support the ATF's proposal to require dealers along the border to report bulk sales of assault rifles, just like they already do with handgun sales. The ATF must use its authority to collect this information and better enforce the laws already on the books.

With more than 30,000 people already murdered in cartel wars, this is an emergency that demands our government's immediate attention.

Doug Hutchinson
5820 S Windermere St
Littleton, CO 56501
It’s time that the Obama administration does more to crack down on the gun smuggling carried out by the Mexican drug cartels.

I strongly support the ATF’s proposal to require dealers along the border to report bulk sales of assault rifles, just like they already do with handgun sales. The ATF must use its authority to collect this information and better enforce the laws already on the books.

With more than 30,000 people already murdered in cartel wars, this is an emergency that demands our government’s immediate attention.

Doug Luhmann
206 Calle Sonora
SAN CLEMENTE, CA 92672
Dear Ms. Terrell

I am writing to oppose the so called emergency regulation to register multiple sales of certain rifles with BATFE as described in FR Doc. 2010-31761 from the 12/17/2010 Federal Register.

This regulation is both illegal and unnecessary. Further there is no justification for any "emergency" implementation as reported by the Washington Post:

* The regulation proposed is outside the statutory grant of authority to record information about multiple sales of firearms. Title 18 U.S.C. § 923(g)(3)(A) specifically grants the authority to collect multiple sale information on handguns and revolvers. Other firearms are excluded and there is no implied authority to extend this reporting requirement to rifles or any other type of firearm.

* "FFL" holders are already required by law to respond to BATFE requests for information on firearms distribution pursuant to criminal investigations: Title 18 U.S.C. § 923(g)(7).

* The regulation contains no provision for the destruction of information collected, which establishes a nationwide registry of "certain types of firearms" as proposed. Because of this the regulation as proposed is illegal under Title 18 U.S.C. § 926(a). "No such rule or regulation . may require that records required to be maintained under this chapter or any portion of the contents of such records, be recorded at or transferred to a facility owned, managed, or controlled by the United States or any State or any political subdivision thereof, nor that any system of registration of firearms, firearms owners, or firearms transactions or disposition be established."

There is a grave potential for this regulation to unduly burden citizens who are collectors or must obtain purchase permits at the local or state level to possess firearms. The proposed regulation does not say what the agency intends to do with the information but ostensibly it would be for criminal investigations. Subjecting law abiding gun owners to this type of investigation under the guise of...
"information collection" is an overt attempt to prevent them from exercising their 2nd Amendment rights to purchase and own firearms.

* This regulatory action has not allowed the public sufficient time to comment.

This regulatory action should not be approved.

Sincerely,
Douglas J. Martin
Please OPPOSE the "Notice of Information Collection Under Review: Report of Multiple Sale or Other Disposition of Certain Rifles."

This is an unnecessary regulation and is not allowed under Federal law. Title 18 U.S.C. § 923(g)(3)(A) does not grant any such registration of multiple purchases of firearms, except for handguns.

The regulation contains no provision for the destruction of the collected information, and therefore is not legal under Title 18 U.S.C. § 926(a).

Laws do matter and this unnecessary and extra-legal proposal must NOT be approved.

Sincerely,

Doug Peterson  
Member, Virginia Citizens Defense League, NRA
From: Doug Riggins [pariah@flash.net]
Sent: Friday, February 11, 2011 8:37 AM
To: Terrell, Barbara A.
Subject: Notice of Information Collection Under Review: Report of Multiple Sale or Other Disposition of Certain Rifles.

I believe the above proposal to be a knee jerk reaction to a widely publicized non-issue. There is no authority to burden law enforcement or businesses with another ton of paperwork. Additionally, the criteria is entirely too broad.
Dear Barbara Terrell,

It's time that the Obama administration does more to crack down on the gun smuggling carried out by the Mexican drug cartels.

I strongly support the ATF's proposal to require dealers along the border to report bulk sales of assault rifles, just like they already do with handgun sales. The ATF must use its authority to collect this information and better enforce the laws already on the books.

With more than 30,000 people already murdered in cartel wars, this is an emergency that demands our government's immediate attention.

Doug Shivers
10 Seymour St. Apt. B
Cornwall, VT 05753
I am writing to oppose the so called emergency regulation to register multiple sales of certain rifles with BATFE as described in FR Doc. 2010-31761 from the 12/17/2010 Federal Register. 

This regulation is both illegal and unnecessary. Further there is no justification for any "emergency" implementation as reported by the Washington Post:

* The regulation proposed is outside the statutory grant of authority to record information about multiple sales of firearms. Title 18 U.S.C. § 923(g)(3)(A) specifically grants the authority to collect multiple sale information on handguns and revolvers. Other firearms are excluded and there is no implied authority to extend this reporting requirement to rifles or any other type of firearm.

* "FFL" holders are already required by law to respond to BATFE requests for information on firearms distribution pursuant to criminal investigations: Title 18 U.S.C. § 923(g)(7).

* The regulation contains no provision for the destruction of information collected, which establishes a nationwide registry of "certain types of firearms" as proposed. Because of this the regulation as proposed is illegal under Title 18 U.S.C. § 926(a). "No such rule or regulation . may require that records required to be maintained under this chapter or any portion of the contents of such records, be recorded at or transferred to a facility owned, managed, or controlled by the United States or any State or any political subdivision thereof, nor that any system of registration of firearms, firearms owners, or firearms transactions or disposition be established."

There is a grave potential for this regulation to unduly burden citizens who are collectors or must obtain purchase permits at the local or state level to possess firearms. The proposed regulation does not say what the agency intends to do with the information but
ostensibly it would be for criminal investigations. Subjecting law abiding gun owners to this type of investigation under the guise of "information collection" is an overt attempt to prevent them from exercising their 2nd Amendment rights to purchase and own firearms.

* This regulatory action has not allowed the public sufficient time to comment.

This regulatory action should not be approved.
Cooksey, Roberta B.

From: Doug Vigil [pepsinutdoug@aol.com]
Sent: Saturday, February 12, 2011 9:13 AM
To: Webmaster
Subject: Support for the Reporting of Multiple Sales of Long Guns

It's time that the Obama administration does more to crack down on the gun smuggling carried out by the Mexican drug cartels.

I strongly support the ATF's proposal to require dealers along the border to report bulk sales of assault rifles, just like they already do with handgun sales. The ATF must use its authority to collect this information and better enforce the laws already on the books.

With more than 30,000 people already murdered in cartel wars, this is an emergency that demands our government’s immediate attention.

Doug Vigil
6372 Downing St
Denver, CO 80216
It’s time that the Obama administration does more to crack down on the gun smuggling carried out by the Mexican drug cartels.

I strongly support the ATF’s proposal to require dealers along the border to report bulk sales of assault rifles, just like they already do with handgun sales. The ATF must use its authority to collect this information and better enforce the laws already on the books.

With more than 30,000 people already murdered in cartel wars, this is an emergency that demands our government’s immediate attention.

Douglas Blackwell
5399 Zero Lane
MILTON, FL 32583
As a member of the National Rifle Association of America, Inc. (NRA), I feel the OMB should deny ATF's request to approve its proposed collection of information.

Re: Federal Register Notice of December 17, 2010 (Volume 75, Number 242, Page 79021), 60-Day Emergency Notice of Information Collection Under Review: Report of Multiple Sale or Other Disposition of Certain Rifles

--
Doug Brownlee
586-946-4615


* The regulation proposed is outside the statutory grant of authority to record information about multiple sales of firearms. Title 18 U.S.C. § 923(g)(3)(A) specifically grants the authority to collect multiple sale information on handguns and revolvers. Other firearms are excluded and there is no implied authority to extend this reporting requirement to rifles or any other type of firearm.

* "FFL" holders are already required by law to respond to BATFE requests for information on firearms distribution pursuant to criminal investigations: Title 18 U.S.C. § 923(g)(7).

* The regulation contains no provision for the destruction of information collected, which establishes a nationwide registry of "certain types of firearms" as proposed. Because of this the regulation as proposed is illegal under Title 18 U.S.C. § 926(a). "No such rule or regulation . may require that records required to be maintained under this chapter or any portion of the contents of such records, be recorded at or transferred to a facility owned, managed, or controlled by the United States or any State or any political subdivision thereof, nor that any system of registration of firearms, firearms owners, or firearms transactions or disposition be established."

There is a grave potential for this regulation to unduly burden citizens who are collectors or must obtain purchase permits at the local or state level to possess firearms. The proposed regulation does not say what the agency intends to do with the information but ostensibly it would be for criminal investigations. Subjecting law abiding gun owners to this type of investigation under the guise of "information collection" is an overt attempt to prevent them from exercising their 2nd Amendment rights to purchase and own firearms.

* This regulatory action has not allowed the public sufficient time to comment.

This regulatory action should not be approved.
This kind of action needs to stop now. This kind of thing only hurts the law abiding gun owner. This isn't going to hurt criminals, they don't acquire firearms in the legitimate fashion. They acquire them in ways so that their name isn't attached to the gun. Crack down on the criminals, not the rest of us. It's my second amendment right not to be hindered by this kind of nonsense.
It's time that the Obama administration does more to crack down on the gun smuggling carried out by the Mexican drug cartels.

I strongly support the ATF's proposal to require dealers along the border to report bulk sales of assault rifles, just like they already do with handgun sales. The ATF must use its authority to collect this information and better enforce the laws already on the books.

With more than 30,000 people already murdered in cartel wars, this is an emergency that demands our government's immediate attention.

Douglas Droney
11110 Alondra Blvd.
Norwalk, CA 90650
From: Douglas Dyakon [douglasdyakon@gmail.com]
Sent: Saturday, February 12, 2011 10:21 AM
To: Webmaster
Subject: Support for the Reporting of Multiple Sales of Long Guns
It's time that the Obama administration does more to crack down on the gun smuggling carried out by the Mexican drug cartels.

I strongly support the ATF's proposal to require dealers along the border to report bulk sales of assault rifles, just like they already do with handgun sales. The ATF must use its authority to collect this information and better enforce the laws already on the books.

With more than 30,000 people already murdered in cartel wars, this is an emergency that demands our government’s immediate attention.

Douglas Engle
64 Wehrli Rd
Long Valley, NJ 7853
Please OPPOSE the “Notice of Information Collection Under Review: Report of Multiple Sale or Other Disposition of Certain Rifles.”

This is an unnecessary regulation and is not allowed under Federal law. Title 18 U.S.C. § 923(g)(3)(A) does not grant any such registration of multiple purchases of firearms, except for handguns.

The regulation contains no provision for the destruction of the collected information, and therefore is not legal under Title 18 U.S.C. § 926(a).

Laws do matter and this unnecessary and extra-legal proposal must NOT be approved.

Sincerely,

Douglas Farr
Williamsburg, VA 23185
It's time that the Obama administration does more to crack down on the gun smuggling carried out by the Mexican drug cartels.

I strongly support the ATF's proposal to require dealers along the border to report bulk sales of assault rifles, just like they already do with handgun sales. The ATF must use its authority to collect this information and better enforce the laws already on the books.

With more than 30,000 people already murdered in cartel wars, this is an emergency that demands our government's immediate attention.

Douglas Frank
2110 White Feather
CROSBY, TX 77532
It’s time that Obama administration does more to crack down on the gun smuggling carried out by the Mexican drug cartels.

I strongly support the ATF’s proposal to require dealers along the border to report bulk sales of assault rifles, just like they already do with handgun sales. The ATF must use its authority to collect this information and better enforce the laws already on the books.

With more than 30,000 people already murdered in cartel wars, this is an emergency that demands our government’s immediate attention.

Douglas Hart
181 Brothers Rd
HARTLAND, VT 5048
Dear Barbara Terrell,

It's time that the Obama administration does more to crack down on the gun smuggling carried out by the Mexican drug cartels.

I strongly support the ATF's proposal to require dealers along the border to report bulk sales of assault rifles, just like they already do with handgun sales. The ATF must use its authority to collect this information and better enforce the laws already on the books.

With more than 30,000 people already murdered in cartel wars, this is an emergency that demands our government's immediate attention.

Douglas Kirtz
23 Wildersburg Common
Barre, VT 05641
It's time that the Obama administration does more to crack down on the gun smuggling carried out by the Mexican drug cartels.

I strongly support the ATF's proposal to require dealers along the border to report bulk sales of assault rifles, just like they already do with handgun sales. The ATF must use its authority to collect this information and better enforce the laws already on the books.

With more than 30,000 people already murdered in cartel wars, this is an emergency that demands our government's immediate attention.

Douglas Krechnyak
3337 Sherman Ave.
North Bend, OR 97459
It is astonishing that gun dealers along the border are not required to report their bulk sales of assault rifles. This lack of accountability for deadly weapons can only lead to more deaths in the Mexican drug wars.

Please give your support to the ATF's proposal to require dealers along the border to report bulk sales of assault rifles.

Douglas Long
.
Rio Rancho, NM 87124
It's time that the Obama administration does more to crack down on the gun smuggling carried out by the Mexican drug cartels.

I strongly support the ATF's proposal to require dealers along the border to report bulk sales of assault rifles, just like they already do with handgun sales. The ATF must use its authority to collect this information and better enforce the laws already on the books.

With more than 30,000 people already murdered in cartel wars, this is an emergency that demands our government’s immediate attention.

Douglas McNeill
33T Ridge Rd
Greenbelt, MD 20770
I, as an American citizen who has watched the constant chipping away of American Freedoms for the last 30 years, I EXPRESSLY SAY
NO to this obviously Unconstitutional Act.
IF the ATF wants to Stop any "flow of American guns to Mexico" I suggest you begin with MEXICO and ask just how THEY are stopping the issue, how THEY are stopping the flow of illicit drugs NORTH.
THEN FINISH THE FENCE.
I also suggest when you do catch someone buying and selling guns illegally that you PROSECUTE to the fullest extend of the law and stop the Catch and Release of criminals back in to society and that when you catch a Mexican National running guns, send them home once, the second time they should be in Yuma prison, making big rocks into little rocks until they die. ENOUGH

NO, NO 1000 times NO to anymore INTRUSIONS IN TO THE LIVES OF the AMERICAN PEOPLE with some gratutious feel good law that risks making Free Americans Criminals.
ENOUGH

D R Morris
Cooksey, Roberta B.

From: Douglas Paprocki [d-gpaprocki@juno.com]
Sent: Friday, February 11, 2011 3:00 PM
To: FIPB Regulatory Email inquiries
Subject: Support for the Reporting of Multiple Sales of Long Guns

It’s time that the Obama administration does more to crack down on the gun smuggling carried out by the Mexican drug cartels.

I strongly support the ATF’s proposal to require dealers along the border to report bulk sales of assault rifles, just like they already do with handgun sales. The ATF must use its authority to collect this information and better enforce the laws already on the books.

With more than 30,000 people already murdered in cartel wars, this is an emergency that demands our government’s immediate attention.

Douglas Paprocki
1240 Sunset Dr
Lafayette, IN 47905-1352
This email is making the rounds and Americans are sick and tired of the Government stomping all over their Second Amendment rights. **I urge you to stop doing it.**

**Motivational Posters**

*Take note fellow Americans, before it's too late!*
FIREFARMS
More useful than a camera
April 19, 1775  An English attempt to confiscate guns from Americans triggered a successful revolution.

Dear Congress, that’s a hint.
If trouble kicks down your door, light it up like a Christmas tree.

“Gun owners are compensating for something”

I am compensating for being smaller and weaker than most violent criminals

www.a-human-right.com
On his inauguration, President Obama will be protected by the Secret Service, 11,500 soldiers and 4,000 police officers. They have armor and automatic weapons. No one is assigned to protect my family.

This just about says it all.
The experts agree...

Hitler  Castro  Qaddafi  Stalin

Idi Amin  Mao Tse-tung  Pol Pot  Kim Jong-il

Gun control works!
During WWII the Japanese decided not to invade America because they knew most Americans were ARMED! If you value your freedom, please spread this anti-gun control message to all of your friends.
FREE PEOPLE OWN GUNS.

SLAVES DON'T.
"Where can I get my pistol engraved like this?"
The sword is more important than the shield, and skill is more important than either... The final weapon is the brain. All else is supplemental.

1. Don't pick a fight with an old man. If he is too old to fight, he'll just kill you.

2. I carry a gun because a cop is too heavy.

3. When seconds count, the cops are just minutes away.
4. A reporter did a human-interest piece on the Texas Rangers. The reporter recognized the Colt Model 1911 the Ranger was carrying and asked him 'Why do you carry a 45?' The Ranger responded, 'Because they don't make a 46.'

5. The old sheriff was attending an awards dinner when a lady commented on his wearing his sidearm 'Sheriff, I see you have your pistol. Are you expecting trouble?' 'No Ma'am. If I were expecting trouble, I would have brought my shotgun.'

6. Beware the man who only carries one gun. HE PROBABLY KNOWS HOW TO USE IT!!

But wait, there's more!

I was once asked by a lady visiting if I had a gun in the house. I said I did. She said 'Well I certainly hope it isn't loaded!' To which I said, of course it is loaded, it can't work without bullets!' She then asked, 'Are you that afraid of someone evil coming into your house?' My reply was, “No not at all. I am not afraid of the house catching fire either, but I have fire extinguishers around, and they are all loaded too”.

HAVE A NICE DAY But don't Monkey with Me...
And Remember:

I'm a firm believer of the 2nd Amendment! If you are too, please forward..
WHERE ELSE BUT AMERICA
ONLY IN AMERICA
We are the only country where we have homeless without shelter, children going to bed without eating, elderly going without needed meds, and mentally ill without treatment and yet we have benefits for the people of Haiti on 12 TV stations, ships and planes lining up with food, water, tents, clothes, bedding, doctors and medical supplies. Imagine if we gave ourselves the same support that we give other countries. I feel bad for them, but I wonder who cares about America.

99% of people won't have the guts to forward this.
It's time that the Obama administration does more to crack down on the gun smuggling carried out by the Mexican drug cartels.

I strongly support the ATF's proposal to require dealers along the border to report bulk sales of assault rifles, just like they already do with handgun sales. The ATF must use its authority to collect this information and better enforce the laws already on the books.

With more than 30,000 people already murdered in cartel wars, this is an emergency that demands our government's immediate attention.

Douglas Stamey
7 Portsmouth Road
Front Royal, VA 212630
It's time that the Obama administration does more to crack down on the gun smuggling carried out by the Mexican drug cartels.

I strongly support the ATF's proposal to require dealers along the border to report bulk sales of assault rifles, just like they already do with handgun sales. The ATF must use its authority to collect this information and better enforce the laws already on the books.

With more than 30,000 people already murdered in cartel wars, this is an emergency that demands our government's immediate attention.

Douglas Stangler
713 North 138th Street
#N/A, WA 98133
It's time that the Obama administration does more to crack down on the gun smuggling carried out by the Mexican drug cartels.

I strongly support the ATF’s proposal to require dealers along the border to report bulk sales of assault rifles, just like they already do with handgun sales. The ATF must use its authority to collect this information and better enforce the laws already on the books.

With more than 30,000 people already murdered in cartel wars, this is an emergency that demands our government’s immediate attention.

Douglas Thatcher
1023 Osborn Ave
Lorain, OH 44052
It’s time that Obama administration does more to crack down on the gun smuggling carried out by the Mexican drug cartels.

I strongly support the ATF’s proposal to require dealers along the border to report bulk sales of assault rifles, just like they already do with handgun sales. The ATF must use its authority to collect this information and better enforce the laws already on the books.

With more than 30,000 people already murdered in cartel wars, this is an emergency that demands our government’s immediate attention.

Douglas Trent
PO Box 22276
Santa Fe, NM 87502
Dear Barbara Terrell,

It’s time that Obama administration does more to crack down on the gun smuggling carried out by the Mexican drug cartels.

I strongly support the ATF’s proposal to require dealers along the border to report bulk sales of assault rifles, just like they already do with handgun sales. The ATF must use it’s authority to collect this information and better enforce the laws already on the books.

With more than 30,000 people already murdered in cartel wars, this is an emergency that demands our government’s immediate attention.

Douglas Williams
1765 Eastern Ave
Schenectady, NY 12309
It’s time that Obama administration does more to crack down on the gun smuggling carried out by the Mexican drug cartels.

I strongly support the ATF’s proposal to require dealers along the border to report bulk sales of assault rifles, just like they already do with handgun sales. The ATF must use its authority to collect this information and better enforce the laws already on the books.

With more than 30,000 people already murdered in cartel wars, this is an emergency that demands our government’s immediate attention.

Douglass Reeves
2 Pine Ridge Circle
#N/A, NY 1003
To whom it may concern:

As both an FFL holder and an avid gun collector, I would just like to take a moment to express my concern over the December 17, 2010 “Notice of Information Collection Under Review: Report of Multiple Sale or Other Disposition of Certain Rifles.” I kindly urge you to reconsider the proposed reporting requirements.

As a US citizen, I am deeply concerned about the senseless violence happening just across our border at the hands of the drug cartels. In my opinion, however, the proposed reporting requirement would do little, if anything, to curb the gun violence in Mexico; but rather put an undue burden on the firearms dealers such as myself and expose thousands of law-abiding citizens to the investigation and scrutiny of law enforcement.

The drug cartels have millions of dollars at their disposal, and will always have access to weapons on the black market. Take their use of machine guns, grenades, and rocket launchers as an example. It is obvious they are not purchasing these types of weapons over the counter in the US, but the cartels continually get their hands on them and use them in the bloody drug wars now raging in Mexico and other Central and South American countries. As long as the cartels exist and continue to reap huge profits from their illegal activities, they will always be able to find a way to obtain the weapons they desire.

I do understand that some FFL dealers are completely irresponsible and do not care who they sell to, or even care that the same customer continually purchases dozens of rifles from them. I, however, do care and scrutinize every buyer that purchases any type of firearm from me. In my opinion, law enforcement should concentrate on identifying these unscrupulous gun dealers and put them out of business rather than wasting their valuable time investigating thousands of law-abiding US citizens.

Best regards,

Doyle Johnson
It's time that the Obama administration does more to crack down on the gun smuggling carried out by the Mexican drug cartels.

I strongly support the ATF's proposal to require dealers along the border to report bulk sales of assault rifles, just like they already do with handgun sales. The ATF must use its authority to collect this information and better enforce the laws already on the books.

With more than 30,000 people already murdered in cartel wars, this is an emergency that demands our government's immediate attention.

doyle kevin
125 bellevue
steubenville, OH 44134
It's time that the Obama administration does more to crack down on the gun smuggling carried out by the Mexican drug cartels.

I strongly support the ATF's proposal to require dealers along the border to report bulk sales of assault rifles, just like they already do with handgun sales. The ATF must use its authority to collect this information and better enforce the laws already on the books.

With more than 30,000 people already murdered in cartel wars, this is an emergency that demands our government’s immediate attention.

Doyle Wiseman
5030 Business Center Drive Suite 200
Fairfield, CA 94534-6845
I oppose granting "demand letter" authority to the BATFE to collect additional information from approximately 8500 gun shops.

I agree with the points made in the legal opinion that you received from the NRA.

The request exceeds the intent of the demand letter provision.

No doubt the bureaucrats are under pressure to "do something" about the terrible violence in Mexico, but invading the privacy of US citizens to do so is not acceptable. This will erode privacy and increase the burden on US business owners.

ATF has not demonstrated that they are effectively using data already collected to detect straw purchases, so what will they do with the massive amount of data generated by the requested authority?

We must put a stop to the ever expanding burden of government due to the good intentions of non-elected officials.

STOP IT PLEASE!

Bryan Dishner
2416 Bittersweet Row
Rockford, IL 61108
It’s time that Obama administration does more to crack down on the gun smuggling carried out by the Mexican drug cartels.

I strongly support the ATF’s proposal to require dealers along the border to report bulk sales of assault rifles, just like they already do with handgun sales. The ATF must use its authority to collect this information and better enforce the laws already on the books.

With more than 30,000 people already murdered in cartel wars, this is an emergency that demands our government’s immediate attention.

dr eli hegeman
899 10th ave  room 433t
ny, NY 10019
Dear Barbara Terrell,

It’s time that Obama administration does more to crack down on the gun smuggling carried out by the Mexican drug cartels.

I strongly support the ATF’s proposal to require dealers along the border to report bulk sales of assault rifles, just like they already do with handgun sales. The ATF must use it’s authority to collect this information and better enforce the laws already on the books.

With more than 30,000 people already murdered in cartel wars, this is an emergency that demands our government’s immediate attention.

Dr James & Helen Niblock
215 Elizabeth St
EAST LANSING, MI 48823
It's time that the Obama administration does more to crack down on the gun smuggling carried out by the Mexican drug cartels.

I strongly support the ATF's proposal to require dealers along the border to report bulk sales of assault rifles, just like they already do with handgun sales. The ATF must use its authority to collect this information and better enforce the laws already on the books.

With more than 30,000 people already murdered in cartel wars, this is an emergency that demands our government's immediate attention.

Dr. Allen and Mrs. Phyllis Schwab
1780 Summer Lake Drive
Chesterfield, MO 63017-5130
It's time that the Obama administration does more to crack down on the gun smuggling carried out by the Mexican drug cartels.

I strongly support the ATF's proposal to require dealers along the border to report bulk sales of assault rifles, just like they already do with handgun sales. The ATF must use its authority to collect this information and better enforce the laws already on the books.

With more than 30,000 people already murdered in cartel wars, this is an emergency that demands our government's immediate attention.

Dr. and Mrs. Stephen Di Biase
405 61 st
willowbrook, IL 60527-1805
February 10, 2011

From: Dr. Craig M. Bereznoff  
1304 N. Vivian St.  
Longmont, Colorado 80501-3217

To: OMB  
Office of Information and Regulatory Affairs  
Attention: Department of Justice Desk Officer  
Washington, DC 20503

Re: 1) December 17, 2010 “Notice of Information Collection Under Review: Report of Multiple Sale or Other Disposition of Certain Rifles.”  
2) Federal Register Notice of December 17, 2010 (Volume 75, Number 242, Page 79021), 60-Day Emergency Notice of Information Collection Activities: Proposed collection, comments requested

To Whom It May Concern:

I offer my comments on this Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco, Firearms, and Explosives (ATF) information collection request to the Office of Management and Budget (OMB).

The notice proposed an "emergency" requirement that certain federal firearms Licensees report multiple sales or other dispositions whenever the licensee sells or otherwise disposes of two or more rifles within any five consecutive business days with the following characteristics: (a) Semi automatic; (b) a caliber greater than .22; and (c) the ability to accept a detachable magazine.

Now, the OMB has denied the "emergency" request. But regardless of the timeframe in which approval is sought, **ATF does not have the statutory authority to impose this requirement on licensees.**

**Congress has comprehensively defined what ATF may and may not require with respect to licensees' records.** By specifically requiring reports only of multiple handgun sales, Congress implicitly rejected the idea of requiring reports on multiple sales of other firearms. The BATF seemed to understand that point when it responded in October to a recommendation for multiple long gun sales reporting by the Department of Justice Inspector General. ATF's comment on that recommendation was that it would "explore the full range of options" but that such a requirement "may require a change to the Gun Control Act."
These reports will be requested through "demand letters"—a mechanism that for many years had been used only to conduct firearm traces, to obtain aggregate manufacturing statistics, or to obtain contact information for buyers of certain firearms later declared to be subject to the National Firearms Act. Even when ATF began to use demand letters to seek a broader range of firearm transaction records, one court upholding that program cautioned that the demand letter statute "is not a limitless delegation of authority" and "cannot be construed in an open-ended fashion."

The scope of the proposed collection suggests in itself that the proposal exceeds ATF's statutory authority. The Fourth Circuit stressed that the letter at issue in the RSM case was sent to only 41 licensees out of the 80,000 licensees in the United States. A second type of demand letter was sent to only 450 dealers nationwide. Now, ATF proposes to issue demand letters to approximately 8,500 licensees.

That estimate appears to be based on the total number of licensed dealers and pawnbrokers in California, Arizona, New Mexico and Texas. If so, nearly one out of seven firearm retailers in the United States would receive demand letters for multiple rifle sales.

The burden estimate in the proposal appears to assume that each licensee subject to a demand letter will respond once during the proposed duration of the program. Given the great variety in size and sales volume among the thousands of licensees in the border states, this seems unlikely.

Even if the burden estimate in the proposal is correct, it is unclear how ATF could make effective use of the large number of reports that would be generated. Recent media reports suggest that ATF is already unable to handle dealers' voluntary, real-time reports of possible "straw purchases." If processing thousands of additional mandatory reports takes even more resources away from investigating these suspicious transactions, the proposed information collection may be more harmful than helpful.

I am well aware that ATF would, understandably, like to take strong steps to address drug-related violence in Mexico. But lawlessness in Mexico—driven by multi-billion dollar drug cartels with access to any and all types of arms on the international black markets—is no excuse for U.S. law enforcement agencies to spend scarce resources on programs that exceed their legal powers.

Therefore, OMB should deny ATF's request to approve its proposed collection of information. If you have any questions about my comments, please do not hesitate to contact my office.

Sincerely,

Dr. Craig M. Bereznoff  
1304 N. Vivian St.  
Longmont, Colorado 80501-3217  
Ph 303-776-3202  
Fx 303-772-3217

Copy:
Barbara A. Terrell
Firearms Industry Programs Branch
Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco, Firearms and Explosives
99 New York Avenue, N.E.
Washington, DC 20226.
Please OPPOSE the “Notice of Information Collection Under Review: Report of Multiple Sale or Other Disposition of Certain Rifles.”

This is an unnecessary regulation and is not allowed under Federal law. Title 18 U.S.C. § 923(g)(3)(A) does not grant any such registration of multiple purchases of firearms, except for handguns.

The regulation contains no provision for the destruction of the collected information and therefore is not legal under Title 18 U.S.C. § 926(a).

Laws do matter, and this unnecessary and extra-legal proposal must NOT be approved.

Sincerely,

Dr. Cathy Roberts
47 Dashiell Drive
Smithfield, VA 23430
It's time that the Obama administration does more to crack down on the gun smuggling carried out by the Mexican drug cartels.

I strongly support the ATF's proposal to require dealers along the border to report bulk sales of assault rifles, just like they already do with handgun sales. The ATF must use its authority to collect this information and better enforce the laws already on the books.

With more than 30,000 people already murdered in cartel wars, this is an emergency that demands our government's immediate attention.

Dr. Debora Phillips
188 Minna St.
San Francisco, CA 94105
Greetings Ms. Terrell

I would like to have my opposition noted regarding Mr. Melson's Demand Letter of December 17, 2010 “Notice of Information Collection Under Review: Report of Multiple Sale or Other Disposition of Certain Rifles.”

This suggestion is ludicrous and could only hamper our (U.S. Citizen's) safety. It does not deal with the problem. It also appears unconstitutional.

Thank you,

Don

1020 A St SE
Suite 4
Auburn Washington 98002
Ph: 253-939-0909
<dondc@reachone.com>
It's time that Obama administration does more to crack down on the gun smuggling carried out by the Mexican drug cartels.

I strongly support the ATF's proposal to require dealers along the border to report bulk sales of assault rifles, just like they already do with handgun sales. The ATF must use its authority to collect this information and better enforce the laws already on the books.

With more than 30,000 people already murdered in cartel wars, this is an emergency that demands our government’s immediate attention.

Dr. Ed Slack
2311 Selma Drive
Nashville, TN 37214
It's time that the Obama administration does more to crack down on the gun smuggling carried out by the Mexican drug cartels.

I strongly support the ATF's proposal to require dealers along the border to report bulk sales of assault rifles, just like they already do with handgun sales. The ATF must use its authority to collect this information and better enforce the laws already on the books.

With more than 30,000 people already murdered in cartel wars, this is an emergency that demands our government’s immediate attention.

Dr. Frank K. Robinson
428 Brn Mtn Lp
#N/A, TN 37920
Barbara A. Terrell  
Firearms Industry Programs Branch  
Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco, Firearms and Explosives  
99 New York Avenue, N.E.  
Washington, DC  20226.

MS. Terrell,

If the BATFE pursues it's attempt to circumvent the 2nd Amendment through its proposal to require long gun sales reporting in my State of Arizona you can count on a legal battle of the like this country has never seen before. Take a close and keen look at how Arizona deals with challenges from the Federal Government...we DO NOT back down, I implore not just your department, but the entire Administration to stop wasting my tax dollars trying to destroy the Constitutional rights of this country's citizens.

Sincerely,

Dr. J. Albert Almendinger

CONFIDENTIAL : This transmission may contain information that is privileged, confidential and/or exempt from disclosure under applicable law. If you are not the intended recipient, you are hereby notified that any disclosure, copying, distribution, or use of the information contained herein (including any reliance thereon)is strictly prohibited. If you received this transmission in error, please immediately contact the sender and destroy the material in its entirety, whether in electronic or hard copy format.
In reference the BATF's "new" proposal to require onerous new reporting of long purchases along the Mexican boarder; I respectfully submit that this regulation goes far beyond the limits of the United States Constitution and SHOULD BE IMMEDIATELY ABANDONED. This perverse regulation will add costs and overburden government and the general public with unwanted and UNNEEDED regulation. With the recent expose of the bumbling, fumbling and treasonous actions by the BATF in "project Gun Runner", this regulation will be one more attempt to disarm the American public in the false hope of "trying to do something" about the Mexican drug problem. WHY would a drug capo loaded with money try and purchase one firearm or 10 at a time from a retail gun store in Texas when they can BUY a BOAT LOAD from China, North Korea or the Middle East and have them delivered to their doorstep? The BATF has no legal authority to demand these reports, and the flood of new paperwork will waste scarce law enforcement resources that should be spent on legitimate investigations. This insanity of BATF MUST STOP! Instead of one more useless "program" the best fix would be defunding the BATF (American Secret Police/Gestapo) and restoring America to its Constitutional Roots.

Dr. K

"Freedom is never more than one generation away from extinction. We didn't pass it to our children in the bloodstream. It must be fought for, protected, and passed on ... or we will spend our sunset years telling our children's children what it was like in the United States when men were free."
- Ronald Reagan
It’s time that the Obama administration does more to crack down on the gun smuggling carried out by the Mexican drug cartels.

I strongly support the ATF’s proposal to require dealers along the border to report bulk sales of assault rifles, just like they already do with handgun sales. The ATF must use its authority to collect this information and better enforce the laws already on the books.

With more than 30,000 people already murdered in cartel wars, this is an emergency that demands our government’s immediate attention.

Dr. Myron Stern
Shaker Blvd.
CLEVELAND, OH 44120
Dear Barbara Terrell,

It's time that the Obama administration does more to crack down on the gun smuggling carried out by the Mexican drug cartels.

I strongly support the ATF's proposal to require dealers along the border to report bulk sales of assault rifles, just like they already do with handgun sales. The ATF must use its authority to collect this information and better enforce the laws already on the books.

With more than 30,000 people already murdered in cartel wars, this is an emergency that demands our government's immediate attention.

Dr. Peter C. & Jean Wolff
399 Riverview Lane
MELBOURNE BEACH, FL 32951
It's time that the Obama administration does more to crack down on the gun smuggling carried out by the Mexican drug cartels.

I strongly support the ATF's proposal to require dealers along the border to report bulk sales of assault rifles, just like they already do with handgun sales. The ATF must use its authority to collect this information and better enforce the laws already on the books.

With more than 30,000 people already murdered in cartel wars, this is an emergency that demands our government's immediate attention.

Dr. Peter Geidel
418 17th Avenue
Paterson, NJ 07504
It's time that the Obama administration does more to crack down on the gun smuggling carried out by the Mexican drug cartels.

I strongly support the ATF's proposal to require dealers along the border to report bulk sales of assault rifles, just like they already do with handgun sales. The ATF must use its authority to collect this information and better enforce the laws already on the books.

With more than 30,000 people already murdered in cartel wars, this is an emergency that demands our government's immediate attention.

Dr. Steven F. and Mary C. Jennings
11340 Rivercrest Dr.
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72212
Dear Barbara Terrell,

It’s time that Obama administration does more to crack down on the gun smuggling carried out by the Mexican drug cartels.

I strongly support the ATF’s proposal to require dealers along the border to report bulk sales of assault rifles, just like they already do with handgun sales. The ATF must use it’s authority to collect this information and better enforce the laws already on the books.

With more than 30,000 people already murdered in cartel wars, this is an emergency that demands our government’s immediate attention. 

Dr. William M. Smith, Jr.
21702 Asturias Rd.
Summerland Key, FL 33042
It’s time that the Obama administration does more to crack down on the gun smuggling carried out by the Mexican drug cartels.

I strongly support the ATF’s proposal to require dealers along the border to report bulk sales of assault rifles, just like they already do with handgun sales. The ATF must use its authority to collect this information and better enforce the laws already on the books.

With more than 30,000 people already murdered in cartel wars, this is an emergency that demands our government’s immediate attention.

Dr. Anthony R. Peluso
185 Inlet Lane
GREENPORT, NY 11944
It's time that the Obama administration does more to crack down on the gun smuggling carried out by the Mexican drug cartels.

I strongly support the ATF's proposal to require dealers along the border to report bulk sales of assault rifles, just like they already do with handgun sales. The ATF must use its authority to collect this information and better enforce the laws already on the books.

With more than 30,000 people already murdered in cartel wars, this is an emergency that demands our government's immediate attention.

Dr/ Wi;bur Hoff
2230 Stuart St.
Berkeley, CA 94705
It’s time that the Obama administration does more to crack down on the gun smuggling carried out by the Mexican drug cartels.

I strongly support the ATF’s proposal to require dealers along the border to report bulk sales of assault rifles, just like they already do with handgun sales. The ATF must use its authority to collect this information and better enforce the laws already on the books.

With more than 30,000 people already murdered in cartel wars, this is an emergency that demands our government’s immediate attention.

Drew Cucuzza
351 Central Avenue
NEW HAVEN, CT 6515
The Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco, Firearms and Explosives is demanding the authority to require all of the 8,500 firearm dealers in California, Arizona, New Mexico and Texas to report all sales of two or more semiautomatic rifles within five consecutive business days, if the rifles are larger than .22 caliber and use detachable magazines.

For example, a dealer would have to tell the government every time a deer hunter in Sacramento or Amarillo finds a good deal on a pair of semi-auto .30-06s like the popular Remington 7400. The ATF has no legal authority to demand these reports, and the flood of new paperwork will waste scarce law enforcement resources that should be spent on legitimate investigations.

I am a voter, a sportsman and a volunteer fireman and emt.

Thank you for reading.
Andrew VanDenAmeele
Sent on the Sprint® Now Network from my BlackBerry®
Cooksey, Roberta B.

From: drsimm@juno.com
Sent: Friday, February 11, 2011 2:17 PM
To: Terrell, Barbara A.
Subject: “Notice of Information Collection Under Review: Report of Multiple Sale or Other Disposition of Certain Rifles.”

Reference: December 17, 2010 “Notice of Information Collection Under Review: Report of Multiple Sale or Other Disposition of Certain Rifles.”

To: Barbara A. Terrell
Firearms Industry Programs Branch
Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco, Firearms and Explosives
99 New York Avenue, N.E.
Washington, DC 20226.

Barbara:
PLEASE Block ATF Long Gun Sales Reporting!

The Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco, Firearms and Explosives is demanding the authority to require all of the 8,500 firearm dealers in California, Arizona, New Mexico and Texas to report all sales of two or more semiautomatic rifles within five consecutive business days, if the rifles are larger than .22 caliber and use detachable magazines.

Since when did the Constitutions Second Amendment allow this!?!? There is no U.S. Constitutional authority for this! I protest.

Donald R. Simmons
3117 branding iron way
berthoud, colorado
80513
4H State Firearms Training Team Instructor of 10 years.

Barbara.Terrell@atf.gov
Fax: (202) 648-9640
Dear Barbara Terrell,

It’s time that Obama administration does more to crack down on the gun smuggling carried out by the Mexican drug cartels.

I strongly support the ATF’s proposal to require dealers along the border to report bulk sales of assault rifles, just like they already do with handgun sales. The ATF must use it’s authority to collect this information and better enforce the laws already on the books.

With more than 30,000 people already murdered in cartel wars, this is an emergency that demands our government’s immediate attention.

Dru Ann Delgado
220 Lea Street
Munhall, PA 15120
Barbara A. Terrell
Firearms Industry Programs Branch
Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco, Firearms and Explosives
99 New York Avenue, N.E.
Washington, DC 20226

Re: Federal Register Notice of December 17, 2010 (Volume 75, Number 242, Page 79021), 60-Day Emergency Notice of Information Collection Under Review: Report of Multiple Sale or Other Disposition of Certain Rifles

February 11, 2011

To Whom It May Concern:

I am writing to inform you that I disagree with the “Notice of Information Collection Under Review: Report of Multiple Sale or Other Disposition of Certain Rifles.” I am a citizen of Georgia and will not be affected by this legislation. I am against this legislation because I think it is unconstitutional. We have the second amendment in this country. The government should not infringe on our rights in this way.

Sincerely,
Andrew Shellhorse
4320 Brighton Way
Kennesaw GA 30144
Dear Sir/Madame,

Please OPPOSE the “Notice of Information Collection Under Review: Report of Multiple Sale or Other Disposition of Certain Rifles.”

This is an unnecessary regulation and is not allowed under Federal law. Title 18 U.S.C. § 923(g)(3)(A) does not grant any such registration of multiple purchases of firearms, except for handguns.

The regulation contains no provision for the destruction of the collected information, and therefore is not legal under Title 18 U.S.C. § 926(a).

**Laws do matter and this unnecessary and extra-legal proposal must NOT be approved.**

Sincerely,

D. Scott Moore, RN, RCS
Chester, VA 23831
It's time that the Obama administration does more to crack down on the gun smuggling carried out by the Mexican drug cartels.

I strongly support the ATF's proposal to require dealers along the border to report bulk sales of assault rifles, just like they already do with handgun sales. The ATF must use its authority to collect this information and better enforce the laws already on the books.

With more than 30,000 people already murdered in cartel wars, this is an emergency that demands our government's immediate attention.

Duane Howe
41640 Gladys Ct
Homer, AK 99803
The government is getting to involved in peoples affairs, this includes the ATF. We shouldn’t have to report any purchases of guns. Don’t increase the reporting requirements of dealers. Royce Watson, P.O. Box 5595, Bryan, Tx. 77805-5595
Dear Barbara Terrell,

It's time that the Obama administration does more to crack down on the gun smuggling carried out by the Mexican drug cartels.

We strongly support the ATF's proposal to require dealers along the border to report bulk sales of assault rifles, just like they already do with handgun sales. The ATF must use its authority to collect this information and better enforce the laws already on the books.

With more than 30,000 people already murdered in cartel wars, this is an emergency that demands our government’s immediate attention.

Dudley & Candace Campbell
13167 Ortley Place
VAN NUYS, CA 91401
Barbara Terrell,

I highly object to having this passed. Law-abiding citizens are NOT the problem and for you or anyone to limit us in taking full advantage of our 2nd Amendment is, in itself, an illegal act. I own hunting rifles FOR HUNTING and I don’t believe I should have to tell anyone that I DO own such guns for SUCH reason.

For whatever it is worth, put me down as OBJECTING to this act of reporting ANY ownership of ANY legal fire arm.

Respectfully,
Kimberley Raymer Duffy – life-time NRA member
FROM: Duke Wahl
811 Manchester Ave.
Batavia, IL 60510
630-879-5870
duke.wahl@att.net

TO: Barbara A. Terrell
Firearms Industry Programs Branch
Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco, Firearms and Explosives
99 New York Avenue, N.E.
Washington, DC 20226.
Barbara.Terrell@atf.gov

RE: December 17, 2010 “Notice of Information Collection Under Review: Report of Multiple Sale or Other Disposition of Certain Rifles.”

Dear Ms Terrell,

Unfortunately, I have no time to respond to this latest infringement on my Constitutional rights by the ATF, but submit comment to you just because it can be done in a timely manner before the February 14, 2011 deadline for comment.

I oppose this latest ‘Knee Jerk’ reaction to the tragic shooting in Arizona by a crazed individual. The rest of America morns and deplores this event, but the rest of America should not be held responsible by further infringements on the Second Amendment to the Constitution proposed by the ATF.

As a taxpayer, I will eventually and ultimately be responsible for implementation of this useless registration proposal by the ATF. Not only is my Second Amendment rights violated, but I will have to pay for it as well.

No matter what kind of society we live in, there will be crime. We cannot pass laws to prevent crime; we can only deal with the aftermath, and that includes ANY country you want to name. The emphasis should be on severe punishment when a crime occurs, not design laws and regulations to make further frivolous impositions on its law abiding citizens.

You will never be able to stop a Kamikaze, Jihad, or a crazed person on a mission. They care not of laws. They will obtain by whatever means necessary the tools to carry out their mission. By limiting access of any of these tools to ALL persons just excludes the law abiding citizens, but the social misfits will still obtain them with total disregard for the laws.

You are not a representative of the people, but I IMPLORE you to do everything in your power to oppose any measure(s) that further infringe on the [your] rights of the citizens of this
great country, who have the right to ‘keep and bear arms’ as set forth in the Constitution (as recently affirmed by the Supreme Court).

And the POSSESSION issue is where the LINE should be drawn. How a citizen USES the arms he possesses SHOULD have regulation and harsh penalties for MISUSE. Perhaps defining use and misuse would be better way to spend tax dollars rather than passing useless laws and regulations designed to prevent crime. Never worked, never will.

If you have rebuttal, I would welcome hearing differing opinion.

Very Sincerely,
Duke Wahl
811 Manchester Ave.
Batavia, IL 60510
630-879-5870
duke.wahl@att.net
It’s time that the Obama administration does more to crack down on the gun smuggling carried out by the Mexican drug cartels.

I strongly support the ATF's proposal to require dealers along the border to report bulk sales of assault rifles, just like they already do with handgun sales. The ATF must use its authority to collect this information and better enforce the laws already on the books.

With more than 30,000 people already murdered in cartel wars, this is an emergency that demands our government’s immediate attention.

Duncan Kerst
1933 SE 32nd Place
Portland, OR 97214
Cooksey, Roberta B.

From: Duncan's Gunworks [info@duncansgunworks.com]
Sent: Thursday, December 30, 2010 12:27 PM
To: FIPB Regulatory Email inquiries
Subject: Re: From Duncans Gunworks

Where would we find the multiple long gun form we need to be filling out on Jan 5, 2011?

----- Original Message ------

From: FIPB Regulatory Email inquiries
To: Duncan's Gunworks
Sent: Thursday, December 30, 2010 5:55 AM
Subject: RE: From Duncans Gunworks

Thank you for your comment regarding the 60-day emergency notice of information collection relating to ATF Form 3310.12 (Report of Multiple Sale or Other Disposition of Certain Rifles), published in the Federal Register on December 17, 2010. The Federal Register and supplement form may be found at: http://www.atf.gov/regulations-rulings/rulemakings/general-notices.html

The primary purpose of this program is to improve law enforcement’s ability to identify firearms traffickers, to disrupt the criminal activity and to stop deadly violence plaguing the Southwest Border States and Mexico. The multiple sales reports will apply only to rifles that are semi-automatic, greater than .22 caliber, and have the ability to accept a detachable magazine. ATF intends to implement this program to require that Federal firearms licensees in the States of California, Arizona, New Mexico, and Texas complete the form for those transactions in which an individual purchases two or more of these rifles within five business days. We intend to evaluate the results at the end of a 1 year pilot period, at which time ATF may expand, narrow or discontinue the program.

As mentioned in the notice, if granted by the Office of Management and Budget (OMB), the emergency approval of the form is valid for 180 days. All comments received in response to the notice will be carefully considered and, if warranted, revisions to the form will be made.

----- Original Message ------

From: Duncan's Gunworks [mailto:info@duncansgunworks.com]
Sent: Wednesday, December 22, 2010 12:42 PM
To: Terrell, Barbara A.
Subject: From Duncans Gunworks

We are writing in opposition to the reporting of multiple sales reporting of long guns. In California, we are already required to list how many long guns a person is purchasing during each transaction. The information is being sent with each DROS.

Long guns are rarely used in crimes and it will actually make it more difficult for dealers to help law enforcement, because the criminals will change their ways to get guns to get around this reporting requirement. It will make it harder for us to identify and report suspicious behavior to law enforcement. Congress, when enacting the multiple handgun reporting had the chance to add long guns, and specifically chose not to.

Please do not add another extensive paperwork and record-keeping requirement to our already heavy load, especially one that will not help keep the guns out of criminals hands.
No virus found in this incoming message.
Checked by AVG - www.avg.com
Version: 8.5.449 / Virus Database: 271.1.1/3346 - Release Date: 12/29/10 07:34:00
Ms. Terrell,
Please accept this comment concerning Long Gun Sales Reporting. This requirement will add undue costs to law enforcement as well as to further limit citizens' right to arms. I do not support this action and request that the pursuit of this requirement be ended.

Respectfully,

D. Dye

This regulation is both illegal and unnecessary. Further there is no justification for any "emergency" implementation as reported by the Washington Post:

* The regulation proposed is outside the statutory grant of authority to record information about multiple sales of firearms. Title 18 U.S.C. § 923(g)(3)(A) specifically grants the authority to collect multiple sale information on handguns and revolvers. Other firearms are excluded and there is no implied authority to extend this reporting requirement to rifles or any other type of firearm.
* "FFL" holders are already required by law to respond to BATFE requests for information on firearms distribution pursuant to criminal investigations: Title 18 U.S.C. § 923(g)(7).
* The regulation contains no provision for the destruction of information collected, which establishes a nationwide registry of "certain types of firearms" as proposed. Because of this the regulation as proposed is illegal under Title 18 U.S.C. § 926(a). "No such rule or regulation . may require that records required to be maintained under this chapter or any portion of the contents of such records, be recorded at or transferred to a facility owned, managed, or controlled by the United States or any State or any political subdivision thereof, nor that any system of registration of firearms, firearms owners, or firearms transactions or disposition be established."

There is a grave potential for this regulation to unduly burden citizens who are collectors or must obtain purchase permits at the local or state level to possess firearms. The proposed regulation does not say what the agency intends to do with the information but ostensibly it would be for criminal investigations. Subjecting law abiding gun owners to this type of investigation under the guise of "information collection" is an overt attempt to prevent them from exercising their 2nd Amendment rights to purchase and own firearms.

This regulatory action should not be approved

Dustin Drake
Cooksey, Roberta B.

From: Dusty Lefdal [dlefdal@sbcglobal.net]
Sent: Thursday, February 10, 2011 8:27 PM
To: Terrell, Barbara A.
Subject: ATF Long Gun Sales Reporting!

Please consider this a letter opposing any legislation regarding Long Gun Sales Reporting in ANY state. Please see below:

"A well regulated Militia, being necessary to the security of a free State, the right of the people to keep and bear Arms, shall not be infringed. ”

The original and copies distributed to the states, and then ratified by them, had different capitalization and punctuation:

“ A well regulated militia being necessary to the security of a free State, the right of the People to keep and bear arms shall not be infringed. ”

The 2nd amendment shall not be infringed upon. These reporting requirements will not stop any crimes or solve any either. I'm a former peace officer and have years of experience. Street gangs and average criminals that utilize firearms during the commission of a crime, do not go and buy multiple long guns such as deer rifles and then go commit the crime.

Most guns are stolen and then used in a crime. Get real. This is just more legislation to keep the honest people, honest. NO MORE! Please read the bill of rights and the constitution. These are the rules that we must follow. Start actually implementing the actual sentences of the criminals you catch. Trust me, that will be much more effective.

Dusty
Orland, Ca. 95963
The BATF as always is overstepping their bounds in trying to record every sale of long guns in the southwest. This is nothing more than registration in its simplest form in an effort to appease a couple of congressmen / senators. This isn't a political game to be played and you have no authority to do this! If Mexico wants trafficking stopped then let them put their soldiers on the border and keep the drugs in Mexico along with the dealers. If they don't want that pull the troops from Iran and space them every 10 ft from the coast to coast----shoot on sight, like Mexico!
Notice of Information Collection Under Review: Report of Multiple Sale or Other Disposition of Certain Rifles.”

Please do not do this; there are enough rules and paperwork in purchasing firearms. If the ATF wants to do anything try enforcing current laws that pertain to firearms. A example of why this reporting is wrong, when I grow up my father was a avid hunter and when he purchased guns he bought three at a time, one for me, one for my brother, and one for himself and did this multiple times during his life. There is too much paperwork in dealing with the government now and most is redundant or and just busy work to justify adding labor and expanding budgets.

Please take into account my comments and do not allow this to go through.

Dwayne W. Cassidy
Plymouth, Ohio 44865
The information contained in this E-mail message is intended for the personal and confidential use of the designated recipient(s) named above. This message and all communication contained herein is privileged and confidential. If the reader of this message is not the intended recipient or an agent responsible for delivering it to the intended recipient, you are hereby notified that you have received this E-mail message in error, and that any review, dissemination, distribution or copying of this message is strictly prohibited. If you have received this message in error, please notify MTD PRODUCTS INC immediately by calling (330) 225-2600.
This action would not stop illegals from getting guns only force them to take more extreme action to get them or seek underground way which most do. It would however be another over reaching arm of government infringing on the rights of Americans. I urge you not to go with this.

David Ward
It’s time that Obama administration does more to crack down on the gun smuggling carried out by the Mexican drug cartels.

I strongly support the ATF’s proposal to require dealers along the border to report bulk sales of assault rifles, just like they already do with handgun sales. The ATF must use it’s authority to collect this information and better enforce the laws already on the books.

With more than 30,000 people already murdered in cartel wars, this is an emergency that demands our government’s immediate attention.

Dwight Rogers
1707 Audubon Road
Chapel Hill, NC 27514
It's time that the Obama administration does more to crack down on the gun smuggling carried out by the Mexican drug cartels.

I strongly support the ATF's proposal to require dealers along the border to report bulk sales of assault rifles, just like they already do with handgun sales. The ATF must use its authority to collect this information and better enforce the laws already on the books.

With more than 30,000 people already murdered in cartel wars, this is an emergency that demands our government's immediate attention.

Dwight Sanders  
2071 Wickford Court  
Bloomfield Hills, MI 48304
It's time that the Obama administration does more to crack down on the gun smuggling carried out by the Mexican drug cartels.

I strongly support the ATF's proposal to require dealers along the border to report bulk sales of assault rifles, just like they already do with handgun sales. The ATF must use its authority to collect this information and better enforce the laws already on the books.

With more than 30,000 people already murdered in cartel wars, this is an emergency that demands our government’s immediate attention.

Dylan Scott
Parks Ave
LA MESA, CA 91942